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ABSTRACT
This study aims to develop models predicting the depth, extent and volume of
flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands of Nigeria from satellite sensor images. In
subregions representative of the entire wetlands over 1,500 rigorously coordinated
and geocoded depths were observed, simultaneously and near-simultaneously, w ith
Landsat-5 satellite overpass of 2 September 1990. Over 1,000 of the m easured
depths were reduced to w ater levels of 2 September 1990 and accurately calibrated
to corresponding pixels on the Landsat-TM image of the same date. Depth-radiance
power-curve relationships were established using regression analysis based partly
on relationships from ground radiometry. An operational model for flood prediction
was successfully developed. Area, volume and average depth of flooding predicted
from Landsat-TM satellite sensor data were, respectively, 1186km^, 560.92 million
m^ and 0.66m on 26 September 1986; and 910km^, 430.79 million m^ and 0.66m on
2 September 1990. Mean water-depths were predicted in open w aters from the
Landsat-TM imagery with a confidence interval of between 9-20% a t depths of 0.106.20m; and in inundated vegetation to 12-14% at 0.25-0.75m depths (and 30-50% a t
depths less th an 0.25m or greater than 0.75m).
Applying the developed depth-radiance equations to NOAA-11 AVHRR satellite
sensor data of 24 August 1990, they overestimated flood extent by 6% (52 km^) and
underestim ated volume by 18% (78.8 10® m^). Simulated Meteosat satellite data
overestim ated flood extent by over 6% (55 km^) and underestim ated volume by 37%
(160.2 10® m®). Using imagery from 1986, 1987, 1990 and 1991 the frequency of
flooding was found to vary spatially in about 50% of the wetlands every 4 or 6 years,
w ith only about 5.6% (242.1 km^) and 2.2% (94.5 km^) of the region flooded 3 times
and 4 times, respectively. This means th a t conventional techniques alone cannot be
used to adequately monitor flooding in the wetlands.
Operational problems encountered with using satellite sensor images were examined.
A significant problem is the low probability of acquiring a cloud-free scene from
Landsat-5 satellite (eg a probability of 1 in 32 days at 0.50 average cloud-free cover)
in the wet season which is the peak flood period. Also, there is little or no
correlation between satellite and ground radiometry data due to their different fieldof-views. Vegetation and turbidity also poses problems in deriving relationships
between water-depth and satellite pixel radiance. However, the depth-radiance
prediction models developed in this research are operational and (statistically) more
accurate th an some sim ilar models recently evaluated.
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CHAPTER 1
THE HADEJIA-NGURU WETLANDS

1.1

INTRODUCTION

W ater is fundam ental for sustaining life (Salomonson et aL 1983) and an essential
resource for hum an and livestock consumption and agricultural production in Nigeria
(Adeyemi, 1987; Bullock et aL 1988; Adeniyi, 1988; Agnew and Anderson, 1992).
The U nited Nations Commission on Development Planning noted the dependency of
development on education, health services (including w ater supply and sanitation),
food security and nutrition (Williams, 1992). Two of these three components (with
the exception of education) depend upon water; for instance the repercussion of poor
access to good quality w ater is poor sanitation and health, whilst unreliable w ater
supply leads to food insecurity (Williams, 1992). Wetlands are a very valuable
source of w ater and provide vital support for hum an populations living in the
vicinity. In Nigeria, the most im portant wetlands are in the Sokoto-Rima River
Basin (in the northwest) and in the Hadejia-Jama’are River Basin (in the northeast).
They not only sustain large hum an populations, but are also located in the semi-arid
region of Nigeria. The ever-present danger of drought (Mortimore, 1989), recession
of lakes, diminution of reservoirs and groundwater levels, the proximity to the arid
Chad Basin and the dependence of Lake Chad for its w ater re-charge, has made the
H adejia-Jam a’are River Basin the most im portant in the country (Dauda, 1987).
W etlands are areas with soils th at are periodically inundated by w ater (Zoltai, 1988;
Williams, 1991) and are transitional between terrestrial and aquatic systems
(Cowardin et al, 1979; Frayer et aL 1983). In wetlands, w ater is abundant and is
the dom inant factor determining the nature of plant growth, types of plant, soil
development and animal communities living in the soil and on its surface (Larson,
1981; Fraver et aL 1983). W etlands include marshes, swamps, mudflats, bogs, mires,
sloughs, small ponds, potholes, river overflows and wet meadows (Frayer et aL 1983;
Williams, 1991). W etland ecosystems are ubiquitous, found in almost every climatic
zone and every continent (except Antarctica) and account for about 6% of the global
area (Williams, 1991). Sixty percent of African wetlands are located in international
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river basins (Turner, 1991), raising issues of hydro-politics. Wetlands are im portant
sources of groundwater (Motts, 1981), they harbour many wildlife species (Golet,
1981), contribute to the scenic value of landscapes (Smardon, 1981), have great
potential for use in w ater quality management (Landers and Knuth, 1991) and yield
large varieties of plant species. They are also vital, valuable and multi-functional
environmental resources.
The functions and values of wetlands overlap and it is often difficult to say when a
function becomes a value. Im portant functions performed by wetlands are nutrient
retention, toxicant retention or control (Kadlec and Kadlec, 1978), sedim ent control
(Boto and Patrick, 1978), flood control, shoreline stabilisation, erosion control,
groundwater recharge, groundwater discharge, storm protection and windbreaks,
biomass export, micro-climate stabilisation, recreation, tourism

and w ater

transportation (Dugan, 1990). Products found in wetlands are water, fisheries,
wildlife resources, forest resources, agricultural products, forage resources and
energy resources. Also, the biological diversity (of wildlife, birds, fish, plants and so
on) and its natural beauty are valuable attributes of wetlands. Annual flooding is
the major variable th at facilitates lateral exchange of nutrients, organic m atter and
organisms, and a disturbance in the flood regime disrupts structure or function at
the ecosystem, community or population level (Sparks et aL 1990).
According to the wetland classification system of Frayer et al (1983) and Orme
(1991), the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands are interior wetlands of the riverine and
lacustrine systems because they are located on river channels, floodplains and inland
lakes. The Hadejia-Nguru wetlands are situated in N ortheast Nigeria (figure 1.1.1)
and about 50% of the area is liable to seasonal flooding (NCF, 1988). U ntil 1987,
wetlands in Nigeria were not considered to be of international importance (lUCN,
1987a), but by 1990 Nigerian wetlands had gained international recognition and
ranked 40th out of 158 countries (Ramsar, 1990) and the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands
is inclusive.

International attention attracted by the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands

culminated in the visit by the Duke of Edinburgh, as president for the World Wide
Fund for N ature (WWFN), in February 1989 (Kimmage, 1990). Several national and
international organisations and institutions are currently concerned w ith the
Hadejia-Nguru wetlands (Appendix A-4).
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Sustainable development, as defined by the Brundtland Commission, is development
th a t m eets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs (WCED, 1987; Foy, 1990). A fuller discussion
of sustainable development is given in Adams (1990). Sustainable utilization should
be the m ain priority in managing the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands of Nigeria. Field
(1990) expresses concern for the future of such environments and suggests th a t the
local inhabitants in the vicinity of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands and the proximal
urban populations are not interested in conservation unless there is an immediate
economic reason, especially since the wheat growing programme is a success of the
Nigerian government. All the local inhabitants interviewed by the author (during
his fieldwork in 1990 - Appendix F-5) suggested th at economic development of the
wetlands should come before conservation or with conservation if this was a
condition for development. The economic analysis of the agricultural, fuelwood and
fishing benefits provided by the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, show them to be
substantial and could yield significant economic returns for some time, provided th a t
the floodplain system is properly managed and sustained (Barbier et al, 1993). In
utilizing the resources in wetlands, care should be taken not to over-exploit so th a t
they are not further or significantly reduced like the case of wetlands in south and
southeast Asia which, for two to three hundred years, were drained for rice
cultivation (Richards, 1991). Thus, long-term integrated river basin managem ent
strategies coordinated with wetland policies and national w ater resource are
required. Economic activities in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands are closely integrated
and are dynamic, constantly reacting to legal, economic and natural changes (Adams
and Hollis, 1989). The recent cycle of drought and dam construction in the 1970s
and 1980s has added to the difficulties in evolving a sustainable wetland policy for
the, already complex, Hadejia-Nguru wetlands (Adams and Hollis, 1989).
The long-term impact of environmental damage in Nigeria is estim ated a t US $5.1
billion annually, if action is not taken to control the problems of deforestation,
wildlife and fisheries losses, w ater and air pollution, soil degradation and erosion
(World Bank, 1990). Traditional environmental conservation in Nigeria was widely
practised prior to the 1900s (Choker, 1993). In pre-colonial Hausaland, traditional
keepers of forest and nature conservationists, referred to as Sarkin Daji (in Hausa),
were vested with wide powers to protect nature, but their replacements by modern
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Figure 1.1.1
The Hadejia-Nguru W etlands, N orth-East Nigeria
(Produced from NOAA-11 AVH RR imagery o f 24 August 1990)
N ote: The Hadejia-Jama are River Basin extends from the southwest
cloud-covered region to Kano, Hadejia, Nguru, Gashua, Katagum and Bunga
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forest guards, during the British colonial era, resulted in a diminution of communal
concern for nature conservation (Dawa, 1991) and enforcements have been limited
(Aweto, 1990). Alternative sustainable wetland policies are now desired for the
Hadejia-Nguru wetlands. To help formulate a sustainable wetland m anagem ent
policy for the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, changes in land use and land cover, and most
im portantly the flood regime have to be monitored over a period of time. In a period
of n atu ral and anthropogenically induced environmental change, knowledge of the
resource base and its dynamics is essential to evolving sound environmental
strategies and planning. Improved environmental monitoring has recently been
identified a key factor for better environmental management (Rose and Smith, 1992;
O’Neill et al, 1993). Previous land use and land cover classifications, w ith the
exception of those by Sule (1990b), were not used to map out changes over tim e
(Schultz, 1975; Schultz, 1976; Brown, 1987) and appear to be highly generalized or
inaccurate. Moreover, the Adams and Hollis (1989) and Hollis and Thompson (1992,
1993a) hydrological models of flooding and groundwater flow were subject to errors,
of unknown magnitude, due to the inadequacy and unreliability of hydrological data
collected for the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands and so the accuracy of the estim ated
volume of flooding in the wetlands is uncertain. There is a paucity of reliable or
verifiable environment information on the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.
The inadequacy of hydrological data for the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands (Adams and
Hollis, 1989) and the lack of adequate maps (Balogun, 1987) means th a t an
alternative strategy has had to be developed for the present study. Remote sensing
and Geographical Information System (GIS) have been used in this context. Land
use and land cover changes from 1950 to 1986 have been monitored using digital
image processing and vector-based techniques in a GIS environment. The frequency
of flooding has been monitored from 1986 to 1991, and models have been developed
to predict the extent, depth and volume of flooding from high spatial resolution
satellite data. The development of these flood models and the generation of land use
and land cover maps for the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands are the first to be used for the
Hadejia-Nguru wetlands or any wetland in Nigeria.
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1.2

THE STUDY AREA

The study area for this research is the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands of Nigeria.

The

study area lies in the Sudan Savanna vegetation zone. It is densely populated with
Hausa, Bade and Kanuri farmers. The farmers combine agriculture with fishing.
It is also an important cattle grazing area used by the nomadic and semi-nomadic
Fulani. The non-designation of grazing areas has continually resulted in conflicts
between the nomads and farmers, often leading to the loss of lives (for example, in
the Gorgoram region in 1990).
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NIGER
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Figure 1.2.1
Drainage Network of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands
The project area lies in three States, namely Jigawa State (formerly part of Kano
State), Yobe State (formerly part of Bomo State) and Bauchi State. It is situated
roughly between Hadejia, Kirikasamma, Nguru, Gashua, Katamma and Katagum
and covers some 3,550km^ area, of which 46% are liable to flood seasonally (NCF,
1988); although Brown (1987) estimated the area covered by these wetlands to be
4,300km^. The wetlands lie approximately between latitudes 12° 15’ to 13°00’ North
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and longitudes 10°00’ to 11°00’ East. The Hadejia and Jam a’are-Yobe rivers, w ith
their numerous tributaries, are the major river systems in the Hadejia-Nguru
wetlands (figures 1.2.1 and C-1, Appendix C). The Hadejia system is supplied by
several tributaries south of Kano city and the Jam a’are-Yobe system is derived from
several tributaries north-east of the Jos Plateau (figure C-1, Appendix C). The
Hadejia and Jam a’are-Yobe rivers pass through 5 states, namely, Kano State, Jigaw a
State, Bauchi State, Yobe State and northern part of Plateau State. The Yobe river
drains into Lake Chad. The natural flow regime of the rivers feeding the wetlands
depends much on rainfall. Most of the annual run-off (about 80%) is in August and
September (Penson, 1989). The present environmental problems are basically a
result of a reduced natural flow regime and the interference with the course of
natural channels which, in turn, is influenced by a combination of the Sahelian
drought from 1972 to 1987 (NCF, 1988), and increased irrigation.
The countryside is relatively flat with no rocky outcrops or inselbergs, and is divided
by low sand dunes running northeast to southwest in the direction of the N ortheast
Trade winds. There are lakes, w ater courses, overgrown or open pools, mud flats
and swamps between the sand dunes.
recedes.

These offer different uses as the w ater

Farm lands have largely replaced the natural vegetation around the

settlem ents, and millet fields dominate. Rice is planted early in the rains, whilst
recession farming takes place after the rains. The crops grown from the recession
floods include tomatoes, peppers and beans. Irrigation along the river banks is by
shadufs and petrol driven w ater pumps. Since this area is seasonally flooded it is
very im portant for the cultivation of crops such as rice, millet, sorghum, legumes,
groundnut and vegetables.

It is also im portant for fishing and grazing;

groundw ater recharge, w ater supply for domestic use;

for irrigation;

for

and for

anim als like cattle, and as a habitat for m igrant birds.

1.2.1

C lim ate

The climate of Northern Nigeria influences the seasonality of the flood regime.
There are two distinct climatic seasons in Nigeria, namely the Dry Season
(H arm attan) and the Wet (Rainy) Season. The Dry season is from October to May
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in most of Northern Nigeria and from November to March in much of Southern
Nigeria (Acheampong, 1990). In the Dry season the air is dry and laden w ith dust
borne by the tropical continental air-mass blowing from the Sahara desert and
drying up the soils, rivers and w ater in its path (Iloeje 1982). During this season
there is no rainfall in Northern Nigeria but there is over 500mm of rainfall in the
coastal fringes of Southern Nigeria (figure C-2, Appendix C). The Wet season is
from April to October in Southwest Nigeria and March to November in southeast
Nigeria. Rainfall is under 1,000mm in Northern Nigeria and over 3,000mm in the
coast (figure C-3, Appendix C).
The warm

Tropical Maritime air stream

carries

moisture

as it

blows,

northeastw ards, over the Atlantic ocean into Nigeria from the coast. The hot dry
N ortheast Trades or Tropical Continental air mass moves across the continent,
southw esterly into Nigeria. When the Tropical M aritime and Tropical Continental
air m ass meet, the former is forced to rise over the latter forming a front where
clouds form and rain falls. This front is known as the Inter-Tropical Convergence
Zone (ITCZ) or Inter-Topical Discontinuity (ITD) and approximately m arks the
northern lim it of rainfall (Griffiths, 1972). The ITCZ or ITD moves in response to
the seasonal disposition of the overhead sun. Rain falls south of this front and
around it. By March almost half of the country receives rainfall as the ITCZ front
is approximately at latitude 8° North (figure C-4, Appendix C).

By October it

reaches its maximum northern lim it (northeast Nigeria) before beginning its
southw ards return.
The northernm ost parts of Nigeria have a mean annual tem perature of over 27°C
(figure C-5, Appendix C), and it is highest in the Nguru region, which subsequently
has the highest rate of evaporation in the country (Sule, 1982). Rainfall in N orthern
Nigeria is between June and September (Hollis and Adams, 1993), and as far north
as the latitude of Nguru or the wetlands it is from July to August, reaching a peak
in August (Acheampong, 1990); and the rest of the year is the dry season. However,
th e northernm ost part of Nigeria receives over 50mm of rainfall for about four
m onths in a year (Griffiths, 1972). The catchment area, south of the wetlands,
receives about 500mm of rainfall per annum in the northern reaches to over
1,000mm of rain in the Jos Plateau (figure C-3, Appendix C).
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Flooding in the

Hadejia-Nguru wetlands is related to the timing of the rain, and 80% of the annual
runoff is in August and September (Penson, 1989), which coincide with the peak
rainfall. Also, various parts of the wetlands attain their annual maximum flood
levels between August and October.

1.2.2

G eom orphology

The geomorphology of the Hadejia-Jama’are Basin consists of Basement Complex
rocks in the upland catchment and the Chad Formation or Lowland Plains in the
Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.

The Chad Formation comprises of dune-fields of

longitudinal sand-dunes of ancient erg of Hausaland. These dunes are 10 to 30
m etres high and 300 to 400 metres wide and are located in the upland regions of the
northern, southern and western fringes around Nguru, Hadejia valley, K atagum and
Gashua. The Chad Formation also consists of ancient river alluvium of the Yobe
floodplain and recent river alluvium.
Soils in the Chad Formation are highly permeable and with large groundwater stores
in aquifers. The River Yobe complex is mainly fossil riverine features like back
swamps, m eander scars and terraces. E ast of Nguru is the alluvial plain of River
Burum Gana consisting of degraded levees, point bars and poorly drained
hydromorphic soils.

1.2.3

S oils

Soils in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, based on soil types and soil suitability (Schultz,
1976), may be divided into three regions, namely Hadejia Valley, Lowland
Floodplains and Upland Plains.
H adejia Valley; This region is around Hadejia town, and contains poorly drained
and poorly aerated soils with moderately alkaline subsurface horizons in places.
This soil is mainly used for grazing, but is highly suitable for irrigation and fadam a
or recession flood cultivation.
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Low land Floodplains: found in much of the wetlands (excluding Nguru, north of
Burum Gana river and the eastern subregion) have stratified sands, silts and clays
of variable drainage with depressional basins consisting of clay and heavy claytextured poorly drained soils of low fertility. This soil is suitable for rice cultivation.
U pland Plains: extends from Nguru to Gashua (north of the Burum Gana river)
and the eastern limits of the wetlands. They consist mainly of longitudinal dune
fields and small river flood-plains with sandy and loamy-sandy soils in the crest and
upper slopes. These soils are unsuitable for irrigation but are im portant for the
cultivation of drought resistant crops like sorghum, millet and legumes, which form
the staple food diet of the local inhabitants.

1.2.4 V egetation
The Hadejia-Nguru wetlands is in the Sudan savanna belt (figure C-5, Appendix C)
and the vegetation is basically a variety of trees, shrubs and grasses.

Several

vegetation types and plant species in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands are given in
Brown (1987), Sule (1990b) and by the author during his two fieldwork in December
1989 to March 1990 and August to November 1990 (see Chapter 3 for details).

1.3

JUSTIFICATION OF RESEARCH

Activities in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands are influenced by the seasonal flooding.
The analysis of land use and land cover changes, from 1950 to 1986 (section 1.3.1),
show th a t the variation in the amount of flooding in the wetlands is mainly
responsible for changes in land cover and land use. The w etland region is vast, and
is so im portant (see section 1.1, above) th a t knowledge of the volume of flooding, as
well as the flood regime, is vital for resource m anagement planning. Also, the
Hadejia-Nguru wetlands have reportedly been ravaged by meteorological drought,
hydrological drought, a reduction in w ater flow due to dam construction on
headw aters, the effects of irrigation schemes and the effects of large-scale cultivation,
which have all contributed to variations or reductions in seasonal flooding (Musa,
1988; Ahmed and Musa, 1989; Adams and Hollis, 1989).
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The rationale for Investigating flooding, is as a result of findings fi'om the land use
and land cover analysis (section 1.3.1), the problems in the wetlands and its
functions, given below, which support the need to reliably predict the extent and
volume of flooding.

1.3.1

Land U se And Land Cover C hanges From 1950 To 1986

The southern lim it of the ancient erg of Hausaland (relict linear sand dunes)
previously coincided with the 750mm isohyet or southern lim it of the Hadejia-Nguru
wetlands in the Sudan Savanna (Grove, 1958). Presently, the relict sand dunes have
extended about 200km south into the Guinea Savanna belt and the 1,000mm isohyet
(Nichol, 1991). The present Sahelian drought and reported desert encroachment in
N orthern Nigeria have ravaged the region (Turabu, 1990; W arren and Khogali,
1992), which includes the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands. Observations by several authors
fail to quantify accurately the spatial and temporal changes in land use and land
cover types in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands because of the lack of data, and so
operational techniques to monitor and quantify such changes are needed. Since
there are inadequate revisions of topographic maps and aerial photography covering
the wetlands, which is a trend likely to continue in both the short and long-term, the
use of a combination of maps, air photographs and remotely sensed satellite images
is explored in this section. Furtherm ore, results from this analysis show th a t land
use and land cover changes are related to variations in flooding and supports the
argum ent th a t the study of flooding is essential for resource planning in the HadejiaNguru wetlands.
At the tim e of this analysis (1989/1990) the only data available to the author were
1958 1:50,000 maps based on October 1950 aerial photography, 1:30,000 aerial
photographs taken on November 1981, and a Landsat-5 Thematic M apper (TM)
satellite sensor image (path 187, row 051) of 26 November 1986. By the tim e further
data were procured (including a September 1990 Landsat-5 TM satellite sensor
imagery) the emphasis of the research was strongly and solely on the development
of models for predicting the extent and volume of flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru
wetlands. Thus, analysis of land use and land cover change concentrates on the
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period 1950 to 1986.

Techniques were developed for image classification using

remotely sensed images (see Appendix D for more details). Contrary to several
reports elsewhere, the results from this analysis show little evidence of land
degradation or desertification in the Nguru wetlands region.
The area chosen for classification is the Nguru section (or the northw estern fringe
o f th e

of the study area) because of accessibility and its location in the driest p a rt^ e tla n d s.
This region covers an area of 15.4 x 15.4 km square and is within the Nigerian
Transverse Mercator coordinates 317 7500 to 322 7894 feet North and 286 2106 to
291 2500 feet East. The 1950 map, 1981 aerial photography and 1986 Landsat-5 TM
image were studied independently and later collated and overlaid for analysis. The
techniques used to monitor land use and land cover change are given in figure D-1,
Appendix D.
Land u se and land cover classification s
A 1958 topographic map based on October 1950 aerial photography, 1:30,000 aerial
photography for November 1981 and Landsat-5 TM satellite image for 26 November
1986 (all covering the Nguru part of the wetlands) were classified and used to study
the land use and land cover changes from 1950 to 1986.
On the 1958 topographic map sheet (representing October 1950 situation) class
boundaries separating the various classes were identified and were later drawn by
interpolating. A process of selection, simplification and generalization was employed
in the classification process, at the same time over-generalization and under
generalization was avoided as this may result in loss of essential classes or give a
wrong idea of the class distribution (Frost et al, 1960; Rabben et al, 1960). A
photomosaic was made from the 1:30,000 aerial photographs of November 1981,
covering the same area as the 1950 classification. Training areas representative of
different land use and land cover types were chosen w ith the aid of a m irror
stereoscope and pocket stereoscope. Several careful examinations were made before
the selection process was completed. The class-selection criteria was based on the
general morphology and size of spatial features relative to photo scale and other
features, tone, texture (smoothness and coarseness), shadows of objects, topographic
and geographic locations and associations with certain physical features identified
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in the mosaic (Bomberger et al, 1960; Wilson et al, 1960; Wray et aU 1960; Zinke
et aL 1960). The areas occupied by each class were generated interactively (table D1, Appendix D). Boundaries on the classified map and aerial photography were
digitised as segments, rivers and roads as links and strings. The areas of each class
were stored as polygon data and other attributes were stored as segments, links and
strings in the host computer for further processing. The digitised data are stored in
vector format generated in real coordinate units. A digital mapping package, known
as MAPICS (MAPICS, 1985) was used to plot the 1950 and 1981 classification
(figures 1.3.1.1, 2), and to convert the same data into 30m raster grid data for
comparison with the digital satellite image for 1986.
The region corresponding to the Nguru wetlands, classified on the 1950 map and
1981 aerial photography, was also identified on the November 1986 Landsat-5 TM
image. Using TM bands 1 to 5 and 7, spectral profiles were drawn interactively
across the image and hard copies were plotted. The land use and land cover types
were inferred from the spectral profiles by comparing them to those in Townshend
(1981) and Cochrane (1986) and by other spectral recognition techniques (Haralick
and Fu, 1983; Heller et al, 1983). The various land use and land cover classes
identified were validated by groundtruth in December 1989 and Jan u ary 1990. Local
inhabitants and the Hadejia-Nguru W etlands Conservation Project (HNWCP) staff
confirmed the land use and land cover types (along the spectral profiles of the image
h ard copies, taken to the field) which were there in November 1986.

Field

radiom etry were later taken along transects corresponding to those validated on the
1986 image, and the measured spectral responses were compared to those of the
spectral profiles on the 1986 image. Training areas were defined interactively from
the image using TM bands 1 to 4 and output vertices files generated. A maximum
likelihood classification was performed and the classification geometrically rectified
using a control points’ file generated from a topographical map of the area. The area
occupied by each class was generated (table D-1, Appendix D) and the class map
plotted (figure 1.3.1.3). An unsupervised classification was also performed on the
same image, using bands 1 to 4, in order to compare it with the supervised
classification. The unsupervised classification was geometrically corrected using the
rectification (warp) control points file earlier generated. Five classes were more or
less accurately classified by the unsupervised classifier (table D-8, Appendix D),
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Figure 1,3.1.1
Land use and Land cover classification of the Nguru Wetlands: October 1950
Source: 1958 1:50 000 topographical map based on 1950 aerial photography
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Figure 1.3.1.3
Land use and Land cover classification of the Nguru Wetlands: 26 November 1986
Source: 30m resolution Landsat-5 TM satellite imagery
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while 13 classes were accurately classified by the supervised classifier (table D-1,
Appendix D). Thus, a supervised classifier is best for classifying a satellite image
of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands (Sule, 1990b).

Land-cover and land-use change detection and mapping
The 1950, 1981 and 1986 classifications had to be compared in order to measure
changes in land use and land cover between 1950 and 1986. But the 1950 and 1981
classifications were in vector format, whereas the 1986 Landsat-5 TM image was in
raster format and both formats are incompatible. Since the accuracy of the Landsat5 TM image cannot be improved by increasing the spatial resolution, it was more
practical to degrade the spatial resolutions of the 1950 and 1981 classifications to
30m grids (the same as the 1986 image) and transfer to the image processing system.
This was done and it became possible to monitor changes in land use and land cover
from 1950 to 1986.
Although Pilon et al (1987) used overlay enhancement, image ratioing, normalised
vegetation index and image differencing techniques (Appendix D-9.1) for change
detection in the Sokoto wetlands (northwestern) region of Nigeria, which is a semiarid zone similar to the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, ihcj concluded that, there was
insufficient accurate or complete information on the nature of change that had
occurred. This may be partially attributed to loss of spectral information as a result
of the enhancement process. Post-classification image differencing was selected for
mapping changes from 1950 to 1986. This involves subtracting one image from
another after bei i]^precisely registered (Stauffer and McKinney, 1977). Sule (1990b)
used a different image differencing technique to monitor land use and land cover
changes from 1950 to 1986, which not only provided information on change but also
accurate and complete information on the precise location and nature of change.
Various classes in the 1950,1981 and 1986 classifications, stored in raster files, were
merged to derive 12 classes common to all (table D-1 in Appendix D). Areal changes
in class locations were measured using the image processor. Algorithms developed
for these can be seen in Appendix D-9 and figure D-1 in Appendix D.
Each old class in the new class maps had a probability of changing to at most 11 new
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classes. Thus, a total of 132 new classes were formed after interactively mapping
the class changes within two new class images of different years. So, a Look-UpTable was designed to help in interpreting what a particular class had changed to
(Appendix E). Maps showing changes in land-cover and land-use were produced
from the classified images and maps for 1950 to 1981, and 1981 to 1986 (figures F-1
and F-2, Appendix F).
Classification problems
Several problems were encountered during the classifications of the 1950, 1981 and
1986 databases. These were essentially problems of mapping, data handling, data
storage and heterogeneity of land use or land cover types.
Half-way through the spatial digital capture of areal and linear features on the
classified topographic map, of October 1950, the package used (ISIS, 1985) ’crashed’.
The software could not manage the volume of digitised data because of the numerous
complex polygons and subsequent data size. So, the author contributed to the re
design of the ISIS (1985) package and the systems manager undertook the re-write.

''AERIAL' '

TOPOGRAPHIC
(1:50,000)

PRE
PROCESSING
5% O F

MOSAICING

12 hrs

SELECTION

12 hrs

4 hrs

GROUNDTRUTH
CLASSIFICATION
WETLANDS

100% O F
W ETLANDS

•

L l a n d sa t -5 TM
(30 metres)
Supervieecl

Upsupervised

8 hrs

8 hrs

30 hrs
60 hrs

25 hrs

15 hrs

55 hrs

50 hrs

1+2 hrs

0.5 hrs

CORRECTIONS

2 hrs

2 hrs

PRESENTATION

2 hrs

<2 hrs

5 hrs

4 hrs

TOTAL TIME

108 hrs
(12-15 days)

73 hrs
(8-9 days)

106 hrs
(11-15 days)

12.5 hrs
(1-2 days)

TOTAL TIME

2,130 hrs
(250-280 days)

1,430 hrs
(170-200 days)

200-250 hrs
(25-32 days)

80-120 hrs
(10-15 days)

Table 1.3.1.1
Classification stages and duration
After three weeks a modified version of ISIS, named ISIX (1989) was developed
(Appendix B-3.2). ISIX (1989) package was designed to manage and handle much
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larger and complex databases and was able to handle and manage the 1950 and
1981 classifications.

Errors in digitising were inevitable because of the large number, complexity and
sizes of polygons in the 1950 and 1981 classifications. It took over 10 hours to partly
correct the 1950 digitised classification using the old in-house error detection
programme. So, a new in-house programme named ’DPAN’was developed (Appendix
B-3.2). This made error detection easier and reduced correction time hy over 80%
(tahle 1.3.1.1).

After data capture, the digital data could not be handled hy the

display and mapping package known as MAPICS (MAPICS, 1985) because of the
large num ber of complex polygons in the digital data files for 1950 and 1981
classifications. Hence, another programme named ’POLEX’ (Appendix B-3.2 was
developed. This breaks down complex polygons, already digitised and stored, into
simple polygons while m aintaining their classes. After using the POLEX package
on the 1950 and 1981 databases, it was possible to display and map them with the
MAPICS package.
Flooded areas on the Landsat-5 TM satellite sensor image, of 26 November 1986,
could be accurately classified into five classes according to depth and inundated
vegetation (Sule, 1990h). However, some land use and land cover classes were
misclassified, merged or missed due to the heterogeneity and spectral sim ilarities of
some land use and land cover types. It is not possible to use a single data type to
study land use and land cover changes in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands because of
very infrequent coverage. Topographic maps of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands are few,
out-dated and highly generalised. Aerial photography are infrequent, detailed in
depicting land use and land cover hut general in representing categories of flooding
or flood levels and soils, and are laborious to process. Furtherm ore, archived high
spatial resolution satellite images of the wetlands are very few and, in almost all
cases, special acquisition requests need to he made before any data, of the wetlands,
is acquired hy the satellite.
Land u se and land cover changes: 1950 to 1986
The 1950, 1981 and 1986 classifications represents ’snap-shots’ in time in October,
November and 26 November, respectively. Thus, there are inter-annual as well as
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long-term variations present in the differences between these three data sets. In
October and November maximum flooding has

already been attained in various

parts of the wetlands and flood w aters have begun receding. This is also the best or
clearest time of the year (after peak flooding) to take aerial photography or satellite
imagery. At this time of the year, crops cultivated in the upland plains have been
harvested but signs th at the areas were cultivated would still be visible.

An increase in savanna land in wetlands is usually taken to be synonymous with
land degradation or desertification. However, in spite of a reported increase in
desertification and land degradation in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, between 1950
and 1981 the savanna complex in the northwestem-m ost p art of the wetlands
reduced in extent by about 25%, and by a further 30% between 1981 to 1986 (tahle
1.3.1.2). This contradicts the findings of previous studies which report an increase
in land degradation and desertification in the region. On the other hand upland
cultivation decreased in extent between 1950 and 1981, but increased by 1986.
Irrigated land accounted for about one-third of the total cultivated land by 1986
(tables 1.3.1.2, 3). This trend in agriculture is related to the national trend as
successive post-independence Nigerian Governments, particularly in the ’oil-boom’
years of late 1960s to 1976, encouraged urbanisation, a shift to white-collar jobs, and
an increase in m arketing and m anufacturing which resulted in a shift from the
agricultural sector and an increasing dependence on food imports (Folayan, 1983).
In 1976, the incumbent Head of State, General Olusegun Obasanjo launched the
Green Revolution named ’Operation Feed the Nation’ (OFN)/was intended to boost
domestic agricultural production and encourage people to farm or retu rn to farming.
T hat same year the Hadejia Jam a’are River Basin Development Authority
(HJRBDA) was established (Adams and Hollis, 1989), and the Hadejia-Nguru
wetlands is w ithin its jurisdiction.

Since then several more River Basin

Development Authorities have been established, and from 1979 successive
governments have continued with the ’Green Revolution’ w ith heavy support for the
development of river basin authorities, irrigation schemes and agricultural inputs.
To boost agricultural production the former government headed by General
M uhammadu Buhari (1983 to 1985) and the government led by General Ibrahim
Bahangida (1985 to 1993) banned or restricted the import of certain products
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including wheat, meat and rice and encouraged their national production and
irrigation projects. This explains the fall in extent of cultivated areas from 1950 to
1981, and the dramatic rise in cultivated areas and irrigated areas from 1981 to
1986.

LAND-COVER OR LAND-USE
0

U n classified

1

Flood

2

1950
(H ectares)
45

1981
(H ectares)
0

1986
(H ectares)
0
7,864

3,200

7,485

M arsh or Swam p

104

103

0

3

L akes

48

63

0.01

4

Mud

263

0

5

U pland C ultivation

6

Irrigation

7

--

3,214

5,821

0

950

2,562

W etland V egetation

0

1,715

597

8

F orest R eserve

0

295

103

9

W oodland

700

147

10

S avann a C om plex

6,076

4,480

11

G rassland

838

218

12

S ettlem en t

74

323

396

18,993

18,993

TOTAL

7,677

19,025

0.02
1,650
0.01

Table 1.3.1.2
Land use and Land cover changes in the northwestern part of the
Hadejia-Nguru Wetland from 1950-1986
Between 1950 and 1981 losses of savanna land were mainly to inundated land (see
look-up tables E-1.1 and E-2, Appendix E), and only a relatively small savanna land
was cleared for upland itudu) cultivation and irrigation. But between 1981 and 1986
most of the savanna land lost was cleared for cultivation (tables E-1.2 and E-2,
Appendix E and D).
The size of the flooded areas doubled from 1950 to 1981 and increased further
slightly by 1986 (tables 1.3.1.2, 3). The relatively limited extent of flooding in 1950
may be due to the meteorological drought of 1947-1949. The increase in flood area
between 1950 and 1986 may be further explained by an examination of the
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cumulative deviation from long-term mean rainfall which was above average for
most of the period 1950 to 1981 (Adams and Hollis, 1989). On the other hand,
during the period 1980 to 1987 rainfall was below average; despite this the extent

LAND COVER OR
LAND USE TYPE

AVERAGE YEARLY CHANGE
________(H ectare/y ear)________

P E R C E N T CHANGE OVER
TH E TOTAL AREA (%)

-

Flood

-^186

+76

-0.05

-21

-

0.01

-0.5

+0.7

-13

+ 0.1

-0.3

+ 22.6

10

Savanna Complex

Settlement

+ 2.0

1.4

-11

Foresrt Reserve

0.2

-194

+522

+41
+75
+13

-23.5

+13.7

+323

+5.0

+8.5

-224

+9.0

-5.9

-39

+ 1.6

-

-23

-29

-

-69

-566

-27

-44

-3.3

-

+13

+ 15

+1.3

+0.4

2.1

1.0

- O .i

-14.9
1.2

Table 1.3.1.3
Percentage and Average Yearly changes in Land use and Land cover coverage in the
northwestern part of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands from 1950 to 1986
of flooding increased slightly. However, this period was one of extensive forest and
savanna clearance for irrigation especially for wheat. Mortimore (1989) suggests
that deforestation and cultivation leads to decreased transpiration and to increased
groundwater flow, increased surface run-off and consequently to more perennial
stream flow; although the Nigerian Ministry of Agriculture does not share this view.
If the hypothesis given by Mortimore (1989) holds, then a break down in the wetland
functions of erosion and flood control, due to deforestation, may result in higher
groundwater recharge/discharge, higher surface flow and a subsequent increase in
flood extent.

There is insufficient data, however, to establish a clear causal

relationship between forest/savanna clearance and flood extent. The disappearance
of woodlands (tables 1.3.1.2, 3) and the change of savanna land to cultivated land
suggests that natural vegetation is being cleared for agriculture and may be
disrupting the ecological balance as suggested by Turabu (1990), and yet the increase
in flood extent and more widespread irrigation could be increasing productivity in
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the region. The evidence for environmental degradation is therefore contradictory
and ultim ately depends on the definition used for this term.

G eneral tren d s observed:
From the analysis of the movements of the various classes over the years since 1950
till 1986 several things come to light, namely
1)

Despite the 1968-1973 and 1974-1983 drought the total flood area appears to
have increased.

2)

Upland cultivation has been increasing both northw ards and southwards
away from the main flood area.

3)

Savanna complex vegetation is giving way mainly to cultivation and
irrigation.

4)

Intensification of irrigation had increased very much over a period of about
5 years from 1981 to 1986.

5)

Woodlands apparently disappeared by 1986 (although the doum palm forest
by Adiani village was misclassified by the image classifier for the 1986 im ag^

6)

The 1986 image used was acquired on 26 November. It was noticed th a t each
year by the end of November, the grasslands yellow and dry up and become
indistinguishable from the tree and shrub savanna. The grasslands thus
become p art of the savanna complex class. So, the change in grasslands
cannot be accurately monitored by satellite at th a t time of year.

7)

Flood w aters increased south of the rail line but decreased north of it by 1986.
This may suggest th a t either much more w ater is being used up by irrigation
south of the rail or is being obstructed from moving northw ards in significant
quantity.

8)

N guru settlem ent expanded southwards towards the flood plain w ith little or
no northw ards expansion and with some east-west expansion.
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1.3.2 M eteorological Drought
Drought in Sahelian West Africa is not a new phenomenon. In the past the peoples
of these regions were able to cope favourably with drought (Mortimore, 1989), but
the recent drought cycle of 1972 to 1987 had serious adverse consequences.
Meteorological drought is a rainfall deficiency sufficient to significantly diminish the
yield of either natural fodder or rain-fed crops (Mortimore, 1985). The rainfall
regime in the Hadejia-Nguru area has decreased considerably in magnitude, duration
and extent since the early 1970s.

P erio d of R ecord

A verage an n u a l
rain fall (nun)

Source

m

1922-’85
1986-’89

1,332
1,389

Diyam, 1986
Meteorological Report, 1989a

BAUCm

1926-’85

1,055

Diyam, 1986

KANO

1905-’83

830

Diyam, 1985

1942-’83
1988-’89

512
330

Diyam, 1985
Meteorological Report, 1989b

1958-’83

420

NEAZDP, 1991

S tatio n

Table 1.3.2.1
Long term mean annual Rainfall (mm)
Source: Hollis and Adam s (1988); Nigerian meteorological reports - 1988 T89;
NEAZDP, 1991
Recent continuous negative departures from normal rainfall occurred in Northern
Nigeria from 1940-1944, 1947-1949 and 1968-1976 (Motha et a /^1976); and 19801987 (Adams and Hollis, 1989; Druyan, 1989; Warren and Khogali, 1992). The
climax of the first cycle of the Sahelian drought, since 1960, occurred about 1970 and
the second, more severe drought, in 1984 (Warren and Khogali, 1992). Agnew et al
(1973) and Agnew (1989) found that there had been several Sahelian-Sudan droughts
in West Africa in the years 1910-1915, 1931, 1941-1949, 1968-1974 and 1983-1985
with the former and latter periods being the worst. Leow and Ologe (1981) found
that in the years 1918-1940, 1941-1960 and 1961-1978 there had been a significant
decline in rainfall north of latitude 11°N (which includes the Hadejia-Nguru
wetlands), but there had been no significant decline south of this line. However,
there has been a steady recovery of rainfall in the period since 1984, although in
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Station

Class A pan
Evaporation

Penm an Potential
Evapotranspiration

Evaporation from
open water/swam ps
(0.7*ClassA)

JOS

2,823.9

3,033.5

1,976.7

KANO

3,781.7

2,107.6

2,647.2

NGURU

3,855.7

2,348.2

2,699.0

BAUCHI

-

1,911.3

-

Table 1.3.2.2
Annual evaporation and évapotranspiration
Source: Hollis and Adams (1988)
some parts of Sahelian AMca this appeared to slacken off in the late 1980s (Warren
and Khogali, 1992). Despite the heavy rains in 1988, Lake Chad was at its lowest
level ever seen from space (Wood et al, 1988).

1.3.3 Hydrological Drought
Hydrological drought is a negative departure of surface and groundwater regimes
from normal hydrological regime over a specific period of time or at a specific place,
which is influenced by rainfall variation, land use, soil and geological conditions.
Positive or negative trends in a hydrological regime are specific to time and place
and may vary between river basins and geological formations (Mortimore, 1989).
According to Beran and Rodier (1985) six aspects of hydrological drought are.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

a 3-week to 3-month runoff deficit during the period of germination and plant
growth;
a minimum discharge significantly lower than or more prolonged than the
normal minimum;
significant deficit in total annual runoff;
below normal annual high water level of the river;
discharge remaining below a low threshold or rivers drying up entirely or
remaining dry for long periods during drought extending over consecutive
years; and
a significant natural depletion of aquifers.

All the six aspects of hydrological drought enumerated above have been identified
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in the wetlands (Adams and Hollis, 1989; Hollis and Adams, 1993). To aid effective
planning reliable estim ates of flooding are needed for more detailed knowledge of
hydrological drought.

In the Potiskum area, about 100km east of Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, falls in
groundwater level of up to 70m in some places were reported in 1955 (Carter and
Barber, 1958; Barber and Dousse, 1964; Du Preez and Barber, 1965). In Kano and
Jigaw a States the w ater table dropped significantly from 1973 to 1983 (Musa, 1988)
by up to 30m in some places, and 5 to 20m in much of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.
But U m ar (1986) in Adams and Hollis (1989) reported an increase of 2m near
Hadejia, coinciding with the 1972-1973 and 1981-1983 meteorological droughts.
Besides rainfall deficiency or irregularity, irrigation and groundwater tapping
contribute to hydrological drought in the region. Groundwater stores in the Minjur
aquifer in central Saudi Arabia drastically reduced over the years as a result of
expansion in w heat irrigation (Al-Saleh, 1992). Similarly, it is feared th a t w heat
cultivation and irrigation, in the wetlands, may cause a significant reduction in
groundwater storage (Kimmage, 1990). Since, groundwater recharge is related to
surface flows, the monitoring of surface flows and groundwater are essential in the
Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.

1.3.4

D am s And Irrigation Projects

On the Hadejia-Jam a’are and Komadugu-Yobe river system a series of large-scale
irrigation schemes have been established, the largest being the Kano River Project
(KRP) located south of Kano city and about 200km southwest of the Hadejia-Nguru
wetlands. This uses w ater released from Tiga dam (figure C-1, Appendix C). There
were about 14,000 (out of 27,000) hectares of land under irrigation under the KRP
Phase I in 1987. A further 40,000 hectares is expected to be irrigated on completion
of Phase II. Some 12,500 hectares of land will be irrigated under Phase I of the
Hadejia Valley Project (south of Hadejia town), 84,000 hectares are proposed for the
Jam a’are Valley Project, and 106,000 hectares gross (or 67,000 hectares net) are
intended for the South Chad Irrigation Project (SCIP) initiated in the 1960s. Within
the floodplain an estim ated 5,000 to 10,000 hectares is under informal irrigation.
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10,000 hectares planted with beans relying upon residual-soil-moisture are under
cultivation, 5,000 to 10,000 hectares under rice cultivation and an ever increasing
area is under wheat. From 1974 to 1976 and 1983 to 1985 the Tiga dam reduced the
area of flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands by 200km^ to 450km^, and lowered
w ater flows by an estim ated 23%.

Full operation of Challawa Gorge dam, Kafin

Zaki dam, Kadawa Irrigation Scheme and other irrigation schemes will adversely
affect the inundation regime in the floodplain and further deplete the groundwater
resources (Adams and Hollis, 1989). Full development of the Tiga dam will cause
reduced natural flows at Wudil (44%), Hadejia town (34%) and Gashua (74%).

Some of the negative effects of African dams are the displacement of communities,
the lack of drinking w ater supplied from the dams to the local people;

the

eutrophication of reservoir lakes, deforestation, erosion and sedimentation w ithin the
dam reservoirs; the increase of water-borne diseases and water-related diseases
(Roggeri, 1984). Irrigation schemes are seen as likely grounds for the breeding of
pests (Agnew and Anderson, 1992). The reservoir life-span of the repaired Bagauda
dam, which collapsed between 15 and 16 August 1988, and other dams in Kano
State, especially the W atari dam, are being reduced by reservoir sedim entation
(Ahmed and Musa, 1989; Musa, 1989b; Musa, 1989c). F urther downstream, in the
W achakal Goroji area farmers, in particular wheat farm ers (like Alhaji Ali M usa and
Mallam Shehu Goroji), noted th at a lot of fertiliser input was needed for their crops
and blamed this on impoverishment of downstream soils which may be due to less
silt and nutrients in the flood waters since much of it is being impeded by dams
upstream . Fishermen in Nguru, Dabar Magani, Wachakal and Adiani claim th at
fish production in the w aters of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands has also reduced over
the years. Accurate determination of the extent and volume of flooding will help in
planning for irrigation projects and for w ater releases from dam reservoirs.
1.3.5

E cological Issues

The Hadejia-Nguru wetlands are habitats and grazing grounds for wild-life and
livestock. The most common wild-life here are birds, especially ducks and geese,
which are found in large numbers and varieties (Mustapha, 1984). The region is also
an im portant transhum ance route and livestock like cattle, goats and sheep graze
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on the grasslands and forage resources. However, the breeding of cattle by the
nomadic Fulani has led to series of bloody clashes between them and the local
farm ers because of the destruction caused to crops and farm lands by the cattle. For
instance, in December 1989 and Jan uary 1990 in the Gorgoram region of the
wetlands clashes resulted in a number of deaths (Jimoh, 1990). Palaearctic m igrant
birds, like the Osprey from the United Kingdom and some other countries in Europe,
use these wetlands as a winter habitat.

In the past, hundreds of thousands of

palaearctic m igrant birds regularly visited the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, but only
27,400 ducks and geese were counted in January and February 1988 (Hollis, 1988),
and about 260 species have been identified in the wetlands. Over 60 w ater bird
species live or visit these wetlands, and these include m arsh harrier {Circus
aeruginosus), long-tailed cormorants {Phalacrocorax africanus), heroine and egrets,
over 27 species of waders and two species of ibis (Benthem, 1988a). Some other
wildlife found in the region are the reed buck, grey duiker, wart-hog, hyaena
(Crocutal)^ red-fronted gazelle, jackal, red patas monkey (Erythrocebus), tantalus
monkey, squirrel, cheetah, lion {Panthera leo) and python (M ustapha, 1984; Shelton,
1984).
Overall, the wildlife resources in the wetlands are dwindling and some rare animals
are disappearing.

There is no evidence th at the micro-climate is significantly

affected by the ecological changes in these wetlands.

However, the ecological

functions and products may be threatened by further exploitation and changes in the
land use and land cover without adequate management planning. Since the amount
of flooding affects the vegetation growth and protects wildlife resources by rendering
them inaccessible, any w ater managem ent plan should consider the flood regime in
the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.

1.3.6

E conom ic Issu es

"The w etlands are one of the most productive areas of Kano, Jigawa, Yobe and
Bauchi states because of the ecological effects of the seasonal inundation", (Adams,
1993a). The economic products of these wetlands are forest resources, fisheries,
forage resources, agricultural resources and w ater supply, while the wetlands are
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also used for transporting goods and people. Nonetheless, this region is economically
underdeveloped and the major occupations of the local population are farm ing and
fishing (Benthem, 1987; Kimmage, 1988; NCF, 1988; Adams, 1988).

The forage products found in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands such as grasses, leaves,
seed pods and trees are natural fodder for cattle, sheep and goats. Also the w ater
supply from the floods is nutrient rich and is good for the anim als to drink. The
wetlands have soils suited to irrigation agriculture (Schultz, 1975b).

W heat

{Triticum spp. - Alkama in Hausa) and rice {Oryza spp. - Shinkafa) are economically
im portant crops in this region and require large inputs w ater (Adams, 1988;
Kimmage, 1990).

Sediments retained by the flood w aters often create fertile

agricultural land known as fadama (in Hausa) where recession farm ing is practised
as the w ater recedes.

Crops like tomatoes (Lycoversicon esculentum), peppers

{piperaceae spp.), onions {Allium ceva) and lettuce {Lactuca sativa) are commonly
grown in these fadamas (NCF, 1988). Irrigated crops include sweet potatoes, Irish
potatoes {Solanaceae spp.), sugar cane (Saccharum officinarum) , carrots {Daucus
carota), tomatoes, peppers, onions, wheat, coco-yams (Colocasia esculenta) and lettuce
(Adams, 1993b).

Melon {Cucumis melo), guinea com, m illet (Gramineae spp.),

sorghum (Sorshum bicolor), maize (Zea mays), cowpeas {Phaseolus spp.), groundnuts
(Arachis hyposaea) and cassava {Manihot esculenta) are cultivated on the upland
{tudu - in Hausa). Due to inadequate w ater supply most farm ers failed to cultivate
crops in 1984 and many migrated to the city and towns (KNARDA, 1984). An
alternative dryland agricultural strategy may be the development of new varieties
of drought resistant crops, mainly sorghum, millet, groundnuts and cowpeas, which
are quick m aturing, and thrive under limited rains (Iliasu, 1985).
Boats and punts {kwale-kwale - in Hausa) are used for w ater transportation for
people and goods, enhancing communication w ith inaccessible areas or areas th a t are
not traversable by road vehicles. Kwale-kwale are used to transport people, goods
and services to the m arkets, accessible areas and non-accessible areas and provide
employment to the wetland inhabitants, boatman, punterrand local boat builders.
Kwale-kwale are commonly used for fishing in the early mornings and evenings. If
the w ater level falls drastically, much of the region may be muddy and not
traversable by motor vehicle or navigable by boat. Fishing and anim al rearing
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(especially cattle, sheep and goat rearing) are common economic activities (Shelton,
1984; Benthem, 1987; Jimoh, 1989), In Dagonna fishermen say th a t they m ay each
catch up to 450kg of fish daily (Thomas et aU 1993). "Fishing plays an im portant
role in the flexibility and adaptability of the rural economy in the fioodplain", and
the economic value of fish production adds weight to the argum ent for m aintaining
the annual flooding of the wetlands (Thomas et aU 1993).

1.3.7

Land D egradation And D esertification

The ability to recover from environmental shock is a good test of the resilience of a
resource and, "the bigger the shock absorbed, the greater the resilience" (W arren
and Agnew, 1988). Drought is a recurrent environmental shock in drylands and
usually brings land degradation or desertification to notice.

Perm anent land

degradation sets in if the sustainability of a particular land is irrevocably damaged
through loss of resilience. Thus, land degradation can be defined as a significant
decline in productivity of a particular land use due to a loss in resilience which may
or may not be perm anent. Desertification is an extreme form of land degradation
which occurs when the vegetation cover falls below about 35% (Warren and Agnew,
1988). W arren and Agnew (1988) argue th a t the term ’desertification’ should only
be used for the expansion of existing deserts. It can also be defined as the increase
in the extent of existing deserts or dry areas (with few plants), or as "the diminution
or destruction of the biological potential of the land, leading to the extension of
desert like conditions of soil and vegetation into areas outside the climatic desert,
and the intensification of such conditions..." (UNEP in Turabu, 1990).
Desertification in Kano and Jigaw a States resulted in land degradation and
subsequent rural-urban migration, urban population pressure, declining agricultural
productivity and th reat of famine in some affected areas (Turabu, 1990). Turabu
(1990) sums up the picture by saying that, nearly all the "beautiful forests,
grasslands and fadamas have disappeared and dried up, leaving derelict and abused
sites devoid of any vegetation cover." However, from the land use and land cover
analysis in section 1.3.1, there is little or no evidence of land degradation or
desertification in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.
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1.3.8

H um an And Cultural Issues

In 1975, the hum an population of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands and the catchm ent
area was estim ated a t about two million and the annual growth rate at 3 to 3.5%
(Schultz, 1975), whilst the national average was 2.5% (lloeje, 1981). The population
of people living in the wetlands has doubled during the last three decades, and it will
again double within the next 20 years if a 3.5% growth rate is m aintained (Williams,
1992). If the population doubles every 20 to 35 years, there is very little opportunity
to adjust to the change compared to an area whose population doubles every 100
years. It is therefore im portant th at accurate flood studies should be continually
undertaken for the use of the wetland planners. The population density decreases
from the south to the north-east of the Basin because the south is w etter and closer
to large urban areas. W hat attracts some people to these wetlands are the n atu ral
beauty and biological diversity of both plants and animals.

Tourists and

ornithologists are interested in bird-watching and ’consuming’ the natural scenic
beauty or biological diversities of these wetlands. However, tourism is not well
developed in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands and as such attracts relatively few visitors
or tourists. The wetlands are used for recreation and in the evenings it is common
to see m any children and a few adults swimming or wading in the w aters or strolling
along the w ater edges or banks. The relative inaccessibility to m any parts of these
w etlands is the natural protection for their wildlife. However, this is becoming
increasingly threatened as accessibility to more parts of the wetlands improves as
a result of reduced flood levels and flood extent.

1.3.9

W ater R esources

The two major rivers feeding the wetlands are the Hadejia and Jam a’are rivers. The
rivers Kano, Challawa and W atari are the main tributaries of the Hadejia river
system and contribute about 40% to w ater flow in the H adejia-Jam a’are system with
a m ean annual w ater flow of 1,890 million m^ a t Wudil.

The Jam a’are River

contributes about 50% to w ater flow in the Hadejia-Jam a’are system w ith a m ean
annual w ater flow of 2,370 million m^ at Foggo, and 2,060 million m^ a t Bunga.
There are eight completed dams in the headwaters of Hadejia. The Tiga dam (which
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was completed in 1974) has an annual live storage of 1,845 million m^, and the other
seven dams have an aggregate live storage of 90 million m^. About seven more dams
are to be built. The partially completed Challawa dam is to be completed and it will
have an annual live storage of 904 million m^. The completion and full utilisation
of these dams is expected to have dire effects on the downstream inhabitants and
ecology, because this will cause a further or drastic reduction in w ater flow and
flooding downstream (Hollis and Adams, 1993). In the Komadugu-Yobe Workshop
(1993), attended by the author, it was agreed th a t the economy of the wetlands
(including wildlife,

bio-diversity

and

groundwater recharge)

requires

the

m aintenance of flooding and it was recommended th a t Tiga, Challawa and Kafin
Zaki dams and the Hadejia Barrage be operated to meet the downstream
requirem ents.
W ater from the wetlands infiltrates through the soil to the aquifer to form
groundw ater and recharge existing groundwater. There is a high dependence on
groundw ater by populations in Sahelian countries such as Niger, Chad and N orthern
Nigeria (Barber and Dousse, 1964; Agnew et ah 1983; Agnew and Anderson, 1992;
Mortimore, 1989; Dugan, 1990). The depletion of groundwater results in w ater
supply problems in such regions.

The groundwater resource is usually tapped

through boreholes or pumps for domestic and industrial w ater supply and is cleaner
than the surface water, so th a t there is a tendency to exploit this resource rath er
than surface w ater supply.
(Thompson, 1992).

G round-w ater levels have fallen in the wetlands

The geophysical and geological characteristics of the Kano-

Hadejia River beyond Joda and Suntulmawa reach, hinder the efficient transfer of
upstream w ater so th a t the flow diminishes significantly downstream. The w ater
losses from Joda to Suntulm awa vary from 448.5 million m^ to 2,147.2 million m^
annually which, exceeds the maximum storage capacity of Tiga Reservoir. Losses
contribute to the underground aquifer, but very little is retrieved to the surface for
use. Also, the w ater table in the Chad Formation is lowering in a south-westerly
direction towards the basem ent complex.

This means th a t the ground*water

recharge has reduced and the w ater store is depleting. The th reat of groundwater
depletion will always be there unless accurate and continuous groundwater studies
and surface w ater flow or flooding (including the volume) are undertaken and the
results are used effectively for the management and planning of the w etland
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resources.

1.3.10 Sum m ary
Land use and land cover analysis from 1950 to 1986 show th a t the extent (and
probably volume) of flooding was mainly responsible for changes in the environment.
Also, analysis show little evidence of land degradation or desertification in the Nguru
wetlands region. Other problems in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands were examined.
From the beginning of the tw entieth century there have been several drought cycles,
the m ost recent being between 1972 and 1987. These drought cycles had affected
flooding, land use and land cover in these wetlands. The drop in the w ater table
provides evidence of hydrological drought. Dams and irrigation projects have led to
reduced flooding downstream. The flood waters are a valuable source of domestic,
industrial and agricultural w ater supply. Wildlife in these wetlands are dependent
upon the flood waters for their survival. The wetlands also protect wildlife from
hunters, who otherwise would find them easy prey when their habitats become easily
accessible if there is a reduction in the w ater levels and flood extent. The flood
w aters are used for w ater transportation, fishing and irrigation, and the economy of
the region revolves around it. Thus, accurate estim ates of flood extent and flood
volume are needed for adequate and proper resource planning and management.

1.4

FLOOD MONITORING

The non-availability of suitable maps was identified as a major obstacle to planning
and development of w ater resources in the Komadugu-Yobe Basin or Hadejia-Nguru
w etlands (Komadugu-Yobe Workshop, 1993).

Flooding can be m easured by

conventional techniques, satellite remote sensing and microwave altim etry
techniques. A detailed discussion and evaluation of these techniques are given in
C hapter 2. This section briefly introduces some of the techniques and examines their
potential for monitoring flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands of Nigeria.
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1.4.1

M ethods Of M onitoring Flooding

Before any survey or mapping is undertaken the nature of the end product has to be
defined, its format, content, desired accuracy and scale has to be considered. After
these considerations, other factors have to be borne in mind, namely the availability
of existing surveyed information and data, provision of ground control, time available
for surveying or mapping, cost, equipment available, training and skill of team,
num ber of assistants available and logistics (Ritchie etaU 1977). Monitoring flooding
in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, with data gathered from the three gauging stations,
at Wudil, Chai Chai and Bunga bridge, is inadequate because this falls short of the
30 or more gauging stations required in the region if the World Meteorological
Organisation (WMO) standard is to be met. Due to this reason and the unreliability
of some available data, modelling the wetlands using the stage-discharge
relationship (Adams and Hollis, 1989; Hollis and Thompson, 1992, 1993a) has
yielded some uncertain results (Komadugu-Yobe Workshop, 1993). Yet, before the
completion of this research, the Adams and Hollis (1989) hydrological model which
was superseded by the Hollis and Thompson (1992, 1993a) hydrological model were
the only available and relatively reliable techniques for monitoring flooding in the
wetlands.

In mapping large regions aerial surveying is much cheaper than

traditional surveying (Larsgaard, 1984).

Orthophotography is required for

autom ated photo-mapping and is faster than the traditional stereoplotting method
(Sule, 1984). However, the cost of orthophotography is very high. Also, an accurate
ground survey of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands is almost impossible and would be
extremely costly because of inaccessibility to certain areas (Yahaya, 1990). In Alhaji
Yahaya’s opinion (Yahaya, 1990), mapping the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands with satellite
imagery would be faster and cheaper than commissioning aerial photography. Also,
the potential of mapping the extent and volume of flooding in the wetlands by
satellite remote sensing techniques was dem onstrated by the author in the recent
workshop in Kuru (Jos, Nigeria), and the participants (mostly experts on the
Hadejia-Nguru wetlands) acknowledged th a t it was very accurate (Komadugu-Yobe
Workshop, 1993).
Radar altim eters are active microwave sensors designed to m easure the time retu rn
echoes from the measured surfaces. The information received is in the tim ing and
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shape of rad ar impulses emitted by the sensor and reflected back by the m easured
surface.

Radar altim etry can be used to derive the depth of w ater to a few

centim etre accuracy (Cudlip, 1991; ESA, 1992c). However, satellite microwave
altim etry cannot be employed in the monitoring of flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru
wetlands since no satellite is known to cover Nigeria because of the lack of proximal
ground-receiving stations. The Japanese satellite, JERS-1, is believed to have the
ability to acquire microwave altim etry data over Nigeria, but their distributors in
Jap an are yet to reply and confirm this possibility to the W etlands Research U nit in
the D epartm ent of Geography, University College London (UCL).

1.4.2

L im itations Of D ata For Flood M onitoring

Available data for the monitoring of flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands are
subject to certain limitations. For instance, data m easured from the Wudil, Chai
Chai and Bunga bridge stage boards are suspect, because the stations are not being
properly m aintained and measurem ents are sometimes made (and missing data filled
in arbitrarily) when the employees a t these stations confirm th a t their salaries will
be paid (Komadugu-Yobe Workshop, 1993). Topographic maps do not represent, in
detail, transient features such as flooding. Aerial photography is analogue data of
varying grey tones whereas satellite images are usually provided in the form of
digital d ata of spectral radiances recorded in a series of spectral wavebands
(Scogings, 1982).

It was shown above th a t aerial photography, although more

detailed in representing flooding, depicts only two classes of flood w aters, namely
’deep’ and ’shallow’ waters, whereas five classes of flood w aters were represented on
high spatial resolution satellite sensor images. Also, satellite microwave altim etry
cannot be currently employed in the monitoring of flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru
wetlands since no satellite rad ar is known to cover Nigeria because of the lack of
proximal ground-receiving stations.
The purpose or objective of a map is a key factor in determining its suitability for a
particular use, and limitations on available information influences both its suitability
and accuracy (MacEachren, 1986). Some of the most recent revisions, based on
aerial photography, have taken over 14 years to complete (Balogun, 1987). Also,
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flooding is a them atic feature and transient features of this type are not usually
represented in detail on topographic maps. Those them atic features covering the
wetlands were selected with the objective of showing the topography and general
landscape. Topographic maps and aerial photography of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands
are few, out-dated and infrequent, and cannot be used for flood monitoring since they
are often outdated before production. There are very few available maps (excluding
township maps) of 1:50,000 or larger covering the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands. From
1958 to date only two 1:50,000 topographic map revisions, covering the wetlands,
were undertaken, namely the 1958 topographic map series based on 1950 aerial
photography and the 1982 map series based on 1969 air photos.
Aerial photography is costly, dependent on clear weather, time-consuming and has
to be rigorously controlled by groundtruth.

Many external reference points for

geometric transform ation are required and these are very expensive and time
consuming to establish (Haiti, 1989). Moreover, before analysis the photographs
m ust be geometrically rectified. Also, an overseas photographic operation may be
hindered or delayed by the bureaucracy involved in getting the necessary permission
for operating the mission and clearance from the Customs and Excise to import the
planes and necessary equipment into the country (French, 1978). There have been
a t least six aerial photography of the wetlands from 1950 to date, namely in 1950,
1969, 1981,1987,1991 and 1992 known to the author. Only 1981 photography w a s
available to the author during the research. Although aerial photography taken
surpass the num ber of topographic maps produced during the same period, they are
few and infrequent and cost of acquisition will always restrain regular monitoring.
Monitoring flooding by using flow data and meteorological data gives a good estim ate
of the volume of flood w aters but not the extent (Sule, 1993a). However, several of
the flow m easures taken on the rivers flowing into the wetlands were inaccurate
(Penson, 1989), because some stage board heights were not known and the flow
equations applied varied from one station to the other. Monitoring changes by fieldm easurem ent methods or land-surveying is very tedious, expensive, time-consuming
and a big problem in inaccessible areas because of the vastness of the wetlands.
Surveying the wetlands by field topographic surveying may take about one year
(although the flood waters only last for a few months and peak flooding lasts for
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about one month), and would require a lot of personnel and expensive equipment.
These w etlands are ephemeral and spatially disjointed, which poses particular
problems in mapping. Information is required on depth as well as extent in order
to accurately map these spatially disjointed wetlands.

Satellite remote sensing

rem ains the unexplored option to mapping and monitoring flooding in the wetlands.
Prelim inary analysis, in section 1.3.1, and literature review (Chapter 2) indicates
th a t satellite remote sensing has strong potential for monitoring flooding. Hence, the
potential of satellite remote sensing and operational problems are examined in
section 1.5 below.

1.4.3

Local Problem s In Flood M onitoring

Thompson (1993) stated th a t flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands is disjointed,
spatially variable and th a t some areas flooded in one year may not be flooded in the
other year.

This has several hydrological implications for conventional flood

monitoring, planning and for the local inhabitants, especially farmers. If the spatial
variation of flooding is severe then conventional flood monitoring techniques would
always give unsatisfactory estimates, adequate planning would be impossible and
farm ers may suffer crop failures. Chapter 8 evaluates the frequency and p attern of
flooding using recent mapped data and satellite images processed in Chapters 5 and
6. See Chapter 8 for more details of the frequency and pattern of flooding and its
implications.

1.5

THE POTENTIAL OF DIGITAL SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING FOR
FLOOD MONITORING

Satellite remote sensing has potential benefits for mapping and may replace
traditional mapping when imagery of 5 m etre resolution or better is produced for
commercial or public use (Mott and Chismon, 1975; Scogings, 1982; Bullard, 1982;
Gugan, 1989). Already 1:50,000 scale maps are being produced from Satellite Pour
rO bservation de la Terre (SPOT) High Resolution Visible (HRV) Panchromatic
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imagery (Gugan, 1989). Satellite remote sensing techniques are being used to study
oceans and have a good potential for monitoring flood extent and depth in semi-arid
wetlands like the Hadejia-Nguru. Besides the potential benefits of digital satellite
remote sensing for monitoring flooding in wetlands certain operational problems are
encountered in the use of satellite remote sensing.

1.5.1

B en efits Of S a tellite R em ote S en sin g

Remotely sensed satellite data provide large area or synoptic coverage, repetitive
observations a t regular time intervals and have m ultispectral capabilities a t various
spatial resolutions. Satellite sensor data are provided in digital format (Mather,
1989, 1993) as well as in photographic print. Another advantage of satellite data is
its relative cheapness compared with aerial photography of the same region, where
the user has to commission the photography.
A large area or synoptic coverage is acquired in one satellite scene. For example, one
Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) quarter scene covers an area of 100 by 85 km; a
Landsat TM full scene covers 185 by 170 km; while images acquired by the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration-Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (NOAA-AVHRR) cover 1,500 by 1,500 km and Meteosat full scenes can
cover about one quarter of the earth surface. Satellite images also have uniform
accuracy of position, whereas in conventional surveying the accuracy decreases away
from the starting point (Sweeny, 1983).

Satellite images cover all parts of the earth surface and cost less than commissioning
aerial photography or conventional surveying if a large area is concerned. This
relative cost is im portant in developing countries like Nigeria where regular
photography necessitates commissioning an aerial mapping agency.

Satellite

surveying is also cheaper than conventional geodetic surveys (Sweeny, 1983). For
instance, Meteosat scenes of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands may be obtained for free
(excluding the cost of the magnetic tape used) every 30 m inutes if the user owns the
specific satellite dish and receiver or has access to one, whereas to obtain aerial
photography of the same area will require commissioning a firm and cannot be
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acquired regularly. SPOT HRV scenes for any particular point on the earth surface
can be acquired every 26 days or 7 to 11 successive days (using the off-nadir viewing
mode), Landsat TM scenes every 16 days, NOAA-AVHRR scenes every 6 or 12 hours
and the Meteosat scenes every 30 minutes.

This m akes it possible to monitor

flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands on a regular basis, using satellite data.
The spatial resolution of satellite data determine the scale a t which m apping may
be done. For instance SPOT HRV panchromatic data of 10 m etre resolution may be
used for 1:50,000 scale mapping whereas a 5 km resolution Meteosat image may be
used for small scale mapping of, say, 1:25,000,000. Satellite data are generally
provided in digital format and so the spectral reflectance of the various vegetation,
soils, flood areas, flood depths, and other surface features is recorded by the satellite
sensors in radiometric units of digital numbers (DN). Thus, the nature of the surface
cover and the flood extent and depth can be inferred from a satellite imagery since
the spectral signature is expected to be different for different covers, flood extent and
different flood depths (Benny, 1989). Once the relationship between w ater depth and
spectral radiance has been established, the algorithms can be applied to other preprocessed data from the same satellite sensor, and the procedure can be automated.
A m ultispectral capability is another im portant feature of satellite data. D ata can
be recorded in different wavebands within the electromagnetic spectrum.

Each

spectral band is sensitive to a particular environmental feature or a combination of
features, such as vegetation amount or soil moisture, and their use can give a lot of
valuable information which cannot be obtained using photographic devices. The
availability of images on the right time-scales, a t affordable prices and w ith
appropriate radiometric, atmospheric and geometric corrections applied will m ake
it possible to extract spatial them atic information or time sequences of surface
features such as flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands. More details are given in
C hapter 2.
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1.5.2

Problem s F acin g The O perational U se Of R em ote S en sin g

Several problems face the operational use of remote sensing for monitoring flood
extent and depth, namely the atmospheric effects, spatial resolution and the
attenuation of electromagnetic (EM) radiation in water.
EM radiation is scattered, absorbed and refracted within the atmosphere. This
distorts the signal reaching the satellite sensor. The analysis of multi-temporal
satellite data becomes a problem because of the differences in atmospheric
conditions. Thus, atmospheric correction becomes a critical factor for all the images.
O ther problems th a t may be encountered are variations in the spectral signatures
of the same vegetation type in different scenes, as a result of differences in the time
of year or differences in the plant growth which may be influenced by late or early
rains and low or heavy rains and variation in flooding. Mixed pixels are the average
of different spectral signatures, and may present a recurring problem since the
degree of land-water mix, land-vegetation mix or vegetation-water mix (within
satellite image pixels) may vary over time.
Various param eters affect the signal reflected or absorbed by water. The radiance
or reflectance of w ater is exponentially related to w ater depth. But this relationship
is not as straight-forward as appears as it is affected by various param eters namely,
turbidity, salinity, tem perature, wind-speed, and underw ater and inundated
vegetation. Various problems facing the operational use of Remote Sensing have
been identified and will have to be tackled if there is need to derive accurate flood
extent and depth data and maps from Landsat TM, NOAA-AVHRR and M eteosat
satellite data. Problems facing the operational use of satellite remote sensing are
mostly surm ountable and are dealt with in greater detail in later chapters.

1.6

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

Since the fioodplain and flood waters are the most im portant surface covers of the
Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, this study is intended to help improve the evaluation of
flooding in the region.
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1.6.1

Aim s

The aims of this study are:-

i)

to develop models to predict w ater depth and flood extent from m easured
radiances in satellite images.

ii)

to evaluate the accuracy of monitoring flood extent and volume of flooding
using the models developed in i) applied to both high and low spatial
resolution satellite data;

iii)

to estim ate, w ithin 95% confidence limits, from multi-temporal satellite
sensor data, the flood extent and volume of flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru
fioodplain using the developed models i) above; and

iv)

to develop a suitable model for monitoring land use and land cover changes
from different databases covering the wetlands.

1.6.2 O bjectives
The following objectives will be pursued:a)

To establish the relationship between the spectral reflectance properties of
n atu ral w ater bodies and w ater-depth using ground radiometry.

b)

To determine the effects of w ater turbidity, w ater salinity, wind speed,
tem perature, vegetation cover and soil type on this relationship.

c)

To examine w hether similar relationships exist in a simultaneously acquired
Landsat TM imagery.

d)

To produce maps of w ater depth and flood extent by transform ing
atmospherically-corrected Landsat TM and NOAA-AVHRR satellite sensor
images using the relationships determined in a) and b).
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e)

To examine the utility of very coarse spatial resolution data from NO AAAVHRR and simulated Meteosat satellite sensor images, for estim ating flood
extent and w ater depth, by comparison w ith the Landsat-5 TM satellite
sensor data.

f)

To compare the results derived from Landsat-5 TM satellite sensor im agery
of 26 November 1986 with those from the Hollis-Thompson Hydrological
Model (Hollis and Thompson, 1993a).

g)

To evaluate the frequency and spatial variability of flooding from historical
d ata of flood extent.

h)

To quantify and evaluate trends in land use and land cover for one of the
most arid subregions of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands from 1950 to 1986.

i)

To evaluate the accuracy and potential of Landsat-5 TM satellite sensor
imagery for monitoring land use and land cover in the Hadejia-Nguru
wetlands.

1.7

SUMMARY

The Hadejia-Nguru wetlands is in the semi-arid region of Nigeria. Rainfall in the
fioodplain is low (that is, about 500 mm per annum) and the soils are poorly
developed. There are reports of drought and land degradation in the region, but
there is contradictory evidence of land degradation. Seasonal flood w aters from
rivers passing through the wetlands are im portant for recession farming, irrigation
and fishing. It is an im portant h abitat for Palaearctic m igrant birds and grazing
area for cattle, goats and sheep.

It is im portant for w ater supply and w ater

transportation. The big government irrigation schemes and the construction of dams
has caused a reduction of ground w ater recharge and reduced the downstream flow.
Thus, there is a need for viable w ater m anagement plan. Hence, land-cover, landuse and flood monitoring are essential.
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Changes in land cover and land use from 1950 to 1986 shows th a t there has been
Increased flooding and increased irrigation in the Nguru wetland subregion of the
Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, but the savanna is giving way mainly to irrigation and
upland cultivation, while woodlands have virtually (almost) disappeared.

The

heterogeneity of the cover types and sim ilarity of spectral signatures of certain cover
types in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands has made change detection, using satellite
imagery, difficult. Brown’s unsupervised classification (Brown, 1987) using Landsat
MSS d ata is highly generalized as unsupervised classification can only reliably
classify the flooded area but not the depth, nor the land-use and land-cover in the
Hadejia-Nguru wetland region (Sule, 1990b).
There is need for accurate spatial data.

Conventional mapping and monitoring

techniques are inadequate for regular flood mapping and monitoring. The spatial
variability of seasonal flooding is a particular problem to monitoring by conventional
m eans because over 50% of the area may be flooded only once in several years, and
there is little likelihood th a t the same area will be flooded twice in two consecutive
years.

Using satellite remote sensing techniques for mapping and monitoring

flooding has several potential benefits, namely large areal coverage by a single
satellite scene, it is not affected by spatial variability in flooding, there is regularity
of data acquisition, good spectral sensitivity and is relatively cheaper th an aerial
photography of the same coverage. However, using remote sensing techniques for
flooding has several operational problems or effects on the sensed signal, namely
atm ospheric effects, spatial resolution, mixed pixels, w ater param eters and differing
atm ospheric conditions on multi-temporal data.
The m ain aim of the thesis is to develop models for estim ating flood extent and
depth per unit area or pixel for the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands from Landsat-TM
satellite sensor data, which has a nominal pixel resolution of 28.5 metres. The
secondary aim is to modify the developed models to fit NOAA-AVHRR data, which
has a nominal pixel resolution of 1.1km, and estim ate flood extent, depth and volume
of flooding from it. The tertiary aim is to evaluate the potential of Meteosat satellite
data (with a 2.5km resolution) for monitoring flood extent and volume of flooding.
The working hypothesis is th a t NOAA-AVHRR satellite data and possibly Meteosat
data could be used to reliably map flood extent and estim ate w ater volume in the
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Hadejia-Nguru wetlands of N orthern Nigeria.
The reader wHo is fam iliar with remote sensing may skip Chapters 2 and 4, browse
through Chapter 3 and proceed to Chapter 5, which is the beginning of the m ain
analysis.

1.8

STRUCTURE OF THESIS

The thesis is structured as below:
C hapter 1; The H adejia-Nguru w etlands: This chapter sets the scene for the
research and spells out the aims and objectives. Land use and land cover changes
and the frequency of flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands for particular periods
are analyzed.
C hapter 2i L iterature R eview And M ethodology: The literature on the use of
rem ote sensing techniques applied to mapping and monitoring w ater bodies, and
their associated problems is reviewed. Land use and land cover classification and
monitoring methods are also reviewed. Methodologies or algorithms for land use and
land cover classifications from different databases, as well as those for mapping flood
extent and volume of w ater from satellite sensor data, are examined.
C hapter 3: F ieldw ork And Prelim inary Analysis: This chapter describes the
fieldwork m easurem ents and radiometry undertaken to validate land use and land
cover classification from Landsat-5 TM satellite sensor data, and to collect ancillary
data, field radiometry and w ater depth measurements.

Also, the relationship

between w ater depth, salinity, tem perature, vegetation, wind-speed and the waterland boundaries in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands are established using field
radiom etry and compared with theoretical relationships.

C hapter 4;

P rep rocessin g o f H igh Spatial R esolu tion S atellite Sen sor

im agery; This chapter describes the correction of Landsat-5 TM satellite imagery,
of 2 September 1990, for atmospheric effect, radiometric imbalance and geometric
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distortion. It also describes the process by which the pixel coordinate system of the
satellite imagery is transformed to Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)
coordinates and the method by which the field data is geocoded before m atching to
corresponding pixels on the imagery.

Chapter 5; D erivation o f D epth-R adiance R elationship s from H igh S patial
R esolu tion S atellite Sensor imagery; Depth-radiance relationships for Landsat-5
TM satellite sensor image (of 2 September 1990) are established and evaluated using
sim ultaneously collected and coordinated depth-measurements.
C hapter 6; Flood E xtent, W ater Volum e P red iction and R em ote B athym etry
from H igh Spatial R esolution S atellite Sensor D ata: Depth-prediction models
are developed and applied to Landsat-5 TM satellite sensor data. Estim ates of flood
extent and volume are produced using Landsat-5 TM satellite sensor data of 26
November 1986 and 2 September 1990.

The former is compared w ith results

obtained from the Hollis and Thompson (1993a) hydrological model.
C hapter 7;

D epth-R adiance M odels, Flood E xtent, Water V olum e and

R em ote B athym etry from Coarse Spatial R esolution S atellite S en sor Data:
The depth-prediction models developed in Chapter 5 are modified for use with
NOAA-H/11 AVHRR data and simulated Meteosat data for 24 August 1990.
Estim ates of flood extent and volume are generated from these data.
C hapter 8; F requency And P attern Of F looding From 1986 To 1991; The
frequency and spatial variability of flooding from 1986 to 1991 are examined using
maps produced from aerial reconnaissance and satellite sensor images.

The

implications of this pattern is evaluated.
C hapter 9; D iscu ssion , R ecom m endations and C onclusions: The thesis is
discussed. Several recommendations and conclusions are made on the potential of
satellite sensor imagery for monitoring flooding and the improvements th a t should
be m ade to the developed models.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND METHODOLOGY

2.1

NEED TO MONITOR FLOODING IN THE HADEJIA-NGURU
WETLANDS

Large economic returns could be made from the agricultural, fishing and fuelwood
potentials in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, if the fioodplain system is properly
m anaged and sustained (Barbier et ah 1991;

1993). The conservation of such

natu ral resources is ultim ately the responsibility of the local inhabitants. It has
been noted however, th a t the local inhabitants of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands and
its surrounds are mainly interested in development, and conservation is of little or
no concern to them (Field, 1990).

Local inhabitants of the wetlands are more

interested in conservation when it is linked to economic development, health and
nutrition (author’s interviews of local inhabitants in 1990) (Appendix F-5). The
hydrological, environmental and political significance of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands
are emphasized in Chapter 1.

But environmental m anagem ent and nature

conservation cannot proceed without an adequate database (John et al, 1993). For
these wetlands an assessm ent of the w ater resources of the region is a vital
component for effective decision-making. The assessm ent of w ater resources in an
area, is simply an observation of the individual components of the hydrological cycle;
the quantification of these components involves estim ating the am ount of w ater
stored and its flow in and out of these environments (Salomonson et aL 1983). Thus,
the major aim of the research is to develop operational models for estim ating extent
and volume of flooding using calibrated Landsat-5 TM satellite sensor data, NOAA11 AVHRR data and simulated Meteosat data.
The advantage th a t satellite remote sensing enjoys over regular operational
monitoring by aerial photographic methods, ground surveying or topographical
m apping is th a t the latter are relatively more expensive to set up routinely and have
not been undertaken in the past. The models developed from satellite analysis may
be applied to historical Landsat-TM and NOAA-AVHRR satellite sensor images, and
could be extended to archive Meteosat satellite sensor data. Satellite remote sensing
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platforms have been used to monitor and study numerous param eters of hydrological
interest (see Kuprianov, 1983b; Yates et aL 1983; Van Hengel and Spitzer, 1991;
Ji et aL 1992).

In this research, quantitative estimation of w ater volume and flooded area involves
the statistical correlation of the satellite data w ith field m easurem ent obtained
sim ultaneously w ith the satellite overpass.

To provide sufficient accuracy, the

proposed model in the research, requires about 1,000 or more depths to be measured.
Extensive field radiometry was undertaken to ascertain relationships between depth
and reflectance, and the effects of environmental factors on these relationships.
Since the prim ary requirem ent of any resource planner is a survey of existing
resources and a record of changes as the resources are exploited or affected by other
factors (Thomson, 1981b), a survey and record of very recent and past flooding in the
Hadejia-Nguru wetlands will be invaluable. In this study remote sensing is seen as
an operational tool and is used, in later chapters, to achieve the aims and objectives
set out in Chapter 1. Thus, the potential of remote sensing and its operational
problems in mapping wetlands are reviewed.
Some conventional methods employed in flood estimation are briefly reviewed in the
context of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.

Also, various spectral reflectance

relationships and selected satellite sensors are examined. The proposed technique
developed, by the author, for monitoring and estim ating the extent and volume of
flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands is given at the end of this chapter.

2.2

INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS FOR FLOOD MONITORING

In the course of investigating fioodplain inundations it is necessary to obtain
information on the character of flooding namely, the direction of w ater flow, the flood
occurrence, frequency of inundation, velocity, time of flooding, shape and m agnitude
of flooding, different levels of flooded areas and maximum flood extent (Usachev,
1983). Large fioodplain inundations (like the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, where some
reaches are inaccessible during flooding), are difficult and time-consuming to
m easure by conventional mapping and fieldwork methods. Satellite remote sensing
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offers an alternative technique.
Peak flooding occurs a t different times in different parts of the Hadejia-Nguru
wetlands from August to October each year (Penson, 1989), and may last for one or
two weeks in a particular subregion.

However, peak flooding in much of the

wetlands is attained in August or September. The construction of several dams and
irrigation projects, upstream of the wetlands, influences the flood regime by
regulating the am ount of w ater downstream (Adams and Hollis, 1989). To meet the
w ater needs w ithin the Komadugu-Yobe basin (which includes the wetlands), it is
recommended th a t Tiga, Challawa and Kafin Zaki dams and the Hadejia-Barrage be
operated to satisfy downstream requirements (Komadugu-Yobe Workshop, 1993).
The operations of these dams and the barrage will become even more im portant on
completion of the Kafin Zaki dam because it will cause a further reduction in
downstream w ater supply. But the non-availability of suitable maps rem ain a major
impedim ent to planning and developing w ater resources in the Komadugu-Yobe
basin (Komadugu-Yobe Workshop, 1993).
To effectively monitor flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, for the purpose of
good managem ent, information is needed on the extent, depth, volume and duration
of flooding. It was demonstrated th a t remotely sensed satellite images could provide
information on the depth, extent and volume of flood w ater in the Hadejia-Nguru
wetlands (Komadugu-Yobe Workshop, 1993; Sule, 1993a). Satellite images, unlike
conventional survey methods, can provide monthly, fortnightly, weekly, daily or
hourly d ata on flooding in the wetlands. However, the more fi'equently collected
data have low spatial resolutions because of their wider synoptic viewing, which is
needed if regular acquisition (say, daily or hourly) is to be possible, and this means
a reduction in the am ount of detail sensed.

2.3

AVAILABLE TECHNIQUES FOR MONITORING FLOODING

The major input to channel flow is precipitation, which enters the river channel
directly, as surface runoff, throughflow/interflow and baseflow (figure 2.3.1).
Flooding results when exceptionally high rates of discharge exceed the capacity of
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the river channel, either due to volume or velocity of flow.
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Figure 2.3.1
Pathways of w ater movement w ithin a drainage basin
Source: Goudie et al (1985: p.230); Walling (1987; p. 118)

In this study, discharge (Qg), from the H adejia-Jam a’are river system, into the
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Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, is of prim ary concern because flooding occurs when it
exceeds the carrying capacity of the channels. Various conventional methods of flood
estim ation were evaluated by Wolf (1965) and discussed in WMO (1983b). These
methods are empirical flood estimation by judgement, peak formula or flood
frequency, rational method, linear unit hydrograph, non-linear analysis of the
hydrograph, geomorphology and geomorphometry, flood routing and statistical
correlation methods.

Recently, remote sensing techniques have been used

increasingly to study flooding. The available techniques for flood monitoring are
ground survey, aerial survey and satellite survey.

2.3.1

C onventional Flood Survey

Conventional methods of flood estimation are mainly by ground survey and involve
the m easurem ent of some or all of the components in the hydrological cycle (figure
2.3.1). Flood flows are determined by the intersections of basin and precipitation
characteristics (Mimikou, 1987).

Various types of hydrological data used are

precipitation, evaporation, w ater quantity, soil moisture, groundwater and w ater
quality (Rodda, 1985). The major conventional methods used in flood estimation are
the rainfall-runoff relationship, river flow analysis, water-balance modelling and
flood routing.
R ainfall-runoff relationships;
In the rainfall-runoff relationship methods flood discharge is calculated using
formulas derived from the relationships between rainfall and runoff. The Unithydrograph, Time-Area and Rational methods are evaluated below. A hydrograph
is a graphical representation of the time distribution of discharge (figure 2.3.1.1) a t
a particular location in the flow path of a stream (Hwang, 1981). Flood estim ation
using the traditional linear unit hydrograph method is widely used, especially in
engineering practices (Naden, 1992). The Unit hydrograph for a catchm ent is the
flood discharge hydrograph resulting from a unit of effective rainfall, generated
uniformly or in some patterns over the catchment a t a uniform rate in a unit of tim e
(WMO, 1983b; Shaw, 1988). The catchment response function is calculated from
historic data or catchment characteristics, such as channel shape or channel cross
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section.
The derivation of a unit hydrograph becomes more complex when there are no
records of unit or single storms in a drainage area (WMO, 1983b). From Shaw
(1988),

=E

......................................................................................... (2.1)

i=0

Qj = discharge from surface runoff
R = effective rainfall
U = the unit hydrograph.

where,

Although the U nit hydrograph method involves relatively simple calculations, it has
the disadvantage of being approximate because rainfall is variable over large
catchm ents and channels are not uniform over the catchment or basin. Nor can
effective rainfall be assumed to rem ain a constant proportion of total precipitation.
Also, rainfall in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands cannot be effectively monitored because
there is a poor network of rain-gauges in the catchment and the w etlands and
insufficient hydrological observations to derive the necessary relationships.
The Time-Area or Isochrone (time-contour) method is based on the concept th a t
w ater appears in a given catchment at different times, arriving first near the
catchm ent outlet (upstream) and lastly in the most remote (downstream) parts of the
drainage area (Ward, 1978; WMO, 1983b). According to Shaw (1988) at, say, time
4 hour, Q4 (the flow a t x) is given by:Q4 =

AA^ + 12 AAg +

AAj + ig AA^.....................................................................(2.2)

or by the general equation,

Or = 5^ \r-k) ^ ( k )

........................................................................................ (2.3)

ifc=i

where,

i = mean intensity of effective rainfall
A = area of catchment
Qj, = average discharge at time T
k = a constant
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Although the assumptions made in the Time-Area method are realistic, fixing the
isochrones is very difficult because considerable knowledge of the catchm ent is
needed so th a t the times of overland flow and river flow may be determined for wet
or satu rated conditions, being the worst conditions likely to cause a major flood
(Shaw, 1988).
With the Rational method flood peak discharges could be determined from
m easurem ents of rainfall depths (Sokolov et aL 1976) using the formula,

Qp = C ^ ........................................................................................................... (2.4)
where,

Qp - peak flow
C = coefficient of runoff (dependent on catchment characteristics)
i = intensity of rainfall in Time of Concentration (T^)
A = area of the catchment

However, C values vary widely from 0.05 for fiat sandy areas to 0.95 for impervious
areas and ’considerable knowledge of the catchment is needed in order to estim ate
an acceptable value’. Furtherm ore, the C values also varies for different storms
w ithin the same catchment. Thus, only a rough estim ate of Qp is usually possible.
Rodda et al (1976) believe th a t more attention should be given to methods of
estim ating volumes of w aters in floods lasting more th an a few houn duration rath er
than to a given peak flow.
R iver-flow analysis:
River discharge data are samples in time of the behaviour of the river and can be
used to describe the flooding of a river. Daily mean discharges and instantaneous
peak discharges are the basic data readily available from river stages and stagedischarge relationships. Hence, the flow and flood frequencies, flood peaks and flood
probabilities may be inferred from time-series studies of peak discharge and river
regimes (Simon, 1986).
High river discharges may be caused by a combination of extreme conditions, for
instance heavy rainfalls over short durations or moderate rainfalls on saturated soil
which m ay result in rapid and large runoff. Thus, the river channel may exceed its
carrying capacity and flooding will occur as a result of peak discharge. Frequencies
of peak flows may be established over short or long periods of tim e and could be used
for flood predictions (Gupta, 1989). Unfortunately, changes in the stage-discharge
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relationship render much stage data non-homogeneous and unsuitable for frequency
analysis (WMO, 1983b). Therefore, gaps in data may be expected in frequency
studies.
A river regime is the expected pattern of a river’s flow during a year. A river regime
can be deduced from a knowledge of the climatic factors influencing the catchment
runoff (Shaw, 1988). However, in areas with ephemeral rivers and ever changing
climates (like the West African Sahel region), it would be very difficult to estim ate
a river’s regime from a knowledge of the climate. In the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands of
Nigeria, this is further compounded by the building of dams upstream on the major
rivers, the construction of barrages, local w ater divergence schemes and the ever
increasing irrigation projects by the government and local farmers.

H ydrological M odelling:
The recent advent of the high-speed digital computer with large data-storage
capabilities has made hydrological modelling possible. Shaw (1988) describes various
hydrological models in practice, namely catchment related models, rainfall models
and river-flow models.
Catchm ent models are m aterial (physical representation) or m athem atical
abstractions. Mathematical catchment models are deterministic or probabilistic,
linear or non-linear, tim e-invariant or time-variant, lumped or distributed,
continuous or discrete, analytical or numerical, and event-driven or continuous
process (Ponce, 1989). Linear models include the Nash model, MIT model and
runoff-routing model. The Nash model assumes th at effective surface runoff, in a
catchment, could be modelled by routing rainfall down a cascade of equal linear
reservoirs. After n reservoirs, the Instantaneous Unit Hydrograph (lUH) a t time t
is:1

t

M - l -t!k

®®

where K = storage constant
The MIT (distributed) model uses a single or lumped value representing the
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catchm ent rainfall which is the cumulative value of several point rainfall
m easurem ents taken over the entire catchment.

Although this model is more

realistic th an the Nash model its use for natural catchments is difficult. The U nit
Hydrograph for a particular number of observations (zi), storage constant {K) and the
translation tim e constant

IS
where

X)

Kin

(t )

is,
t > nx ..................................(2 .6 )

K

x = distance location on catchment
N = total number of linear units

The runoff-routing model by Laurenson (1964) is non-linear and based on the routing
of effective (excess) rainfall through non-linear catchment storages. This method
gives the complete hydrograph, including peak flows, but excludes the contribution
of base flow. The general formula is;S =K(Q)Q..............................................................................................................(2.7)
where

S
Q
K(Q)

= stored volume in the reservoir
= outflow rate from the reservoir
= coefficient K as a function of Q

The storage delay time is dependent on Q which varies during a storm. In this
method sequential isochrones and tim e-area diagrams may be employed.

The

method incorporates non-uniform rainfall and losses over the catchment, it accounts
for artificial or natural storages and simulations can be made for planning possible
dam sites. O ther non-linear catchment models are conceptual or deterministic. The
catchm ent processes are described mathematically and the storages are considered
as reservoirs. The hydrology of the river basin, from precipitation to discharge, is
seen as a series of interlinked processes and storages. Each stage in a sequence is
determ ined over a specific time interval.

Some conceptual models include the

Stanford w atershed model , O’Donnell model and Boughton model.
Rainfall and river flow models are used in Stochastic hydrological modelling because
the processes contain elements of randomness (Linsley et aU 1988). Thus, these
models consider chronological sequences of hydrological events (eg daily rainfall in
rainfall-modelling) and attem pt to explain the irregularities of occurrence and the
forecasting of events of im portant extremes.

Long records of continuous

homogeneous m easurem ents of the major hydrological variables are essential.
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Rainfall and river flow models are studied by time series analysis from records of
rainfall and river flow. However, there are no adequate or homogeneous rainfall or
river flow data available for the Hadejia-Nguru catchment, and so this type of
modelling would not be possible.
Flood-routing:
Flood routing is a process whereby the shape of a flood hydrograph is determ ined at
a point in a channel, reservoir or lake from a known hydrograph at an upstream
point (Gupta, 1989). Flood routing uses m athem atical relations to compute the flood
hydrograph or discharge of a stream at various points on the river during a flood
event once inflow, lateral contributions and channel characteristics are known
(WMO, 1983b; Ponce, 1989). The behaviour of the flood hydrograph is followed
upstream or, more usually, downstream. As the flood w ater flows downstream the
flood hydrograph is modified by translation because peak flows occur later at
downstream points, and by attenuation because the magnitude of the peak flow
diminishes downstream, the hydrograph’s shape flattens out and the volume of flood
w ater takes longer to pass the lower reaches (Shaw, 1988).

UPSTREAM
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O

Figure 2.3.1.1
Flood translation and attenuation
All flood routing methods are based on St Venant’s continuity and energy or dynamic
equations (WMO, 1983b),
,
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(2.9)

A

where,
q
A
V
X
t
g
s
Sf
h

= lateral increm ent of discharge per unit length of x and per unit time
= average cross-sectional area
= mean velocity over A in the direction of x
= length in direction of flow
- time
= gravitational acceleration
= longitudinal channel slope
= frictional slope
= mean w ater depth

There are two main categories of flood routing methods, namely hydrologie and
hydraulic.

The first of these categories uses the principle of continuity and a

relationship between discharge and temporary storage of excess volumes of w ater
during flooding, for example the storage routing method.

The second category

involves the use of rigorous equations of motion for unsteady flow in open channels
and certain assumptions and approximations are often made.
Non-storage routing is the simplest but very approximate method and it involves
deriving the relationship between peak stages at upstream and downstream points
on a single river reach. This method requires adequate stage records a t several
points of a river. In areas like the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands (where gauging stations
are very few), this means th at several stage stations will have to be set up a t
different points of the rivers.
In Storage or Reservoir routing, the reservoir inflow moves into tem porary storage
and the outflow peak discharge may be considerably reduced due to the inflowoutflow tim e lag (WMO, 1983b; Wilson, 1990). The continuity equation, which forms
the basis of all storage routing methods is:I - 0 = d S / d t ....................................................................................................... (2 . 10 )
where

I
= inflow to the reach
O
= outflow discharge
d S / d t = rate of change in reach storage with respect to time

The M uskingum method of flood routing is based on the above equation. Reservoir
routing is w hat the Hadejia-Jam a’are River Basin Authority m ay have attem pted to
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do by constructing the Kafin Zaki dam and other dams across headw aters of the
Hadejia-Jam a’are river system (see Chapter 1). See section 1.3.4 on the effect of
reservoirs or dams on the wetlands. WMO (1983b) explained th a t the construction
of a reservoir, despite causing a delay in peak outflow w ith respect to peak inflow,
may not cause a delay with respect to the peak which would have occurred prior to
construction of the reservoir. However, the construction of reservoirs may worsen
flood conditions because the attenuated peak may occur out of phase w ith other
tributaries. However, the reservoir flood-routing method has the disadvantage of
being approximate, very tedious to use and requires historic data.

The hydraulic routing methods of flood routing use more complex solutions. They
are based on the solution of the two basic differential (St Venant) equations (2.8,9).
The equations are based on continuity and dynamics or energy.

The hydraulic

routing method is good for unsteady flows because it employs kinematic, diffusion
and dynamic wave equations, the latter being best for highly unsteady flows (Ponce,
1989). The main disadvantage of the hydraulic routing equations (2.8,9) in flood
routing is th a t their integration down the length of a channel is difficult and
complex. Also, certain assumptions may be made and data are needed a t several
points down the channel, and their frequent collection may be a problem in
developing countries th at do not have the resources or are not dedicated to the task.
A dvantages and disadvantages:
Although conventional flood survey methods have the advantage of yielding
reasonable estim ates regardless of the w eather condition, their use is often limited
by the availability of adequate m easurem ent networks or data. The flood frequency
method is based on the concept th at peak floods are strictly random variables and
should be treated as elements of the statistics of extremes (H aktanir and Horlacher,
1993). Unfortunately, these flood peak (extreme) values do not adequately represent
the behaviour of flooding in a basin. Estim ating flood flows and flood variability in
semi-arid regions is difficult because flooding is seasonal, small patches of flooded
areas and several stream s are ephemeral and access for gauging near the peak of a
short flood is also a problem (Farquharson et al, 1992). Curve numbers (ON) have
been used in rainfall-runoff models to calculate soil w ater content and rainfall
contribution to direct runoff and groundwater flow (Purwanto and Donker, 1991;
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Svoboda, 1991).

Combinations of two or more conventional flood estimation

techniques are increasingly being used to estim ate flooding. However, the data base
for the Hadejia-Jam a’are river system is inadequate spatially and historically for
much statistical analysis; changes in rating curves makes the quality of the surface
flow data collected questionable; and flood peaks can only be related to flood extent
and volume through an adequate Digital Elevation Model (DEM).
The H adejia-Jam a’are Basin is estim ated to be 61,120km^ (Adams and Hollis, 1988);
the drainage basin (within the Hadejia-Jama’are basin) is over 22,000km^ (Schultz,
1975b); and can be estim ated to about 25,000km^; and the wetlands (within the
drainage basin) is about 4,000km^ (figure 2.3.1.2). A minimum network is one
defined by the hydrological agency of the country in question, as necessary for
development planning. WMO (1983a) defined the minimum density of precipitation
networks. Class A pan-evaporation networks and hydrometric networks in flat
tropical regions as 11 to 17 stations for 10,000km^, 1 station for 30,000km^ and 4-10
stations for 5,000km^, respectively. However, the minimum network is not adequate
for the formulation of detailed development plans (WMO, 1983a). Precipitation and
hydrometric networks in the Hadejia-Jama’are river basin fail to m eet the World
Meteorological Organisation (WMO) (WMO, 1983a) minimum network requirements.
There are only 4 meteorological stations within the H adejia-Jam a’are basin, namely
Nguru, Kano, Jos and Bauchi (Schultz, 1975b; Sule, 1982). These 4 meteorological
stations are adequate for evaporation m easurements but fall far short of the 67-104
recommended minimum rain gauging stations for an estim ated 61,120km^ basin of
Hadejia-Jam a’are.

Also, there are only 9 operational and semi-operational

hydrometric stations in the 25,000km^ drainage area, namely a t Chiromawa, Wudil,
Chai Chai and Bunga bridge, outside the wetlands; and Hadejia, Katagum, Nguru,
Gashua, Dagonna and Likori around and within the wetlands (Thompson, 1993)
(figure 2.3. 1 .2 ). These 9 stream gauging stations fall short of the 20-50 minimum
stations recommended for about 25,000km^ drainage area.

To m eet the WMO

standards for networks adequate for detailed development plans, there should be
well over 104 rain-gauging stations and well over 50 river-gauging stations in the
H adejia-Jam a’are river basin.

In the opinion of Hollis (1993) less th an 10

strategically placed and properly operated hydrometric stations would suffice for
estim ating discharge in the wetlands, but about 300 rain gauging stations would be
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required if 95% of the variability of rainfall in the basin is to be explained. Rodda
and Flanders (1985) noted th a t most networks are inadequate.

Rodier (1985)

acknowledged th a t networks are difficult to establish in arid regions because of
difficulties in finding reliable observers, inaccessibility to gaugings as a result of the
lack of roads and the effect of wide diurnal range of tem peratures on the
instrum ents. John et al (1993) concluded th a t there is a general lack of information
on dynamic functions of wetlands in West Africa. This is partly due to the failure
of conventional techniques to provide adequate hydrological or flood information on
wetlands like the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.

Unfortunately, the likelihood of

adequate networks being set up in the Hadejia-Jama’are Basin appears remote in
the short-run, and so the best use has to be made of available networks.
Digital elevation models and remotely sensed data have been combined with
conventional hydrological m easurem ents to yield reasonably accurate flood estim ates
where relief is significant (Peck et al, 1983; Donker, 1992).

Such hydrological

models and techniques suffer from inadequacies in the vagaries of the semi-arid
environment of N orthern Nigeria, where historic data is scanty and low relief creates
more exacting modelling requirements. Estimation of flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru
wetlands, using only the stage-discbarge relationship (Schultz, 1976) does not suffice
because of inadequate gauging stations, unreliability of m easurem ents (see Adams
and Hollis, 1989; Chapter 1), and inadequate climatological data due to the poor
network of meteorological stations within the Komadugu-Yobe basin. Reliance on
such conventional monitoring techniques would be costly, tim e consuming and would
require several years data collection before the results could be analyzed in a
meaningful way.

2.3.2

A erial Survey

Aerial photogrammetry for bathymetry, requires th a t the m athem atical model be
based on the actual underw ater position of a point rath er th an its refracted or
apparent position in order to be acceptable for photogrammetric triangulation
(Johnson et al, 1983). In addition, aerial photography suffer an image reduction in
the maximum detail it is capable of depicting and image blurring. Recently, these
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problems have been solved to a large extent and longer exposure time is possible
with increased detail.
Photographic images of higher resolution can be obtained by using slower emulsions
(on film) w ith longer exposure times from cameras on airborne platforms. Slower
exposure tim es (especially at low altitudes) results in image blurring and image
inhomogeneity because of the forward and angular motions of the aircraft. The
image blur caused by the forward and angular motions can be corrected by using a
forward motion compensation (FMC) and angular motion compensation (AMC)
devices on aerial surveying cameras (Torlegârd, 1991).
Generally, films used in aerial surveying have several advantages, namely
1) Films used in surveying cameras would be clear and homogeneous in quality
as well as having higher resolution if a slower emulsion and longer exposure
times are used. Also, the number of photographs per unit area can be
reduced by increasing the flight height of the aircraft carrying the FMC-AMC
camera.
2) The lens-camera-film system will be able to resolve up to about 100 Ip/mm
compared to 30-40 Ip/mm from traditional aerial photography.
3) It is possible to acquire digital images from photographs, using scanning
instrum ents which can generate digital images of 7.5m pixel resolution from
photographs of 50-66 Ip/mm resolution.
4) Softcopy photogrammetric workstations function as analytical plotters but
utilise photography in digital format or digital satellite sensor images.
The versatility of a camera system is dependent on the availability of different films
w ith different spectral ranges, sensitivities and resolving powers. In aerial surveys,
colour and false colour films are very good for land cover discrimination but are
expensive and become diffused in quality at high magnification (table 2.3.2.1).
Panchrom atic film is the cheapest to use on aerial cameras (table 2.3.2.1), but its
lim ited tonal range makes it inadequate for monitoring the volume of flooding (Sule,
1990a,b).

The tonal range of the infrared film is also limited although w ater

boundaries can be satisfactorily delineated and land cover easily discriminated.
Colour films appear to be best for flood monitoring (table 2.3.2.1), but are expensive.
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ADVANTAGES
Relatively cheap
Good contrast
Sharp image definition
Good exposure

DISADVANTAGES
- Limited tonal range

Relatively cheap
Easier to trace water courses
Good vegetation discrimination

Limited tonal range
Very high contrast
Shadow detail is reduced
Slight loss of resolution
Correct exposure is difficult to
determine

Good contrast and tonal range
Very good land surface discrimination
Good exposure
Good quality black and white prints
can be made

Expensive
Require special processing facilities
Image is diffuse under high
magnification (image definition is
slightly less than panchromatic)

Sharp resolution
Very good discrimination of vegetation
and moisture

Expensive
Less tonal range than colour film
Image is diffuse under high
magnification
Duplicates are expensive and difficult
to produce from positive film
Low ASA rating
Critical exposure

Table 2.3.2.1
Comparison of various photographic film products
Source: Barrett and Curtis (1982)
However, regardless of the film medium, aerial photography is much more expensive
than photographic products or images acquired from space (table 2.3.3.1, below).
Also, operational aerial survey is constrained by meteorological conditions, as survey
would not be undertaken when it is windy, raining or when visibility is low. Hence,
aerial photography may not be feasible for monitoring flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru
wetlands of Nigeria.

2.3.3

Space Survey

The Earth can be monitored from space by space-cameras on spacecraft, and sensors
on-board satellites. The potential of terrestrial satellites, meteorological satellites
and microwave altimetry satellite systems to monitor flooding have been explored
by several authors.

In the light of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, this section

evaluates the potential of these systems and the techniques employed in monitoring
flooding.
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Space photography
The first and second photogrammetric cameras operated from the US space shuttle
are the Metric Camera (MC) supplied by Germany and flown by ESA in the
Spacelab-1 mission in November/December 1983, and the US Large Format Camera
(LFC) in 1984, (Torlegârd, 1991). Both were used to acquire colour-infrared and
black and white photographs from 250km altitude (table 2.3.3.1).

The metric

camera has no forward motion compensation whilst the large format camera system
has a forward motion compensation device.

US
S p ace
S h u ttle

M*

U*
P rir o d a
U SSR

Suitable
contour
intervals
(m)

Height
(km)

Spatial
Resolution
(m)

Photo
Scale

Suitable
mapping
scale

MC

250

18

1:800,000

1:50,000

100

LFC

250

1:800,000

1:25,000

75

KFA-lOO

200

5-10

1:200,000

1:25,000

75

Kate 200

200

15-30

1:1,000,000

1 : 100,000

175

180-450

5-8

1:600,0001:1,500,000

Kate 140

300

50

1 :2 , 100,000

MKF-6

300

20-50

1:2,400,000

MK-4

No.
of
hands

4 of 6

M*

Table 2.3.3.1
US Space Shuttle and Priroda USSR Space Camera Systems
From: Torlegârd (1991)
(Note: M* = Manned spacecraft; U* = Unmanned spacecraft)
Unfortunately the US space shuttles do not acquire photography from space
routinely because they often spend long intervals on Earth between missions. The
only known agency with a production

space photography system in routine

operation is Priroda USSR. Four of the six lens cores in the MK-4 multi-spectral
camera can be selected for photography. The total spectral bands are in six regions
of the visible and NIR spectrum.
Some advantages of the space camera is the high spatial resolution and the ability
to select spectral bands, in some cameras, which improves the discrimination of land
surface types and water bodies from bare soil or vegetation. A disadvantage includes
the infrequent flights of the space shuttle which subsequently leads to infrequent
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photographie products from these platforms. Also, analogue-to-digital conversion is
required if photographic images are to be used in an image processing environment.
Moreover, during the author's search for data, a t the inception of the research, the
only space photography found, which included the wetlands, were taken from the US
space shuttle. Thus, space photographic products cannot be used to monitor the
wetlands unless there is regular acquisition of data over the Hadejia-Nguru
wetlands.
P oten tia l o f terrestrial sa tellite rem ote sen sin g in flood m on itorin g
Satellite sensor images have been used extensively to map large w ater bodies and
floods. The visible to near-infrared (0.5 - 1.1pm) bands have been used in earlier
work to m ap the extent of river flooding and oceans (Rango and Solomonson, 1974;
Schwertz et al, 1977; Benny, 1989). W ater is easily distinguished in the visible
spectrum, when it is next to contrasting objects, and becomes less discernible when
it is surrounded by wet soils, grass and cultivated land in which case it is more
discernible in the near-infrared region of the spectrum (Usachev, 1983).
Landsat images have been used for mapping flood boundaries and for studying
floodplain morphology and dynamics (Groves, et aL 1983; Kuprianov, 1983b; Xia ef
aU 1983). However, there is a low variability (10 to 20 digital counts) of radiances
detected by the Landsat satellite sensor above deep w ater bodies (Lyzenga, 1978).
Landsat-TM satellite sensor data can be used with the United States Departm ent
of Agriculture (USDA) Soil Conservation Service (SCS) model to calculate runoff
Curve Numbers from hydrological soil groups, derived from Landsat TM satellite
sensor data, photographic products and maps, to predict runoff depth and peak flows
within a high degree of accuracy (Sharma and Singh, 1992). Thus, the method
developed by Sharm a and Singh (1992) will he reliable and valuable in developing
countries th a t have adequate rain-gauge network and rainfall data, detailed
topographic maps and hydrometric data, but cannot afford the cost or man-power
requirem ent for digital image processing. The basin coefficient is the runoff CN and
represents the runoff potential of the land cover and soil complex. The USDA-SCS
model requires rainfall and CN as inputs for computing runoff. The distribution of
runoff depends on the morphology of landforms and associated soil, vegetation, land
use and land cover. In the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, the basin slope is very gentle
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and the relief of the area cannot be adequately determined from Landsat-TM
satellite imagery. From field surveys (during author’s 1990 fieldwork) and existing
contoured topographic maps, even satellite images of 10 m etre spatial resolution will
not show adequate topographic details th a t would be valuable for studying the
hydrology. The only contoured topographic map of the wetlands (1982 map based
on 1969 aerial photography) have contour lines spaced a t 50m intervals, and each
interval is often 15 to 30km on the ground. For such a region like the HadejiaNguru wetlands, 1 to 2m contour intervals or smaller may be desired for the map to
be of value in hydrological studies. Also, Sharm a and Singh (1992) used 5 evenly
distributed rain-gauges (or 1 rain-gauge every 50km^). So, over 80 rain-gauges will
be required in the Hadejia-Nguru drainage basin instead of the 5 currently
located outside and within the wetlands. Against this background, the USDA-SCS
model cannot be employed for estim ating runoff depth and peak flow in the HadejiaNguru wetlands, unless many more rain-gauges are established and more detailed
and up-to-date topographical maps, soil maps and hydrological information are
provided on a regular basis.
Several authors including Lyzenga (1978,1981 and 1985), Paredes and Spero (1983),
Spitzer and Dirks (1987) and Van Hengel and Spitzer (1991) have developed
algorithms for w ater-depth mapping in coastal areas utilising terrestrial satellite
imagery. Lyzenga (1978) suggested a method for relative water-depth extraction
from satellite data using digital counts, so th a t absolute water-depths can be known
if several reference points of known depths are calibrated. Van Hengel and Spitzer
(1991) adopted the method of Lyzenga (1978) and examined the utility of Landsat
TM satellite sensor imagery for w ater depth-mapping in Dutch coastal waters. They
found th a t turbid w aters were difficult to localize without a priori knowledge of the
area, and when successfully localized and excluded the reliability of computed w ater
depth m aps increased to 1 to 2 metres. This method is not used in the research
because the accuracy is lower than desired since much of the Hadejia-Nguru
wetlands have flood levels less than 1 m etre in depth and several areas of less than
0.5 m etre depth. Benny (1982) used density contouring to plot ocean bathym etry
from L andsat MSS satellite sensor data, w ith a fair degree of accuracy. Equations
for mapping w ater depth may be derived for passive remotely sensed data, giving
depth as a function of reflectance (Paredes and Spero, 1983). From their study.
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linear regression could be used to determine the coefficients for estim ating depth, if
depth values a t selected points are known. Also, their equations would satisfactorily
correct for variation in bottom types by using two or more spectral bands. However,
their solution does not account for turbidity, salinity or underw ater vegetation which
would affect the optical characteristics of the w ater and attenuation coefficient, hut
suggest the use of at least as many spectral bands as there are bottom types in the
study area.
W ater depths can be computed by determining the constants in the equation by
linear regression analysis of the radiances in combination with w ater depth data
which are registered and matched to the pixels of the imagery (Van Hengel and
Spitzer, 1988 cited in Van Hengel and Spitzer, 1991). This is actually the correlation
of band radiances with known w ater depth.

Alternatively, a rotational

transform ation of the radiance data for the various bands may be performed. This
will result in a depth-dependent variable or relative w ater depth (digital counts)
towards the highest variance and the absolute w ater depth may be computed by
regressing pixels of known w ater depth (Lyzenga, 1978; and Van Hengel and Spitzer,
1991). The method of rotational transformation of the radiance data does not require
the inputting of known depths in order to derive relative w ater depths, b u t the
derived d ata can be later used to compute absolute water-depths by regressing w ith
a set of pixels of known water-depths. There was poor correlation (r=0.68 and 0.73;
or r^=0.46 and 0.53) between average w ater depths in the multi-temporal TM images
and the sounding chart (water depths) and scattergram of w ater depths for two
images of different dates in the results of Van Hengel and Spitzer (1991). This
shows th a t the method of relative w ater depth computation may not be highly
reliable. Some of the possible reasons given for the poor correlation are:i) morphological changes, like displacement of gullies between period of
known depth m easurem ent and satellite acquisition,
ii) errors in the calculated w ater depths as a result of:a) spatial heterogeneity of the atmosphere,
b) spatial differences in w ater composition,
c) spatial differences in bottom composition, and
iii) inaccuracy of known w ater depths.
Geometric discrepancies (i) is the main reason for the poor correlation between
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computed w ater depths and known w ater depths. E rror in spatial coordinates will
introduce errors in the known depth data as they would be displaced when registered
on the image. Since each water-depth point-measurement in the Hadejia-Nguru
wetlands was located, by the researcher, carefully and accurately by survey methods,
there will be relatively few or no error in (iii) accuracy of known depth. The errors
expected will be those listed in (ii) above.

Van Hengel and Spitzer (1991)

dem onstrated th a t the accuracy of computed w ater depth maps can be improved if
turbid areas are localized and excluded. But since higher accuracies are desired in
this study an improvement on the Van Hengel and Spitzer (1991) method had to be
employed. Therefore about 1,000 sample depth points were m easured (in Chapter
3) and matched to the satellite sensor image (in Chapter 4) and rigorous image
processing techniques employed.
P o ten tia l o f m eteorological sa tellite sen sor data for m apping flood
Successful flood monitoring requires th a t remotely sensed data m ust provide
information on a rapid and regular basis, at an affordable cost, w ith a spectral
resolution th a t distinguishes flooded areas from non-flooded areas, and a t an
appropriate spatial resolution. E arth resource satellites such as Landsat-4 and -5
and SPOT-HRV have good spatial and spectral resolutions, but they can only acquire
data of the same area every 16 and 26 days, though SPOT-HRV allows the imaging
of a specific point on 7 different passes on the equator and 11 at latitude 45®, due to
off-nadir pointing, but it costs more to purchase and requires many more scenes for
large or global area coverage th an Landsat, NOAA-AVHRR and M eteosat satellite
data. The high cost of acquisition and increased processing time, and the long repeat
visit intervals makes earth resource satellites a less feasible option for near real-tim e
monitoring than meteorological satellites.

However, the disadvantage of

meteorological satellite data is the reduced spatial resolution.
The potential of several meteorological satellites (including NOAA’s TIROS satellites
and M eteosat satellites) for monitoring flooding in near real-tim e was evaluated by
Legg (1989). Legg (1989) found data from the AVHRR sensor on the TIROS satellite
of NOAA, the most ideal for near real-time flood monitoring in Sudan. The high
frequency of coverage improves the chances of acquiring cloud-free images, the
swath-width of about 1,500km allows sufficient coverage and the wavebands in the
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visible, NIR and therm al IR regions of the spectrum allows sufficient discrimination
of cover types. Also, the spatial resolution of 1.1km at nadir in Local Area Coverage
(LAC) mode was found to be reasonably adequate for studying floods. Raw NOAAAVHRR satellite sensor data is geometrically and radiometrically distorted because
of the large scan angle and swath width of the sensor, and so requires rigorous
rectification. Legg (1989) found th a t in an arid region the distinction between land
and w ater in areas of dense vegetation or rocky deserts cannot be reliably achieved
by combining the visible and NIR bands alone, because the low normalised difference
vegetation index (NDVI) may indicate both w ater and desert.

Nonetheless, a

principal components transform ation of bands 1, 2 and 4 highlighted areas of w ater
in the third principal component.
Unambiguous discrimination of surface features from a single Meteosat visible band
is not possible because of the coarse spatial resolution (2.5km and 5km).

The

darkest areas in a Meteosat visible band could be w ater or dark rocks or soils of low
reflectance or moderately dense vegetation (Legg, 1989). Changes in areas covered
by w ater in m ulti-date images can be detected if they are suitably processed. Co
registration of m ulti-date Meteosat images is possible since the data are re-sampled
to a standard projection before re-transmission from D arm stadt in Germany.
However, before comparing Meteosat images of different dates, the data have to be
corrected for solar illumination and atmospheric effects. The second generation
M eteosat satellites will have an improved imaging radiom eter and the spatial
resolution will be limited to 500 metres in the visible channels and 2 kilometres in
the infrared (Kunkel et aL 1991). They will also have 8 channels (whereas the
present M eteosat satellites have 3 and 4 channels), and the improved imaging
radiom eter and infrared sounder will increase the am ount of w eather and
oceanographic applications th a t can be undertaken. Thus, meteorological satellites
will be increasingly used for terrestrial studies including wetland studies.

P o ten tia l o f sa tellite m icrow ave altim etry for m apping open w ater and
w etla n d s
A RAdio Detection And Ranging (Radar) system is an active microwave remote
sensing system which uses a transm itter to generate microwave energy, in pulses,
directed by an antenna at the measured surface. The incident radiation is scattered
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by the terrain and some is reflected back to the antenna. The magnitude of the
delayed replica of the transm itted signal is recorded either optically or digitally.
From the processed return signal, particular characteristics of the target can be
extracted and correlated. Satellite radar altim etry data have been available from
several space-borne altim eters namely Skylab S-193 (1973), GOES-3 (1975 to 1978),
Seasat (1978), Geosat (1986 to 1990) and ERS-1 (1991 to date). These altim eters are
not imaging systems, and with the exception of the ERS-1, were designed to operate
over open water. Spaceborne rad ar altim eters can provide high accuracy global
m easurem ent of the ocean surface topography (Elachi, 1987). For instance, Seasat
had a repeat cycle of 17 days, telemetered data, had an along-track sampling interval
of 662 m etres and a range resolution of 0.47 metres giving a range precision of 10
centim etres over the ocean (MacArthur, 1976; 1978; Townshend, 1980 cited in
Cudlip et aL 1990). Earlier satellite altimeters, particularly Seasat and Geosat
suffer instrum ental problems of tracking over smooth bright surfaces such as often
experienced in wetlands (Cudlip et aL 1990).
The potential of spaceborne or airborne radar to reliably determine many oceanic
phenomena have been demonstrated comprehensively (Vesecky and Steward, 1981;
Volyak et aL 1987). Radar back-scatter was very high and variable in the Sudd
wetlands because of the mirror-like effect of w ater shielded by weeds (Cudlip, 1991
in Allan and Rapley, 1991). But it is possible to map the basin boundaries to an
accuracy of 1 to 2 metres and the relative changes in w ater level to 10 to 15
centim etres if the elevation of adjacent surfaces are known. Altimetry data from the
E arth Resources Satellite-1 (ERS-1) promises to be better than those from either
Seasat or Geosat. In the discussion in the workshop convened by Allan and Rapley
(1991) several conclusions were made. Firstly, hydrological data of relative heights
is of lim ited value unless it is calibrated or used w ith other data, and so altim eter
data may not be used alone. Secondly, vegetation cover is of less significance in
rad ar altim etry as the altim eter is nadir pointing and tracks any exposed w ater in
breaks of vegetation cover. Thirdly, although Seasat tracked only wet areas, sim ilar
altim eters will differentiate w ater surfaces or inundated vegetation from land.
Fourthly, due to the higher back-scatter from the land-water boundary and from
land, accurate flood extent data has to be derived from maps or imaging sensors.
Also, rad ar altim etry is a useful tool for monitoring w ater and terrain levels in
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wetlands, but have to be used with ancillary data, like satellite images
Radar image distortions include ground range non-linearity caused by variation in
look angles; skew caused by variation in the earth’s rotational velocity between the
near and far range; and layover where two points of, say, different elevations have
the same slant ranges which are therefore projected onto the same point on the
rad ar image (Naraghi et aL 1983; Curlander, 1984; Wise, 1989). The first two
errors are substantially eliminated during processing, but the last one can lead to
residual errors in the processed data. Layover errors m ay not be significant in
wetlands of heterogeneous vegetation, like the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, because of
the

relatively small variation in height of the vegetation cover.

However in

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images, the removal of speckle ’noise’ and the
registration of information between images are two major difficulties (White, 1991).
Therefore, errors in boundary locations may be significant.

Microwave remote

sensing is a potential operational tool for m easuring and predicting the spatial
variability of soil moisture by m easuring the em itted energy in the microwave region
of the electromagnetic spectrum (Schmugge et aL 1980; Ulaby et ah 1981; Engman
et aL 1989; Ladson and Moore, 1992). Nevertheless, more work is still required to
improve microwave remote sensing for soil w ater prediction.
Microwave radars have the advantages of all-weather sensing capability, the
wavelengths are selectable and they provide active illum ination since they are active
sensors.

Furtherm ore, they are capable of m easuring surface roughness and

generally have higher spatial resolution than optical remote sensing systems and can
be used to m easure w ater depths to an accuracy of 2 to 6 cm. However, one of its
disadvantages is th a t there is shadow in areas of significant relief and the area in
shadow m ay not be sensed if the rad ar is oblique-pointing. Satellite microwave data
are expensive, for example data from the ERS-1 (which may sense the wetlands in
future dates) may cost up to about £ 1,000,000 for global data to an independent user
but could be obtained free if the user is affiliated to researchers or bodies assigned
to evaluate and experiment on ERS-1 data (Rapley, 1993). Rapley (1993) stated th a t
even the cost of a small strip of ERS-1 data will be prohibitive to an independent
user. Since satellite microwave ra d ar data are non-imaging their cost for mapping
is further increased because they often need to be used in conjunction with ancillary
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data such as detailed topographic maps, aerial photography or high spatial resolution
satellite images in order to determine their tracking position. Although standard
data may not require ancillary data, such data may never be available to the
w etlands (if sensed) unless its region is of sufficient importance to governments of
developed economies who operate these satellites. Moreover, microwave altim eters
sample along narrow tracks or strips and may only acquire a single point data every
few kilometres distance. For instance the ERS-1 microwave radar altim eter acquires
data every 6.7km and this makes it extremely difficult or impossible to m easure
w ater bodies as small as Ikm^ whilst any w ater body less than 10km by 10km is
very difficult to track (Rapley, 1993).

This brings to question its potential for

m apping the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands which is spatially heterogenous and has
numerous w ater bodies less than 4km^ and many others less th an Ikm^.
Unfortunately, research using rad ar altim eters cannot be conducted for the wetlands
because no satellite microwave system is known or is confirmed to cover the
wetlands (Thompson, 1993; author’s data search).

2.3.4

C om parison Of The V arious Flood M onitoring T echniques

This section evaluates the potentials of the various techniques, in the preceding
sections, for monitoring flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.
Conventional methods of flood monitoring are costly, time consuming and require
several years of accurate data before a meaningful analysis can be undertaken. To
meet the WMO standard, over 104 rain-gauging stations and over 50 hydrometric
stations have to be established in the Hadejia-Jama’are river basin. Hollis (1993)
estim ated th a t about 300 rain-gauging stations need to be established in the
H adejia-Jam a’are basin if 95% of the variability of rainfall is to be explained; but
less th an 10 well placed hydrometric stations will suffice. The river gauges would
have to be automatic level recorders and/or stage boards; an observer would need
to make regular checks (if it is an automatic recorder) or daily checks (if a stage
board); and one or more teams with current meters would need to m ake regular
observations, at each gauging station, to determine the rating curve which changes
regularly in the wetlands (Hollis, 1993). The instrum ents will have to be properly
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m aintained, especially since they will be susceptible to the vagaries of the ’b arsb ’
w eather in the H adejia-Jam a’are basin and the sediment-laden w aters of the
Hadejia-Nguru wetlands. The collected data would have to undergo a series of
quality control tests before they are stored (Rodda and Flanders, 1985). Several staff
would be demanded to run the computer system (if available) and to collate the
m easured data before reaching the user. According to Agnew (1993) and Hollis
(1993) setting up, operating and m aintaining adequate bydrometric and precipitation
networks in the H adejia-Jam a’are basin and collating the data for users would be
very costly. Unfortunately, a feasibility study, strongly supported by extensive and
intensive field investigations, is required before an accurate estim ate of cost can be
given. Also, conventional methods alone cannot be used to calculate the extent of
flooding and ancillary data, such as satellite sensor images or aerial photography,
are required to map the extent of flooding. This further increases the cost, time and
labour required for monitoring flooding in the wetlands by conventional means.
Several space sensor products have been discussed in the preceding subsections.
Meteorological satellites are relatively cheap and can provide frequent data for flood
monitoring because of their repeat short cycles, often several times in a day.
However, their spatial resolution may be too coarse to accurately monitor flooding
in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.

Satellite microwave altim etry may be used to

estim ate the depth of flooding to a few centimetres accuracy. Since microwave radar
data are acquired by non-imaging sensors they may need to be registered to detailed
topographic maps, aerial photography or high spatial resolution satellite imagery if
their positions are to be known.

This greatly increases the cost of satellite

microwave altim etry methods. Satellite microwave rad ar data with footprints less
th an 10 km, excluding necessary ancillary data, are probably the most expensive type
of satellite data available (refer to potentials of microwave data in section 2.3.3
above). Satellite microwave data, even if available for the wetlands, cannot be used,
w ithout rigorous processing and special imaging requests, to map flooding in the
wetlands because the footprint is large, for instance it is 6.7km for ERS-1 rad ar data.
Also, no known satellite microwave altim eter system is known to acquire data over
the wetlands.

The ERS-1 satellite platform, launched in 1991, does not image

Nigeria (ESA, 1992a), and the Japanese agency responsible for data from the
Japanese JERS-1 satellite (launched on 11 February 1992), believed to acquire data
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over Nigeria, failed to confirm the availability of data over Nigeria (Thompson, 1993).
Therefore in the near future satellite microwave radar data will not be available for
Nigeria and cannot be employed for estimating flooding in the wetlands.
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Table 2.3.4.1
Comparison of selected high spatial resolution space sensor images
Source: Torlegârd (1991)
[Note: (?) = equivalent pixel size from 1.5 pixel = 1 I p/ mm]

Alternatively, space photography and high resolution earth resources satellites are
the spaceborne systems that may be used to adequately measure flooding in the
wetlands. A comparison of their spatial resolution (pixel size), spectral channels and
image cost are given in table 2.3.4.1.
Space photography are the most economical space images, but are not regularly
acquired over the Hadejia-Nguru wetland region.

On the other hand, aerial

photography is the most expensive product and costs three times more than SPOTXS imagery (which is the next most expensive product), fifteen times more than
Landsat-TM imagery and four hundred and twenty times more expensive than the
MC photography which is the cheapest high resolution product (Table 2.3.4.1).
Aerial photography is not only expensive, but is also time consuming and laborious.
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The real cost of Landsat and SPOT images are respectively estim ated to be a t least
100% and 400% higher than the sales price (Torlegârd, 1991). Thus, the cost to the
user will depend on the amount of government subsidy on the product. Although
SPOT-XS HRV has a higher spatial resolution (20m) th an Landsat-MSS (79m) and
Landsat-TM (30m), the cost per kilometre is more th an four times th a t of L andsat
imagery. Since, Landsat-TM was successfully used to accurately map the various
flood classes in the Hadejia-Nguru w etlands (Sule, 1990b), using SPOT-XS data may
not significantly improve the results. In view of the desired prim ary aim of the
thesis, the dem onstrated capabilities of Landsat-TM to monitor flooding and the
financial constraint (on the author), Landsat-TM satellite sensor imagery is used for
the research.

2.3.5

Sum m ary And R ecom m ended T echnique

Open w ater bodies and wetlands could be effectively monitored and mapped by
conventional flood m easurem ent techniques or remote sensing techniques. Stagedischarge equations were used to estim ate flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands
(Schultz, 1976; Hollis and Thompson, 1993a). Stage-discharge relationships or
conventional methods of estim ating the volume of flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru
wetlands yield poor estim ates because of inadequate river gauging stations,
inadequate m aintenance of existing stations and suspect m easurem ents. Aerial
photography are relatively expensive and cannot be employed for regular monitoring
because of its dependency on the w eather conditions. Space photography, although
cheap to the user, is irregular and may be prohibitive to place ’special acquisition’
requests. There is no known satellite microwave radar imaging system covering the
w etlands or even Nigeria. The Japanese JERS-1 satellite is believed to acquire
microwave rad ar images of Nigeria. Unfortunately, the Japanese company were yet
to confirm this or supply details to the W etland U nit (UCL) a t time of going to press.
Thus, the most feasible technique for monitoring flooding in the wetlands is optical
satellite remote sensing, using m ulti-temporal high and coarse spatial resolution
data.
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2.4

PRINCIPLES OF REMOTE SENSING

Remote sensing is the acquisition and study of information about objects, spatial
features or phenomenon from a distance and it usually involves the recording and
analysis of electromagnetic radiation (Freden, 1976). Electromagnetic radiation can
pass freely through the vacuum of space as well as a medium. When it makes
contact w ith a medium, it is transm itted, absorbed, scattered or reflected in varying
degrees depending on the wavelength of radiation and nature of medium it strikes.

The intrinsic reflectance properties of terrestrial targets determ ine the relationship
between their reflectance and wavelengths, a t which they are sensed. A knowledge
of the relationship between the reflectance of selected E arth targets and particular
wavelengths a t which they are sensed, will give an idea about the n atu re of the
relationship between water-depth and radiance in the w etlands and the influence of
environm ental factors, like vegetation and bare soil, on this relationship. Hence, this
section examines the generalized relationships between spectral reflectance of
selected terrestrial targets and the wavelengths a t which they are sensed;

the

spectral characteristics of targets in the wetlands; and the application of various
spectral channels on selected satellite systems.

2.4.1

Fundam ental P rin cip les Of R em ote S en sin g

Types of signals th at can be detected by a remote sensor are electromagnetic energy,
acoustic energy and force fields (B arrett and Curtis, 1982).

The atm osphere,

especially it’s winds and therm al structures can be investigated by acoustic sounding
techniques. Interaction of acoustic waves in the atmosphere is greater th an the
interaction of electromagnetic waves, but the operational range of the former is less
and it’s speed of propagation is slower and is a source of error in some
m easurem ents. Acoustic sounding techniques have been used to investigate ocean
depth and sea floor characteristics.
The typical acoustic sounder emits short pulses of audible sounds in the selected
direction and records the reflected or scattered signals of the feature under
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investigation. Another form of energy used in remote sensing are force-fields.
G ravity and magnetism are force-fields. Gravity is a force by which bodies are
attracted to the earth or exerted by each body in the universe upon one another.
Gravitational m easurem ents of the earth are made by remotely sensing the seismic
vibrations in order to infer the geophysical properties and structure of the solid
earth.

Magnetism is the power or force of certain m inerals to attract others.

Geomagnetic surveys can be used to determine the locations of such minerals. The
earth ’s magnetic field is determined by the magnetic pole which varies slowly over
time. Wilder variations in the earth’s magnetic field are caused by ’magnetic storm s’
which result from fluctuations in the ’solar wind’ of charged particles from the sun.
Magnetic storms are associated with the auroras (coloured bands of light caused by
high speed charged particles from the sun) and radio interference. By monitoring
w ith a magnetometer, the behaviour of the sun can be deduced.
M easurem ents of the earth’s surface, atmosphere or space are normally made by
instrum ents carried by satellite or aircraft.

Remote sensing devices on board

satellites detect various types of signals from the earth’s surface, but the signal of
principal concern is electromagnetic radiation (Hardy, 1981).

Electromagnetic

radiation is energy travelling a t the constant velocity of light. The energy incident
on, or exitant from a surface over a given period of time is termed ’radiant flux’
(Mather, 1989; 1993). More commonly we refer to the radiant flux density which is
the rad ian t flux per unit area of surface and is measured in w atts per square m etre
(W.m-2). R adiant flux density incident on an object is referred to as irradiance, while
th a t leaving a surface is referred to as radiant exitance. The radiant exitance over
a given unit solid angle is referred to as radiance and this is measured in milliwatts
per square centim etre per steradian per micrometer (mW.cm'^.sr'^.pm'^) (EOSAT,
1986).
Electromagnetic energy travels through space in a plane harmonic wave pattern a t
the velocity of light (that is, about 300,000 km/sec). The wave consists of one electric
(vertical) and one magnetic (horizontal) field, which are orthogonal to each other and
to the direction of wave propagation (figure 2.4.1.1). It is a regular oscillatory
variation in electric and magnetic fields resulting in a wave-like motion
perpendicular to the direction of propagation. This radiation is the electromagnetic
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radiation.

ELECTRIC FIELD
Wavelength

J -^ z
DISTANCE

MAGNETIC FIELD

Figure 2.4.1.1
Electromagnetic wave
Electromagnetic waves can vary in wavelength. The set of all the electromagnetic
waves is called the electromagnetic spectrum ranging from the short-wave Gamma
rays to the long-wave Radio waves. In remote sensing systems, the most im portant
wavelengths range from the ultra-violet (UV) to the microwave regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum (figure 2.4.1 .2 ). There are two methods of remote sensing
namely passive sensing and active sensing.

Passive remote sensing detects the

energy or force em anating from the target whereas active remote sensing is the
detection of signals which are artificially produced and reflected by the target, for
example microwave remote sensing.
The sensors employed in this study record electromagnetic radiation after it has
interacted w ith the E arth’s surface. Electromagnetic radiation (E) is recorded in
image form and its value is a function (f) of the location (x), time ((), wavelength (X)
and viewing geometry (0 ) of a given area on the E arth’s surface (Curran, 1993).
R = f (x,t,X,Q)
Thus, recorded electromagnetic radiation or radiance, after interacting w ith the
E a rth ’s surface and the atmosphere, is distorted to varying degrees as a result of the
X, t, X and 0 . The shape of images acquired from airborne and spaceborne platforms

is also distorted because of the E arth ’s curvature, sensor viewing angle or platform
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Figure 2.4.1.2
Electromagnetic spectrum
Source: Mather (1989)
instability. Consequently, various corrections, such as atmospheric, radiom etric and
geometric, may need to be applied to a remotely sensed image before it is used for
E a rth observation or environmental analysis.

2.4.2 A pplications Of S p ectral C hannels On Selected S atellite Im a g in g
S ensors
The height of flood w aters in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands have been know n to
fluctuate dram atically within a space of a few hours (Thompson,

1991).

Consequently, satellite data from platforms of high temporal resolution or high
frequency of coverage like Meteosat or NOAA-AVHRR data will be needed for routine
monitoring. But the use of these coarse resolution data not only m eans a loss of
spatial resolution (compared to Landsat -TM data) but also a reduction in the
num ber of spectral bands a t which data are sensed (tables A-2.3, A-2.3.1 and A-2.5
in Appendix A).

This section examines the principal applications of spectral

channels on Landsat-4 and -5 TM, NOAA-AVHRR and M eteosat 1 to 3 satellite
sensors. The principal applications of spectral channels on these sensors are given
in tables 2.4.2.1, 2, 3 below.
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BAND

WAVELENGTH

SPECTRAL
REGION

0.4$ . 0 M

B lue

0.52 • 0.60

G reen

0.65 - 0.60

R ed

0.7 6 . 0.00

N e a r-In fra re d

1.66 ‘ 1.76

M id d le -In fra re d

10.40 -12JiO

T h e rm a l-In fra re d

2.08.2.36

M id d le-In frared

PRINCIPAL APPLICATIONS
Good for coastal w ater mapping. Sensitive to chlorophyll and
carotenoid concentrations for:- soil/vegetation differentiation,
and deciduous/coniferous differentiation
Sensitive to visible green reflectance by healthy
vigour assessm ent__________________________

v egetatioi^ or

Sensitive to chlorophyll absorption for the differentiation of
plant species.___________________________________________
Sensitive to near infra-red reflectance of healthy vegetation for
biomass surveys and w ater body delineation.
Sensitive to vegetation and soil moisture content and for
snow/cloud reflectance differentiation.
Thermal mapping, soil m oisture and plant h eat stress.
Sensitive to vegetation m oisture and to hydroxyl ions in
minerals for geological mapping. Also good for hydrotherm al
mapping.

Table 2.4.2.1
Wavelength, spectral regions and applications of Landsat-4/5 TM Bands
Adapted from: Cochrane, 1986; Lo, 1986; NRSC, 1986; NRSC, 1992
In the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands the topographical features th a t need to be
differentiated from w ater bodies are vegetation and bare soils.

Thus, the most

suitable bands for water/vegetation/bare soil delineation on the Landsat-4,5 TM,
NOAA-AVHRR and Meteosat 1,2,3 are identified. Bands 1 and 4 (blue and NIR) on
Landsat-4 and -5 TM satellite sensors are best for mapping w ater bodies, vegetation
and bare soils (table 2.4.2.1) and may be the most suitable for mapping flooding in
the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.
CHANNEL
1

WAVELENGTH
(»un>
0.68.6.68

COLODB
Red

p r in c ip a l

AFPLICATHB9S

W eather forecasting, cloud delineation, snow and ice
monitoring.

2

N e a r-In fra re d

3

T h e rm a l-In fra re d

Sea surface tem perature, night clouds, land/w ater
delineation, volcanic activity, locating forest fire,
monitoring and straw m oisture studies.

4

T h e rm a l-In fra re d

Sea surface tem perature, day/night cloud monitoring and
soil moisture studies.

5

T h e rm a l In fr a r e d

Sea surface tem perature, day/night cloud monitoring and
soil moisture studies.

Location of w ater bodies, ice and snow melt, vegetation and
agricultural assessm ents, rangelands surveys.

Table 2.4.2.2
Principal Applications of NOAA-AVHRR Spectral Channels
Source: NRSC, 1986; NRSC, 1992
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CHANNEL

WAVELENGTH

APPLICATIONS

(pm)

0.4 - 1.1

T erre stria l A pplications:-

(Visible/NearInô-ared)

6.7 - 7.1

- Monitoring re^o n a i vegetation changes in response to drought.
- Mapping major soil and vegetation boundaries, particularly in savanna and
semi-arid Africa.
- Monitoring the coverage of swamps and salt pans in Africa.
- Evaluating biomass and crop production.
- Estim ating surface and plant canopy tem peratures.
- Hazard monitoring.
- Modelling drainage basin characteristics.
- Monitoring ocean current, areas of upwelling, sea ice and potential fisheries.

W eather A pplications:-

(Water Vapour)

10.5 - 12.5

- Cloud cover, height and type.
- Sea and cloud surface tem peratures.
- Distribution of w ater vapour in the upper troposphere.
- E arth’s radiation and energy balance.
- Wind direction and speed by assessm ent of cloud movements.

(Thermal Infrared)

Table 2.4.2.3
Weather and Terrestrial Applications of Meteosat data
Adapted from: NRSC (1986)
For NOAA-AVHRR satellite sensors band 2 is the most suitable for mapping water
bodies and vegetation (table 2 .4.2 .2 ). Channel 1 on Meteosat 1,2,3 satellites is best
for mapping water bodies, vegetation and bare soils (table 2.4.2.3). Since some
authors have used the blue, green and NIR bands for remote bathymetry (Benny,
1983; Van Hengel and Spitzer, 1991; Ji et al, 1992), the utility of Landsat TM
bands 2, 3, 5 and 7 for remote bathymetry were examined in Chapter 4 as well as
bands 1 and 4.

2.4.3

Preferred Spectral R egions For Flood M onitoring

Particulates are usually concentrated in the atmospheric layer a few kilometres
above the earth’s surface and tend to scatter or absorb radiation in the visible to
infrared wavelengths differentially, except in non-selective scattering (table 2.4.3.1)
(see section 2.5.3 for details).

The region of the spectrum most influenced by

rayleigh scattering is the blue band. Mie scatter affects the visible band more than
the infrared band. Raman scatter is variable and non-selective scatter influences
both the visible and infrared wavelengths equally. Absorption of radiation by water
vapour, carbon dioxide and ozone is about 100 times more in the visible spectrum
than in the infrared region.
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E FF E C T

REGION O F SPECTRUM
MOST AFFECTED
RAYLEIGH SCATTER

Blue

Scattering

MBS SCATTER

Visible

Scattering

NON-SELECTIVE
SCATTER

Visible and infrared equally

Scattering

RAMAN SCATTER

Variable

Scattering

WATER VAPOUR,
CARBON DIOXIDE &
OZONE

T o tal a b s o rp tio n - Absorption bands
P a r tia l A b so rp tio n - Absorption in
visible band is 100 times more
than in the infrared

Absorption and emission of
radiation

GENERAL SCATTER
BY PARTICULATES

Infrared

The upwelling of infrared
radiation in the atmosphere

Table 2.4.3.1
Regions of spectrum most affected by scattering, absorption and emission of radiation
The spectral bands least affected by atmospheric scattering and absorption are in the
NIR and mid-infrared wavelengths. The most affected is the blue band in the visible
wavelength range of the spectrum. This means th a t channels 4, 5 and 7 of LandsatTM satellite sensor imagery, channel 2 of NOAA-6 to -11 AVHRR im agery and
channel 1 of Meteosat-1 to 3 satellite imagery and channel 2 of Meteosat-4 satellite
imagery may be most suited for flood extent and flood depth studies of the HadejiaN guru wetlands.

2.4.4

Idealized Spectral R eflectan ce Of T errestrial T argets

In monitoring flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands w ith satellite sensor data,
open w aters, inundated vegetation, vegetation on dryland, wet soils and dry soils will
be encountered, and so an understanding of the relationship between these features
and reflectance is necessary. Idealized spectral reflectance curves (Townshend, 1981;
Cochrane, 1986) for water, soils and vegetation (figures 2.4.4.1,2) are studied and
their relationship with spectral reflectance are evaluated.
There is a general reduction in reflectance with increasing wavelength w ith the NIR
reflectance of deep clear w ater being about zero. This is the relationship shown in
the ideal spectral reflectance curves (figure 2.4.4.1). The spectral reflectance of
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w ater is also affected by the concentration of organic and inorganic m aterials and
w ater depth.
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Figure 2.4.4.1
Generalized Spectral Reflectance Curves
Source: Townshend (1981)
(Note: C = Chlorophyll absorption; W = Water absorption)
The reflectance of vegetation in the visible spectrum of the spectral reflectance curve
(figure 2.4.4.1) shows relatively low values in the blue and red regions w ith a peak
in the green band. This is due to the absorption of blue and red light by chlorophyll
and other plant pigments. Reflectivity rises sharply a t the ’Red Edge’ (0.75pm)
region of the spectrum, and in the idealized spectral reflectance curve for vigorous
vegetation this reflection is high (between 0.75pm and 1.35pm) (figure 2.4.4.2).
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Figure 2.4.4.2
Idealized Spectral Reflectance Curves for Vigorous Vegetation
Source: Cochrane (1986)
As the plant ages the reflectance in the NIR region (0.75 - 1.35pm) declines, and
la te r reflectance in the visible spectrum declines and the plant leaves tu rn yellow or
reddish.

Adverse environmental factors could also produce a spectral response

sim ilar to plant ageing. U nderw ater plants have the characteristics of senile plants.
Thus, their effect on the visible and NIR spectrums of downwelling irradiance may
be minimal. However, the reflectance of healthy vegetation, above the w ater surface
in flooded areas, will be strong in the NIR and relatively high (but lower) in the
green spectrum.

In figure 2.4.4.1, it is noticed th a t the reflectance of turbid w ater, clear w ater,
vegetation, wet soil, dry soil and snow all vary from band to band. The proportion
of mixing of these natural features will determ ine the spectral reflectance of the
targ et area. Thus, the radiance of w ater will vary w ith depth, turbidity, salinity,
tem perature, wind-speed, soils and vegetation.
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2.4.5

R elationsh ip B etw een W ater-Depth And Spectral R adiance

The radiance detected by a sensor is a function of the absolute spectral reflectance
of the target as well as a variety of other environmental and geometric factors
(Turner, 1975; Holben and Justice, 1980; Slater, 1980; Smith, 1983; Ji et aL 1992)
namely:
a) The surface topography of the target area,
b) the turbidity of the atmosphere,
c) the angular position of the sun relative to target area, and
d) the instantaneous angle of view of the sensor relative to the target area.
Only p art of the total radiance, over water, is detected by a satellite sensor. The
rem aining radiance is scattered or absorbed by the atmosphere and scattered by
particles in the water. This presents a problem because the penetration of solar
irradiance into w ater is affected by the atmospheric condition as well as the
dissolved and particulate compounds in the w ater (Szekielda, 1988), and the depth
of the w ater column (Benny, 1989). Thus, the amount of radiance detected by the
satellite sensor is dependent upon depth of the w ater column, attenuation coefficient
for th a t wavelength, reflection coefficient of the bottom and

concentration of

dissolved or particulate m atters in the w ater (Benny, 1983). This section looks
m ainly a t the relationships between depth and radiance in various surface
topography of the target area, particularly w ater medium. The effects of atmospheric
turbidity and the position of the sun and sensor view angle, relative to the target,
are evaluated in other sections.
The upwelling radiance depends on the irradiance distribution (incident) a t the
w ater surface as well as the inherent properties of the w ater body (Gordon et aL
1975).

Inherent optical properties directly specify the scattering of absorbing

characteristics of the medium and are dependent upon the dissolved and suspended
m aterial in the w ater and the electromagnetic properties of the medium; likewise
apparent optical properties are dependent on the dissolved and suspended m aterial
in the w ater and in addition to the geometry of the lighting distribution (Smith and
Baker 1981). Figure 2.4.5.1 shows how solar radiance is scattered, absorbed and
reflected by the atmosphere, w ater and bottom topography. The signal received by
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the satellite sensor is a combination of scattered radiation and reflected radiation.

SENSOR

IRRADIANCE
(from the Sun)

Atmospheric scattering
and absorption

Water surface
Transmitted
Light

Figure 2.4.5.1
Reflectance of solar radiation in shallow w ater
Adapted from: Benny and Dawson, 1983; Benny, 1989; Mather, 1989
We have seen th a t some of the solar radiation is absorbed and scattered by the
atm osphere and some of the scattered light (path-radiance) reaches the sensor. P art
of the rem aining solar irradiance is reflected as 'surface reflection’ by the w ater
surface (figure 2.4.5.1). The degree of absorption of the electromagnetic radiation,
th a t penetrates the w ater body, is strongly wavelength dependent, so th a t light of
different wavelengths penetrate to different depths (Nanu and Robertson, 1990). In
w ater bodies of depths greater than 20 metres, NIR wavelengths are totally absorbed
and only the visible radiation is reflected, the reflection being strongest in the green
band (Benny and Dawson, 1983; Benny 1989). Some of this is absorbed by the
w ater and some are selectively absorbed by dissolved particles. The electromagnetic
radiation which is back-scattered by suspended particles within a w ater body, gives
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rise to Volume reflectance’. The ’bottom reflectance’ is reflectance of the w ater bed.
The total radiation reflected by the w ater body is subsequently affected by
’atmospheric scattering and absorption’ before reaching the satellite sensor. Thus,
the absorption of radiant energy increases with wavelength, and in turbid waters
downwelling radiance in the visible spectrum may be reflected above the water-bed
where there is high sediment concentrations, and the w ater may then appear more
shallow th an it is.

W ater depth can often be calculated by deriving equations as a function of light
intensity, often irrespective of bottom types (Paredes and Spero, 1983; J i et al.
1992). However, before any equation can be accurately derived, the remotely sensed
satellite data have to be corrected for atmospheric effects, geometric effects, sensor
geometry (if applicable) and for errors caused by the w ater constituents (for example,
sediments) and environmental situations at time of imaging.

So, the equations

developed can be applied to similarly corrected satellite images.

2.5

OPTICAL SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING

A variety of sensors are used by satellites to detect and record electromagnetic
radiation reflected or emitted from the earth’s surface or atmosphere. The different
types of sensors are photographic cameras, antennae and electro-optical detectors
and they detect electromagnetic radiation over a range of wavelengths and
frequencies (NRSC, 1992). An introduction to the different types of sensors is given
in NRSC (1992). This section examines the payload and orbital details of various
types of satellite platforms carrying optical sensors, the pre-processing corrections
to be performed before the image is ready for use and the operational issues involved
in monitoring the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.

2.5.1

T he U se Of O ptical S atellite System s For E nvironm ental M onitoring

Spaceborne photographic cameras detect radiant energy in the visible (0.4-0.7pm)
and NIR (0.7-0.9pm) wavelengths with a variety of film and filter combination (eg.
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Large form at camera and metric camera carried on NASA space shuttle). A ntennae
are used by passive and active instrum ents to detect electromagnetic radiation at
long microwave wavelengths (lOOcm-O.lcm or 0.3-300GHz). For example, on board
the ERS-1 (Appendix A-2.4), and the Shuttle Imaging R adar (SIR). Electro-optical
detectors are small transducers which convert radiation from a scene into electrical
signals which are recorded by the instrum ent. These sensors build up an image of
the whole scene by scanning a linear array of signals (pixels) perpendicular to the
satellite’s track. The sensors may be optical mechanical scanners or linear array
scanners. Optical mechanical scanners u se

’whisk-broom’ scanning system to build

an image by scanning the earth along linear arrays perpendicular to the satellite’s
track using a rotating mirror. A single detector observes each scan line element
sequentially, for example Multi-spectral Scanner System (MSS in Landsat satellite).
In linear array scanners, the satellite’s forward motion is used to sweep the linear
array across the scene being imaged. This is called the ’Push Broom’ scanning. The
push broom sensor consists of a linear array of individual detectors w ith one detector
per scan line element and gives a better signal-to noise ratio than the whisk-broom
scanner.
Optical satellites utilize electro-optical techniques to record the radiance of the
earth ’s surface a t discrete intervals. These sensors carry arrays of detectors which
are designed to be sensitive to the radiation in the parts of the electromagnetic
spectrum of interest (Norwood and Lansing, 1983). On satellite sensors, detectors
are designed to collect images in several spectral bands simultaneously.

The

imaging device records scenes as a composite of adjacent pixels each recorded by the
instantaneous fields of view (IFOV) of the sensing device (Duggin and Robinove,
1990). In scanning devices the IFOV is sequentially moved along adjacent scan lines
across the scene and an image is constructed from the radiance values of the pixels
recorded by the IFOV. The nature and characteristics of the topography or feature
imaged can be inferred by visual interpretation or image processing techniques.
The imaging sensor of prim ary concern in this research is the passive imaging
sensor because satellite images used were acquired by passive sensors. The main
factors determ ining the acquisition of useful satellite imagery are imaging repeat
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frequency and degree of overlap between adjacent swaths, reliability of the satellite
and ground segment (station) and climate (legg, 1991). In countries like the United
Kingdom, climate is the most im portant factor in operational remote sensing because
the presence of the clouds limits cloud-free acquisition and ham pers the successful
monitoring of objects (eg. crops) th a t require regular observations. In the HadejiaNguru wetlands, prevailing clouds during the wet season (corresponding to the
maximum flood period), and the Saharan dust during the dry season limits
successful monitoring of the flooding and w ater bodies. There is high temporal and
spatial variability in the aerosol optical depth in the western Sahel during the wet
and dry seasons (Holben et al, 1991). Although the minimum and maximum optical
depths are recorded in the wet season, the spatial variability of aerosol optical
thickness is of sim ilar magnitude in both wet and dry seasons (Holben et aL 1991).
There is also very high daily variability in aerosol optical thickness in the wet and
dry seasons w ith a specific region in the Sahel (D’Almeida, 1987). The tem poral and
spatial variability of aerosol optical thickness has implications to satellite remote
sensing and shows the need for atmospheric correction of images of the wetlands and
the difficulties posed in atmospheric correction.

Cloud cover is however more

significant th an dust blown over the region because it often totally obscures the
underlying land features which would have been sensed on the image if it was cloudfree.
"The accurate and quantitative interpretation of remotely sensed data requires th a t
digital images be corrected radiometrically and geometrically prior to analysis"
(Teillet, 1986; page 1637). Radiometric calibration of satellite images is im portant,
especially in monitoring targets with low reflectance properties (eg. w ater bodies),
because of imbalance in detector sensitivity. Also, geometrical rectification has to
be performed for an image to be correct in planimetry and for any reasonable ground
and image comparison or target and radiance calibration be made. Therefore, the
images employed in this research have to be corrected for radiometric effects and
geometric distortion as well as for atmospheric effects before image analysis.
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2.5.2

S elected S atellite R em ote S en sin g System s

A knowledge of the orbital details, spatial and spectral sensitivities of on-board
sensors, frequency of image acquisition and the operation of selected satellites is
essential to understanding satellite remote sensing.
Satellite remote sensing systems are spaceborne orbital platforms with, usually,
passive sensors to detect electromagnetic energy reflected or em itted from the E arth
surface or active sensors utilizing microwave energy.

Satellite data are often

numerical representations of the imaged area and the recorded information can be
displayed by computers and image processing systems in digital form as images or
num bers and consequently can be m anipulated or enhanced by these systems to
provide valuable information. The digital data are recorded in one dimensional data
stream s, for example atmospheric tem perature profiles, or two dimensional data
stream s in a digital image or photographic format. D ata transm ission may be direct
from the satellite to the ground-receiving station if there is an on-board D ata Relay
Satellite System (DRSS) or if it is near a ground station (NRSC, 1992).

Two

principal kinds of unm anned remote sensing satellites are polar orbiting and
geostationary satellites.

Polar orbiting satellites usually have sun-synchronous

orbits and keeps precise pace with the sun’s westward progress as the earth rotates.
Therefore, the satellite always crosses the equator a t precisely the same sun tim e or
local time, and orbits over and near the north and south poles.

Geostationary

satellites are in geosynchronous orbits and appear fixed above the same point
because a t their altitude of 35,900 km the satellite’s speed is the same as the speed
of the E a rth ’s rotation (NRSC, 1986; Vass, 1990).
McGovern and O’Caroll (1981) see remote sensing as an im portant tool for providing
information for strategic or national planning namely, resource monitoring and
m anagem ent, monitoring changes in coastal areas, pollution control and extension
of urban areas. Monitoring by satellite remote sensing is relatively inexpensive
(compared to the cost of conventional monitoring and aerial photography). D ata th a t
they provide are both synoptic and seasonal.

Fine resolution satellite data is

adequate for strategic planning because it is regularly acquired, mapping can be
achieved by computers and the data can be m anipulated (Hardy, 1981; Thomson,
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1981a). Some advantages of using digital satellite data (for example, L andsat MSS
data) are pattern definition facility which allows the use of more th an the 8 basic
colours, the ability to detect subtle patterns and the ability to m anipulate the data
numerically without any loss in image quality compared w ith processing of
photographic negatives (Stove, 1981). A comparison of satellite remote sensing
techniques and conventional mapping techniques, like aerial mapping and surveying,
are given in Chapter 1.

However, the major lim itations of E arth Resources

Satellites, like the Landsat MSS (and TM) are limited spectral coverage and the wide
periods between image acquisition, for example every 18 days for MSS (and 16 days
for TM), thus limiting multi-temporal analysis (Hardy, 1981; NRSC, 1989c, 1989d).
In the context of flood monitoring, in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, this is im portant
because of the seasonality of flooding, the quick changes in w ater level and cloud
cover for a few or several days in a week from July to September during the wet
season.
The satellite data used in this study include both polar orbiting and geostationary;
fine resolution and coarse resolution; E arth resources and meteorological satellite
sensor data.

This section discusses the orbital platforms and operations of the

satellites employed in the research.
O rbital d eta ils o f selected sa tellite rem ote sen sin g system s:
Details of Landsat, TIROS-NOAA and Meteosat satellites are given in tables A-2.3,
A-2.3.1 and A-2.5 (Appendix A). There is a reduction in spatial resolution and
spectral resolution, and an increase in frequency of coverage from Landsat satellites
to M eteosat satellites. Some orbital details of Landsat, NOAA-AVHRR and M eteosat
satellite platforms are given below.
1) L andsat S atellites
Landsat satellites were developed by the National Aeronautic and Space Agency
(NASA) as E arth Resource Satellites for the E arth Resources Survey Program (Short
et al, 1976). The first three Landsat satellites were experimental satellites, while
the recent Landsat-4 and -5 are semi-operational (Vass, 1990). The sensors carried
by L andsat- 1,2 and 3 were the M ultispectral Scanner System (MSS) and the Return
Beam Vidicon (REV) camera system. The MSS in Landsat 1 and 2 sensed in 4
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wavebands of wavelengths 0.5 to 0.6pm, 0.6 to 0.7pm, 0.7 to 0.8pm and 0.8 to 1.1pm
(Freden, 1976; Freden, 1983) at 80 m etre spatial resolution. Landsat-3 had an
additional band which sensed in the 10.40 to 12.50pm region a t 120 m etre spatial
resolution. On Landsat-1 and -2 the nominal spatial resolution of the RBV camera
is 80m, and it senses in three wavebands 0.475 to 0.575pm (green), 0.580 to 0.680pm
(red) and 0.690 to 0.830pm (NIR); but on Landsat-3 the RBV senses in a broad
(green to NIR) band with a sensitivity range of 0.505 to 0.750pm (Lillesand and
Kiefer, 1987).
The Landsat-4 and -5 satellite payload is the conventional MSS sensor - sim ilar to
th a t of Landsat -1 to -3 (but excluding the 10.40 to 12.50pm MSS band) and w ith a
new num bering system -1 to -4 - and the Thematic M apper sensor which records
data in 7 bands. The spectral bandwidths of Landsat-4 and -5 TM satellite sensor
are 0.45 to 0.52pm (blue), 0.52 to 0.60pm (Green), 0.63 to 0.69pm (red), 0.76 to
0.90pm (NIR), 1.55 to 1.75pm (mid-infrared), 10.40 to 12.50pm (Thermal-infrared)
and 2.08 to 2.35pm (mid-infrared), (NRSC, 1989d). The spatial resolution of the TM
sensor is 30m. Landsat-4 and -5 have a nominal altitude of 704km and acquire data,
of the same area on Earth, every 16 days, and cross the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands at
about 9:00am Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) or 10:00am local time.
Landsat-4 and -5 satellites can transm it MSS and TM data directly to groundreceiving stations via the X-band and S-band antennae a t the rate of 15Mbps
(megabits per second) and 85Mbps respectively. The X-band and S-band antennae
and sensors are mounted a t the bottom of the spacecraft. The high gain antenna is
mounted on the top of the platform and is used to relay data through geosynchronous
communication satellites in the tracking and delay relay satellite system (TDRSS)
which elim inates the need for onboard recorders (used in Landsat-1,2,3), (Lillesand
and Kiefer, 1987; NRSC, 1992).
The TM sensor is an improved multispectral scanner with higher spectral,
radiometric and geometric sensitivities than MSS. It also acquires data in seven
wavebands relative to the four of the MSS and it’s onboard analogue-to-digital signal
conversion is over a quantization range of 8 bits (256DN) which corresponds to a
fourfold increase in grey scale range relative to 6 bits (64DN) quantization of MSS
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(NRSC, 1992).

There are several major differences between the MSS and TM design. The TM
acquires d ata during both the forward (west-to-east) and reverse (east-to-west)
sweeps/it’s scan mirror, thereby reducing the rate of oscillation of the scan m irror
and increasing the dwell time of each detector upon the E arth’s surface (NRSC,
1992). On the TM incident, radiation is focused directly onto detectors within a
prime focal plane assembly, instead of utilizing fibre optics (which are incapable of
transm itting 100% incident energy) on the MSS. The prime focal plane assembly
consists of four sets of sixteen detectors (64) for the visible (bands 1,2,3) and NIR
(band 4) bands; two 16 indium antimonide (InSb) photodiodes for the two middle
infrared bands (bands 5 and 7); and mercury cadmium telluride (HgCdTe) detectors
for the therm al infrared band (band- 6 ), making a total of 100 detectors. On the
other hand the MSS utilises four set of 6 detectors to record data in (four) visible and
NIR bands (bands 4 to 7) and these total 24 detectors.
2) NCAA sa tellite
NCAA satellite was originally designed as a meteorological satellite system. From
the launch of NOAA-8 and -9 the Television Infra-Red Observation Satellite-N
(TIROS-N) series was renam ed

the Advanced TIROS-N

(ATN).

NOAA

sim ultaneously operate two polar orbiting satellites which have repeat cycles of 12
hours and provide coverage of the same region every six hours crossing the equator
a t 7:30 am/pm and 2:30 am/pm local time. One of the imaging systems carried by the
ATN satellite (from NOAA-6 through NOAA-11 missions and NOAA-12,launched on
7 August 1993) is the AVHRR. The AVHRR sensor on board NOAA-6,7,9, while
nadir-pointing, also has a very wide Field Of View (FOV) of +56° off-nadir (Hussey,
1979; Lauritson et al, 1979; Schneider et al, 1981) which allows for greater synoptic
coverage. This applies also to TIROS/NOAA-10 and - 11 .
The prim ary sensors onboard the NOAA satellite are the AVHRR and the TIROS
Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS). The secondary sensors

include the

Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet Radiometer (SBUV) and the E arth Radiation Budget
Experim ent (ERBE) and

additional equipment (including an independent Search

and Rescue facility (S&R) borne by NOAA-8 through NOAA-12).
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The SBUV

instrum ent m easures the E arth ’s ozone distribution; the ERBE determines radiation
gains and losses on the Earth; and the S&R provides data to identify and locate
ships, boats and aircraft in distress.

The TOVS is a three-instrum ent system

consisting of the High Resolution Infrared Sounder (HIRS/2), the Stratospheric
Sounding U nit (SSU) and the Microwave Sounding U nit (MSU).

The MSU

radiom eter has four channels which makes passive m easurem ents in bands 1,2 ,3,4
a t 50.31, 53.73, 54.96 and 57.95 Ghz, respectively. The resolution is 105km and the
MSU radiom eter is primarily for tem perature soundings through cloud. The SSU
is a far infrared spectrometer with three channels in the carbon dioxide absorption
band, and it measures radiation from carbon dioxide a t the top of the E a rth ’s
atmosphere. The three channels (bands 1 to 3) have wavelengths of 15pm each and
are prim arily for measuring tem perature profiles. The HIRS/2 instrum ent records
mainly in the infrared region of the spectrum and has 20 channels covering the 0.69
to 14.95pm wavelengths. Each band has a spatial resolution of 17.4km. It provides
data for the calculation of tem perature profiles, clouds, w ater vapour, carbon dioxide,
hum idity and total ozone concentrations.
The AVHRR is the most im portant sensor on NOAA platform.

D ata from this

instrum ent is used in this research. The NOAA-7,8,9,10 and 11 satellites carry
AVHRR sensors which provide data in 5 spectral channels. These channels sense
in the 0.58 to 0.68pm (red), 0.725 to 1.10pm (NIR), 3.55 to 3.93pm (thermalinfrared), 10.30 to 11.30pm (therm al infrared) and 11.50 to 12.50pm (thermalinfrared) spectral range (table A-2.3, Appendix A). AVHRR data is recorded a t full
resolution, referred to as local area coverage (LAC). Only selected data is archived
a t LAC ( 1. 1km resolution) and the rest are archived a t 4km resolution or global area
coverage (GAC). Due to the wide angular range of the AVHRR scan or swath width
(3,000km) the pixels at the extremities of the scan line are viewed obliquely instead
of near-vertically and the atmospheric path length is increased much more than
those of pixels near to the nadir point. This implies th a t acquired NOAA-AVHRR
satellite sensor data, to be analyzed, will be subject to greater distortions including
non-lam bertian reflectance, sun-glint effects and more atmospheric effects if the
Hadejia-Nguru wetlands lie a t the extremities of the image.

NOAA-AVHRR satellite sensor has certain advantages. High frequency of coverage
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allows a reasonable possibility of acquiring cloud-free im ageiy of scenes close to the
ground-receiving stations. Moreover, the swath width (3,000km) is sufficient to cover
a large area in a single pass. The spectral bands allow considerable discrimination
of different surface types, and the spatial resolution permits the study of gross
features of flooding.
Certain disadvantages are also inherent in NOAA-AVHRR satellite sensor data.
There is infrequent coverage of regions in Africa, south of the Sahara (or south of
North Africa). This makes it difficult or impossible to undertake frequent monitoring
of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands with NOAA-AVHRR satellite data.

3) M eteosat S atellite
M eteosat satellites are geostationary meteorological satellites.

The European

organisation for METerological SATellites (EUMETSAT), located in D arsm atadt,
Germany, is a sixteen member European inter-govemmental organisation which was
formed on 19 June 1986 and took over the Meteosat Operational programme (MOP)
in Jan u ary 1987. MOP-1 is the first meteosat satellite of the operational series.
Meteosat-4 looks like Meteosat-1,-2 and -3 but has four imaging channels instead of
three. It’s m ultispectral radiometer is the principal payload. Meteosat-1,-2 and -3
have visible channels (0.4-1.1pm), the w ater vapour channel (5.7-7.1pm) and the
therm al infrared channel (10.5-12.5pm).

On Meteosat-4, two identical adjacent

channels in the 0.5-0.9pm wavelengths replaces the single 0.4-1.1pm spectral band
on M eteosat-1 to -3 (MEP, 1990). D ata is scanned in the east-west direction along
the scan line and in the north-south direction in order to scan the successive scan
lines 5km north of the previous scan line. The east-west and north-south scanning
are achieved by the rotation of the satellite and sensor. Images are acquired a t 30
m inute intervals and are transm itted to the main D ata Acquisition Telemetry and
Tracking Station (DATTS) a t Darm stadt, Germany.
The nominal altitude of the satellite is 35,900km and the spatial resolution is 2.4km
in the visible/NIR channel and 5km in the therm al infrared channels a t nadir in the
Tropics. There is a lowering in spatial resolution from nadir to the image extremes
with a subsequent increase in panoramic distortion. The approximate limits for
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useful data analysis are between 65° North/South for qualitative studies and 55°
North/South for quantitative studies (NRSC, 1986).

Since the Hadejia-Nguru

wetlands lie between latitudes 12°N and 13°N, both qualitative and quantitative
studies may be possible if most of the flooded areas are much larger than the area
(5.76km^) on a single Meteosat pixel in the visible channel.
One of the advantages of the Meteosat satellite include its ability to obtain frequent
data over the same region every 30 minutes. This improves the chances of acquiring
cloud-free images and makes near-real time monitoring possible. Also, large areas
can be studied from a single image because the hemisphere is covered in a single
pass. Land and water discrimination is possible, and so is flood monitoring over vast
areas.
A major disadvantage of Meteosat satellite sensor data is th at unique identification
of surface types is not possible because of the coarse (2 /^km) resolution in the visible
band. Another disadvantage is th at the few spectral bands, although allowing for
spectral discrimination, do not allow for considerable discrimination between Earth
surface features.

2.5.3 A tm ospheric Effects And Corrections
Solar radiant energy reflected by the E arth’s surface and reaching the satellite
sensor is attenuated, absorbed and emitted by atmospheric gases and particulates.
This results in a distortion of the received signal and atmospheric correction
techniques need to be applied to the acquired satellite sensor image in order to
derive radiances close to the actual radiances, after radiometric correction (section
2.5.4). This section evaluates the various atmospheric effects on radiant energy and
corrections th a t may be applied.
A tm ospheric effects on radiant energy and im aging
The upwelling electromagnetic radiation from the earth is a function of the physical
and chemical states of the earth surface and the atmosphere (Chahine, 1983). In
principle it is possible to obtain information about the physical and chemical
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structure of the earth ’s surface and atmosphere from analyzing the upwelling
electromagnetic radiation. "Unfortunately, the signals returning from the E arth ’s
surface to the satellite are modified by their interaction with the atmosphere"
(Gonima, 1993; page 1179).

But the problem in analyzing information of the

upwelling electromagnetic radiation is in uncovering ways to uncouple the
interactions of the surface radiation from the atmospheric radiation so as to recover
the actual values of each unknown param eter separately.

The atmospheric

interactions in the visible, infrared and microwave regions of the spectrum affects
rem ote sensing by modulating the brightness differently for each spectral region
detected by the sensor (Kaufman, 1983).

This effect results mainly through

atmospheric scattering, absorption and refraction (Chahine, 1983; Curran, 1985).
Electromagnetic radiation interacts with particulates in the atmosphere and with
molecules of constituent gases. This interaction results in
a) scattering
b) absorption

-

c) refraction

-

where the electromagnetic radiation is deflected,
where the energy in the radiation is converted into the internal
energy of the absorbing molecule, and
where the electromagnetic radiation is bent towards the normal
of the angle of incidence or away from it.

The atmospheric pressure decreases exponentially with height. Since 99 % of the
atmospheric mass lies below 32km above the earth’s surface the atmospheric effects
on rad ian t energy above 32km is negligible and can be disregarded (Chahine, 1983).
So, only the lowest 32km of the atmosphere is of importance to satellite remote
sensing. Particulates and gases, which form the components of the atmosphere,
atten u ate and absorb electromagnetic radiation. Atmospheric gases dom inating the
interactions w ith electromagnetic radiation are w ater vapour, carbon dioxide and
ozone. Carbon dioxide and w ater vapour have absorption and emission features in
the infrared and microwave region of the spectrum, and so absorb infrared radiation
and reflect microwave radiation. Ozone mainly absorbs incoming ultraviolet light
from the sun thereby heating the upper atmosphere w hilst m asking the lower
atm osphere from ultraviolet radiation.

The common atmospheric constituents and the different wavelengths attenuated by
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Figure 2,5.3.1
Attenuation to Radiation of different wavelength by common
atmospheric constituents and particles
Source: Lo (1991)
them are shown in figure 2.5.3.1 above. Scattering and absorption affects the image
by adding some ’haze’ to it, thereby reducing the image contrast as a result of
attenuation or extinction of radiation, hence reducing the detectability of imaged
features.

Temporal and spatial variation of atmospheric turbidity is caused by

meteorological factors such as variability in solar radiation, atmospheric moisture
content, atmospheric particulates and optical depth of the atmosphere. Thus, the
effects of scattering and absorption will vary temporally and spatially, thereby
affecting remotely-sensed satellite data of a particular area, by varying degrees,
spatially within the same time and temporally over time.
Since the detected brightness in satellite data is modulated by m atter-energy
interaction in the atmosphere, a knowledge of the mechanisms of interaction is
needed and various correction methods have to be studied so as to ascertain the
expected atmospheric effects on the satellite data used in this research and verify the
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most appropriate corrections to be applied. Application of the most appropriate
atmospheric corrections on the data will improve the reliability of the detected
radiance on respective pixels on the satellite imagery. The interaction mechanisms
within the atmosphere and some atmospheric correction methods are discussed
below, so as to identify the best atmospheric correction methods to apply to the
acquired Landsat TM, and NOAA-AVHRR satellite sensor imagery used in this
research.
1)

S catterin g :

Scattering is the deflection of radiation by gas molecules and

aerosol particles. It causes changes in direction and intensity of radiation and is
wavelength dependent (except in non-selective scattering). Atmospheric dust in the
Sahel has increased significantly in recent years (Middleton, 1985). The increase in
dustiness in the Sahel is a function of regional drought, desiccation and land
degradation (Warren and Khogali, 1992). Dust is prevalent in the Hadejia-Nguru
wetlands because of its proximity to the Sahel. In addition, high humidities and
frequent cloud cover prevail in the wetlands during the July to September wet
season, which corresponds to peak flooding in the region.

Consequently, the

deflection of radiation by dust, gas and aerosol particles is important in satellite
remote bathymetry of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands. Table 2.5.3.1 shows the common
' f SCATTER
Rayleigh

Mie

Non-selective
Raman

CHARACTERISTICS AND EFFECT ON REMOTE SENSING
S catters sh o rt visible w avelength, m ainly in th e blue region of th e spectrum ,
an d w eakly in th e red region.
R esults in haze in satellite im agery, and sky ap p ears blue.
C aused by particles and molecules w ith rad ii m uch sm aller th a n th e
w avelength of th e in teractin g radiation.
Degree of scatterin g reduces w ith altitu d e.
S catters sh o rter w avelengths more th a n longer w avelengths.
R esults in m ultidirectional diffusion of em itted rad iatio n .
Caused by w ate r vapour, ice frag m en ts in clouds, d u st, sm oke an d salt.
S catters all th e visible an d in frared w avelengths equally.
C aused m ainly by w ate r droplets and ice in clouds, an d d ust.
S catter is variable.
D ecreases or increases th e w avelength of radiation.
Affects any size of particles an d any particle.

Table 2.5.3.1
Scattering and their effects on Remote Sensing
Source: Price, 1985; Lillesand and Kiefer, 1987; Mather, 1993
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types of scatter and their effect on remote sensing. Rayleigh scattering is inversely
proportional to the fourth power of the wavelength, so that shorter wavelengths are
more seriously affected by longer wavelengths. Without Rayleigh scattering, the sky
would appear black instead of blue.

Mie scattering is precipitated by particles

between 0.1 and 10.0 pm radii, and occur when the radii of these particles equal the
wavelengths of the radiation being sensed. They vary inversely with wavelength.
It affects the shorter wavelength more than longer wavelengths.

Non-selective

scattering is independent of wavelength and is produced by particles whose radii is
greater than 10pm or exceed the wavelength of the radiation being sensed. The
wavelength most affected by scatter is in the visible region of the spectrum.
2 ) A b so rp tio n a n d em ission; Water vapour, carhon dioxide and ozone are the

gases dominating the interactions with electromagnetic radiation and they absorb
radiant energy in different wavebands and have strong absorption and emission
characteristics (table 2.5.3.2). Absorption of incoming solar radiation by these gases
are caused by transitions in the energy levels of the atoms and occur at particular
wavelengths for each atom. At these wavelengths absorption is dominant and
remote sensing in these absorption bands is impossible. However, remote sensing

HEIGHT ABOVE

ELECTROMAGNETIC REGION ABSORBED AND
CLOUD REFLECTIVITY

W ater V apour

0 to < 15km

2.66 - 2.74pm (mid-infrared); 6.25pm (thermal infrared);
=20pm (far infrared) to the microwave

Carbon d ioxid e

0 - 100km

4.30pm (thermal infrared); 15.00pm (far infrared)

Ozone

20 - 50km

0.30pm (ultraviolet);
weak band centred at 0.50pm (blue hand);
Strong band centred at 9.60pm and 14.00pm (thermal infrared)

Cloud

Low and m ost
m iddle level

Water droplets with high (solar radiation) reflectivity of 0.40
Large crystals have reflectivities less than 0.050

Table 2.5.3.2
Absorption and emission of electromagnetic radiation
Source: Anderson and Wilson, 1982; Arking, 1982; Chahine, 1983
is possible in other wavelength ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum, where the
atmosphere is particularly transmissive of energy or have low absorption. These
wavelength ranges are called ’atmospheric windows’ and coincide with the 0.3 to
1.3pm (visible/NIR), 1.5 to 1.8, 2.0 to 2.5 and 3.5 to 4.1pm (middle infrared) and 7.0
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to 15.0}im (therm al infrared wavebands) (Mather, 1989). Duggin et al (1982) showed
th a t the variance in pixel radiance is very sensitive to the level and variation of
undetected cloud.

The atmospheric absorption mechanism is a complex process which depends on the
vibrational and rotational properties of w ater vapour, carbon dioxide and ozone
molecules, as explained in Anderson and Wilson (1982).

Lee (1973) cited in

Anderson and Wilson (1982) noticed th at absorption in the visible spectrum may be
about 100 times greater than in the infrared spectrum, and concluded th a t the effect
of aerosols on radiant energy transmission is difficult to m easure or calculate.
However, Dias et al (1982), Elkington and Hogg (1982), Singh (1982), Forster (1984),
Ramsey III and Jensen (1990), Soufflet et al (1991) employ methods th a t claim to
account for aerosols in their atmospheric correction models. Atmospheric absorption
results in the effective loss of radiant energy to the atmospheric constituents a t given
wavelengths. The effect of absorption strongly influences the spectral bands th a t
may be used for particular studies.

Presently, there is no method which fully

corrects for the effect of absorption and emission over a full scene satellite sensor
imagery because of the spatial variability of gases and w ater vapour across the
scene. In the Hadejia-Nguru region, during the rainy season and immediately after,
high w ater vapour content can be expected, and hence absorption is likely to affect
the imagery used in this study since it was acquired during this season. Absorption
will reduce the amount of radiance detected by the image and it cannot be effectively
corrected for the Hadejia-Nguru region because of lack of adequate data. The effect
of absorption can be minimised by using satellite images sensed in the NIR and
infrared atmospheric windows rath er than the visible windows.

A tm ospheric C orrection M ethods
Atmospheric corrections are essential where the tru e radiances of the imagery
acquired are required rath er than the relative values and where the p art of the
signal th a t is of interest to the user is small in m agnitude relative to the
atmospheric component. True or near-true radiance values are thus required and
it is necessary to atmospherically correct the satellite sensor images used in the
research.
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Atmospheric correction presumes that satellite sensor images may be successfully
conrected for atmospheric effects and true radiance values derived. However, there
is .atmospheric variability across an image which is systematic with change in view
anigle and illumination;

and random with random changes in atmospheric

composition and density (Duggin and Robinove, 1990).

Duggin (1974) cited in

Duggin and Robinove (1990) showed the variance in irradiance at a point on the
ground to be 2 to 10 percent in the Landsat MSS band-pass which is indicative of
significant atmospheric transmission variations across an image at a point in time.
Imiplicitly, perfectly or near-perfectly atmospherically corrected imagery needs to
take into cognizance the various states of the atmosphere across the image. This
involves enormous data input and complex calculations requiring information not
readily available.

Thus, present atmospheric correction methods only, to some

dejgree, correct for atmospheric effects so that near true target-radiance values are
derived for the imagery in question. Since performing atmospheric correction means
an improvement in data quality, a review of some of the available methods has been
made below in order to help in the selection of the most appropriate method to use.

Sensor

Lt

Atmosphere

R

R

R

Figure 2.5.3.2
Factors determining the radiance reaching a satellite sensor
Source: Forster (1984)
Forster (1984) gave a good illustration of various factors which determine the
radiance reaching a satellite sensor (figure 2 .5.3.2). For a given spectral interval the
solar irradiance reaching the earth is,
EG = L"MEo,Te.cos0. + EB,)dX (Wm‘^) ...................................................... (2.11)
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Based on the assumption th at all surfaces are Lambertian (diffuse), the radiance
from the target is,
Lp =1/JI

RTg, (EolTg. cose„ + E g jd ). ( W s r ’) ................................. (2.12)

and the total radiance at the sensor is.
Lg —(Lji + Lp)
= C K +L_.JW m -'sr-^)

(2.13)

Replacing the integration in equations (2.11) and (2.12) by the summation of finite
differences, and replacing the wavelength dependencies of the param eters by values
averaged over the spectral range of the particular sensor.
(2.14)

” ^ o ^ #0 COS0Q + E q

Lt = (1/tc) RTe^(Eo Tq^cos0„ + E^) ..................................................................(2.15)
Equations (2.14) and (2.15) are used in practice, and the solar irradiance a t the top
of the atmosphere (Eq) and the diffuse sky irradiance (Eg) used are calculated over
the wavelength range of a narrow spectral band.
In figure 2 5.3.2 and equations (2.11) to (2.15) above:

Lt
Li
Lp
K
C

Lmin
Eg
EGX
EOX
E(
El
EDX
T
Te
00
0y
R
Ri
Rn

total radiance at the sensor (W m'^ sr'^)
total radiance transm itted by the atmosphere (W m'^ sr'^)
intrinsic radiance of the target (W m'^ sr'^)
path radiance due to multiple scattering (W m'^ sr'^)
radiance per bit of sensor count rate = (Ln,a^-L^^)/C,nax
count value of a pixel
maximum count value
radiance measured a t detector saturation (W m'^ sr'^)
lowest radiance measured by the detector (W m'^ sr'^)
global irradiance incident on the surface (W m'^)
spectral global irradiance incident on the surface (W m'^ pm'^)
spectral solar irradiance at the top of the atmosphere (W m'^ pm'^)
solar irradiance at the top of the atmosphere (W m'^)
diffuse sky irradiance (W m'^)
spectral diffuse sky irradiance (W m'^)
normal atmospheric optical thickness
atmospheric transm ittance at an angle 0 to the zenith
solar zenith angle
nadir view angle of the satellite sensor (or scan angle)
cos 0
average target (pixel) reflectance
reflectance of an individual component of the target
average background reflectance
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Global Irradiance Incident on the surface is,
Eq = Eq exp[-(Tjj20+'^03^^ I

[1+J (T-o) H (Rg,TQ)]

(2.16)

and downwelling sky irradiance contribution to global irradiance is
Ej) = Eq 6xp[-(Tjjjo+'Tos)] I (Po'^o) [1+d ('^o^ H (Rg,To)l - Eq Tqq c o s 0 q ... (2 .1 7 )

Therefore the average target reflectance is given as,
R = (tcÆ g Te,)(CK +

- Lp) ......................................................................... (2.18)

The signal (radiance) detected by the sensor appears to originate from point ’R’ on
the ground (figure 2.5.S.2). But some of the incoming (atmospheric path) radiance
is scattered at Lp from Rg into the sensor’s field of view as multiple scattering and
appears as if coming from the target (R). The diffuse sky irradiance (Eg) is also
scattered into the sensors as if from R. Thus, the average or apparent background
reflectance Rg constitutes part of the total signal received from R, and the radiance
from R is attenuated as it passes through the atmosphere to the sensor. A part from
the difficulties already given above, several problems arise in correcting the data for
atmospheric effects. The path radiance (Lp) is highest in the blue band of a Landsat
TM imagery, and decrease towards the infrared wavelengths mainly due to Rayleigh
scattering which causes the path radiance to vary in magnitude inversely with
wavelength (Lp

1).

Other difficulties in correcting the image are caused by

variations in illumination geometry as a result of the geometrical relationship
between the sun’s elevation and azim uth angles, the slope of the ground and
topographic features of significant elevation.

These other difficulties will be

examined later.
Equations (2.11) to (2.16) and (2.18) shows the derivation and relationship between
the total radiance detected at the sensor (Lg), total radiance transm itted by the
atm osphere (Lr), global irradiance incident upon the E arth ’s surface (Eq) and average
target reflectance (R).

From these equations the relationship between global

irradiance, target reflectance and radiance detected by the satellite sensor and
atmospheric effects can be derived. The equations also show some of the various
param eters th a t need to be considered if a satellite imagery is to be corrected
reasonably accurately for atmospheric effects.

The most accurate atmospheric

correction techniques cannot give the precise radiance of earth surface targets (Reid,
1991) because it is impossible or impracticable to calculate the solar irradiance and
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atmospheric particulates and aerosols above each target area corresponding to a
pixel. All methods of atmospheric correction fail to provide a pixel-by-pixel correction
and the end results usually apply to all pixels in a given area. Thus, even the most
accurate

atmospheric

correction

techniques

are

only reasonably

accurate

approximations, based on mean value corrections over large areas.
This section examines some methods of atmospheric correction, namely,
1) Dark-level offset methods,
2 ) Simultaneous in-situ m easurem ent method, and

3) Modelling and statistical methods.
1) D arkest-pixel atm ospheric correction; The basis of darkest pixel correction
is th a t clear deep water, deep shadows or exposures of dark basalt are almost
completely black in the red or near-infrared region of the spectrum for an
observation far from the solar-observer specular directions, so th a t the reflectance
is close to zero or is zero. Deep shadows may be cast by ridges, hills and mountains.
Similarly, near-infrared radiation is almost totally absorbed in clear w aters of about
20 m etres depth (Benny, 1989).

Atmospheric absorption is usually ignored in

darkest pixel subtraction technique applied to atmospheric correction (Chavez, 1988).
The dark-pixel subtraction technique assumes th a t there is high probability th a t the
darkest pixels have zero (or near zero) reflectance and it also assum es a constant
haze value throughout the entire image and so a constant DN or radiance value,
equivalent to the value of the darkest-pixel, is subtracted throughout the image
(Chavez, 1988; Kaufman, 1989). Three main methods of dark-pixel atmospheric
correction are the histogram minimum method, the regression method and the
covariance m atrix method. Conel (1990) estim ated single scattering albedo and
optical depth from calibration relationships from a Landsat TM image and Robinove
et al (1981) used the albedo method for atmospheric correction and for arid land
monitoring.

Robinove et al (1981) stated that, simple atmospheric correction

assumes th a t the lowest brightness values in a scene (where areas are in complete
shadow or deep water) represents the atmospheric scattering contribution to the
m easured brightness value of each pixel.
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- H isto g ra m m in im u m m eth o d : Histograms are generated for the respective
spectral bands for the full image. The lowest pixel value in each histogram th a t is
generated are subtracted from each pixel value in th a t entire spectral band
(M acFarlane and Robinson, 1984; Chavez, 1988). The minimum pixel value or DN
is a first order approximation to the atmospheric path radiance. Chavez (1988) used
an improved dark-object histogram minimum subtraction technique for atmospheric
scattering correction for m ultispectral data. This allows the user to select the haze
DN value directly from the histogram of a digital image. Histograms for spectral
bands, especially for bands in the visible spectrum, will be offset towards higher DN
values by some amount due to scattering. The user selects a starting band darkobject subtraction haze value using the histogram of one of the selected spectral
bands.

A relative (power law) scattering model, which best represents the

atmospheric condition at the time of data collection is selected and used to predict
the haze values for the other spectral bands. These values are used to perform a
dark-object correction. Although this method is simple, the starting haze value may
be difficult to select (Chavez, 1989), and the accuracy of the correction is dependent
upon the user being at the scene to visually assess the w eather or atmospheric
condition at the time of imaging. Rosema and Fiselier (1990) developed a method
to derive atmospheric corrections entirely based on image histogram data and it
assum es th a t image contrast in the visible spectrum decreases with increasing
atmospheric turbidity. A relation between the surface albedo and the earth system
observed from space was needed to derive a value for atmospheric correction.
P articulates in the atmosphere account for the variation in upwelling radiance over
a cloud-free ocean as detected from satellites (Hindman et al, 1984) and this may
also be tru e over vast inland w ater bodies. Apparently, w ithin a particular region,
few or no wetlands are large enough to contribute significantly to haze on satellite
sensor images. The unique characteristics of ocean properties allows the derivation
of the atmospheric characteristics directly from the satellite image and a correction
to the same image.

"The basis of the correction is th a t ocean w ater is almost

completely black in the red region of the spectrum for an observation direction far
from the solar-observer specular direction", (Kaufinan, 1989; page 406). Grordon
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oZ (1983) gave the radiance over the ocean at top of the atmosphere as,

Lo(k) = L^(k) + L^(X) + TÇk) L ^ ) ...................................................................(2.19)
The above equation is exact for single scattering but approximate for multiple
scattering. The radiance from the ocean is given by the expression,
LyflO = TCk) -1 {Lo(k) - L J X ) - ^ 4 [LoOA) - Lj^OA) - T(U ) L y /U )]}.......(2.20)
where,
Lq
Lj^
■•A
T
Lyf
Wq
Xq
Pj^

= path radiance
= molecular contributions
= aerosol contributions
= transm ission through the atmosphere
= radiance from w ater
= Lj^(Xj) / Lj^OA) = [WnC^J
P aC^JJ
[WoOA) '^a0^4) P/K4)]
= aerosol single-scattering albedo
- aerosol optical thickness
- aerosol scattering phase

Actual upward radiance is assumed to be proportional to the product Wq Xa ^ aKaufman and F raser (1984) cited in Kaufman (1989) saw th a t the above correction
cannot be applied over inland w ater bodies because of the adjacency effect from the
surrounding land.
- R e g re s sio n m eth o d : This method applies to part of the imagery which have
dark pixels. The near infrared band is plotted against each of the other bands,
namely blue, green and red bands. From the plot, a least squares straight line is
computed for the pixel values using regression methods. The relationship is usually
linear. The estim ated offset, reads along the x-axis for each band, and represents
an estim ation of the atmospheric path radiance for th at band.

The regression

method gives a better approximation of the atmospheric path radiance than the
histogram minimum method (MacFarlane and Robinson, 1984), because it employs
more data points.
- C o v a ria n c e m a trix m eth o d : The covariance m atrix method was used by Switzer
et al (1981) to estim ate and correct for atmospheric path radiance in a Landsat MSS
imagery. This method requires th a t dark pixels be present and th a t the test area
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should have homogeneous reflection relative to the sensor’s FOV. This method uses
the statistical relationship between 4 bands simultaneously and not one a t a time
as in the regression or histogram minimum methods (Mather, 1993). The correction
procedure is based on a simple model, namely:-

Y^ = C,Xj + Dj + E ,j ............................................................................................( 2 . 21 )
where,
i
Ci
j
Xj
Dj
Eij

= signal received at the sensor
= single pixel
= variations in surface slope and aspect
= bands 1, 2 and 3
= ground leaving radiance
= path radiance for other 3 spectral bands
= departures from the model (diffuse irradiance, variations
in reflectance and unexplained effects)

The correction is in four steps. F irst the covariance m atrix of the signal values Yn
(ie. observed pixel values) is computed. Secondly, the eigenvectors of the covariance
m atrix are calculated. Lastly, the equation derived is recast and generalized and the
path radiance is calculated considering the rem aining 3 spectral bands put together.
This correction fails to take into account illumination geometry or variations in
atmospheric conditions over the entire image.

2)

S im u lta n e o u s in -situ m e a s u re m e n t m eth o d :

Empirical corrections to

atmospheric effects may be made by using simultaneous in-situ data for some
calibration points within the satellite scene. Callison and Cracknell (1984) suggested
th a t such a method could be used to correct for brightness tem perature. Spectral
m easurem ents may be made on the ground, simultaneously w ith the imaging of th a t
region using a spectro-radiometer. The spectral data is then matched w ith the
corresponding pixels on the acquired image and the correction needed for the
respective spectral bands on the image is calculated.
At tim e of image acquisition atmospheric measurements th a t may be made are
optical thicknesses for aerosol, ozone and absorbing gases and solar irradiance. A
knowledge of the molecular and aerosol scattering phase functions, and wind
roughened bidirectional reflection distribution function may be required. For this
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method of atmospheric correction a knowledge of the distribution and am ount of
absorbers, em itters and scatterers in the atmosphere is also needed so as to enable
the evaluation of the effective transm ittance of the atmosphere within th e IFOV of
the sensor. If all the data required for atmospheric correction could be m easured insitu, the in-situ m easurem ent correction method would be the most reliable method
of atmospheric correction. This is often not the case because the method is the most
expensive and the most laborious as the researcher has to undertake field
m easurem ents during image acquisition. In the case of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands
the instrum entation was not readily available and

Tiand-held’ radiom eter

m easurem ents were therefore made simultaneously with the satellite overpass
(Chapter 3).

It was assumed th a t the radiometer m easurem ents were free of

atmospheric effects because of the proximity of the hand-held sensors to the E arth ’s
surface.

Hence, the utility of field-radiometry measurem ents, to correct for

atmospheric effects on the imagery, was examined in Chapter 4.
3)

M odelling and sta tistica l m ethods;

Atmospheric effects may also be

minimised by using a computer program to simulate the atmospheric influence on
the satellite image and subtracting it from the original scene. Also, the atmospheric
path radiance may be estim ated by using the statistical relationships between the
visible and NIR bands considered simultaneously. Atmospheric modelling methods
uses input image data and some estimated param eters such as ground albedo and
aerosol optical depth. Since albedo is the ratio of the am ount of electromagnetic
radiation reflected by a body to the amount incident upon the body, it can be used
for p ath radiance modelling and correction. The albedo calculations assum e th a t the
terrain is a Lam bertian reflector, the average terrain (ie. slope and aspect) is zero,
the atmospheric scattering is additive and the sun angle contribution to scene
brightness is uniform over the entire scene (Robinove et al, 1981). Soufflet et al,
(1991) corrected NOAA-AVHRR data for atmospheric effects by expressing the ’top
of atm osphere’ reflectance as a function of ground albedo and atmospheric
characteristics. Singh (1992) developed an atmospheric correction algorithm, for
correcting NOAA-AVHRR satellite sensor data, and coded it in VAX FORTRAN-77
language so th a t it could be run with a VMS operating system. Param eters used in
his algorithm include gaseous transm ittance (namely absorption by w ater, oxygen,
carbon dioxide and ozone), solar-zenith angle, sensor-view angle, planetary
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reflectances and Rayleigh and aerosol reflectances. In the method suggested hy Dias
et al (1982) an atmospheric transm ittance program, utilising LOWTRAN-4 software
package, is used to calculate the total transm ittance. The input param eters utilised
are standard seasonal or user defined atmospheric models, visibility, altitude, sta rt
and end frequencies for channels in bandwidth. Radiosonde data may be used. An
interactive program called ATMCOR, is used for correction and the required input
are the image channels, solar zenith angle, ground albedo, aerosol optical depth and
transm ittance. The Air Force Geophysics Laboratory LOWTRAN model or NASA’s
RADTRA model are some of the most common atmospheric propagation models used
for accounting for atmospheric effects (Schott, 1982).
Some of the atmospheric correction methods, discussed in the above section, will be
tested on Landsat-TM and NOAA-AVHRR satellite data used in this research. The
most appropriate atmospheric correction method will he selected and applied to
Landsat-TM satellite d ata in Chapter 4 and to NOAA-AVHRR satellite data in
Chapter 6 , before radiometric calibration and image analysis.

2.5.4

R adiom etric Errors And C orrection

Radiometric resolution describes how accurately radiance is represented in a set of
data as a result of

sensor characteristics, principally their analogue-to-digital

conversion capabilities (Townshend, 1981). The radiance detected for a given pixel
is depicted in form of Digital Number (DN) values on the imagery. Ideally, the
radiance should he linearly proportional to the DN values hut this is not always the
case as the sensor may he programmed to be less sensitive to radiance a t scenes of
very high reflectance such as deserts and to be more sensitive to radiance at scenes
of very low reflectance like over deep oceans. The lowest DN or zero count is shown
as black on the image and the highest DN as white, and they correspond to features
of zero reflectivity or very high spectral absorption;

and features of very high

reflectivity or zero spectral absorption in a particular waveband. Using a 256 DN
level imagery in place of a 64 DN level imagery to distinguish between vegetation
types only improves the data by 2 to 3% (Tucker, 1979), because of the improved
spectral sensitivity.

So, using imagery of higher quantisation levels does not
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necessarily result in a significant improvement in land cover discrimination. Hence,
the 1024 DN range of a NOAA-AVHRR satellite sensor data on a local scale (for
example, in Hadejia-Nguru wetlands) will not significantly improve its spectral
discrimination relative to Landsat TM data, because of its coarse spatial resolution
which cannot adequately detect vegetation in small patches of land cover.
There is a growing need for accurate and comprehensive calibration of satellite
sensors to provide quantitative m easurements for terrestrial studies (Robinove, 1982;
Price, 1987; Slater et al, 1987). Light scattered out of w ater forms a p art of total
radiance detected and measured by the sensor (Curran and Novo, 1988), and
radiometric calibration as well as atmospheric correction, is required to remove the
atmospheric effects on measured radiance (MacFarlane and Robinson, 1984). Since
the DN level of a satellite sensor image is an expression of radiometric sensitivity,
it would be expected th at with higher DN levels greater detail is presented.
However, the num ber of levels cannot be increased to suit the user’s needs. For
Landsat TM data there is an overshoot effect when the scan passes from very
unrefiective to very reflective areas because of the abrupt changes in reflectance
(from low to high reflection) and delay in bright-target recovery especially where
clouds are present (NERC, 1988). Lower irradiance values caused by much lower
sun elevation may result in smaller standard deviations. Saturation is the degree
of purity of a colour and is 100% for a pure colour. The greater the am ount of white
mixed w ith the colour the less its saturation. Saturation in a particular waveband
results in a maximum digital count, for instance 255 in the Landsat TM data, when
the maximum net reflectance of the ground target is attained or exceeded (Clark,
1986). The maximum net reflectance th a t will result in a digital count of 255 or
saturation in visible to middle infrared wavebands of Landsat TM satellite sensor
data are given in table 2.5.4.1. From table 2.5.4.1, targets on the ground w ith a net
reflectance of 46% or more and 63% or more in the wavelengths 0.63-0.69pm and
0.76-0.90pm will saturate Landsat TM bands 3 and 4, respectively. Landsat TM
data have two types of saturation problem, namely, ’seasonal saturation’ which is
more noticeable in data collected under high-sun-angle, and ’scene-related saturation’
visible in data collected over highly reflective targets like desert scenes (Clark, 1986).
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BAND

WAVELENGTH

MAXIMUM REFLECTANCE

(vm)
0.45 - 0.52

22

2

0.52 - 0.60

50

3

0.63 - 0.69

46

0.76 - 0.90

63

1.55 - 1.75

41

2.08 - 2.35

60

Table 2.5.4.1
Maximum reflectance in Landsat TM visible to mid-infrared bands
Source: Clark (1986)
Thus, seasonal saturation will be most noticeable in data collected during the
equinox, around March 21 and September 23, in the Tropics and during the solstice,
around June 21 in the Northern hemisphere and December 21 in the Southern
hemisphere, when the solar elevation is high in these regions.

These seasons

coincide with the summer periods when natural vegetation are at their ’greenest’,
with highest reflectance, and solar irradiance is highest. Scene-related saturation
is caused by highly reflective targets which may reflect maximum (or over the
maximum) light within particular wavebands, for example desert scenes or white
soils. The saturation problem can be reduced through an adjustment of the image
look-up tables.
The aim of radiometric calibration or correction is to convert raw DN values into
sample values representing input radiance at time of imaging (Singh, 1985a). High
resolution sensors have been calibrated using both natural surfaces (Ahern et al,
1977; Kowalik et al, 1982; Castle et al, 1984; Chavez, 1989) and artificial surfaces
(Brest and Goward, 1987).

Radiometric calibration of satellite scanners is

accomplished by rescaling the raw digital data, transmitted from the satellite, to
calibrated digital data which have the same post-calibration dynamic range scenes
processed on the ground for a specific period of time (Markham and Barker, 1986).
The relative calibration parameters of the TM sensor on Landsat satellites are
expressed as gain and bias pairs for each mirror scan direction of each detector, and
the zero-radiance or background reference level is nominally set to 3 DN (Ahern et^
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aU 1987). General equations for radiance to DN and DN to radiance relationships
(Chavez, 1989) are:
DN,(x,y) = GAIN^. L^(x,y) + O FFSET^............................................................(2.22)
L Jx,y) =[DN/x,y) - OFFSETJ! GAIN, ...........................................................(2.23)
where,
DN,(x,y)
GAIN,

= output DN for band i at pixel (x,y)
= gain factor for band i
= radiance sensed by the detector a t pixel (x,y) in band i
OFFSET j = offset factor used for band i

The symbol QCAL is given to quantized and calibrated values for individual pixels
on

radiometrically

and

geometrically

calibrated

computer-compatible-tapes.

Calibrated QCAL values for Landsat satellite sensor data on user-purchased tapes
are converted to spectral radiance by knowing the lower and upper lim it of the post
calibration dynamic range for a specific band. The equation used for the radiometric
calibration of Landsat satellite sensor data (Markham and Barker, 1986) is:LX = L ^ ^

+

( L ^ ^ J - Q C A L ..................................................................(2.24)
QCAl ^

where,
= spectral radiance
= calibrated and quantised scaled radiance in units of
digital numbers (DN)
^minx
- spectral radiance at QCAL = 0
Q C A L ^ = range of rescaled radiance in DN (ie. 255 DN for Landsat TM data
and 127 DN for Landsat MSS data except band 4 [0.8 - 1 . 1pm])
^maxx
- spectral radiance a t QCAL = Q C A L ^
QCAL

The units of spectral radiance are in m illiwatts per square centim etre per steradian
per micrometer (mW.cm^.sr^.fim^). Castle et al (1984) identified four sources of
uncertainty in the calibration procedure of Landsat TM satellite data. A major
uncertainty is in the knowledge of the composition, size distribution and vertical
distribution of atmospheric aerosols which may account for +2 % variation from the
assum ed average. U ncertainty in exoatmospheric spectral irradiance gives rise to
+ 1% error; and uncertainty in the knowledge of absolute reflectance of the reference
panel and ground surface may account for +2% error. There may also be an error
of +0.7% due to a variation of +1 digital count in an output of 150 counts. However,
they suggested th a t the overall uncertainty can be reduced to less th an +3% by
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simultaneous measurements with Landsat TM overpass, making more precise
aerosol measurements, determining systematic errors and generally by more rigorous
calibration (see Castle et al, 1984 for details). The ’noise equivalent reflectance’ for
respective TM bands are 0.8% for band 1, 0.5% for band 2, 0.5% for band 3, 0.5% for
band 4, 1.0 % for band-5 and 2.4% for band-7 (NERC, 1988).

From this the

radiometric fidelity for TM data is best for bands -2 , -3 and -4. Subsequently, less
radiometric errors are expected in bands -2, -3 and -4 and these bands may be best
for monitoring flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.
There is no onboard calibration for the visible and near-infrared channels of the
AVHRR sensor on TIROS-NOAA satellites, and various researchers have developed
alternative methods (Holben et al, 1990). The most direct, but costly method, of
calibrating AVHRR data is by using data acquired from simultaneous high altitude
aircraft overflights (Hovis et al, 1985). The correction procedure adopted by Ahern
et al (1987). for calibrating NOAA-AVHRR satellite sensor data, is based solely upon
scene content and assumes that there are not abrupt changes in atmospheric path
radiance and view angle. It is also assumed that the ground cover across the swath
is homogeneous. The average reflectance of the darkest pixels of water and forested
areas within channels 1 and 2 of NOAA-AVHRR, may be used to standardize the
imagery if it is used for multi-temporal analysis (Manore and Brown, 1986).
However, there is uncertainty about the proper calibration of channels 1 and 2 (red
[0.58-0.68pm] and NIR [0.725-1.10pm]) bands of the AVHRR (IGBP, 1992).
Fortunately, there is an increasing consensus on agreed coefficients and these are
often determined retrospectively (IGBP, 1992). Furthermore, radiometric calibration
data are only available from ground-based measurement.
Radiometric calibration of the Meteosat-Visible (VIS) channel is the ratio of incoming
radiance in W.m'^.sr'^ within the 0.4-1.1pm spectral band and Meteosat-VIS channel
output in counts (Kriebel, 1981).

Calibration data for the visible channels of

Meteosat-1 and -2 were derived by external researchers (MEP, 1989). The European
Organisation for the Exploitation of Satellites (EUMETSAT) agency, a division of
European Space Operations Centre (ESOC), arrange for the calibration of visible
ihL
channel of Meteosat satellite series ard make [available.
The visible
channels on Meteosat-1 and -2 were calibrated by Kriebel (1981) and Koepke (1982).
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Vicarious-calibration^ of the Meteosat-1 and -2 visible channels were derived from
measurements made by airborne radiometer (simulating the vis-sensor) between 1316 August 1979 (Kriebel, 1981). The airborne comparison measurements were made
over land in La Mancha, southeast of Madrid (Spain), over cloud above the Atlantic
ocean (between Portugal and Morocco), and over cloud-free area of the Atlantic ocean
(between Menorca and Marseilles and between Sardinia and Tunis). The difference
in the calibration factors of the two Mediterranean sites is 5% and between the
Atlantic ocean and Mediterranean sea is 20%. These differences may be due to the
different turbidity in the Atlantic ocean and Mediterranean sea or the 6 -bit
resolution of the Meteosat-vis sensor or to a combination of both (Kriebel, 1981).
Absolute calibration of the VIS-channels of Meteosat satellite is presently not
performed onboard, and an overall pre-flight calibration has not been performed.
Thus, vicarious calibration of the Meteosat-VIS channel, remains a means of absolute
calibration and is made simultaneously with the satellite measurements. Vicarious
radiometric calibration of the Meteosat-4 VIS channel, by Kriebel and Amann (1990),
appears more accurate over large water bodies than those of earlier Meteosat
satellites. Their test sites for the Meteosat-4 VIS channel campaign includes the
sand desert of Tunisia (Algeria) and the sites used by Kriebel (1981).

METE0SAT«2
(May tmn
W»m^srLcount*

METEOSAT<4
(Augusi/Bepiemher 1989)
W^^.sr^\count^

1.10

1.16

1.06

1.08

Clouds

1.16

0.99

Ocean

1.80

1.40

SUBFACB TYPE

La Mancha

Table 2.S.4.2
Calibration factors for the Meteosat-2 and -4 VIS channels
Source: Kriebel and Amann (1990)

^ Vicarious calibration of satellite data is performed by using airborne measurements
for simulation and using the results to calibrate the satellite data
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For Meteosat-2 and -4 VIS channels, the calibration factor is about 1.1 W.m'^.sr'^
count‘d + 10% for all surface types except w ater (Table 2.5.4.2) (Kriebel and Amann,
1990). Thus, one count of the Meteosat-2 and -4 visible channels are equivalent to
1.1 W.m^.sr'^ for land surfaces and 1.80 W.m'^.sr^ and 1.40 W.m'^.sr'^ respectively for
w ater w ithin +10% error. Calibration coefficients derived by several researchers
including Kriebel (1981), Koepke (1982) and Kriebel and Amann (1990) may be used
to calibrate Meteosat-VIS channel images. However, due to gradual deterioration
of the instrum ents on-board the Meteosat satellites it is best to use calibration
results corresponding to the period the image was acquired.

Since M eteosat

calibration reports are released quarterly by ESOC (MEP, 1989), the author and
other users need to use calibration coefficients from such reports. Thus, users may
find radiometric calibration of meteosat-vis channels relatively straightforward since
the calibration coefficients have been and are being compiled by ESOC.
Unfortunately, the wide spectral range of the Meteosat-VIS channel and significant
spectral differences of some parts of the earth surface (like the Hadejia-Nguru
wetlands) from those of the vicarious calibration test areas, may mean a significant
difference between ’actual’ radiometric calibration coefficients and the documented
calibration coefficients.
Absolute radiometric correction ensures th at the pixel values on the recorded image
represents the reflected radiances observed by the sensor and relative radiometric
calibration or destriping corrects for relative variations between detectors on the
sensor, called destriping (Singh, 1985b) (see section 2.5.5). Striping is a result of
missing scan lines on an image and this gives the image a stripy appearance. This
is caused by variations in the response of the individual detectors (Lillesand and
Kiefer, 1987). In Landsat 4 and 5 TM data this will result in four line banding for
band 6 and sixteen line banding for bands 1 to 5 and 7 (NERC, 1988; Holder et aL
1992).

The missing scan lines (stripes) can be corrected by replacing with

interpolated values of the lines above and below each of them, by histogram
m atching or filtering with a kernel (see section 2 .6.6 for further details).
It should be noted th at before any user of satellite sensor data performs radiometric
correction, atmospheric correction m ust first be done. Chavez (1989) bigbligbts this
fact and developed a relative scattering model to correct the Landsat-TM satellite
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data for atmospheric scattering before calibrating to radiance. Although his method
was reasonably accurate, the selection of a starting haze value proved difficult. The
next section discusses atmospheric errors present in satellite sensor images and
corrections th a t could be applied.

2.5.5

G eom etric Errors And C orrections

Geometric errors result in a scale distortion of the imagery in the x and y directions.
This distortion is greatest on images from satellite sensors with wide FOVs, for
example Meteosat and NOAA-AVHRR satellite sensors. Image distortion is as high
as 40% in Landsat MSS imagery, but is less in Landsat TM satellite sensor images
because of the finer spatial resolution and improved data on pointing of the sensor.
Geometric rectification is im portant in this study because the location of absolute
and relative positions of points (mainly depth) measured in the fiooded areas of the
Hadejia-Nguru wetlands have to be registered to corresponding pixels on the satellite
images. The m ain sources of geometric errors are instrum ental errors, platform
instability, panoramic distortion and earth rotation. Geometric correction process
comprises the determ ination of a relationship between the coordinate system of the
map and image (or image -1 and image- 2 ), the establishm ent of a set of control points
defining pixel centres in the corrected image and the estim ation of pixel values
associated with these points.

Geometric correction is essentially coordinate

transform ation. The coordinate transformation may be based on orbital geometry
or ground control points.
C orrections for instrum ental errors, platform in stab ility and panoram ic
d isto rtio n ;
Before reaching the user, displacements of adjacent scan lines and geometric errors
caused by instrum ental errors and platform instability have been removed in
Landsat-satellite sensor P-data by utilising information in the Payload Correction
D ata (PCD) (NUTIS, 1988). Panoramic distortion is not significant in data acquired
by sensors with narrow FOV, for example Landsat satellite sensors.

However,

panoramic distortion is significant in data sensed by sensors with wide FOV, such
as those home on TIROS-NOAA and Meteosat satellites where the pixels a t the
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extremities of the scan line are viewed obliquely rather than near-vertically. Thus,
panoramic distortion becomes significant if the study area is sensed on the extreme
ends of an image acquired by a satellite sensor with a wide FOV.
G eom etric transform ation based on orbital geom etry m odel
M ather (1993) gave a good description of geometric transform ations based on the
orbital geometry model and based on Ground Control Points (GCP). Geometric
errors are essentially coordinate errors as the coordinates of pixels away from the
first scan lines on the image will not match those on a topographical map. The
orbital geometry model relies upon the nominal orbital data of the satellite and as
such has a lower accuracy than imagery produced by transform ation of ground
control points. The model is based on a knowledge of the orbit of the platform,
earth ’s rotation and along-scan and across-scan sampling of the sensor. Langrebe
et al (1975) cited in M ather (1989) estimated the error in coordinate position on the
corrected image compared with the map to be of order 1 to 2%. Transformation
matrices may be applied to correct for scale change, skewness and E arth velocity.
For scale change correction the matrices utilizes x and y values on the image. Skew
correction uses values for the skew angle at the target’s latitude.
G eom etric transform ation based on ground control points;
Unlike the Geometry model this model relies on the availability of an accurate map.
It compares differences between the positions of points recorded on the image and
map. From these differences the nature of the distortions in the image is estim ated
and a suitable transform ation is computed to correct the image. The points in
question are GCP and are easily identified and well defined features which can be
accurately located on a map and on the corresponding image. Control points can be
located by a correlation method which requires th a t an estim ate of the position of
control points and dimensions of the search area for each control point be provided,
and this can be achieved by semi-automatic and automatic methods. Ori et al (1979)
discussed how they used GCPs as a library from which relevant points were
automatically extracted to correct other images.

The use of Global Positioning

Satellite (GPS) systems to locate the coordinates of GCPs on the ground m ay soon
replace the map in cases where high accuracies of geometric rectification are needed.
Geometric transform ation based on GCPs is preferred in this study because of the
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availability of accurate topographical maps of the study area.

2.5.6

C osm etic O peration

Line-dependent variations have been found in raw Landsat-TM imagery and
associated calibration data (Teillet, 1986). These variations are caused by slight
errors in the internal calibration system or by random fluctuations, as much as four
digital counts, in the background reference level.

The resultant errors are

radiometric errors or missing scan lines in the form of sensor striping or scan-line
striping or both. So, stripes or missing scan lines may be present in an image. De
striping or missing-scan-line correction may be performed by including corrections
for a line-dependent offset as well as the scene-dependent gain and offset (Teillet,
1986). It could also be corrected by matching an input histogram to a reference
histogram (made up of 'quiet' detector response) using the latter to correct only the
'noisy detector histogram (Poros and Peterson, 1985), Holder et al (1992) developed
a one-dimensional spatial kernel , based on the Weiner filter, which models the
statistics of the banding pattern as a one-dimensional square wave which adequately
corrects Landsat-TM data especially P-data.
It has been observed th at missing scan lines, when present in an image, usually
affect a few lines in a single band of an image. Also, the noise variance is typically
less th an 4 DN in Landsat TM satellite sensor data (Holder et aL 1992). A user need
not worry about de-striping one or more bands in an image if the missing scan lines
are present in the band(s) not required for the particular study.

2.5.7

O perational Issues

In operational remote sensing the frequency of acquisition of satellite imagery and
the am ount and persistence of cloud cover, in climatic environments with persistent
clouds, are im portant factors to be considered (Legg, 1991). Thus, the frequency of
acquisition of useful cloud-ffee satellite imagery is a critical factor in operational
remote sensing in often cloud-covered climatic environments. In the Hadejia-Nguru
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wetlands there is persistent cloud cover from July to September, and this is the most
im portant period of the year because peak flooding is experienced in this season. To
improve the chances of acquiring cloud-free satellite images of the wetlands frequent
satellite data need to be collected. But utilising frequently acquired satellite data,
m eans using coarse spatial resolution imagery, and using high spatial resolution
satellite data means compromising the frequency of coverage and reducing the
chances of obtaining cloud-free images. If coarse spatial resolution data are used
then the problem of mixed pixels is increased. Finally, the spectral resolution of the
sensor and the potential influence of environmental factors, such as turbidity,
salinity and vegetation on radiance detected by the sensor need to be evaluated.
S p atial resolu tion and frequency o f acquisition:
The Instantaneous Field Of View (IFOV) of a sensor is the most commonly used
m easure of spatial resolution based on geometrical properties. Theoretically, the
IFOV is an angular m easure of the area on the earth th a t is viewed by the sensor
at a given altitude and given time (Schowengerdt, 1983) and it corresponds to the
pixel targ et area. The IFOV is fixed although the size of the ground resolution
elem ent may vary. Satellites are not perfectly stable in orbit and vary in altitude
by tens of kilometres, for example the Landsat 1, 2 and 3 MSS series had a nominal
altitude of 913 km but an actual altitude of 880 to 940 km (Mather, 1993). This
means th a t the actual spatial resolution may differ from scene to scene or may even
vary slightly from pixel to pixel within a scene.
If a satellite does not have revisit capability, its frequency of coverage m ay be
increased by increasing the angular IFOV of the sensor so th a t a larger area is
imaged in one ’snap-shot’. However, current optical satellite sensors, known to the
author, have fixed IFOV and the desired angle is calculated and fixed prior to
launching the satellite. As already mentioned in section 2.5.2 the spatial resolutions
and repeat cycles of Landsat-4 and -5 is 30m (28.5m when resampled) and 16 days,
for NOAA-AVHRR is 1.1km at LAC (4km at GAC) and 6 hours (when operating two
satellites), and for Meteosat is 2.4km in the visible and w ater vapour channels, 5km
in the therm al infrared and coverage is every 30 minutes. For monitoring flooding
in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, frequently acquired satellite data is desirable
because of the often rapid, but brief, changes in w ater level whenever w ater is
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released upstream from Tiga dam and at the start of the rains and shortly before
and after the maximum rainfall period, in the wet season. Using frequently acquired
satellite data means a ’trade-off in spatial resolution, but Sule (1990b; 1993c) found
th a t high spatial resolution satellite sensor data is best for monitoring flooding in the
wetlands. Although satellite data of frequent coverage (but low spatial resolution)
are easier to handle and store (Justice et aL 1989), they compound the problem of
mixed pixels (see section below). Hence, monitoring the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands
with a combination of high and low spatial resolution satellite data appears more
plausible th an using either data alone.

S pectral R esolution:
Spectral resolution refers to the width of the spectral bands used in imaging sensors.
The degree to which targets can be discriminated, on M ultispectral images, depends
on the bandwidth, number of spectral bands and their position in the electromagnetic
spectrum. M ultispectral imagery allows greater target discrimination th an single
band imagery. For instance, the spectral resolution of the Landsat TM is highest as
it has relatively narrower bandwidth and more bands than NOAA-AVHRR and
M eteosat data (figure 2.5.7.1).
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Figure 2.5.7.1
Spectral Bands of Landsat TM, NOAA-AVHRR and Meteosat imagery
A wide band simply averages out the reflectance-spectra differences giving a coarse
spectral resolution, for example Meteosat satellite sensor data. Also, the signal-tonoise ratio of the sensor output is reduced by higher spectral resolution. For reliable
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identification of specific targets on the imagery, the spectral resolution of the sensor
m ust closely match the spectral reflectance curve of the target.
M ixed pixels;
A spectral mixture is where patches of different spectral components (soil, water,
vegetation, and so on) exist within a pixel or sensor FOV (Huete and Escadafal,
1990). Spectral mixtures are known as mixed pixels or mixels a t the pixel level, and
their radiance differs from those of adjacent pixels of homogeneous features.
Spectral mixtures usually occur on pixels along boundaries or transition zones
between different cover types. In spectral mixtures, of spatially distinct components
of landscapes, it is assumed th a t the influence of one land cover type on the average
reflectance of the subregion is dependent on its spectral properties relative to other
cover types and their relative areas (Hanan et aL 1991).
Spectral m ixture modelling is the spectral or spatial unmixing of the targets a t the
subpixel level, by estim ating the proportion of each pixel occupied by each ground
category from the multi-spectral observations. Linear mixture modelling, which is
used to unmix mixed pixels, assumes th at there is no significant m ultiple scattering
between the different cover types in each mixel. Linear mixing equations using least
squares regression have been used for spectral unmixing (Sabol et al, 1990), in order
to determ ine the proportions of each cover type within pixels containing different
cover types. This improves classification results. Settle and Drake (1993) used a
of
biased estimator, based on the principles/régularisation, for linear unmixing, to
produce images which are smoother than those of modelling based on estim ates of
the proportions vector for each pixel.
In the satellite sensor images of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, mixed pixels will
comprise of open water, hare soils and vegetation at the suhpixel level. The surface
cover boundaries where mixels are expected in a satellite image of the HadejiaNguru wetlands are the open w ater/inundated vegetation boundary, hare
soil/inundated vegetation boundary and the bare soil/open w ater boundary. Mixed
pixels will be less of a problem in high spatial resolution satellite sensor images, hut
will he significant in coarse spatial resolution satellite sensor images, like NOAAAVHRR and Meteosat data, because of the numerous small patches of wetlands in
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the study area.

Environm ental factors affecting detected radiance in w etlands;
Water depth from satellite data can be written as a linear combination of logarithms
of radiances (Lyzenga, 1978; Parades and Spero, 1983), whereby water depth is
tp
related i^radiance (Spitzer and Dirks, 1987; Van Hengel and Spitzer, 1991). In
wetlands these linear combinations of radiances on satellite images are affected by
environmental factors such as vegetation, suspended sediment concentration,
dissolved sediment concentration, soils and wind-speed and the combination of these
variables within each pixel on the satellite image. A summarised table of reflectance
of selected earth surface features in the visible and NIR wavebands is given (table
2.5.7.1).

VISIBLE WAVELENGTHS
(0.45 - 0.69 fim)
CLEARWATER

NEAR-INFRARED WAVELENGTHS
(0.70 - 0.99 ïim>

Least absorbed in blue w aveler^hs
(which shows an increase in reflectance
within the blue band). More absorbed
in the green to red bands and
reflectance decreases with increased
wavelength.

Energy absorption is higher in this
band than in the visible bands and
increases with wavelength. Thus,
reflectance decreases with wavelength.

^ B B I D WATER ^

Significant log-linear relationship
between turbidity and reflectance.
SSC reflectance is lower than in NIR.

Near-linear relationship between
turbidity and reflectance.
SSC reflectance higher than in visible.

iis S O L V E D
#L TS

Slightly increases reflectance.

Slightly increases reflectance.

B& TER.SURFACE'
W U G H N ESS

Winds cause surface roughness in open
water, which invariably results in
’noise’ in the visible band.

Winds cause surface roughness in open
water, which invariably results in
’noise’ in the NIR band.

.# G E T A T IO N

Chlorophyll strongly absorbs energy in
the blue and red wavelengths.
Reflectivity is highest in the green
band.

Reflectivity increases rapidly with
wavelength, up to about 0.85pm, and
then reduces with wavelength. This
band is more sensitive to vegetation
reflectance than the visible band.

Reflectivity increases from the blue to
the red waveband. Light soils have
higher reflectance than dark or wet
soils.

Reflectivity is higher than in the visible
band, and increases with wavelength.
Light soils are more reflected than dark
or wet soils.

r'

' * R E SOILS

r

Table 2.5.7.1
Reflectance of selected wetland features
in the visible and near-infrared wavebands

In the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, analysis in Chapter 3 shows that, inundated
vegetation and turbidity are the two most important factors affecting the
relationship between water depth and spectral radiance.
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Details of the

environmental factors affecting detected radiance in wetlands are given below.
These factors are arranged in order of importance, with the least im portant being
discussed last.

1) E ffect o f vegetation: Most natural surfaces (especially vegetation canopies) are
imperfectly diffuse (non-Lambertian) reflectors and do not reflect incident solar
radiation equally in all directions (Coulson, 1966; Breece and Holmes, 1971; Suits,
1972). They often exhibit a different detected spectral response when viewed a t an
angle compared to when viewed at nadir.

This is because vegetation canopies are

complex assemblages of leaves, stems, various plant structures and soil in
undergrowth and various proportions may be illuminated or fall within shadow at
varying sensor or solar angles.

Thus, vegetation canopies represent various

scattering elements with spatial and geometric arrangem ents unique to each
individual canopy. Therefore, the arrangem ent of the vegetation scattering element
determ ines the pathway of incident solar radiation and the distribution of radiation
reflected through the canopy (Suits, 1972; Kimes, 1983).
2)

E ffect o f turbidity;

The degree of scatter of downwelling radiation by

particulate m atter or suspended solids is proportional to the concentration, particle
size distribution and colour of the sediment. In turbid waters, light reflected from
the bottom may be backscattered into the upwelling radiance and influence the
spectral characteristics of the measured downwelling signal (Estep and Holloway,
1992). Low to medium ranges of suspended sediment concentrations (SSC) show a
positive linear relationship between suspended m atter concentration and reflectance
in the NIR and visible bands, and vary with wavelength and sediment type (Novo
et aU 1989). Sediment colour (see below) influences the relationship between SSC
and reflectance because distinct w ater reflectance spectra are produced for high
concentrations of light coloured sediments (McKim et al, 1987). Thus, the SSC
reflectance spectra is greater in the NIR than the visible, and is much higher in
white clay than in red silt sediments. Increase in reflectance of SSC is steep from
the blue to the red wavelengths and gentle in the NIR (Novo et aL 1989), so the
correlation between SSC and reflectance is weaker in the visible bands.

Thus,

variability of suspended m atter over the w ater body may lead to errors. So, if the
area being studied has homogenous sediment concentrations or salinity, this problem
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is reduced. However, SSC in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands are dark coloured and
most probably derived from ferruginous soils eroded by surface runoff from the top
soils in the uplands south of the wetlands. So, the reflectance spectra of turbid
w aters, in the wetlands, may be slightly brighter, in the visible and NIR wavebands,
th an equivalent depths in clear waters, giving the impression th a t it is more shallow
than it really is.
There is a significant log-linear relationship between suspended sediment
concentration and reflectance in the 0.45-0.76pm spectral region and is near-linear
in the 0.70-1.05pm spectral region (Holyer, 1978; Chen et aL 1990, 1991). Thus, a
large portion of the near-infrared radiation or longer wavelength is absorbed by
w ater, while only a little is absorbed in the visible region.

The log-linear

relationship between suspended sediment and reflectance in the visible region will
cause difficulties in establishing relationships between depth and reflectance or
radiance in turbid water, especially in very shallow and deep regions because a loglinear curve is more sensitive at these two extremes. The near-inffared spectral
region or longer wavelengths may therefore be better for mapping depth in turbid
waters.
3) E ffect o f b a r e soils: Soil spectral reflectance vary in brightness associated with
the m agnitude of reflected flux and vary in spectral curve form associated w ith the
minéralogie composition and organic absorption properties for any given range of
wavelengths (Huete and Tucker, 1991). The prim ary variance among soil spectral
responses is the intensity of reflected flux, which is reduced when moisture,
decomposed organic m atter and soil roughness decreases the soil reflectance by
producing a ’darker’ soil surface (Huetes and Tucker, 1991). Bottom reflectance is
a significant variable in various remote sensing equations for active and passive
bathym etric charting or hydrographic surveying (Kim, 1977; Pbilpot, 1989; Estep
and Holloway, 1992). The reflectivity of soils increases with increasing wavelength
(figure

2.4.4.1);

the reflectance of dry soils being higher than wet soils.

Soil

reflectivity is affected by the presence of organic m atter and soil moisture. The
organic m atter content determines the soil colour and texture, which invariably
affects their reflectance properties, with the lighter coloured soils reflecting more
light th an the darker coloured ones. Since the bottom of a w ater body will always
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be saturated, the effect of soils in the water-bed may only be significant in shallow
waters. The colour of bare soils in the water-bed of shallow w aters m ay influence
the bottom reflectance. Also, the bare soils on the w ater/land boundary are useful
in delineating the boundary of w ater and are more distinguishable in the NIR bands.

4) E ffec t o f salin ity : Dissolved salts or cations in w ater affect the opacity of w ater
and changes its inherent optical properties (Smith and Baker, 1981), and increases
the scattering and absorption of downwelling solar radiation.

Dissolved salts

therefore may cause an increase in the radiance received a t the sensor because more
radiation is scattered than would have been absorbed in clear non-saline w aters of
equivalent depth. Consequently, w ater may be represented on the image pixel w ith
higher radiance representing shallower w aters. However, salinity in itself may not
cause a significant increase in reflectance. Also, it is of little significance in the
wetlands because conductivity is relatively low and relatively homogeneous
throughout the region (Chapter 3).
5) E ffe ct o f w in d -sp eed ; Wind speed causes fluctuation in the water-surface
topography by causing waves or surface w ater motion, resulting in ’sun-glint’ or
surface roughness. High wind-speed may also affect the slope of the erroneous
extrapolation of w ater surface

- ’wind setup’ - and this causes erroneous

extrapolation of w ater volume from point observations. Fluctuating sea surface
topography causes extraneous or undesirable responses to the detected signals on
remotely sensed images (Goldsmith and Hieber, 1990); and leads to a decrease in
the am plitude of the echo from altim eters (Elachi, 1987). This may result in the
recorded distance being less than the actual distance.

However, water-surface

roughness will be less significant in w etlands where vegetation within and around
the w aters act as wind-breaks. In the case of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, the effect
of wind-speed appears to be of little significance in the Nguru Lake region, which is
over 35km^, as the air^the wetlands is usually calm in the mornings and only breezy
on some afternoons. On breezy afternoons the observed w ater waves may be a few
centim etres to about 15 centimetres high in the Nguru Lake. Thus, w ater surfaceroughness is not significant on Landsat-TM satellite images because they are
acquired at about 9:00am local time (when the air is calm). Also, the average
radiance of w ater bodies on NOAA-AVHRR and Meteosat images is higher than on
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Landsat-TM images because of their coarse spatial resolution (Sule, 1993c), and
surface-roughness will be insignificant on the images.

2.5.8

M apping Open-Water B odies And Wetlands: Case Studies

The spectral contrasts of w ater surfaces with different environmental features makes
it easy to distinguish open w ater or flooded vegetation from dry-land cover. Sule
(1990b) in his study of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands of Nigeria saw th a t open w ater
in these wetlands could be classified to over 94% accuracy on a November Landsat
TM satellite sensor image and th a t flooded vegetation could be classified to an
accuracy of 73% to 91%. Similarly, Pywell and Bill (1991) found th a t Landsat TM
imagery could be used to map perm anent open waters in the Alaska wetlands to an
accuracy of over 90% but th a t seasonal waters in these wetlands could only be
mapped to an accuracy of about 25%.

However, Landsat MSS data cannot be

reliably used to map wetlands in Nigeria and Alaska (Sule, 1990b; Pywell and Bill,
1991). It is seen th a t wavelengths corresponding to the 0.5 - 0.6 pm (green) band
penetrate w ater up to 20 metres depth, 0.6 - 0.7 pm penetrate to 12 - 15 metres
w ater depth, 0.7 - 0.8 pm to 5 - 7 metres and 0.8 - 1.1 pm (NIR) to several
centim etres (Usachev, 1983). The image of spectral reflectance of inundated lands
is determ ined by the vegetation type, the phenological state and degree of tree-crown
uniformity. Variations in the nature of heterogeneity of the ground may cause
random variations (Duggin, 1983, 1985).

Xia et al (1983) estim ated the volume

of w ater in Dongting lake by sampling the satellite image and topographic data to
derive the average w ater depth and then he multiplied the latter by the area of
inundation. The results differed by 2m from th a t obtained by conventional means.
However, the method of

. Xia et al (1983) cannot be applied to the Hadejia-Nguru

wetlands because of its relatively low accuracy.
Higer and Anderson (1983) used the red and near-infrared (NIR) bands from Landsat
m ultispectral scanner digital data, for 19 October 1974 and 3 March 1975, to
differentiate 8 and 4 water-depth classes and to determine w ater volumes in w ater
conservation area 3A in the Florida Everglades. Water-level information used in the
study were obtained from 23 water-level and rain-gauges. The location of the 23
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gauging stations were input to the geometrically rectified Landsat MSS scenes.
Thus w ater-depth data for 23 pixels (or 23 gauging stations) on each image were
used for calibration. Also, water-vegetation categories were classified according to
the natu re of vegetation and a general w ater level was assigned to each category
(namely, 0.9m, 0.5m and 0.1m). Thus, relative w ater depths, extent and volume
could be computed. These estim ates compared favourably (+5% and -3%) to th a t
computed by the South Florida W ater Management District (SFWMD), and
unfavourably (-25% and -80%) to the US Army Corps of Engineers (US-ACOE)
estim ates, but none of the volumes could be reasonably verified.
Landsat-4 and -5, Seasat and SPOT-1 data were used by Groupement pour le
Développement de la Télédétection Aérospatiale (GDTA) and were found to be good
for w ater studies or oceanography (Wadsworth, 1991). From their studies and other
works it is known th a t terrestrial satellite data is very useful for evaluating open
w aters and wetlands.

Recently, meteorological satellites are being used for

terrestrial studies such as oceanic and flood studies. In 1990 the National Remote
Sensing Centre analyzed weekly Meteosat visible channel images for Africa in order
to evaluate their potential for fiood-detection (NRSC, 1990). From their analysis an
excellent sequence of images of flooding and drying of the upper Zambezi valley in
Zambia were acquired and processed. Therefore the potential of terrestrial and
meteorological data for mapping flooding is examined w ith a view to determ ining its
viability for studying flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands of Nigeria.

2.5.9

Sum m ary

Satellite data from optical satellite remote sensing systems are presently the most
feasible for monitoring flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, because of their
availability, relative cheapness and ability to discriminate between various surface
covers in the wetlands. Prior to processing a satellite image, image correction has
to be undertaken because of the attenuation and absorption of E arth target radiance,
by the intervening atmospheric constituents, before reaching the satellite sensor.
There is detector imbalance, built in the sensor design, so th a t less radiance is
allowed into the sensor in areas of high reflectance such as deserts, and more
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radiance adm itted when the sensor is over areas of low reflectance such as oceans.
Therefore, radiometric correction need to be applied to the acquired images in order
to correct for radiometric imbalance.

After both atmospheric and radiometric

corrections, the satellite image has to be geometrically rectified to correct for
panoramic distortion and image skew caused by the influence of the E arth curvature,
earth rotation and platform instability. De-striping correction has to be performed
if there are missing scan lines in one or more bands of the image. After image pre
processing, the acquired satellite sensor data is now ready for use.
In choosing the satellite system to commission for data acquisition, over the HadejiaNguru wetlands, certain operational issues have to be considered. These are choices
of satellite sensor data based on the desired frequency of coverage and spatial
resolution. The influence of environmental factors affecting the relationship between
detected radiance and w ater depth are also considered. High spatial resolution
satellites, when not in ’revisit’ mode (if function is available), acquire data over the
same area about every two weeks or more. For example repeat cycles of Landsat-4
and -5 is 16 days, SPOT-1,-2 and -3 is 26 days (in normal mode) and ERS-1 is 35
days (in normal mode). Low spatial resolution satellite data, such as NOAA-AVHRR
and M eteosat data are acquired every 6 hours and 0.5 hour (30 minutes),
respectively. High spatial resolution satellite data is best for monitoring flooding in
the wetlands, but flooding needs to be monitored frequently.

Consequently, a

combination of high and low spatial resolution satellite data need to be employed for
monitoring flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.
Environm ental factors influencing detected radiance over the wetlands are turbidity,
salinity, inundated vegetation, bare soil and wind-speed. Turbidity, salinity and
inundated vegetation are expected to significantly distort the relationship between
w ater depth and radiance. Nevertheless, the influence of environmental factors on
w ater-depth and radiance relationships in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands are
established from field radiometry in Chapter 3.
Different vegetation types or plant species and plants at different stages of growth
will scatter or reflect solar irradiance through varying pathways, because of their
differing leaf sizes, leaf shapes, chlorophyll content and arrangem ent of vegetation
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assemblages (Suits, 1972; Kimes, 1983). Consequently, a variety of vegetation tjrpes
in the same subregion may, to some extent, reflect and scatter light differently.
However, the amount of scattered radiance from vegetation cover, is most affected
by the density of vegetation. This will make the prediction of depth, in inundated
vegetation areas from satellite sensor imagery, very difficult because the depth and
radiance relationship will be severely weakened by these differences in scattering
and reflection.

2.6

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY FOR SATELLITE BATHYMETRY

The techniques used in this study are remote sensing and Geographical Information
System (GIS) techniques. A GIS is a computer system which can collect, store,
validate, reorganize, manipulate, analyze, link, display, summarize and output
spatial data (Marble et ah 1983; Goodchild, 1990). Although GIS is becoming
widespread in use and is being used for mapping (Rhind, 1987), there still exists
significant problems in geographical data handling and integration (Rhind, 1988a).
The problems of operating a GIS (Rhind, 1988b, 1989) are associated with:1) data volumes,
2 ) data quality (namely generalization, currency and compatibilities),
3) understanding the nature of spatial data and GIS tools,
4) organization and management,
5) resource assessm ent (namely amount of computer resources needed for a task),
6 ) skilled manpower,
7) lack of awareness of the different answers from studies on identical data used at
different levels of aggregation or different algorithms, and
8 ) the legality of copyright or liability for incorrect spatial data.

After numerous analysis and consideration of results, the algorithms for predicting
the extent and volume of w ater from satellite sensor imagery (figure 2 .6 . 1) are
derived.

Satellite sensor imagery is used to predict depth of flood w aters from

satellite sensor imagery of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands of Nigeria in Chapters 6 and
7. The satellite sensor imagery is geometrically rectified using GCPs extracted from
1:50,000 topographic map sheets of the study area.
Universal Transverse Mercator coordinate (UTM) file matching the study area, is
appended to the rectified satellite sensor image.

An improved dark object

subtraction atmospheric correction is performed on the image (Chavez, 1988). Areas
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SATELLITE IMAGERY
Geometric rectification
V
Transformation to UTM
Coordinates

1

Atmospheric Correction

I

Level Slicing
(Selection of DN range
^ matching Open Water
and Inundated Vegetation)

Pattern Recognition, Spectral
ratioing and Classification
(to identify Open Water and
Inundated Vegetation on imagery)

^

Registration of Measured Depths
to corresponding Pixel-Radiance
on Satellite Sensor data

Radiometric Calibration
(Radiance Correction)

V
Establishment of Depth and
Radiance Relationships

Application of
Depth-Radiance Equations
Open
Water

Inundated
Vegetation

Open ii
Water ••

Open
Water
Inundated
Vegetation

|| Inundated
Vegetation

D^th-Radiance Equations
from Regression Analysis

Depth, Extent and Volume
of Flooding
(for each pixel and total area)

V
BATHYMETRIC
MAPPING

QUANTITATIVE
ANALYSIS

Figure 2.6.1
Depth-Radiance Prediction models for the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands
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of open w ater flooding and flooded vegetation are determined by processes of pattern
recognition, spectral ratioing and classification. The DN ranges of identified open
w ater flooding and inundated vegetation are derived by level slicing and stored.
The image is calibrated to radiance and pixels corresponding to w ater depths,
m easured simultaneously with image acquisition, are matched to their corresponding
m easured w ater depths. By regression analysis, depth-radiance relationships and
equations are established for open w ater and inundated vegetation from pixel
radiance and their corresponding measured depths. These equations are applied to
pixel radiance of, the density-sliced, open w ater and inundated vegetation to derive
the depth of each pixel in the flood area.

The extent of flooding is obtained

interactively by summing the total area occupied by individual pixels in open w ater
and inundated vegetation. The product of flood extent and depth of w ater within
individual pixels is the volume of flooding. Bathymetric maps are then produced by
converting radiances of respective pixels to DN values, and mapping the various DN
ranges corresponding to selected depth intervals. The algorithms for predicting
depth from radiance are summarised in figure 2 .6 .1.

2.7

SUMMARY

After evaluating the various methods for evaluating flooding and w ater bodies,
optical satellite remote sensing technique is seen as the most feasible and relatively
cheap method to be employed. Differences in the orbital param eters of the various
satellite platforms is both an opportunity and a challenge for setting up an
operational procedure for the processing of the remotely sensed satellite sensor data
used in this research.
Satellite sensors with large FOVs, like the NOAA-AVHRR and Meteosat satellite,
have certain advantages. They have greater areal coverage and higher temporal
frequency of observation as compared to conventional earth-resource satellites like
the Landsat series. Fewer images or computer-compatible-tapes (CCTs) are required
and cost is thereby reduced. Thus, data obtained by sensors with large FOVs are
currently being used for small scale land cover monitoring on a monthly or weekly
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basis (Townshend et al, 1984;

Justice et al, 1985;

Tucker et aL 1985).

The

comparison of spectral information from an off-nadir viewing sensor w ith th a t of a
nadir-viewing sensor will provide additional spectral information from which the
physical characteristics of the target area may be inferred. This is because the
spectral response of natural vegetation viewed at off-nadir angles differ significantly
from the spectral response viewed at nadir. This may improve classification and
discrimination capabilities (Kirchner et aL 1982; Kimes et aL 1985).

The m ain problem with using multi-temporal satellite data over a large area is th a t
the atmospheric conditions may change appreciably from day to day. This means
th a t atmospheric and radiometric corrections would have to be undertaken. After
this the image has to be geometrically rectified to correct for geometric distortions,
after which image analysis can commence. De-striping of one or more bands in the
image may need to be performed if there are missing scan lines. A combination of
high and low spatial resolution satellite sensor data are needed for monitoring
flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands because the former is best for reasonably
accurate flood monitoring and the latter is frequently acquired.
Detected radiance reduces as the depth of w ater increases.

The theoretical

relationship between w ater depth and radiance is linear, but the ’actual’ relationship
is curvilinear. Unlike large open w ater bodies, the relationship between water-depth
and radiance in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands will be complex because of the
interaction of environmental factors like turbidity, vegetation and bare soils with
water. These problems are analyzed and solved in later chapters.
C hapter 3 discusses the two periods of fieldwork undertaken between December 1989
and March 1990; and between August and October 1990. The second fieldwork was
undertaken simultaneously with the acquisition of Landsat-TM and NOAA-AVHRR
satellite images.

Chapter 3 also discusses the field m easurem ent procedures,

including over 1,000 geographically referenced in-situ depth m easurem ents and fieldradiometry. It also examines the various depth and reflectance relationships in the
wetlands, th a t are established from field-radiometry, and factors affecting these
relationships. In Chapters 4 to 7, the in-situ depth m easurem ents are registered to
corresponding pixels on the Landsat-TM and NOAA-AVHRR satellite data.
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respectively, and the relationships between depth and target radiance are
established and equations derived. Established depth and radiance equations are
used to produce bathym etric maps of the wetlands and to calculate the extent and
volume of flooding.
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CHAPTER 3
FIELDWORK AND PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

3.1

INTRODUCTION

Many over-optimistic claims have being made for the automatic detection of land
cover hy satellites; but in practice satellite sensor imagery needs to be calibrated
through fieldwork. This aids understanding the nature of the reflectance properties
of the environment, assessment of atmospheric effects and the production of
relationships between reflectance/radiance and ground cover. Hence, two periods of
fieldwork were undertaken in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands of Nigeria. The first
fieldwork period was from December 1989 to March 1990 and it involved the
validation of land use and land cover classification from a recent Landsat TM
imagery, environmental data collection, establishing institutional contacts and
preparations for the second fieldwork. More details are given in Appendix D. The
second period of fieldwork was conducted from August to October 1990. In situ
w ater depth and field radiometry measurement were undertaken simultaneously or
near-sim ultaneously with Landsat-5 and NOAA-11 satellite overpasses.

The

malfunctioning of the radiometer at the end of the first set of reflectance
m easurem ents (table 3.4.3.1) made it impossible to undertake more detailed field
radiom etry and more detailed reflectance analysis.
The discussion below also considers the relationships between m easured reflectance
and corresponding depths in different environmental conditions.

This was

undertaken before full analysis of satellite measured radiance because ground
radiom etry is free from atmospheric effects on the exitant radiance and w ith its
limited Field Of View (FOV) ground cover can be readily identified. Theoretically,
the form of the relationship between water-depth and reflectance can be established
with greater reliability.

Unfortunately, the field radiometry observations were

inadequate and therefore it was necessary to undertake a second phase of rigorous
analyses in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 . This Chapter on fieldwork describes the fieldwork
procedures and considers the rationale of fieldwork sites and results from field
radiometry. Relationships established from field radiometry and
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knowledge of the variables affecting them are im portant for the calibration of
satellite images and the subsequent prediction of w ater depths from satellite pixel
radiance in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.

3.2

PRINCIPLES OF FIELD RADIOMETRY

Field spectroscopy or radiometry is the m easurem ent of surface reflectance in the
field using either spectro-radiometers or band-pass radiometers.

Radiometers

m easure radiation reflected from natural surfaces at visible, near-inff ared and short
wave infrared wavelengths. The reflectance of a surface is commonly determined by
m easuring the am ount of radiation reflected from the surface relative to the amount
of radiation incident upon a reference panel of known reflectance which is measured
near-simultaneously or sequentially (Rollin, 1990b). This is sometimes referred to
as m easurem ents of the Bidirectional Reflectance Factor (BRF) (Barnsley and Kay,
1990).
Rollin and Milton (1988) report several use of field radiometry, namely:a)
b)
c)
d)

Provision of the research team on the ground with
detailed information on the spectral responses of target
sites.
Correction of airborne data for atmospheric effects.
Absolute and relative calibration of sensors.
Simplification of analysis of hyper-spectral data from
imaging spectrometers.

In field radiometry the sensor is often suspended a few m etres above the target to
be m easured or mounted on a boom at much greater heights, generally oriented in
a nadir-viewing position, and the spectral radiance is m easured in one or more
wavebands (Geodata Unit, 1984). The reflectance spectra of features measured
under field conditions may contain several errors or variabilities in readings,
principally instrum ent error, m easurem ent error and error due to natural variability
in the irradiance and radiance fields (Rollin and Milton, 1990). Sources of natural
variability are mainly due to changes in the sun-sensor-target geometry during the
period of measurem ent, variation in irradiance, and atmospheric effects.
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The

atmosphere is a major source of reflectance spectra uncertainties and these
uncertainties may be introduced at a range of spatial and temporal scales (Slater,
1980;

Richardson, 1981;

Rollin and Steven, 1986;

Rollin and Milton, 1990).

Nonetheless, the reflectance spectra measured with a hand-held radiom eter will
approximate th a t of a sensor on an airborne or orbital platform and may be used to
sim ulate or m easure reflectances under near zero optical depth in term s of the
exitant radiation.
Field radiometers do not measure the same exitant flux as airborne or satellite
imaging sensors because of differences in altitude, FOV, attitude, atmospheric paths
and atmospheric conditions. However, they simulate a response th a t is sim ilar to
the sensors on airborne or orbital platforms. In this study, field radiometer readings
are intended to supplement the Landsat-5 TM satellite sensor imagery used in the
study. They are used to study the spectral responses of target areas a t different
tim es of day and to investigate in greater detail the relationship between depth and
spectral reflectance in open water, clear and turbid waters, inundated vegetation, the
effect of tem perature on these relationships and the mixed pixel problem. It was
also intended to use the field radiometry data to assist in the atmospheric corrections
of the Landsat-5 TM satellite sensor imagery.

3.2.1

F ield R adiom eter And R eference P anel U sed In Study

The equipm ent used for field radiometry is a two-sensor-head Milton M ultiband
Radiometer (MMR). Prior to field radiometry, the radiometer and reference panel
used were calibrated and standardised to absolute reflectance so th a t m easurem ents
recorded could be converted to percent reflectance.
The M ilton M ultiband Radiom eter; The MMR is a Direct C urrent (DC) band
pass radiom eter for m easuring the spectral reflectance of surface or ground targets
under field conditions (Geodata Unit, 1984). The MMR is capable of recording
radiance between 0.4pm and 1.75pm with the specific band-widths defined by the
selected combination of filters and detectors.

The instrum ent is not absolutely

calibrated and is therefore used to measure spectral
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radiance relative to a

reflectivity standard. The angular FOV of each detector on the sensor is about 15°
and a t a working height of 2 metres about 88 % (4m^) of the target area is coincident
for all 4 detectors.
R e fle c tiv ity S ta n d a rd :

Field and laboratory standards should conform to

Lam bert’s Cosine Law. That is, they should be as near as possible to a perfect
diffuse reflector so th a t their behaviour with changing solar-sensor geometry is
known (Geodata Unit, 1984). Field reflectivity standards th a t are commonly used
include grey panels, Kodak grey cards, Fibre-flax, Halon panel and Aluminium plates
coated w ith Barium Sulphate paint or pressed Barium Sulphate or smoked
M agnesium Oxide or Ceramic tiles.

According to Philipson et al (1989), cheap

portable grey standards whose reflectance approximate those of n atural surfaces
m ight be successfully employed for field reflectance calibration. Kodak neutral test
cards are inexpensive and readily available. However, they are only available in one
size which is small, and accurate m easurements of reflectance require th a t cards
from the same batch are used (Milton, 1989). In field radiometry, several of these
reference panels (with the exception of the halon) are easily damaged or soiled. Also,
surfaces of reference panels with barium sulphate coating are hydrophillic and may
be easily damaged in natural environmental conditions (Nonaka, 1974).
The Halon panel, a Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) plate of one square foot in
dimension and two kilograms in weight, is the preferred reflectance standard in this
study. The prim ary reasons for the choice are th at the PTFE is durable, easy to
m aintain (Marjoram et aL 1990), washable and reusable. Since, the research area
(Hadejia-Nguru wetlands) is seasonally flooded, and is dusty and sandy in most
parts, the panel will be soiled almost daily, after field radiometry. It’s washability
m eant th a t the same standard could be used during the 3-month fieldwork.

3.2.2

C a lib ra tio n O f T h e MMR

The MMR used for the field radiometry was calibrated and standardised to absolute
(percent) reflectance at the N atural Environmental Research Council’s Equipm ent
Pool for Field Spectroscopy (NERC-EPFS) in Southampton University.
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The

calibration was performed in 3 major stages, namely:

a) Calibration of the Sensor heads.
b) Calibration of the PTFE panel.
c) Derivation of reflectance constants.

SPECTRAL
REGION

MMR BANDS

Band

Wavelength <|im)

APPROXIMATE TM BANDS

Band

W avelength (jim)

GREEN

0 .5 1 - 0.61

0 .5 2 - 0 .6 0

RED

0 .6 0 - 0 .7 0

0 .6 3 - 0 .6 9

NEAR INFRARED

0 .7 3 - 1.13

0 .7 6 - 0 .9 0

INFRARED

1.00 - 1.80

1 .5 5 - 1 .7 5

Table 3.2.2.1
Calibrated MMR Wavelengths compared with Landsat TM Bands
Source: Geodata Unit (1984); N R SC (1986); M ilton (1990)
The wavelengths of bands 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the calibrated MMR (UCL MMR D004 M2
M) were designed to approximate TM bands 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively, of the
Landsat 4 and 5 satellites (table 3.2.2.1). The derivation of the results from the
calibration of the sensor heads and PTFE panel was accomplished in 3 stages, as
follows:1)
2)
3)

Reference voltages from the detectors were normalised
to account for their relative spectral response.
Voltages by target instruments are normalised relative
to normalised signal or normalised source intensity.
The target signal of the respective bands are
normalised.

The reflectance measurements were standardized to absolute values and derived as
spectral reflectance (in percent) of the PTFE relative to a perfect diffuser. Values
for band 4 were derived using archive data from similar sensors. However, band 4
was not used for field radiometry because it is very broad and provides a poor
surrogate for Landsat-TM band-5 (since TM band-5 covers less than 25% of the
spectral bandwidth of MMR band-4) (table 3.2.2.1 and figure 3.2.2.Id).
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UCL MMR 0004 M2 M

UCL MMR D004 M2 M

Wavelength

Wavelength

(nm)

(nm)

(b)

(a)

UCL MMR 0004 M2 M
( d e p r e s e n ta llv e p l o t o f UCL IMI b in d r ts p o n s e )

Wa v e l e n g t h

(nm)

Wavelength

(d)

(c)

Figure 3.2.2.1
Relative spectral response of MMR bands 1 to 4
Source: Milton (1990)
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(nm)

The percent in-band reflectance of the PTFE (UCL) panel relative to a perfect
diffuser for nadir viewing were calculated (see table 3.2.2.2 below). These values are
the correction (k) values needed to reduce the observed target reflectance and PTFE
reflectance values from field radiometry to absolute (percent) reflectance.

PERCENT REFLECTANCE
MMEi

MMR2

MMR3

SENSOR A

95.2

94.0

88.4

SENSOR B

95.3

94.0

89.0

71.1

Table S.2 .2.2
Percent in-band reflectance of PTFE (UCL) relative
to a perfect diffuser for nadir viewing
Source: Rollin (1990a)

3.3

SAMPLING METHODS

Depths of flooded areas are observed using measuring rods and water conductivity
was obtained from a hand-held conductivity meter in open water and inundated
vegetation of varying turbidity. Spectral reflectance measurements of open water
and inundated vegetation in selected sites, were undertaken using field radiometry
for three main reasons. First, it is intended to examine the utility of spectral data,
from field radiometry, for correcting a simultaneously acquired Landsat-5 TM
satellite sensor data for atmospheric scattering, since the former is not affected by
atmospheric scattering. Second, field spectra data are also intended to be used for
studying the mixed pixel problem on the land and open water boundaries, land and
inundated vegetation boundaries, and open water and inundated vegetation
boundaries. This is with a view to de-convolving mixed pixels in the satellite sensor
imagery. Third, relationships established from field radiometry are to be used as
guides or checks for establishing depth and radiance relationships for the
simultaneously acquired Landsat-5 TM satellite sensor imagery.
The ultimate aim of the second period of fieldwork is to collect data for predicting
depths and extent of flooding from reflectance or radiance values of flooded areas.
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Therefore the sampling technique adopted for fieldwork should ensure that different
areas of various depths, representative of the wetlands, are included in the samples
observed. A systematic sampling technique was employed because it is the most
efficient since radiation is spatially correlated and largely stochastic (Webster et al,
1989). To avoid bias, observations were largely probabilistic.

Spacing between

observations were small, say every 5 metres, for waters with rapidly changing depths
and wide, say every 50 metres, for areas of gradually changing or relative constant
depths. Depth, spectral and salinity samples were taken along transects at 5 to 25
metre intervals near land, in shallow waters or in waters of rapidly changing depths,
and at 25 to 50 metre intervals some distance from the land or in waters overlying
bottom topographies of mild gradients or equal depths (figure 3.3.1).

Traverse connection
to road intersection

LAND

Land/Water
boundary

F L\0 O D

+1, +2
+3 to +n

+n

Traverse connection
to survey beacons

Spectral
measurements
Depth & Spectral
measurements
Ranging Pole
Control Point

Figure 3.3.1
Depth measurement and field radiometry procedure
The transects in each site are spaced at 100 metre intervals and the beginning of
each transect was marked on land with white paint or painted iron spikes,
tangential to the water edge. These markers (labelled

to P^) were connected by

closed traverse survey, to government survey beacons of known coordinates or road
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intersections discernible on Landsat-TM satellite image. The survey traverse was
performed with a Surveyor’s total station, comprising of an Electromagnetic Distance
Measurement (EDM) instrument mounted on a theodolite (Plate 3.3.1), and readings
were taken to reflectors mounted on stations on the traverse line and markers.

m
Plate 3.3.1
Closed survey traverse from government beacons to transects in Nguru Lake
Prior to sample point measurements a ranging pole, with a white flag fastened to its
apex, is mounted on each marker denoting the start point of each transect, namely
Pj to P„. From each point measured, along the transect, compass bearings and
sextant (angular) readings are taken to the ranging pole denoting the starting point
of the transect and to the pole of any other transect, and are recorded (Appendix F-1,
2 , 3). In the case of depth measurements, the turbidity, nature of vegetation and

beaufort (wind) force are also recorded at instance of sample measurement. During
field radiometry, spectral measurements were taken to the target (surface) and
reflectivity standard (reference). At instance of measurement the nature of the sky,
time, method, height of sensor, salinity or conductivity, turbidity, wind-speed,
vegetation characteristics and temperature were also recorded. At the end of the
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fieldwork, wherever possible, precise m easurem ents irom the pole or m arker a t the
beginning of each transect were made to the end of the transect or n*^ sample point
(figure 3.3.1). This is an extra check to the cumulative distances of sample points
along each transect, which are computed at the end of each daily fieldwork. The
coordinates of sample point m easurem ents, relative to each transect m arker, are
computed.

These coordinates are converted to UTM coordinates relative to

government survey beacons on the ground or relative to UTM coordinates of road
intersections on the satellite sensor image coinciding with the connection on the
ground.

Thus, each sample point are geographically referenced and could be

matched accurately to the satellite sensor data (see Chapter 4).

3.4

SITES SELECTED FOR SAMPLING

The sites selected for depth m easurem ents and field radiometry, were carefully
chosen after a one week intensive and extensive reconnaissance survey of the
wetlands in August 1990 and the perusal of some data collected during the first
period of fieldwork (December 1989 to March 1990). The selection of sites was based
on their characteristics and accessibility. Thus, sites 1 to 5 (figure 3.4.1.1) which are
used for studying various depth and reflectance relationships and for calibrating the
Landsat-5 TM satellite sensor data used in the study, are broadly representative of
the wetlands and readily accessible by land or water. Four other sites (a,b,c,d) were
selected as control test sites, to be later compared to incident sites on the
bathym etric subscenes produced from the satellite sensor image to which depthradiance relationships derived in Chapter 4 were applied.

3.4.1

S ites S elected For D epth M easurem ents And F ield R adiom etry

The sites in which both depth m easurem ents and field radiometry were undertaken,
are the flooded areas in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands (figure 3.4.1.1):1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Site
Site
Site
Site
Site

1
2
3
4
5

-

East of Nguru Army Barracks
North of Dabar Magani settlem ent
The Nguru Lake region
M aikintari fadam a region
Madachi rice cultivation region,
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and depth m easurem ents only in:6)
7)
8)
9)

Site
Site
Site
Site

A
5A
5B
50

-

North of Gwaiyo (Gorgoram-Musari region)
lyo and river Zirgirm region, 2 to 4km southeast of Madachi
Kafado Lake, 7km south of Madachi
Gareriya Lake, 7km south-southeast of Madachi

Depth m easurem ents from sites 1 to 5 are used in the following chapters to derive
depth-radiance equations and relationships for predicting depth from Landsat-5 and
NOAA-H/11AVHRR satellite sensor images. Sites 5A, 5B and 50 are located on the
border of site 5. Depth from sites A, 5A, 5B and 50 were used, after predicting
depth from satellite sensor radiance in the foi (o u^ing chapters, as control to visually
verify the accuracy of prediction. Waters in sites 1, 2, 3 and ’A’ are turbid but
relatively clear, as the hum an eye could see objects which are about 1 m etre below
the w ater surface. In sites 4, 5, 5A, 5B and 50 the situation is rath er different as
w aters in the selected sites appear to be very turbid and the hum an eye can only
perceive objects th a t are about 5 cm below the w ater surface. However, the Project
Ooordinator of the HNWOP said th a t laboratory analysis of waters in sites 1, 2, 3
and sites 4, 5 showed th at the sediment concentration was about the same (about
500 mg/litre), although those in the latter are suspended whilst those in the former
are dissolved. So, this may account partly for the apparent difference in turbidity
between w aters in the northern and southern parts of the wetland.

Also, the

southern p art of the wetland contains the upper catchm ent and w ater flow is from
south to north with subsequent higher erosive activities by rain and channel flow.
Thus, soil particles are carried in suspension from the southern catchment to the
northern reaches. By the time the flood waters gets to the northern p art of the
wetland the flow is much reduced and therefore much suspended sediments settle
down on the river beds and much is also filtered off by vegetation in the paths of the
flood flow.
The differences in turbidity, ion/salt concentrations, type of vegetation, concentration
of vegetation and stage of growth or heights of vegetation types may ham per easy
or straight-forward comparisons. Due to these problems, the analysis of the field
radiom etry results were done for each site respectively and then for all the sites
collectively and compared, since the reflectance spectra may be significantly affected
by these variables.
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Figure 3.4.1.1
Location of field sites in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands
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3.4.2

V egetation In S elected S ites

E ast o f N guru barracks (site 1):
The m ain natural vegetation here were Remirea maritimae (Cyperaceae), which are
rice-like plants (plate 3.4.2.1). This is one of the major rice growing areas. Rice
crops were intertw ined with Remirea maritimae.

N orth o f D abar M agani settlem en t (site 2):
This is a Leech-infested site. Rice is grown here. Remirea maritimae (Cyperaceae)
is a dom inant natural vegetation (plate 3.4.2.2). Rotthoellia exaltata (Gramineae) is
also largely present. There are also several patches of Mimosa yisra present.
N guru Lake region (site 3):
The lake consists of mainly open w ater with several flooded islands of less than
1,000 square metres to over 2,500 square metres. The w ater in the lake extends to
very shallow w ater areas of dense,medium and sparse vegetation (plate 3.4.2.3).
The sparsely vegetated areas - consists mainly of Erasrostis ciliaris. Balanites spp.,
Hyphaene thehaica (trees) and Andropogon spp. (wild rice).
The medium vegetated areas - comprise mainly of Cyperus nuducaulis, Oryza spp.,
cultivated rice. Cassia occidentalism Hibiscus physaloides and Polysonum pulchrus
plants.
The densely vegetated areas - mainly consisted of Phrasmites communis, M itrasyna
inermis. Acacia spp., Androposon sayanus and Balanites spp..
The open w aters - in areas with floating or under-water vegetation, had mainly
Nym phae lotus (Nymphaeceae) (Bado - H ausa)^ Utricularia deflexa {Kayayyashi H a u sa ) and Polysonum laniserum (Zalobeya - in H a u sd ) of the Polygonaceae
family.
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Plate 3.4.2.1
East of Nguru Barracks (Site 1)

Plate 3.4.2.2
North of Dabar Magani Settlement (Site 2)
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Plate 3.42.3
Nguru Lake (Site 3)
M aikintari fadama region (site 4):
This is an inundated fadama area with very turbid water and with the visible eye
nothing could be seen for more than about 5 cm below the water surface (plate
3.4.2.4). The vegetation present were concentrated on the land-water boundary
areas.

The vegetation were mainly grasses (Echinochloa spp.) and crops on

farmlands which had been inundated by the flood waters. These crops were mainly
millet and guinea corn with few rice crops.
Madachi region (site 5):
In the flood waters nearer the town the main plant type was Desmodium spp.
(Papilionaceae). Other plants are Aeschynomenes spp. (Papilionaceae) and Cyperus
imbricatus

(Cyperaceae).

Further from Madachi town Ipomoea aguatica

(Convolvulaceae) and Neptunia oleracea (Mimosaceae - sensitive to touch)( Ya/z^om H ausa) were common. Typha australis (Typhaceae) {Kachala - H ausa) are tall
reeds often greater than 3 metres in height, from their roots, and were found in
several large patches around this site. Cultivated rice crops dominate areas closer
to Madachi town and account for over 90% of the vegetation in several areas.
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Plate 3.4.2.4
Maikintari Fadama region (Site 4)

m

Plate 3.4.2.5
Madachi region (Site 5)
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Gwaiyo region (site A); This is an area of cultivation. The site is open water with
some Nym phae lotus and Oryza spp..
River Zirgirim-Iyo region (site 5A): The vegetation consists mainly of Typha
australis, Oryza spp. and cultivated rice.

Kafado Lake (site 5B); The vegetation consists mainly of Typha australis,
Nym phae lotus and Maichara (in H ausa).

Gareriya Lake (site 5C): The vegetation consists mainly of Typha australis and
Nymphae lotus.

V.

%

%

'''A

air-

Plate S.4.2.6
lyo and River Zirgirim region (Site 5A)
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#
Plate 3.4.2.7
Kafado Lake (Site 5B)

■

>
Plate 3.4.2.S
Gareriya Lake (Site 5C)
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3.4.3

F ield w ork Schedule

The most probable earliest flood peak dates in the Hadejia-Nguru W etlands are 5
August a t Wacbakal and 19 October at Gasbua (Adams and Hollis, 1989; Penson,
1989). So, the fieldwork was planned for the August to October, 1990, period. The
computed overpass dates for Landsat-5 TM satellite, during the wetlands’ flood peak
period in the year 1990, are 1 August, 17 August, 2 September, 18 September, 4
October and 20 October (Price, 1988). Thus, the fieldwork was designed to fit the
Landsat-5 TM satellite overpass dates from August to October 1990.
Depth m easurem ents were taken 2 days to Landsat-5 TM satellite overpass, the day
of satellite overpass and 2 days after satellite overpass. This was because the flood
levels in the wetlands were not expected to increase appreciably w ithin a five day
period, and also flood levels two days before and two days after the satellite overpass
are expected to be close to levels on the satellite overpass date. Spectral and salinity
m easurem ents were taken three to five days before the satellite overpass, and three
and four days after the satellite overpass. The spectral reflectance of flood waters,
inundated vegetation and land cover are not expected to change significantly within
a space of a few days, and so spectral measurements could be made up to 5 days
before or after each overpass date (see table 3.4.3.1). Both radiometric and w ater
depth m easurem ents were planned for Landsat-5 satellite overpass dates.

The

radiometric observations are used to establish relationships between depth and
reflectance (section 3.5) and for evaluating its potential for correcting simultaneously
acquired satellite imagery for atmospheric effects (Chapter 4), M easured depths are
used to calibrate Landsat-TM satellite sensor imagery so as to establish depth and
radiance relationships for w ater depth prediction (Chapters 5, 6 ). During the first
set of field radiometry m easurements, from 28 August to 6 September 1990 (table
3.4.3.1), the MMR input signals gradually deteriorated as a result of a leakage in one
of the lead wires. Consequently, faulty m easurements were discarded and the MMR
was not used for subsequent reflectance measurements and this prevented more
detailed analysis. Nevertheless, it was possible to make reasonable analyses with
the lim ited spectral reflectance observations made with the MMR (see section 3.5).
There were four days interval between each successive set of m easurem ents. This
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was to allow the survey team to complete outstanding computations of fieldwork
data, to re-evaluate fieldwork strategies, to prepare equipment for next set of
measurements, to repair or replace damaged equipment and to rest.
A summarised time-table for field measurements is given below:-

SETS OF OBSERVATIONS

BAT

W

liM i

28 Aug.

13 Sept.

29 Sept.

15 Oct.

Spectral

29 Aug.

14 Sept.

30 Sept.

16 Oct.

Spectral

30 Aug.

15 Sept.

1 Oct.

17 Oct.

Spectral

31 Aug.

16 Sept.

2 Oct.

18 Oct.*

Depth

1 Sept.

17 Sept.

3 Oct.

19 Oct.

Depth

2 Sept.=<

18 Sept.

4 Oct.

20 Oct.

Depth & Spectral

3 Sept.

19 Sept.

5 Oct.

21 Oct.

Depth

4 Sept.

20 Sept.*

6 Oct.

22 Oct.

Depth

5 Sept.

21 Sept.

7 Oct.

23 Oct.

Spectral

6 Sept.

22 Sept.

8 Oct.*

24 Oct.

Spectral

3, A

5, 5A,5B,5C

Table 3.4.3.1
Fieldwork schedule for flood depth observations and field radiometry in 1990
(6^ = Landsat-5 TM satellite overpass in the wetlands)
(* = N O A A -H I11 AVH RR acquisition dates in West Africa)
Observations were made by the author and a team of field assistants under his
supervision in all the sites except site A. Observations in site A was conducted by
secondary school leavers under the author’s employ, because the area was
inaccessible during peak flooding and when accessible is about two hours drive away
from camp. During the third and fourth sets of observations, that commenced on 29
September 1990 and 15 October 1990, depth measurements were conducted in place
of spectral measurements because of the deterioration in the input signals or
reflectance detected by one of the sensors. Regular depth levels were also taken at
some selected reference points.

This was to facilitate the reduction of depths

measured outside the Landsat-5 TM satellite overpass date to levels of th at date.
The assumption made is that flood levels in the wetlands varied proportionately all
through the wetlands around the flood peak periods in 1990:
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1)
2)

3)

because of the low slope of the water surface and assumed
conservation of mass and storage;
because there is low flood wave which is due to low wind action over
the water surface. The wetland vegetation acts as wind break and
shields the surface waters from excessive winds, except in the Nguru
Lake, which is open;
the assumption is practicaj^because there is little or no channelization
of flows during the period^peak flooding, which in 1990 corresponded
to the period Landsat-TM satellite imagery ^acquired for this research.
So, further increase or decrease in water levels upstream may result
in about the same increase or decrease downstream.

The depth and spectral measurements spanned through a two-month period because
it was not known which Landsat-5 TM satellite sensor imagery would be delivered,
since the special acquisition request stated that only a Landsat-5 TM satellite sensor
image with not more than 30% cloud cover would be accepted by the author. Also,
NOAA-AVHRR satellite sensor images covering the period August to October were
ordered, to be acquired, during the fieldwork.

3.5

D EPTH

AND

REFLECTANCE

RELATIONSHIPS

FO R

FIELD

RADIOMETRY
The spectral radiance of selected surface covers measured on the field were converted
to percent reflectance and corrected using the ’k’ factors (table 3.2.2.2, above) derived
from the calibration. The corrected reflectance values of the various targets observed
were geographically referenced to UTM coordinates.

Linear and curvilinear

regression analyses were performed using reflectances and variables measured
during field radiometry in sites 1 to 5 in order to establish the relationship between
depth, temperature, wind-speed, salinity, water/land boundary and vegetation.
Exponential and linear regressions were seen to give better correlations.
The formulae used are:1) Linear regression

y = a +/3 x.............................................................................................................(3.1)
2) Exponential regression
log^ - a + bx ..................................................................................................... (3 .2 )
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Where,
a =y -

P=%

si

y - - ^ y ,

* = -

=Z(*i - ^)Cy, - ÿ) =Evi - M ^ÿ

r =

sl = E(y,-ÿf

=

Ey ?- « 7

Where,
a
7^
X

y
logg

= Constant term of regression
= Regression coefficient
= Square of the correlation coefficient
= Estim ated value of the predictor
(independent or controlled) variable
= Estim ated value of the response or dependent variable
= N atural logarithm (logarithm to base e)

The independent variables used in the analysis of field radiometry are water-depth,
tem perature, salinity and vegetation. The dependent variables are percent spectral
radiances or reflectance and salinity. Other independent factors considered were
turbidity and wind-speed.

In the analysis only sites with enough data on the

variables in question were considered for each relationship. The bands used in this
investigation are MMRl, MMR2 and MMR3, corresponding to the green, red and
near-infrared regions of the spectrum, respectively.

The degree of association

between each set of independent and dependent variables was established by
deriving the squared correlation coefficient (r^) because it reflects the relationship
between two variables after anomalies or residuals have been considered (Hammond
and McCullagh, 1986).
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In a linear relationship there may exist a spurious correlation when there is no
causal relation between the two variables (Hays, 1988). A third variable may be the
lurking variable responsible for causing the observed relationship between the first
two variables.

Multiple linear correlations or regressions may be employed to

determ ine the relationship between two or more causal (%) variables.

P artial

correlation or regression may be used to examine the interrelationship th a t exists
among three or more variables by examining a linear relationship between two
variables as though values on at least one other variable had been held constant
(Hays, 1988). In the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands multiple and partial correlations or
regressions between the satellite or radiometer spectral wavebands, water-depths,
turbidity and salinity will be valid for only one scene since these variables are auto
correlated and cannot be applied operationally. Also, known variable;will be needed
to solve for three unknowns and this introduces uncertainties in the results.
Multiple and partial correlations or regressions, if performed for the wetlands, will
only be an academic exercise and will serve no practical purpose in this research or
in creating an operational model for predicting w ater depths in the wetlands.
Consequently, multiple and partial regression analysis were not performed.
Figure 3.5.1 is an hypothetical curve representing the general relationship between
w ater depth and reflectance in open waters and inundated vegetation in selected
sites in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.

It has been exaggerated for illustrative

purpose, but the shape is based on actual relationships observed in the wetlands.
The slopes are negative, which implies th at reflectance decreases with increasing
depth as more irradiance is absorbed (see figure 3.5.1 for relationship). At the top
of the curve reflectance is most sensitive to variation in depth because the bottom
of the shallow w aters has strong influence on irradiance. Thus, the accuracy of
predicting reflectance a t shallow depths (under 30cm) is low because reflectance
rapidly decreases with depth. But between 30 to 80cm there is rapidly reducing
sensitivity as a result of much reduced bottom reflectance and so accuracy of
prediction is higher because reflectance slowly decreases w ith depth. However, the
most accurate predictions can be made for or from depths over 80 or 100cm. Here,
the influence of bottom reflectance is very weak or negligible and the curve is the
least sensitive. Theoretically, the accuracy of prediction increases with increasing
depth up to a threshold point which in figure 3.5.1 is around 4m depth.
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Figure 3.5.1
Hypothetical relationship between w ater depth and reflectance
A Universal relationship for w ater depth and reflectance in both open w aters and
inundated vegetation could not be established from ground radiom etry and the r^
values (MMRl = 0.03, MMR2 = 0.09, MMR3 = 0.16) were very poor and not
statistically significant. This is due to the great spectral difference between the
green canopies of inundated vegetation and the open w ater bodies which have
differing spectral responses. Therefore, separate relationships m ust be established
for open w ater and inundated vegetation respectively.
Factors affecting these relationships, such as turbidity, salinity and tem perature,
were examined and their effect on the depth-radiance relationship analyzed. The
summ ary of the regression analysis, given below (table 3.5.1), excludes r^ values of
certain specific sites where the num ber of readings were too small for such analysis.
Following a full analysis of results it was found th a t more distinct relationships were
derived for depth and open w ater reflectance th an for depth and inundated
vegetation reflectance (table 3.5.1). For clarity the following analysis has been sub
divided into these two classifications of land cover. Investigations also show th a t as
depth increases so conductivity declines as expected but the relationships between
w ater depth and salinity (conductivity) are not significant (table 3.5.1).
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Hence,

salinity is not significant in the analyses of radiometry. O ther relationships were
investigated to see how they affect w ater depth and reflectance relationship. More
detailed discussions of the various relationships are discussed in sections 3.5.1, 2, 3,
4 below.

IN U N D A T E D V E G E T A T IO N

O P E N W A TER
S IT E

SPECTRA L

BA N D S

M MRl
(TM -2)

M MR2
(TM -3)

MMR3
(TM -4)

M MRl
(TM-2)

M MR2
(TM -3)

MMR3
(TM -4)

CONDUCTIVITY

FR

FR

FR

-0.31

-0.30

-0.26

-0.08

FR

FR

FR

FR

FR

FR

-0.34

-0.78

-0.94

-0.49

0.12

0.06

0.02

-0.51

-0.31

-0.24

-0.62

FR

FR

FR

-0.0003

-0.36

-

0.22

-0.18

0.01

0.01

0.03

-0.23

-0.61
[-0.273]

0.0002

-0.05

-0.0006

[-0 .12]

-0.51
[-0.30]

-0.44

-

-

0.12

Table 3.5.1
W ater depth - reflectance relationships and w ater depth - conductivity relationships
in open w ater and inundated vegetation in Hadejia-Nguru wetlands in the morning
(Note: Negative relationships are exponential; positive are linear;
FR = Few Readings - too few for one-site analysis; [ ] a re aftern oon observations)

3.5.1

D ep th A nd R eflectance R elationship In O pen W ater

Areas of open w ater were studied and the general relationship between w ater-depth
and w ater spectral reflectance were established using morning and afternoon
measurem ents. The relationships are curvilinear and ’exponential’. Relationships
from afternoon m easurem ents were much weaker than those from morning
m easurem ents, for example the afternoon r^ was -0.30 for MMRl, -0.27 for MMR2
and -0.12 for MMR3 in sites 1 to 5. This may be due to the unstable atmospheric
conditions in the afternoons or more likely the Milton hand-held spectral radiom eter
may have been affected by the intense afternoon heat.

Although morning

m easurem ents were also affected by atmospheric changes, they showed stronger
correlations than results from those made in the afternoon. In the light of this, the
preceding relationships established in this investigation were from morning
m easurem ents only.
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Figure 3.5.1.1
Depth and reflectance relationship in open w ater in sites 1 to 5 (a.m)

Residuals are errors around the regression line and are the differences between the
observed and predicted values.

Most of the larger residuals of the regression

analysis between depth and reflectance were sensed by the M M Rl (green) band
(figure 3.5.1.1). The green band is the most sensitive band for w ater reflectance. A
sum m ary of these residuals and the nature of the w ater area of discrete
m easurem ents are given in the table 3.5.

1 . 1

below. The w aters in which major

residuals were found are all in the deeper w aters and flood w aters of high suspended
sedim ent concentration. In the very turbid w aters the naked eye cannot see more
than about 5 cm below the w ater surface although depths are up to 2.5m in some
places observed. Also, readings were taken towards noon or were m ade close to
dense vegetation or strong w ater current. Therefore the large residuals m ay have
resulted from a variety of reasons, namely underw ater vegetation, in stru m en tal error
(because of the intense heat a t th a t time of day), or the instability and drifting of the
boat due to the strong current although turbidity appears to be influencing these
results at sites 4 and 5 (see sections 3.5.3, 4, 5 and C hapters 2 and 5).

The correlation of depth w ith reflectance was calculated separately for N guru Lake
region (site 3), M aikintari Fadam a region (site 4) and M adachi Rice region (site 5)
(table 3.5. . ) where open w ater was found.
1

1

This was in order to see if the

correlation w ithin each site would be better or the same as th a t for the whole region.
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All the relationships are exponential. The m easurem ents taken in Nguru E ast and
Dabar North regions were too few for any meaningful analysis. The r^ for N guru
Lake (site 3) (-0.78, -0.94 and -0.49) is higher than the morning r^ for the whole
region (table 3.5.1). The major residuals are all found w ithin the 1.0 to 1.1 m etre
depth areas, with the exception of one band (MMR3) which is w ithin 2.17 m depth.
All the residuals were measured in pockets of open w ater between shallow w aters
and rice crops.

REFLECTANCE

MB

TIME

(m)

MaiMataH

0.50

25

11:30 am

High suspended sediments.

Matkiatarl

0.50

29

11:35 am

High suspended sediments.

Maikintari

0.50

21

11:40 am

High suspended sediments.

Madaahi

0.80

19

11:33 am

High suspended sediments.

Madackt

0.50

19

11:15 am

High suspended sediments. 40
m etres to dense rice area.

21

10:09 am

High suspended sediments. 22 m to
Typha reeds. Strong w ater current.

9:50 am

High suspended sediments. 45 m to
lilies and 40 m to Typha. Strong
current.

SITE

MMR
BAND

DEPTH

Madachi

Madachi

0.80

11

1.30

16

NATURE OP WATER/AREA

Table 3.5.1.1
N ature of major residuals in open w ater
W ater in the M aikintari region (site 4) is extremely turbid with a visibility of about
5 cm.

From the r^ values (table 3.5.1 above), MMR3 appears to show greater

correlation between w ater depth and its reflectance than M M Rl,2. However, the
correlations were all fairly weak. They were similar but slightly weaker th an the
results for the region and MMR3 (NIR) band appears most suitable. Conversely, in
the Madachi region (site 5) MMRl showed a higher exponential correlation followed
by MMR and MMR3 (table 3.5.1), although this is not particularly significant given
2

th a t the results in this site were the poorest in the wetlands. This may be due to the
extremely turbid w aters (with a visibility of about 5 cm), and underw ater plants.

S um m ary
The correlations were lower for the five sites in the wetlands, combined, compared
to individual sites, refiecting the diverse range of environmental conditions affecting
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spectral reflectances. This casts doubt on the ability of remotely sensed images to
be used with a single, universal relationship between w ater depth and reflectance.
However, this does not mean a universal relationship should not be used.

An

examination of the r^ values (table 3.5.1) show th at the general relationship (-0.51
MMRl, -0.61 MMR2 and -0.44 MMR3) is only a little lower th an for site 3 (-0.78
MMRl, -0.94 MMR2 and -0.49 MMR3) and for MMR3 (-0.62) in site 4; and it is
higher th an corresponding bands in site 5 and MMRl in site 4.

Therefore a

universal relationship results in a lowering of relationships in some individual sites
and an improvement in others. The most suitable wavebands, to use for sensing the
entire wetlands, are the Green and NIR bands. By comparing the coefficients of
determ ination and the regressions for the whole region w ith those for individual sites
it is seen th a t there is an exponential relationship between depth of open w ater and
reflectance w ithin the wetlands. It appears th a t it will be possible to relate ground
radiom etry reflectance values of open w ater to particular depths or ranges of depths
within 0.8 to over 4 metres of w ater reliably (see figure 3.5.1.1), between 0.3 to 0.8
m etre adequately and between 0 to 0.3 metre poorly. Generally, the relationships
established in the field were not as strong as may be hoped for.

3,5.2 D epth And R eflectance R elationship In Inundated V egetation
The r^ for w ater depth and reflectance in inundated vegetation were calculated (table
3.5.1) and scattergram s and regression lines plotted (figure 3.5.2.1, below).
The general correlation is extremely weak but slightly exponential (table 3.5.1 and
figure 3.5.2.1).

It may be said th a t there is no correlation or no significant

correlation between w ater depth and vegetation. Although all the variables of very
high reflectance were radiances sensed by the NIR (MMR3) waveband (table 3.5.2.1),
MMR2 had the highest r^ in sites 1 to 5 combined (table 3.5.1).

Some of the

residuals were in shallow waters. The high reflectance of these variables indicates
the sensitivity of MMR3 band to changes in vegetation reflectance.
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Figure 3.5.2.1
Depth and reflectance relationship in inundated vegetation in sites 1 to 5

SITE

liïiaiiv n tsi W IÜ EP#::;:

BAND

REFLECTANCE

TIME

NATURE OF VEGETATION/AREA

(%)

3

Dabar
Dabar
Dabar

3
3
3

0.20
0.24
0.25

22.5
45.3
50.2

10:02 am
10:17 am
10:30 am

Dense Reed vegetation, >1.5 m above
w ater

3

Dabar
Dabar
Dabar

3
3
3

0.60
0.62
0.65

45.2
45.5
46.6

9:38 am
9:45 am
9:54 am

Short but dense reed vegetation, <1 m
above w ater

4

Madachi

3

0.21

35.0

11:51 am

Dense vegetation, >2 m in height

5

Madachi
Madachi

3
3

0.73
0.95

40.2
46.0

9:15 am
10:42 am

Oryza spp. (rice-like grass) - ’Roba’
(Hausa), about 0.5 m above w ater

5

Madachi

3

0.75

40.3

9:24 am

Very dense and very green rice crops

5

Madachi

3

1.32

40.9

9:35 am

Nymphae spp. (lilies) (Bado - Hausa)

Table 3.5.2.1
Variables causing Major Residuals in flooded vegetation relationship
The main vegetation cover contributing to the weakening spectral and depth
relationships in sites 3 to 5 are dense and healthy reeds, Oryza spp, rice and
Nymphae spp (table 3.5.2.1). The vegetation studied were generally found in waters
less than 1 metre deep.
observed was 0.45m.
standard deviation

The average depth of water in the flooded vegetation

The standard deviation

is 0.29853 and the sample

is 0.30233. This suggests that although there is a poor

relationship between reflectance and depth, if areas of inundated vegetation can he
identified through remote sensing then an average depth can be utilized for such
areas fairly reliably. The concept of radiometric plant cover suggests th at the side
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as well as the top of an object protruding above a surface will be seen if viewed from
an angle, but the object will obscure part of the surface as viewed from a radiom eter
(Jackson et aU 1980). Hence, more vegetation and less soil will be seen as the view
angle increases. With the band-beld radiometer it was impossible to m aintain a
constant view-angle while making observations in the wetlands because of errors in
positioning at constant angle, instability of boat and differential height of vegetation
cover. These m ust have contributed to errors in observation. Also, different plants
have different architectural configuration and physical properties which control the
bidirectional reflectances of the vegetation, the surface albedo, and the penetration
of sunlight into the canopy (Brakke and Otterman, 1990). In Chapter 1, flooded
vegetation for November 1986 could be classified into dense vegetation, medium
vegetation, flood extent and wet area with accuracies of 90.9%, 85.7%, 73.2% and
76.8%, respectively. This may explain the relatively lower accuracies. From the
classification it is then possible to derive an approximate w ater volume from flooded
vegetation regions by using average or mean depth and extent of coverage. This
estim ate could be improved if the average depths for each main class of flooded
vegetation is known through fieldwork or ecological and phonological information.
The correlation of w ater depth with the vegetation reflectance in the contiguous
regions were assessed for comparative reasons. The r^ calculated for the Nguru East
region (site 1), are exponential, although weak (-0.31, -0.30 and -0.26 for MMR1,2,3),
and the green band (MMR2) showed the highest depth-vegetation reflectance
relationship (table 3.5.1). Here, the reflectance of vegetation within the flood waters
decreases with increasing w ater depth. This relationship in the Nguru E ast region
(site 1), notwithstanding its weak nature, is by comparison the strongest for
inundated vegetation in the wetlands. The stronger correlation may be due to the
relative homogeneity of the vegetation, which were mainly rice and grass, a t about
the same stages of growth.
The correlation for the Nguru Lake region (site 2) was found to be more linear than
exponential, but the r^ values were very poor or insignificant (table 3.5.1). The
positive relationship may be due to the fact th at the very dense vegetation, mainly
Phragmites spp., are often closely spaced, are about 1 to more than 2 m etres above
w ater and are concentrated in the areas bordering the open water. So, for this
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vegetated flood area, the vegetation reflectance increased with w ater depth. It may
be concluded th at there is no significant correlation between w ater depth and
vegetation a t site 3.
In the Madachi region (site 4) the r^ relationship between w ater depth and
vegetation reflectance is extremely low and is not significant (table 3.5.1). This
region is an area of intensive rice cultivation and crops a t about the same stage of
growth. Several other vegetation like typha reeds, w ater lilies, Oryza spp., and
Mimosaceae spp. are found in small and large clusters whereas in Nguru lake area
they are often interspersed. The extremely poor relationship may be due to the
varying degree of green and yellowing of the rice leaves and the variation of the flood
bottom which was about +5 cm and the relatively low variation in average depth
w ithin the rice areas. Also, outside the rice fields the n atural vegetation types are
varied and in small and very large clusters with little mixed types, in most cases.
Thus, vegetated areas of the wetlands present a particular problem for remote
sensing because of their variable responses depending upon vegetation type and
development. The impacts of other environmental variables, in particular turbidity,
have also been noted above and these are discussed systematically below.
Summary;
The major fieldwork sites (1 to 5) in the wetlands, although representative of the
whole region, have different dominant vegetation particular to them (see section
3.4.2). A regression analysis between w ater depth and reflectance of inundated
vegetation shows th a t there is no significant correlation for sites 3, 5 and 1 to 5
combined (table 3.5.1). There was a weak exponential relationship (r^ = -0.31, -0.30,
-0.26) in site 1 (table 3.5.1). Observations at sites 2 and 4 were too few for any
reasonable individual site analysis. Vegetation in site 1 (Nguru East) is dominated
by Remirea maritimae intertwined with rice crop and both have sim ilar foliage, are
at the same stage of growth and were less than 1 metre in height. The homogeneity
of the cover types contributed to a better correlation than for other sites studied.
The m ain reasons for the generally poor relationships in vegetated areas is the
variable response of the vegetation which is dependent upon vegetation type and
development, and this presents a particular problem for remote sensing. However,
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the standard deviation (0.299) and sample standard deviation (0.302) suggests th a t
an average depth can be utilized for inundated vegetation areas fairly reliably.
O ther environmental variables affecting these relationships are discussed below.

3.5.3

Turbidity And R eflectance R elationship

Turbidity was found to significantly weaken the relationships between depth and
w ater reflectance in open waters and inundated vegetation (sections 3.5.1,2 and
C hapter 2 ). From the raw data reflectance in turbid waters was generally higher
th an those of sim ilar depths in clear waters. This is because suspended sediments
have higher reflectivity than clear waters and attenuate downwelling radiation
proportionately with sediment concentration, particle size and colour of sedim ent
(Estep and Holloway, 1992). The higher reflectance of turbid waters may result in
underestim ation of w ater depth (see Chapter 2). This may give the impression th a t
the turbid w ater is more shallow than the same depth in clearer waters.

The

analyses of other variables below show th at they do not have a significant effect on
the relationship between w ater depth and w ater reflectance.

The weaker

relationships between depth and w ater reflectance were found in turbid w ater sites
(4 and 5) in both open w ater and inundated vegetation areas (table 3.5.1). The effect
of turbidity on the general relationships are discussed in sections 3.5.1,2 above.
O ther variables affecting the depth and reflectance relationships are examined and
discussed below.

3.5.4

W ater D epth And S alin ity R elationship

The relationship between w ater depth and salinity was examined in order to verify
and ascertain the magnitude of its influence on the prediction of w ater depth.
Salinity is the total concentration of major anions and cations namely, Na, K, Mg,
Ca, Cl, SO , HCO and CO per unit volume of w ater (Hammer, 1986). The Total
4

3

3

Dissolved Solids (TDS) is the total flltrable residue or inorganic m aterial dissolved
in w ater and estim ated by evaporating it to dryness. Therefore, if no inorganic
m atter is lost due to evaporation, the TDS would be slightly higher th an the salinity.
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Several classifications of salinity of inland saline waters have been made. Table
3.5.4.1 below is a summarised classification of salinity of inland lakes (Beadle, 1943;
Hammer, 1978, 1986). Lakes classified as freshwater, have salinities of 0 to 500
mg/1 (table 3.5.4.1). Therefore, lakes and fioodwaters in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands
may be classified as freshwater.

SALINITY

WATER TYPE
Freshwater

(mg per-1)

0 - 200
200 - 500

Subsaline

500 - 1,000
1,000 - 3,000

Hyposaline

3,000 - 20,000

Mesosaline

20,000 - 50,000

Hypersaline

Over 50,000

Table 3.5.4.1
Salinity of Freshwater and Saline Lakes
Water conductivity is a measure of the inorganic content of an electric or ion
conductance in water. Conductivity is influenced by the water temperature. It is
measured in micro Siemens per centimetre (p.Scm-^). Coefficients between 0.55 and
0.90 are used to convert conductance at 25°C to dissolved ionic matters or TDS
(Hammer, 1986). Conductivity measurement should not be used as estimates of TDS
if the estimated TDS exceeds 50,000 mg/1 (Hem, 1959). For the new low range
conductivity standards, Camlab used a coefficient of 0.50 to estimate TDS (Camlab,
1990).

Since TDS approximates salinity and is linear up to 50,000 mg/1, some

conductivity measures, corresponding to the range of those taken in Hadejia-Nguru
wetlands, were converted to salinity using the lowest and highest coefficients of 0.5
and 0.9 to determine the lowest and upper limits.
The salinity of the Hadejia-Nguru wetland waters, measured in August and
September 1990, ranged from about 50 to 250 p.Scm-^ which correspond
approximately to salinities of 25 to 130 mg/1 (lower limits) or 45 to 225 mg/1 (upper
limits) (table 3.5.4.2 ). Since the maximum value (ie. 225 mg/1) is less than 500 mg/1,
the Hadejia-Nguru wetland is a freshwater flood region, and it falls mainly in the
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0 to 200 mg/1 level of freshwater (table 3.5.4.1). Therefore salinity is not very
significant in the wetlands.

The calculated r^ for depth against salinity or

conductivity for the whole region (table 3.5.1) is weak (-0.12) but exponential and
negative. Though the r^ value in site 3 (Nguru Lake) is fairly high (-0.51), the values
in other sites are poor and so is the value for sites 1 to 5 combined. In general, as
depth increases, salinity declines but the change is small.

"Cbpf)UCTIVITY
{|iScm -l)

SALINITY (mg/l)
(Lower Limit)

SALINITY (mg/l)
(Upper Limit)

50

25

45

100

50

90

150

75

135

180

90

162

200

100

180

220

110

198

240

120

216

250

130

225

f-

Table 3.5.4.2
Some estimates of Salinity from Conductivity measurements

C O N D U C T I V IT Y

(m ic ro S . cm -1 )

250
N G U RU EAST

200
28 A u g u st 1990
150

100

“ A A
/A
A
■|Alfc A A A /A

A
A

A LL S IT E S (N g u ru E a s t in c lu s iv e )

A

A
AA

A

A

A

A

A^ AAA

50

2 9 A u g u s t - 13 S e p t e m b e r 1 9 9 0
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1

1.5

DEPTH

2 .5

(m e tr e s )

C o n d u c tiv ity

Figure 3.5.4.1
Water Depth and Conductivity relationship in sites 1 to 5
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Separate regressions and plots were made for Nguru E ast (site 1) (depth and salinity
relationship on 28 August 1990) and th a t of sites 1 to 5 (including N guru East)
relationship from 29 August 1990 to 13 September 1990 (figure 3.5.4.1). This was
done because at time of m easurem ent (28 August 1990) the rice fields in N guru E ast
were being weeded and fertilisers used may have increased the salinity considerably
for a short period. Using relationships established for individual sites from readings
made from 29 August to 13 September 1990, the w ater depth and salinity
relationships are both linear and exponential as results differed only slightly. The
Nguru E ast and M aikintari fadama regions have r^ values of -0.08 and -0.0003 and
so there is no correlation between w ater depth and salinity. There is a fairly strong
correlation (-0.51) in Nguru Lake and weak correlations in Dabar North (-0.34) and
Madachi (-0.23).

Thus, salinity is fairly significant in Nguru Lake but is not

significant when several sites or the whole wetlands are considered.

3.5.5 T e m p e ra tu re And R eflectance R elationships In In u n d a te d V egetation
A nd O pen W ater
The Hadejia-Nguru wetlands is in a hot region which have m ean annual
tem perature exceeding 27°C and tem peratures could be in excess of 35°C on hot

OPEN

INUNDATED

WATER

CORRELATION
SITE

CORRELATION

(r*)

MMRl

MMR2

MMR3

FR

FR

FR

am

FR

3
am

FR

1,3,4,5
(Linear)

MMRl

MMR2

0.08

0.33

MMR3
0.11
-0.57

pm

-0.56

am

0.48

0.94

-0.61

pm

0.43

0.90

-0.55

FR

FR

FR

FR

FR

FR

0.12

0.24

-0.001

FR

-0.01

-0.10

0.01

0.01

4
5

(r»)

TIME

TIME

1

VEGETATION

FR

FR

FR

am

0.19

0.25

0.20

pm

0.00

-0.00

FT1_

1,3

am

-0.00
_ n F

Tem perature and reflectance relationships in open w ater and
inundated vegetation in selected sites
(FR = Few Readings - insufficient for analysis)
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days. Investigations were carried out to ascertain the extent to which tem perature
variations may affect the radiance of open waters and inundated vegetation. The
relationship between tem perature and reflectance of open w ater and inundated
vegetation were established and the r^ values calculated (table 3.5.5.1). The best
form of the relationship between tem perature and reflectance is linear ra th e r than
exponential. In sites 1,3,4,5, combined, morning reflectance (sensed with th e field
radiometer) increases with tem perature, but in the afternoon the relationship is less
or not significant (table 3.5.5.1). However, the rg values for the four sites, combined,
is not statistically significant. The higher r^ value or correlation in the mornings
may be due to the wider range in morning tem perature, whilst the range in the
afternoon tem perature is small. However, readings taken in the mornings a t less
than one hour intervals will not be significantly affected by tem perature variations.
Sun-glint is a problem in the afternoon and a t sunset. Its effect was noticed, but
further analysis could not be undertaken because the radiometer was faulty after the
first (10-day) set of spectral and radiometry measurements. Sun-glint resulted in an
increased brightness of the w ater surface. This effect would cause w ater depth to
be underestim ated. Sun-glint is not an operational problem in this research because

REFLECTANCE OF WATER (%)
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Figure 3.5.5.1
Tem perature and Reflectance relationship in Open W ater
in Nguru East, Nguru Lake, M aikintari and Madachi regions
Landsat-TM satellite sensor imagery, which is the major data used to predict w ater
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depth, is acquired over the wetlands at about 9:00am local time. F u rth er discussion
about sun-glint in the wetlands is given below in section 3.5.6.

REFLECTANCE OF VEGETATION (%)
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—

MMR2

MMR3

Figure 3.5.5.2
Tem perature and Reflectance relationship in Inundated Vegetation
in Nguru East and Nguru Lake
M easurem ents taken in Nguru East, Nguru lake and Madachi (for open water); and
M aikintari and Madachi (for inundated vegetation) were too few to be used for
individual analysis. The morning relationship was higher than the afternoon one
(table 3.5.5.1, above) but was not significant enough to affect the correlation between
w ater and depth in the morning. Also, both sets of relationships (namely, morning
and afternoon) were equally exponential and linear and of no strong significance.
In the N guru E a st region, reflectance increases with tem perature in the morning and
decreases with tem perature in the afternoon (table 3.5.5.1, above). The stronger
afternoon relationship may be caused by the increasing intensity of shadows cast by
homogeneous and closely spaced (rice) vegetation under the overhead or setting sun.
By knowing the leaf area index in the test sites, more may be known of the influence
of tem perature or sunshine and vegetation canopies on vegetation reflectance. The
relationship between tem perature and vegetation is fairly significant in Nguru Lake
and weakly significant in Nguru East. This relationship is strongest in vegetated
areas w ith greater foliage, namely Nguru Lake.
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Summarising the above, there is no significant relationship between tem perature
and open w ater or inundated vegetation refiectance in the Hadejia Nguru wetlands,
when the whole region or several sites are considered. Variations in tem perature
does not significantly affect the relationship between depth and reflectance in open
w ater and inundated vegetation. It may be concluded th a t the red and near-infrared
bands (MMR2 and MMR3) are the least affected by tem perature variations.

3.5.6

Wind Speed And Sun-glint

Wind-speed causes surface waves and consequently sun-glint which would be
perceived by the satellite sensors. The higher the wind speed the greater the w ater
surface friction and waves and this results in increased sun-glint. When sun-glint
occurs the sensor detects a higher reflectance or radiance from the w ater surface and
an impression of shallower depth is created when these values are used to predict
depth. Winds in these wetlands are normally calm in the mornings and fairly high
to quite high as it approaches noon and at times till 2.00 pm or mid-afternoon. To
reduce the effect of sun-glint, reflectance measurements have to be restricted to early
mornings or late afternoons or early evenings before sunset. This would not present
any particular problem to Landsat-TM satellite sensor images since they are acquired
at about 9:00am local time.

3.5.7

W ater - Land B oundary R eflectance

Since the NIR spectral band displays low radiometric returns from w ater (Benny,
1980; 1989), and land or vegetation shows high radiometric returns, it could be used
for ’line threading’ or for land-water boundary distinction (Benny, 1980; Benny and
Dawson, 1983).
Table 3.5.7.1 gives the reflectance of some of the land and bordering flood areas
m easured in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands in September 1990. In the table, land
always showed a significantly higher refiectance in the MMR3 (NIR) band th an the
bordering flood area or flood water. The reflectance of land was higher than th a t of
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the bordering flood areas for about 50% of the cases in bands MMRl (green) and
MMR2 (red). This shows that the NIR band (MMR3 or TM4) would be better for
showing or delineating the land-flood boundary in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands of
Nigeria.

SURFACE
MMRl

MMR2

MMR3

LAND

10.8

5.3

53.6

WATER

9.5

9.0

9.4

LAND

9.3

4.8

50.4

WATER

4.8

3.0

9.9

LAND

10.2

7.8

33.3

WATER

6.9

3.8

2&8

LAND

9.1

No Reading

36.6

WATER

7.9

No Reading

34.6

LAND

5.3

No Reading

23.5

WATER

13.5

No Reading

17.2

LAND

7.8

No Reading

40.8

WATER

16.7

No Reading

7.0

1

LAND

7.7

No Reading

27.9

:

WATER

13.4

No Reading

5.7

LAND

10.0

3.4

40.3

WATER

9.6

6.8

12.0

LAND

7.5

6.3

33.1

WATER

10.2

7.2

21.1

LAND

19.8

16.8

38.6

WATER

13.1

12.7

30.7

■

NGURU EAST

\ /fxs-'v

^ c ' V.

Table 3.5.7.1
Reflectance values of some land areas and bordering open-water
or water/vegetation in Hadejia-Nguru Wetland, September 1990
*(Note: In the table, water is either open-water or open-water with
sparse vegetation visible above the water surface)
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3.6

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Regression analyses were performed using reflectance data of open water, vegetation,
and vegetation/open-water and conductivity data (for salinity) in both turbid and
clear waters in order to establish their relationship with w ater depth.

The

correlation results obtained were generally not as strong as expected. On further
analysis and investigations it was ascertained th at turbidity had the strongest effect
on depth and reflectance relationships.

Temperature, wind-speed/sun-glint and

salinity had very little effect on the relationships but are not im portant over the
whole wetlands.
The green and NIR bands showed the highest correlation for open w ater - depth
relationship and the green band for vegetation and vegetation/open-water
reflectance. Generally, the relationship between depth and open w ater is strongest;
and th a t between depth and vegetation/open-water is weaker and depth - vegetation
is the weakest. This is an indication of the expected reliability of depth - radiance
results in the wetland.
Of the few sites analyzed sites 1 and 3 had the highest depth correlation with open
w ater and inundated vegetation than sites 4 and 5 (table 3.5.1). This may be due
to the fact th a t w ater turbidity is apparently lower in sites 1 and 3 and highest
upstream in sites 4 and 5. In the analysis of the various satellite data, results of the
flood areas in the Northern part of the Wetland may be more reliable or better than
those in the southern (upstream) part.
It is believed th a t the pixel DN values of the flood areas in a Lands at TM imagery
m ay provide a fair estim ate of the depth and extent of flooding w ithin confidence
limits, provided th a t several of the variables affecting the depth radiance
relationship are identified and accounted for.

In the following Chapters, the

m easured depths and corresponding pixel radiances, on a simultaneously acquired
Landsat-5 TM satellite sensor image, are used to establish depth-radiance
relationships which are later used to predict the water depth of flooded areas in each
pixel from its radiance value.
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CHAPTER 4
PREPROCESSING OF HIGH SPATIAL RESOLUTION
SATELLITE SENSOR IMAGERY

4.1

INTRODUCTION

The radiance detected by satellite sensor is subject to perturbations due to
atmospheric effects and radiometric imbalance (see Chapter 2 for details). Also,
geometric rectification needs to be performed on the acquired satellite imagery if
accurate registration with groundtruth is to be undertaken. Thus in satellite remote
sensing of bathymetry, absolute depth is estim ated after the data has been
preprocessed (Lyzenga, 1981; Paredes and Spero, 1983; Spitzer and Dirks, 1987).
The small variability of radiances (10-20 DN) detected by satellite sensors, such as
Landsat TM, over w ater only adds to the importance of adequate atmospheric
correction before commencing depth analysis (Van Hengel and Spitzer, 1991).

C H A R A C T E R IS T IC S

Satellite

Landsat-5

Sensor

Thematic Mapper

Path! Row

187-051

Processed Quadrant Centre

approx. 12°42’00" latitude
approx. 10°18’00" longitude

Time o f image acquisition

approx. 09:00 GMT (10:00 LOCAL)

Date o f acquisition

2 September 1990

Spatial resolution

28.5 metres

Table 4.1.1
Characteristics of Landsat TM data used in study
The L andsat data used were acquired on 2 September 1990 a t about 9:00 Greenwich
Mean Time (GMT) with the Thematic M apper sensor of the Landsat-5 satellite (table
4.1.1). More details of the satellite sensor are given in table A-2.3 (Appendix A).
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The Landsat TM satellite sensor is corrected in this study for atmospheric effects,
radiometric effects due to detector imbalance and for geometric errors. Every pixel
in the imagery is transformed to UTM coordinates. The coordinates of the m easured
depth data are computed in UTM coordinates so th a t they can be registered to
corresponding pixels on the Landsat TM imagery used in the study.

4.2

PREPROCESSING OF LANDSAT-5 THEMATIC MAPPER DATA

The author had to preprocess the Landsat-5 TM satellite sensor data used in this
research (as well as the NCAA-AVHRR data employed in Chapter 7) before image
analysis. This is because raw satellite image data are distorted and degraded mainly
as a result of the earth curvature, earth rotation and atmospheric effects on the
electromagnetic radiation detected by the sensors. Preprocessing operations are
often referred to as image rectification and restoration. These operations are to
correct distorted or degraded image data such th a t they represent as near as possible
the geometry and radiometric conditions of the original scene a t tim e of acquisition.
Some errors like errors in scan lines (which are due to displacement during the
forward and backward sweep of the satellite scanner), geometric errors due to minor
variations in attitude, altitude and satellite velocity and in the nonlinear scanning
rate of the oscillating mirrors are corrected for in P-data by utilising the Payload
Correction D ata (PCD) and Mirror Scan Correction D ata (MSCD) (NUTIS, 1988).
P-data are usually resampled to Space Oblique Mercator (SOM) projection and are
also resam pled to 28.5 x 28.5 m. The 1990 Landsat-TM data used in this research
is P-data and has being corrected for the 46 pixel displacement scan line error, for
minor geometrical distortions and for non-linearity of oscillation of the scanning
mirrors.

Nonetheless, the TM data needs to be geometrically rectified by the

research user to a map reference system in order to correct for skew and to make it
planim etrically correct; it has to be transformed to UTM coordinates, corrected for
atmospheric effects and radiometrically calibrated (Van Hengel and Spitzer, 1991).
An evaluation of some methods for doing these corrections has already been given
in Chapter 2.
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4.2.1

A tm ospheric C orrection

Ground-leaving radiances are affected by the interactions between the incoming and
outgoing electromagnetic radiation and the atmospheric constituents namely
particulates, gases, aerosols and w ater vapour.

Therefore, the remotely sensed

image has to be corrected for atmospheric effects in order to derive the actual or
near-true ground-leaving radiance.

As noted above atmospheric correction is

im portant in the satellite images for hydrological or oceanographic studies because
of the low levels of radiance from deep clear waters. A num ber of studies of wetland
sites and other w ater bodies has made corrections for atmospheric effects and these
include Lyzenga (1978; 1981), Paredes and Spero (1983), Cracknell et al (1987),
Spitzer and Dirks (1987), and Pywell and Bill (1991). Although, they used different
approaches to study and map out w ater in open waters and wetlands, they all
corrected for atmospheric effects before analysis.
In Chapter 2, three main categories of atmospheric correction techniques were
identified, namely:
i.
ii.
iii.

D arkest pixel method
Simultaneous in-si tu m easurem ent method
The modelling and statistical methods.

The modelling and statistical methods have not been used here because they require
input param eters th a t were not available (such as am ount of incoming radiation at
tim e of image acquisition, aerosol content, atmospheric optical thickness above region
of interest and average target reflectance) (Richter, 1990; Singh, 1992). Caselles
and Lopez Garcia (1989) also note th a t the main difficulty in using atmospheric
radiative transfer models, is the need for atmospheric input data which are rarely
available.

Atmospheric correction by regression method, simultaneous in-situ

method and improved dark-level offset were evaluated. Of these methods only the
improved-dark level substraction method (which is an improvement on the simple
dark-level offset method), was adopted. The high values of the minimum DN makes
it impractical to perform any simple dark-level offset atmospheric correction and so
an improved dark-level offset correction had to he employed at the end of this
section.
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R eg ressio n m eth o d :
In the regression method the histogram of one band in a satellite image is regressed
on another band of the same image. The offset of the plot of two bands th at are
regressed, is the correction to be applied to the image for atmospheric correction.
The bands regressed were bands 2, 3 and 4.

Figure 4.2.1.1
Scattergram of the histogram of band-4 versus band-2
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Band-4

T he r e g r e ssio n eq u a tio n is:

90+

Band-4 = 75.0 - 0.595 Band-2

*
*
*

75+
-

*

Predictor Coef
Constant 74.979
Band-2
-0.59510

*
*
*
*

*

60+
*

-

3
*

45+
-

-

t-ratio
17.03
-7.43

S = 3.154 R-sq = 4.829 R-sq(adj) = 4.741

-

Std.Coef
4.404
0.08013

3
*

2
+
2

+
+
2

*
3
+
+
+

*
2
+
+
+

A n a ly sis o f V ariance:

+
+
8

2
+
3

6
*

-

51.0

52.5

54.0
55.5
Band-2

Source
DF
Regression 1
Error
1087
Total
1088

SS
548.54
10811.04
11359.58

MS
548.54
9.95

57.0

Figure 4.2.1.2
Scattergram of band-4 versus band-2
Regressing band-4 against band-2 yielded a coefficient of determ ination (correlation
coefficient squared or r^) of 0.05. Thus, the linear association between band-4 and
band-2 is extremely poor and only about 5% of the variation in the values of band-4
is accounted for by the relationship with band-2 (see table in figure 4.2.1.2 above).
From the r^ value and examination of figures 4.2.1.1 and 4.2.1.2 there is no
significant correlation between TM bands-4 and -2.

TM band 4 was regressed against band 3 to see if there would be a significant
improvement in relationship.

Unfortunately, there is also a weak correlation

between TM bands-4 and -3 (r^ 0.21; see figure 4.2.1.3 and table in figure 4.2.1.4 ).
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Figure 4.2.1.3
Scattergram of the histogram of band-4 versus band-3

The regression equation is:

Band-4
90+
.

Band-4 = 1 1 2 - 1.04 Band-3
*
*
*

P redictor Coef
C o n stan t 112.180
Band-3
-1.03712

75+
*

*

S td.C oef
4.107
0.06092

t-ra tio
27.31
-17.02

*
S = 2.872 R-sq = 21.049 R-sq(adj) = 20.977
*

*
*

60+
*

-

;

2

-

*

Analysis of Variance:

* 2

2 2 *

* 6 6 + + + 4 *
2 + + + + + + + 4
* 2 6 + + + 2

45+
-

57.5

60.0

62.5

65.0

67.5

Source
DF
R egression
1
E rro r
1087
Total
1088

70.0

Band-3

-

Figure 4.2.1.4
Scattergram of band-4 versus band-3
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SS
2391.1
8968.4
11359.6

MS
2391.1
8.3

T h e r e g r e ssio n e q u a tio n is:

B and-4

Band-4 = 113 - 0.0352 Band-2 - 1.02 Band-3

9 0+

-

A

B

A

B
A

Predictor
Constant
Band-2
Band-3

B

75+
A

A
A

-

A
60+
_
45+
-

B B
B

A B and-2
A

A

Std.Coef t-ratio
4.759
23.79
0.08206 -0.43
0.06850 -14.94

S = 2.873 R-sq = 21.063 R-sq(adj) = 20.917

B

B
B

A n a ly sis o f V arian ce:

B

A
3 AA
A 32
2 + + + +2
3 + + + + + + 6
A 2 + + 8 3 A

Coef
113.211
-0.03523
-1.02369

B B and-3
2 B 2
B 22 B
B 6 + + + 4 B
2 + + ++ + + +4
B 2 6 + + + 2

H—— ___ ).______ +______ ^--------52.0
56.0
60.0
64.0
48.0
B and-2 a n d B and-3

S ource
DF
R eg ressio n
2
E rro r
1086
T o ta l
1088

SS
2392.7
8966.9
11359.6

S ource
B and-2
B and-3

S eq SS
548.5
1844.1

DF
1
1

MS
1196.3
8.3

68.0

Figure 4.2.1.5
Scattergram of band-4 versus bands-2 and -3
A multiple regression was performed by regressing band 4 against bands 2 and 3.
The r^ derived from the multiple regression of band-4 against bands-2 and -3 is 0.21
(figure 4.2.1.5). The correlation is very weak and the limited or weak r^ is mainly
due to the few values at the top of the graph from 50 to 90 DN count range on the
y axis (figure 4.2.1.6). From the regression analysis for bands 4, 3 and 2 and from
their histogram s, we can therefore conclude th at regression analysis method of
atmospheric correction would not be adequate to correct the Landsat TM imagery of
2 September 1990 of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands and so

corrections were tried.

alternative atmospheric

Ultimately, an improved dark-level offset correction

technique was selected.

A pp lication

of

sim ultaneous

in-situ

reflectan ce

m easu rem en ts

to

atm osp h erically correct sa tellite imagery:
Gonima (1993) developed an algorithm for atmospheric correction, which calculates
the spectral reflectance by defining the ratio between the spectral radiance detected
by the sensor and the solar spectral radiance incident at the E arth (target) surface.
In this method the ground (surface) reflectance is measured simultaneously with the
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image acquisition. Empirical relationships are used to deduce surface reflectance
wherever simultaneous measurem ents are not possible.

The algorithm is a

simplified radiative transfer model. It requires the input of a dark-level or lowest
pixel value offset, and accounts for adjacency effects by utilising only the ’pure’ pixels
of a given land class. This method is an approximation but gives good results of the
spectral response of nearly homogeneous surfaces. However, the surfaces of the
Hadejia-Nguru wetlands are not homogeneous at the meso-scale and this method
may therefore only be an approximation.
An attem pt to model the satellite data, acquired by Landsat-5 TM, was m ade by
making simultaneous

in-situ reflectance measurem ents with a Milton M ulti-band

Radiometer (MMR).

The aim was to use the measured ground-reflectance

m easurem ents to correct the Landsat-TM imagery for atmospheric effects. If the
method is successful, the path radiance (L^) would be the difference between the
satellite image pixel reflectance and the corresponding ground reflectance. Three of
the four MMR channels, namely MMRl, MMR2 and MMR3 approximate the spectral
response of the Landsat-TM bands 2, 3 and 4. The signals detected by the MMR
were converted to percent reflectances using the formula outlined below:
RT = - ,k%

(4.1)

where,
RT
t
r
k

=
=
=
=

absolute reflectance of target relative to PTFE panel
target voltage
PTFE reference panel voltage
correction factor for calibrated PTFE panel for sensor heads
A and B and MMR bands 1 to 4 (Rollin, 1990a)

Selected reflectance m easurem ents of the 5 test sites in the wetlands were converted
to percent reflectance using this equation. The m easurem ents were geo-coded using
the procedure given in sections 4.2.4 and 4.3 below so th a t their locations in UTM
coordinates could be accurately determined. The values of the corresponding pixels
in the satellite imagery were extracted, after locating the pixels corresponding to the
coordinates of the reflectance measurements. The DN values of the pixels had to be
converted to radiance and then percent reflectances before they could be compared
with the in-situ field measurements. To convert to radiance the in-flight calibration
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param eters had to be determined (Singh, 1984; M arkham and Barker, 1985). Two
standard sources of radiation for performing in-flight calibration are deep space and
a black-body target on board the satellite (Singh, 1984). The formula used to convert
DN to radiance was obtained from M arkham and Barker (1985; 1986):L. ^

(4.2)

where,
QCAL

=
=

spectral radiance
calibrated and quantized scaled irradiance in DN units

L„i„

=

spectral radiance at QCAL = 0

=

spectral radiance at QCAL = QCALmax = 255 (for TM)
DN range of re-scaled radiance = 255 for TM

The albedo or reflectance (R) of a particular band in each pixel (adapted from
Robinove et al, 1981) is :I,
R {albedo) = ...........
ESUN^

(4.3)

where ESUN;^ = m ean solar exoatmospheric irradiance (Markham and Barker, 1986).
Considering the hemispheric influence of the earth on LA, (Markham and Barker,
1985; 1986) the percent reflectance of each band for each pixel:L j . 271

^

%R = — ------ . 100
ESUN^

(4.4)

The percent reflectance of the target pixels for TM bands 2 to 4 and the
corresponding MMR bands are tabulated in table 4.2.1.1 below:
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TM BAND-4
% reflectance

TRANSJBjg^l COVER
A1

A2

TM BAND-3

TM BAND-2
%i%flectance

Inundated-

34.29 (23.56)

18.73 (7.75)

19.65 (6.39)

vegetation

S.6S

3.70

4.89

44.67 (33.33)

18.40 (7.42)

21.27 (8.00)

O pen w ate r/
inundated-vegetation

A3

% reflectance

m m

O pen w ate r

i.8 2 '

8 .77

27.45 (16.72)

19.05 (8.07)

19.65 (6.39)

33.32 (22.58)

18.73 (7.75)

20.06 (6.79)

...

B1

O pen w ater/

15.53

inundated-vegetation
B2

Cl

37.71 (26.98)

Inundatedvegetation
O pen w ate r

...... ............................. Z : : . . . : ...

'

18.40( 7.42)

19.65 (6.39)

21.98 (11.00)

21.27 (8.00)

19.38 (8.40)

19.25 (5.98)

18.73 (7.75)

19.25 (5.98)

22.63 (11.65)

21.67 (8.41)

- 18:53- " '
27.94 (17.20)

5.98
02

Inundatedvegetation

03

Inundatedvegetation

D1

O pen w ate r

32.34 (21.60)

24.20
28.92 (18.18)

39.34
26.96 (16.23)

4.20
D2

O pen w ate r

25.98 (15.25)
icon

21.66 (10.67)

22.08 (8.81)

D3

Inundated-

31.36 (20.63)

18.73 (7.75)

19.25 (5.98)

27.45 (16.72)

21.98 (11.00)

21.67 (8.41)

21.98 (11.00)

21.67 (8.41)

vegetation
El

Open w ate r

10.45
E2

Open w ater/
inundated-vegetation

FI

O pen w ate r

25.01 (14.27)

29.30
2.99

F2

O pen w ater/
inundated-vegetation

F3

G1

- - .. Â M Ï : ...................1

-

21.98 <11.00)

28.43 (17.69)

t i .......... .«MÎT:; ..i.,'.

'

30.87 (20.14)

20.68 (9.70)

5.04

25.71

O pen w ater/

27.94 (17.21)

inundated-vegetation

13.17

O pen w ate r

24.52 (13.78)

22.08 (8.81)

.

21.27 (8.00)
j T ' ------ - - - s
9.27 '
-

20.68 (9.70)

21.27 (8.00)

22.31 (11.32)

22.08 (8.81)

21.98 (11.00)

21.67 (8.41)

...

^ - 3.31
02

O pen w ate r

24.03 (13.29)

Table 4.2.1.1
Percent in-band target reflectance of targets measured by radiom eter
and corresponding pixel targets measured by Landsat-5 TM sensor
(Note: ^Bold* values = target-pixel reflectance in imagery; ( ) = atmospherically
corrected: 'shaded’ values are target reflectance from radiometry)
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Hence, the percent reflectance of the DN values of the darkest pixel in bands 4,3
and 2 , for a non-atmospherically corrected image of the wetlands, were calculated
(table 4.2.1.2).

Minimum DN

TM4

39 (OW)

15.38%

TM3

29 (OW)

TM2

Water Depth
> 5m

9.20%

31 (OW)

> 5m
11.94%

> 5m

Table 4.2.1.2
Reflectance values of the darkest pixel in the Landsat TM
satellite image of 1990 before atmospheric correction
These values represent the reflectance values, derived from the minimum DN, and
the target is the deepest water in the wetlands, which is over 5 metres deep at
Nguru Lake (table 4.2.1.2). This implies that the reflectance of all water bodies in
the wetlands would be greater than 15% for the TM band 4, over 9% for TM-3 and
over 11.9% for TM-2 in the non-atmospherically corrected Landsat TM scene for
1990. So, it is not surprising that the TM bands have much higher reflectance
values in table 4.2.1.1. for the non-atmospherically corrected scene, than the
radiometer measurements. The atmospherically corrected TM samples (bracketed
values in table 4.2.1.1) appear generally closer to the radiometer readings and in
some cases are very close and differ by less than 20%. Thus, the strength of the
relationship between the reflectance values of the non-atmospherically corrected
pixels and corresponding radiometer measurements, in table 4.2.1.1 were tested for
open water areas and areas

including inundated vegetation, using regression tests.

RELATIONSHIP
C over

TM4/MMR3
(r2)

TM3/MMR2
(r")

TM2/MMR1
(r2)

O pen W ater

0.009

0.21

0.10

IV

0.005

0.56

0.61

Table 4.2.1.3
Relationship between reflectances detected on Landsat-TM
Satellite imagery and reflectance observed with a field radiometer
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The

results (table 4.2.1.3) shows th a t there is no significant relationship between

open w ater reflectances in all the wavebands.

For inundated vegetation, the

relationship is fairly strong in TM3/MMR2 and TM2/MMR1 bands but not significant
in TM4/MMR3 bands.

The relationship between TM4 and MMR3 (NIR band)

readings are very poor because the magnitude of variation between their
corresponding measured reflectance is high.

The generally poor relationships

between the TM values and MMR values may be attributed to the spatial
heterogeneity of cover types in the wetlands (Sule, 1990a,b) and the different FOVs
of the Landsat TM sensors and MMR sensors. The FOV of the TM sensor (after
resampling) is 28.5m x 28.5m, while th a t of/^MMR is 2m x 2m at a height of 2m.
Subsequently, the MMR measured the average reflectance of 4 m^ target while the
Landsat TM satellite sensor recorded the average reflectance over an area of
812.25m2; or 203 times the area measured by the MMR. Inundated vegetation in
the wetlands are closely spaced and will appear more dense a t lower spatial
resolution because the foliage would be dominant. Thus, the TM pixels are more
saturated than the MMR targets. However, due to the spatial heterogeneity of
vegetation types the TM pixel will detect several different cover types and/or the
same cover types at different stages of growth, different densities and different
spacings thereby giving a different response to th at recorded by the MMR. This is
more marked in the NIR band (TM4/MMR3) because it is sensitive to vegetation.
Also, the varying depths of w ater and varying bottom topography of the flooded areas
means th a t there would be more varied spectral responses, over a 812.25m^ area
th an a 4 m^ area.

This may have caused the poor relationship in open w ater

especially since there were never more than one MMR reading made over a
corresponding TM pixel area. To surmise, field radiometry cannot be readily used
to estim ate the atmospheric path radiance recorded on a satellite image of the
Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.
The technique of using simultaneous in-situ radiometer m easurem ents to correct a
satellite image for atmospheric effects over the wetlands should not be totally ruled out.
The relationships between TM3/MMR2 (red bands) and TM2/MMR1 (green bands)
shows th a t it may be possible to use in-situ radiometry m easurem ents for
atmospheric correction in the wetlands.

To achieve this, several relatively

homogenous areas need to be selected and radiometry m easurem ents have to be
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made in grids of about 5m, to yield at least 25 m easurements for each Landsat TM
satellite image pixel.

This will account for the spatial variability of inundated

vegetation or w ater bottom topography. At 25 radiometer m easurem ents per TM
satellite image pixel a total of 250 point m easurem ents would be needed for 10 pixels
and 500 for 20 pixels. It would take 5 team s with 5 radiometers about 8 hours to
complete 500 measurem ents and 10 teams with 10 radiometers 4 hours. So, it would
be expensive to undertake. Using atmospheric correction factors calculated for 20
pixels (for 500 radiometer measurements) to correct over 10,000 pixels in a one-band
full Landsat TM quarter scene is statistically inadequate. Yet calculating factors
from more th a t 20 pixels, say 200 pixels, would be very expensive.

However,

regardless of the num ber of field m easurem ents made it may not be possible to get
a good approximation of the path-radiance because the surface is not homogeneous
nor nearly homogeneous (Gonima, 1993). Also, the in-situ method of atmospheric
correction is a non-operational technique because it will involve field radiometry and
the estim ation of path radiance for every different scene.

This is because the

intrinsic reflectance of the surface in the wetlands is constantly changing over time
and from season to season and year to year since the season, the am ount of rainfall
and flooding will influence the reflectance properties of the inundated areas. Thus,
the cost of using this method to correct satellite images over the wetlands does not
justify the benefit. So, another method of atmospheric correction is examined in the
next section.

Im proved dark-obiect subtraction technique;
The failure of the simultaneous in-situ reflectance m easurem ent method and the
non-availability of data for the modelling and statistical methods of atmospheric
correction resulted in the use of an alternative method of atmospheric correction.
By comparison the darkest pixel method requires th a t there are dark pixels, with
tile
digital counts at zero or close to zero, in the imagery. To test (validity of this
approach in this study histograms were taken of each band from the TM image of
Hadejia-Nguru wetlands of 2 September 1990 (figure 4.2.1.6). From the histograms
and statistics the minimum DN values for each band were 82 counts for TM band-1,
31 for TM band- 2 , 29 for TM band-3, 39 for TM band-4, 26 for DN band-5 and 10 for
TM band-7 and so an improved dark-level correction had to be employed.
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Figure 4.2.1.6
Histograms of the visible and near-infrared bands
on Landsat-5 TM imagery of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands
2.

^ e p te r v tlo * Y fBIO

Dark-object subtraction technique is the simplest but most practical method of
correcting a satellite image of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands. An improved dark-object
subtraction technique, developed by Chavez (1988), was used to atmospherically
correct the Landsat TM data of 2 September 1990, because it takes into account the
relative scattering model for different atmospheric conditions at time of image
acquisition. The procedure by Chavez (1988) is as follows:a) Select the minimum DN or starting ’haze’ values from histograms of
Landsat TM bands 1 to 5 and 7 or the non-thermal bands. A spectral
band in the visible spectrum must be used as starting haze band and it
m ust be one showing a distinct difference between the maximum and
minimum DN values.
b) Select a relative scattering model (power law) which best represents
atmospheric conditions at time of data collection. The relative scattering
band is used to predict haze values for the other spectral bands. Each
band is adjusted for respective gains and offsets and are normalised using
standard calibration factors.
c) Perform improved dark-object correction using haze values derived
from other spectral bands, not including the starting haze band. The
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dark-object correction assumes that there is a high probability that a few
pixels in the image have zero percent reflectance. However, as a result
of atmospheric scattering non-zero DN values may be recorded in the
darkest pixels of shadowed areas or deep waters and these values, after
correcting as in (b) above, represents haze. However, the minimum DN
value in the Landsat TM satellite scene for 2 September 1990, is 10
counts in band-7 (the mid-infrared).
In most simple dark-object subtraction techniques the minimum digital count in a
band is assumed to be atmospheric haze in that band and is subtracted from the
band. However, this may result in over-correction. The technique by Chavez (1988)
attempts to overcome this by relating the bands and atmospheric conditions at time
of image data collection to a relative atmospheric scattering model. The relative
scattering model defined by Slater et al (1983) and Chavez (1988) is a ’power law’
which is related to wavelength. The main atmospheric scattering models used are

!?a t m o s p h e r i c

c o n d it io n s

f S |E L A T IV E SCATTERING
\
/ w - MODEL

Very Clear
Clear
Moderate
Hazy
Very Hazy

Table 4.2.1.4
Relative scattering model and atmospheric conditions
Source: Slater et al (1983): Chavez (1988)
the Rayleigh model which assumes that atmospheric scattering is inversely
proportional to the fourth power of the wavelength (1'^ or l/?i'*), and the Mie model,
which assumes that scattering may range from unity (1°) to the inverse fourth power
(À,'^) of the wavelength (Chavez, 1988). Thus, the shorter wavelengths are scattered
more than the longer wavelengths. In a clear atmosphere the relative scattering
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model is estimated to lie between

(Slater et al, 1983). Slater et al (1983)

to

and Chavez (1988) estimated the relative scattering model (power law) relationship
of the real atmosphere under different atmospheric conditions to be as given in table
4.2.I.4.
The relative scattering model chosen for the correction was

because there was

fairly good horizontal and vertical visibilities through the atmospheric optical depth
within the region on the overpass date. The relative scattering in each band (table
4.2.1.5) is derived by multiplying the average bandwidth of TM band-1 to 5 and 7 by
the relative scattering models in table 4.2.1.4 above. From table 4.2.1.5 the bands
in the visible part of the spectrum (TM-1, TM-2 and TM-3) account for 82.8% of total
scattering for a clear atmosphere, with band-1 alone accounting for 36.2% of total
scattering. This means that scattering is greatest in the visible part of the spectrum
for clear atmospheres but in very hazy atmosphere it is more equal in the various
bands and more non-selective.

TM

VERY CLEAR

CLEAR

BAND

MODERATE

^0

»

VERY HAZY

HAZY

i

%

!

1

0.485

18.073

50.5

4.251

36.2

2.062

27.0

1.659

24.0

1.436

21.9

2

0.560

10.168

28.4

3.189

27.1

1.786

23.4

1.501

21.7

1.336

20.4

3

0.660

5.270

14.7

2.296

19.5

1.515

19.9

1.338

19.3

1.231

18.8

4

0.830

2.107

5.9

1.452

12.3

1.205

15.8

1.139

16.5

1.098

16.8

5

1.650

0.135

0.4

0.367

3.1

0.606

7.9

0.704

10.2

0.778

11.9

7

2.215

0.042

0.1

0.204

1.8

0.451

5.9

0.573

8.3

0.672

10.2

TOTAL

35.795

11.759

7.625

6.914

6.551

Table 4.2.1.5
Relative Scattering in Landsat-5 TM bands and percentage of total scattering
From table 4.2.1.6 the multiplication factors to predict the respective bands using
TM band-1 as the starting-haze-value for a clear day are 1.000, 0.750, 0.540, 0.342,
0.086 and 0.048 for bands-1, -2, -3, -4, -5, and -7, respectively. These were obtained
by dividing the haze values of relative scattering models for given bands in table
4.2.1.5 by the starting haze value for the given relative scattering model in the same
table.
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TM

VERY CLEAR

CLEAR

MODERATE

HAZY

VERY HAZY

BAND
A"»

: A

..

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.563

0.750

0.866

0.905

0.930

0.292

0.540

0.735

0.807

0.857

0.117

0.342

0.584

0.687

0.765

0.075

0.086

0.294

0.424

0.542

0.002

0.048

0.219

0.345

0.468

Table 4.2.1.6
Multiplication factors to predict haze values in other
spectral bands given that TM band-1 is the starting haze value

r T M W A VEBAND

WAVE-LENGTH (pm)
DIGITAL NUMBER (DN)

BAND-1
BLUE

BAND-2
GREEN

BAND'S
BAND-4
^ N IR : :
RED

BAND-5
M ID -IR

BAND-7
M ID -IR

0.45-0.52

0.52-0.60

0.63-0.69

0.76-0.90

1.55-1.75

2.08-2.35

82

31

29

39

26

10

:I

Table 4.2.1.7
Minimum haze value (digital counts) for bands 1 to 5 and 7 in the
Landsat-5 TM image of Hadejia-Nguru wetlands on 2 September, 1990
The histogram method was used to identify the initial or starting haze value for the
Landsat TM bands 1 to 5 and 7 (table 4.2.1.5 above). TM band-1 is the most affected
by atmospheric scattering (see tables 4.2.1.5 and 4.2.1.7) and so it was used to select
the starting haze value in order to map out the final haze DN for bands 2 and 3 in
particular, but also for bands 4, 5 and 7. The radiance value of each pixel is made
up of multiplicative and additive terms. The major multiplicative contributions to
pixel brightness are the target reflectance, the solar elevation angle, topographic
slope and atmospheric absorption characteristics. Assumptions that may be made
are that the average terrain slope is zero, that the terrain surface is a Lambertian
reflector, that the sun angle contribution to scene brightness is uniform over the
entire image and that the atmospheric effect is additive only and so multiplicative
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effects are equal to zero (Robinove et al, 1981). To a large extent it is valid to
assume th a t the average terrain slope in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands is zero because
it is relatively flat, and the effect of slope may not be significant. This leaves only
the additive contributors of which haze is the major contributor to target-pixel
radiance and this is corrected for by the relative scattering models.
The equation for spectral radiance {Ly) from M arkham and Barker (1986) is given
in equation (4.2). Rewriting equation 4.2 gives,
RAD: = OFFSET. + (GAINJ * DN: ................................................................(4.5)
DN^
where,
RAD^ = radiance of pixel in band i
DNmax - Q ^^m ax ~ range of re-scaled irradiance
O F F S E T = offset of band i from calibration tables
GAINj^ = gain of band i from calibration tables
DNi = Digital number of pixel in band i
Ignoring D N ^
RADi = OFFSETi + (G AlN i*D N ) ................................................................ (4.6)
= DN: - OFFSET: ................................................................................... (4.7)
GAIN,

Therefore,
DAT. = RAD: - OFFSET: .................................................................................(4.8)
GAIN,
= RAD, ^
- OFFSET: .................................................................. (4.9)
GAIN:
GAIN:

Calculating gain and offset only,
GAIN:=

1
^ ____
- j — ..................

(4.10)
max

OFFSET, =

1..............

G4/X

max
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(4.11)

Applying equations (4.10) and (4.11) to the Landsat-5 TM bands 1 to 5 and 7 using
spectral radiance post-calibration values in Markham and Barker (1986) gave the
following gain, offset and normalisation results in table 4.2.1.8 below:

GAIN

OFFSET

TM BAND

NORMALIZATION

(DN)

TM-1

TM 3

1

16.60

2.49

1.00

1.95

1.34

2

8.51

2.38

0.51

1.00

0.69

3

12.41

1.49

0.75

1.46

1.00

4

12.28

1.84

0.74

1.44

0.99

5

92.53

3.42

5.57

10.87

7.46

7

175.50

2.63

10.57

20.62

14.14

Table 4.2.1.8
Gain, offset and gain normalisation factors used for the Landsat-5 TM image
The normalisation was computed by dividing the gain of each TM band by the
starting haze band using TM-1, TM-2 and TM-3 starting haze bands (table 4.2.1.8).
The minimum dark-object DN for Landsat TM bands used (see table 4.2.1.7 above)
are corrected to their starting haze values or predicted DN using their respective
offset DN given in table 4.2.1.8 above. This gave new starting haze values or
predicted DN haze values of 79.51 for TM-1, 59.63 for TM-2, 42.93 for TM-3, 27.19
for TM-4, 6.84 for TM-5 and 3.82 for TM-7 (see table 4.2.1.9 below). Using the
relative scattering models for ’clear’ atmospheric conditions, the predicted haze
values for respective spectral bands (HAZEj) are computed using the equation.
HAZE^

=

DN of TM-1 (offset corrected) * Multiplication factors of
scattering model of band to predict (table 4.2.1.9) .............(4.12)

The DN of the final predicted haze value (for atmospheric correction) is derived from
equations (4.2), (4.5), (4.10) and (4.11) and from table 4.2.1.9 to give equations (4.13)
and (4.14),
DN{HAZE) = NORM. * [MC/LT. + HAZE} + OFFSET. ............................(4.13)
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DNi HAZE) = N O R M H A Z E . ^ O F F S E T .

.......................................................(4.14)

where,
DN(HAZE^ = DN value that predicted haze value will be mapped
to in band i
1. 1 gam value
1 =
GAIN of
band i
normalized
------------------------------------GAIN of starting haze of band i

NORM^

multiplicative factors, namely target reflectance,
slope, sun elevation and atmospheric absorption
predicted haze value of band i using a relative scattering
model and the offset corrected starting haze value
offset value used for band i (from table 4.2.1.6)

MULT,
HAZE^
OFFSET

For example, the final DN, DN(HAZE,), can be predicted for TM-2 band as follows:
DN(HAZE^ = NORM * HAZE + OFFSET
2

2

2

Equation (4.14) is applied to the minimum DN of TM bands 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 using
the ’clear’ atmospheric scattering model to yield the results in table 4.2.1.9 below.

OHIGINAL
BIGrEALCCfUNT

fM

PREDICTED %
E A ld b C &

INITIAL
PREDICTED HAZE
(DN)

PREDICTED HAZE
(DN)

79.51

82.00

4.7893

K

.....^ ......

31

59.63

32.79

3.5725

_ ...t .. ;

29

42.93

33.69

2.5950

27.19

21.96

1.6387

26

6.84

41.52

0.41174

10

3.82

43.01

0.2301

5

'

Table 4.2.1.9
Original DN, initial predicted haze and final predicted haze values
and radiances of bands in the Landsat TM image used
The correction to be applied to respective bands of the TM image is given as.
Correction = ORIGINAL DN - FINAL PREDICTED HAZE DN
and the final predicted haze value (in DN or radiance) is subtracted from the original
DN (or radiance values) in each band of the image. In table 4.2.1.9 the digital
counts of bands 5 and 7 are very high and correcting for these two bands means that
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they will be mapped to zero.

This would be an overcorrection since longer

wavelengths are the least affected by atmospheric scattering.
Atmospheric correction was performed on the Landsat-5 TM image, of 2 September
1990, for bands 1 to 4 using the final predicted haze values in table 4.2.1.9 Bands
5 and 7 were not corrected as there was very little atmospheric scattering in these
bands. Regression analysis was performed on the landsat TM data using data th a t
was not corrected for atmospheric effects and using data corrected for atmospheric
effects w ith a view to evaluating the influence of the atmosphere on the results
derived from the digital data (see Chapter 5).

4.2.2

R adiom etric C alibration

Radiometric calibration of the Landsat-TM satellite data is im portant because the
depth of open w ater and flood w aters in inundated vegetation is to be equated with
in-band satellite radiances.

The radiance detected by the satellite is scene-

dependent, but there are also changes in detector sensitivity and electronic gain and
bias with time. Therefore the data used in this study havebeen radiometrically
corrected using equation 4.2 (section 4.2.1, above) ( M arkham and B arker 1985,
1986).
M arkham and B arker’s, 1985, 1986 equation is based on a knowledge of the lower
and upper lim it of the post-calibration dynamic range for a specific band. Constants
derived for each band are applied to the DN of pixels in each spectral band as
follows:TM band-1 spectral radiances
TM band-2 spectral radiances
TM band-3 spectral radiances
TM band-4 spectral radiances
TM band-5 spectral radiances
TM band-7 spectral radiances

=
=
=
=
=
=

-0.150 4- 0.0602 * D N ............................. (4.15)
-0.280 + 0.1175 * D N ............................. (4.16)
-0.120 + 0.0806 * D N ............................. (4.17)
-0.150 + 0.0815 * D N ............................. (4.18)
-0.037 + 0.0108 * D N ............................. (4.19)
-0.015 + 0.0057 * D N ............................. (4.20)

U nits are w atts per square m etre per steradian per micrometer (W.m'^.sr \pm'^),
and are usually m easured in mW.cm'^.sr'\pm'^.
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The atmospherically corrected and now radiometrically corrected L andsat TM data
has to be geometrically rectified (section 4.2.3) and UTM coordinates have to be
appended to each pixel in each band (section 4.2.4), to be studied, before depthradiance relationships and equations can be established.

4.2.3

G eom etric R ectification

Geometric distortions, which is a consequence of E arth rotation shear, were
corrected by using the nearest-neighbour re-sampling technique (M ather, 1993).
This technique has been used because it is computationally simple, it is therefore
fast and it ensures th a t the DN value of the pixels in the output image rem ain
unaltered, even though their relative positions will change. However, the output
image will have a block-like appearance as boundaries in the resu ltan t image will
not be smooth.
This is critical, since the DN values or radiance values of the pixels in the satellite
imagery are particularly essential for the estimation of w ater depth (Benny, 1989;
Albanakis, 1990; Estep and Holloway, 1992), the other methods of re-sampling
would have been less appropriate. Using the method of Devereux et el (1990) the
various Landsat sub-scenes from the Landsat image of 2 September 1990 were
geometrically rectified by warping with Ground Control Points (GCPs) from the most
recent maps, which are 1:50,000 scale topographical map sheet series 39 and 40 of
Nigeria, dated 1982. The warping corrected for image skewness and panoramic
distortion (see section 2.5). Two different areas each of about 29 by 29 km (85 km^)
containing field m easurem ent sites 1 to 3 and sites 4 and 5 were sub-sectioned from
the image. By comparing maps and photography from 1950 to 1982, the most stable
sections of several river channels mapped were selected. GCPs were then selected
from relatively stable river bends, river crossings and river junctions on 1:50,000
Nigeria map sheets 39 of Nguru North E ast and 40 Gorgoram NW for sub-scene
including sites 1 to 3 and sheets 39 of Nguru SW and 39 of Nguru SE for sub-scene
including sites 4 and 5 (see Appendix A for map details). Control points taken were
selected in such a way as to ensure an even spatial distribution over the sub-scenes
being warped. This ensured th at errors in control point matching or warping were
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evenly spread throughout the sub-scene. The warp was defined by control points in
the input image and the transformation determined by a least-squares fit of hivariate
linear polynomials (International Imaging Systems, 1990).
For the sub-scene containing sites 1 to 3 (figure 3.4.1.1) nine ground control points
were reliably identified on both the map sheets and image. More control points
could not be used because the rivers (which are the most reliable control points in
this dynamic region) were obscured by vegetation, especially at the intersections.
This makes map-image matching difficult or unreliable in most places.

Order Index of Mapping is 2
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

r

Output Control Points
(Map Coordinates)
Sample
663.000
653.000
308.000
6.000
629.000
626.000
995.000
377.000
404.000

Line
566.000
672.000
186.000
298.000
6.000
413.000
223.000
658.000
598.000

Input Control Points
(Image Coordinates)

Predicted Input Points
(Warp Coordinates)

Sample
720.000
726.000
314.000
34.000
608.000
663.000
999.000
452.000
470.000

Sample
720.319
725.550
315.354
33.573
607.074
662.104
999.683
452.257
470.086

Line
648.000
755.000
320.000
472.000
98.000
503.000
265.000
778.000
714.000
r

É :; ::r
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Maximum Errors:
Signed Mean:
Absolute Mean:
RMS Error:

Line
648.665
754.951
320.169
471.425
98.761
502.113
264.400
777.725
714.791

B

Point RMS error

Coordinate Error
Sample
0.319
-.450
1.354
-.427
-.926
-.896
0.683
0.257
0.086

Line
0.665
-.049
0.169
-.575
0.761
-.887
-.600
-.275
0.791

0.737
0.453
1.364
0.716
1.199
1.261
0.909
0.376
0.795

1.354
0.000
0.600
0.709

0.887
0.000
0.530
0.599

1.364
0.868
0.868
0.928

Table 4.2.3.1
Control point statistics and accuracy (in pixel units) of matching
ground control points with the Landsat sub-scene of sites 1, 2 and 3
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Order Index of Mapping is 2
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Output Control Points
(Map Coordinates)
Sample
871.193
864.526
816.281
318.912
734.702
752.947
61.018
864.526
3.474
121.544
802.421

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Maximum Errors:
Signed Mean;
Absolute Mean:
RMS Error:

Line
966.281
976.632
1028.035
926.807
525.930
501.368
118.912
571.895
263.649
968.737
670.140

Input Control Points
(Image Coordinates)

Predicted Input Points
(Warp Coordinates)

Sample
1011.063
1006.438
965.125
461.313
815.375
829.188
88.938
950.188
54.063
271.313
901.375

Sample
1011.126
1005.986
965.546
460.621
814.925
829.550
89.553
949.777
53.391
271.878
902.025

Coordinate Error

Line
853.063
863.938
922.125
891.063
438.375
411.188
125.938
465.063
276.813
959.063
570.063

Line
853.137
864.261
921.622
890.605
437.709
411.010
125.865
465.395
276.968
959.421
570.699

Point RMS error

Sample
0.063
-.452
0.421
-.692
-.450
0.362
0.615
-.411
-.672
0.565
0.650

Line
0.074
0.323
-.503
-.458
-.666
-.178
-.073
0.332
0.155
0.358
0.636

0.097
0.556
0.657
0.830
0.803
0.404
0.620
0.528
0.690
0.669
0.909

0.692
0.000
0.487
0.517

0.666
0.000
0.341
0.395

0.909
0.615
0.615
0.651

Table 4.2.3.2
Control point statistics and accuracy (in pixel units) of matching
ground control points with the Landsat sub-scene of sites 4 and 5
The sub-scene containing sites 1 to 3 was warped using the 9 GCPs given in table
4.2.3.1 above. After warping, the maximum error in easting (sample) was 38.6
metres (1.354 pixels) and in northing (line) was 25.3 metres (0.887 pixel). The
absolute average error in easting and northing were 17.1 metres (0.60 pixel) and 15.1
metres (0.53 pixel), respectively. The absolute mean of the Root Mean Square error
(RMS) is 24.7 metres (0.868 pixel) and the RMS error of a point is 26.4 metres (0.928
pixel). This is less than the pixel dimensions of 28.5 metres, consequently the
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geometric rectification using the map GCPs is deemed to be adequate in view of the
available planimetric map data.
A sim ilar geometric rectification procedure was used for the sub-scene of about 29
by 29 km containing the field m easurem ent sites 4 and 5 in figure 3.4.1.1. The
control point statistics for the warp are given above in table 4.2.3.2. Geometric
rectification using the map GCPs for the sub-scene containing sites 4 and 5 was
regarded as adequate because the average RMS error of a point was 18.6 m etres
(0.651 pixel) and the maximum error was 25.9 metres (0.909 pixel) which is less than
the pixel dimensions of 28.5 metres. Also, the absolute average error in easting and
northing coordinates were 13.9 m etres and 9.7 metres, respectively.

4.2.4

Transform ation To UTM Map C oordinates

In-situ depth data, measured simultaneously with the satellite data acquisition, were
located by ground survey methods so th a t their positions can be accurately re
established. A common coordinate system had to be adopted in order to register the
point measurem ents on the ground accurately with the image pixels. The Universal
Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection was adopted as the common coordinate
reference system to use because it is the present system being used in Nigeria,
where the wetlands studied are located. Hence, the depth data were coordinated to
UTM projection (see section 4.3.2) and the image data had to be transform ed from
pixel coordinates to UTM coordinates.
A UTM coordinate file was appended interactively to the satellite data by defining
some GCPs identified on the corresponding map sheets (which were in UTM
by
projection), and matching^^identifying the pixel sample and line numbers defining
these points on the image. Thus, the image coordinates were transformed to a UTM
coordinate system and depth data (which were collected on the field and later geo
coded) could now be matched w ith corresponding pixels on the image.
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4.3

GEOCODING FIELD SURVEY DATA

The reliability of w ater depths, computed from pixel radiances of a satellite sensor
image, depend largely on the accuracy of known w ater depth data used to calibrate
the algorithms (Van Hengel and Spitzer, 1991). Therefore, the position of each w ater
depth point m easurem ent was accurately determined by field survey methods (see
Chapter 3 for details). Furthermore, over 1,500 water-depth m easurem ents were
made in sites 1 to 5 (figure 3.4.1.1), in order to improve the accuracy of calibrating
the depth prediction algorithm (proposed in Chapter 2) to be used in later Chapters.
The variability in the collected samples was reduced by the large num ber of
observations made.

These depth m easurements were transform ed to UTM

coordinates so th a t they could be registered to their corresponding pixels (in UTM
reference) on the Landsat TM imagery.

4.3.1

C oordination Of D epth D ata

Positions of each point depth measurem ent was established from angular and linear
observations, computed and then transformed to UTM coordinates.
Survey com putation;
Three property beacons (Q2329, Q2330 and Q2332) of known coordinates were
selected in the Nguru Railway station and their relative positions established in-situ
and the)were the points from which traverse surveys were made to sites 1, 2 and
3 and closed on. The coordinates of the three property beacons were transformed to
UTM coordinates and traverses were made from these beacons to poles fixed on the
w ater edges of sites 1, 2 and 3 so as to establish the coordinates. Thus two main
types of computations were involved, namely the transform ation of the coordinates
to UTM and traverse survey computation.
Coordinates of the Q2329, Q2330 and Q2332 were in the Nigerian Transverse
M ercator (NTM) projection. The NTM coordinates were transform ed to geographical
coordinates and from geographical coordinates to UTM coordinates. This involves
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a shift of Northing origin, change of central meridian of UTM zone 32, change of
false Easting and scale change to 0.996 (Vincenty, 1971; Jackson, 1978).
Ranging poles were fixed in straight lines at about 100 m etres interval along the
edge of the w ater body and inundated vegetation to be m easured in the respective
sites 1, 2 and 3. Survey traverses to these poles, in sites 1, 2 and 3, were made from
the property beacons (Q2329, Q2330 and Q2332) whose coordinates were
transform ed, as above, to UTM coordinates. Therefore the UTM coordinate positions
of these poles were established by computing the traverse measurem ents using the
computed UTM coordinates of the property beacons as the starting and closing
coordinates. Similar survey traverses were undertaken to determine positions of
starting-transect ranging poles used in sites 4 and 5 but the traverses were started
and closed on nearby road intersections and cross-road which are easily identifiable
on a Landsat-TM imagery. For sites 4 and 5 the start and end UTM coordinates
were derived from the corresponding road junctions and cross-road pixel UTM
coordinates derived in section 4.2.4 above. Generally, traverses in sites 1 to 5 were
by plane surveying methods and tacheometry using a Wild T2 one second theodolite,
a Kern EDM, a staff and other instrum ents listed in Appendix B. The survey
computation used was the Bowditch method (Appendix F-4) which utilises corrected
bearings and corrected horizontal lengths where (from Olliver and Clendinning,
1984) the.
Forward a = Back a + Observed an g le........................................................... (4.21)
aN = Z* cos a ...................................................................................................... (4.22)
-^E = Z* sin a ...................................................................................................... (4.23)
N coordinate = ZN + N of last p o in t.................................................................(4.24)
E coordinate = ZE + E of last p o in t..................................................................(4.25)
where,
a = bearing (in degrees minutes and seconds)
= cotangent (^NAE)
N = Northing coordinate
E = Easting coordinate
A = change in {delta)
I = length between two points (in metres)
Z = sum of
Generally the computed coordinates for each pole in sites 1, 2 and 3 had linear
misclosures of about 1 in 3000 and so there is a misclosure or error of about 1 m etre
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for every 3000 metres (3 km) traversed. For sites 4 and 5 the linear misclosure is
dependent upon the accuracy of geometric rectification of the image (section 4.2.3)
and the accuracy of image registration to UTM map coordinates (section 4.2.4).
However, the accuracy of the positional computation of the poles used in sites 4 and
5 is about 15 metres for each site which is less than one image pixel dimension.
Therefore the computed UTM coordinates of sites 1, 2 and 3 are very accurate and
those of sites 4 and 5 are fairly accurate. Once the coordinates of the established
poles along the edge of the w aters and inundated vegetation was determined, depth
m easurem ents were then made along transects running from each pole
perpendicularly to dry land into the flooded area to be measured.

All depth

m easurem ents, angular and linear readings were reduced to these poles.

4.3.2

D epth O bservations

Depth observations were made at points spaced at about 5 to 25 m etre intervals and
some times a t 50 m etre intervals where the w ater depths were relatively the same
over a long distance. At each point of depth measurem ent angular readings were
taken to any two identified poles with a 30 minute surveyor’s prismatic compass and
a sextant, and readings could be reduced to 15 minutes. Also, distances from the
sta rt pole of the transect were estim ated by three persons subjectively and at the end
of the survey the total length of each transect was m easured using a high accuracy
(1mm) instrum ent. Also, the nature of the w ater and vegetation at each point of
depth m easurem ent was recorded and other rem arks made when necessary. Using
corrected angular and corrected linear readings the UTM coordinates of each point
of depth m easurem ent was computed using the coordinates of the start-transect pole
as the starting coordinates. The compass bearings were checked with the sextant
readings in order to improve its accuracy and the linear readings were corrected by
using angular m easurements from the compass and sextant to determine length and
comparing with the subjective estimation and the precise EDM m easurements. The
final positional accuracies for depth measurements made in sites 1, 2 and 3 is
approximately 5 metres, and this was due mainly to the instability of the boat used
when collecting data, and for sites 4 and 5 it was about 20 metres. So, the depth
data collected on the ground was in error by less than one Landsat-TM satellite pixel
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and therefore the ground data accuracy is suitable for matching or registering to the
corresponding pixel data of the Landsat-TM imagery, and for establishing the
relationship between depth and pixel radiance (Chapter 5).

4.4

SUMMARY

Satellite sensor imagery needs to be preprocessed before establishing the
relationships between image-pixel radiance and water-depth, and equations for
predicting w ater-depth from the image. The method used m ust be applicable to past
and future scenes so th a t the relationships established from one scene can be
transferred to scenes of other dates. Thus, the Landsat TM satellite sensor data,
acquired on 2 September 1990, was atmospherically corrected, calibrated for
radiometric effects and geometrically rectified. Each pixel were then allotted UTM
coordinates by matching the image to accurate topographic m aps w ith UTM
coordinates. The water-depth data th at were measured on the field simultaneously
with the satellite image acquisition (see Chapter 3), were geographically referenced
to UTM coordinate system so th a t they could be automatically registered to
corresponding pixels on the Landsat TM imagery. In C hapter 5, the water-depth
data were registered to corresponding pixels and the pixel radiance values were
automatically extracted into respective files for open w ater and inundated vegetation.
These files contained the measured w ater-depth values, their corresponding radiance
values and UTM coordinates. Other attributes, input into the files, were the nature
of the w ater or vegetation at the measured points. Thus, it is possible to establish
depth-radiance relationships and equations in Chapter 5, and to predict water-depth
from pixel-radiances of the satellite image in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 5
DERIVATION OF DEPTH AND RADIANCE RELATIONSHIPS FROM HIGH
SPATIAL RESOLUTION SATELLITE SENSOR IMAGERY

5.1

INTRODUCTION

The propagation of solar radiation through water can be simply described by:
h =

(5.1)

where Lj is the radiance detected in a particular wavelength range (say, band i),
is the solar irradiance at the w ater surface, z is the depth travelled by light in w ater
which has an effective attenuation coefficient of k (Benny and Dawson, 1983;
Albanakis, 1990). This equation has been developed into a model which has been
used as the basis for almost all remote bathymetric techniques:
+

(5.2)

where Lj„ is the average radiance over deep water, Ri,CK) is the bottom reflectance
and / is a geometric factor to account for path length through the column of w ater
(Ji et aU 1992). The model states th a t the energy reflected from the bottom of the
w ater body is inversely proportional to the depth of w ater after elim inating the
effects of the w ater column and the atmosphere (Lyzenga, 1981; Tanis and Hallada,
1984; Tanis and Byrne, 1985; Ji et aL 1992). Using these basic models, waterdepth can be estim ated from radiance detected on a satellite sensor imagery,
provided it has been preprocessed (see Chapter 4).
In this chapter, radiance values corresponding to the locations of the in situ depth
data, are extracted interactively.

Using regression analysis, the relationships

between (calibrated) water-depths and corresponding image radiance are established
for various types of w ater bodies and inundated vegetation.

Depth-radiance

relationships and depth-prediction equations are derived from Landsat-TM bands 1-5
and 7 using calibrated depths 1, 2 and 3 with sites 4 and 5 as a control. Although
the five sites are representative of the wetlands, sites 1 to 3 differ significantly from
sites 4 and 5 due to w ater quality (turbidity). If depth prediction equations derived
from sites 1 to 3 can be used to predict depths, from radiance accurately for control
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sites 4 and 5, then these relationships could be used to predict flooding in the whole
of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands irrespective of w ater quality, vegetation density or
vegetation type. The accuracy of predicting water-depth in control sites 4,5 from
equations for sites 1,2,3, combined, is assessed respectively for open w ater and
inundated vegetation sites. Since the effect of turbidity in sites 4 and 5 is quite
significant, sites 1 to 5 are combined and universal depth-prediction equations
sought in Chapter 6. The universal equations were later modified to predict depths
from radiance values of pixels on a NOAA-AVHRR and simulated M eteosat satellite
sensor data of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands (Chapter 7). Before establishing the
depth-radiance relationships and equations, the next section summarises the results
of the field radiometry analysis in Chapter 3, which investigated the relationships
between radiance and depth in a spatially more controlled fashion th an satellite
imagery, and also notes the effect of certain residuals.

5.2

SUMMARY OF FIELD RADIOMETRY

The m ain purpose of field-radiometry was to determine the relationship between
reflectance or ground leaving radiance and w ater depth in open w aters and in
inundated vegetation in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands and to establish the influence
of tem perature, salinity and wind upon these relationships. Since reflectance is
proportional to radiance, because it is the ratio of emergent radiance relative to the
total irradiance (Bierwirth et aL 1993), relationships from field radiom etry should
be sim ilar to those from radiance values. The Milton Multi-band Radiometer bands
(MMRl, MMR2 and MMR3), described in Chapter 3, approximates Landsat TM
wavebands 2, 3 and 4. The depth-radiance relationships established from satellite
images in later sections are expected to be sim ilar to those established from fieldradiometry, since the radiometer sensors detect reflectance in wavebands sim ilar to
those of Landsat TM satellite sensors in the visible and NIR and NOAA-AVHRR in
the NIR range.
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O P E N W A TER
S IT E

IN U N D A T E D V E G E T A T IO N

SPECTRAL

BA N D S

M M Rl
(TM -2)

MMR2
(TM-3)

M MR3
(TM -4)

M M Rl
(TM -2)

M MR2
(TM -3)

MMR3
(TM -4)

co m vcrm T Y

X

F.R.

F.R.

F.R.

-0.31

-0.30

-0.26

-0.08

2

F.R.

F.R.

F.R.

F.R.

F.R.

F.R.

-0.34

&

-0.78

-0.94

-0.49

0.12

0.06

0.02

-0.51

4

-0.31

-0.24

-0.62

F.R.

F.R.

F.R.

-0.0003

5

-0.36

-0.22

-0.18

0.01

0.01

0.03

-0.23

1-6

-0.51

-0.61

-0.44

-0.0002

-0.05

-0.0006

-0.12

Table 5.2.1
Coefficients of determination (r%) of water depth - reflectance regressions
and water depth - conductivity regressions in Hadejia-Nguru wetlands
(Note: All relationships are exponential; F.R. = Few Observations)
In open water the relationship between depth and reflectance is highest in the Dabar
lake region (site 3) and lowest in Madachi (site 5). These areas coincide with regions
of lowest and highest turbidity, respectively (table 5.2.1). The average r^ values
across the entire region are -0.51, -0.61 and -0.44 for simulated Landsat-TM bands
2, 3 and 4, respectively. These relationships are exponential and negative with
reflectance decreasing with increase in depth. The first two bands are sensitive to
water, moisture and turbidity, whereas the last band (TM-4) is sensitive to
vegetation and is less affected by turbidity.
The relationships established for depth and reflectance in areas of inundated
vegetation is very poor and not significant; with the average r^ being - 0.0002 for
TM2, -0.05 for TM3 and -0.0006 for TM4.

This is due to the heterogeneity of

vegetation cover types, varying shades of green, varying stages of vegetation growth
and height, leaf areas, sensor look angles and vegetation shadows. These effects are
exacerbated by the small fleld-of-view of the MMR.
Observations showed that salinity decreased with increase in depth resulting in a
regression with an exponential curve and negative r^ values. Dabar lake, Dabar
North and Madachi had the strongest depth-salinity relationships and it is expected
that the scattering of ground-leaving radiance (from water) will increase with
decreasing depth. Consequently, shallow waters in these sites or sub-regions may
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have salinities higher than the regional average. Taken across the whole 5 sites the
r^ value is about -0.12 and it may be concluded th a t the effect of salinity on waterdepth prediction across the whole wetland scene is not critical because salinity does
not vary significantly with depth. It was found th at afternoon tem peratures affected
the reflectance from open w ater or inundated vegetation more significantly th an
morning tem peratures. Consequently, it is recommended th a t in multi-temporal
studies only images acquired at about the same time of day be used, if the same
depth predictive models are to be applied. Field-radiometry shows th a t two major
depth-reflectance or depth-radiance relationships are possible, namely in open w ater
and inundated vegetation.

5.3

EXTRACTION OF SATELLITE IMAGE PIXEL RADIANCES

In C hapter 4, the Landsat-5 TM data for September 1990 is transformed to UTM
map coordinates.

Similarly, the points at which the w ater depths were m easured

on the field are coordinated using survey method and each point is transform ed to
UTM map coordinates.
Using the SunView software interactively the w ater depth data for open w ater were
matched to their corresponding pixels on the Landsat TM sub-scene. The extraction
was for coordinates, depth observations and corresponding pixels in TM spectral
bands-1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 by a programme w ritten and designed specifically for this
purpose. A file was generated for pixels corresponding to open w ater and another
for pixels corresponding to inundated vegetation. Each file contains the DN values
of pixels corresponding to open w ater or inundated vegetation, observed w ater depths
and the UTM coordinates of individual pixels. Using the improved dark-object
correction-method and radiometric calibration (Chapter 4), the DN values in both
files were corrected for atmospheric effects and radiometry. Another set of files was
generated and corrected only for radiometric effects and was later compared w ith the
atmospherically corrected data to determine the extent to which non-atmospherically
corrected data could be used to establish depth-radiance equations in these wetlands.
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5.4

REGRESSION FORMULAE

Several authors have established th at the relationship between w ater depth and
radiance is normally exponential or logarithmic (Ji et a l. 1992, Bierwirth et a l. 1993).
Regression analysis is suitable for w ater depth prediction from radiance, because the
local conditions are built into the relationship (Baban, 1993). For the wetlands
regression analysis is the most suitable method of depth prediction from satellite
radiance values because it can reliably account for the heterogeneity in cover types
once the right relationships are found.
The analysis below uses sites 1, 2 and 3 to establish relationships between w ater
depth and radiance in open w ater and inundated vegetation. Sites 4 and 5 provide
independent verification (a control) and error checking of the relationships
established for sites 1, 2 and 3. Depth-radiance regression analysis
separately for open w ater and inundated vegetation. This

was performed

was done

using the

M initab statistical package (Minitab, 1989). Hence, linear, exponential, logarithmic
and power transform ations were performed below and also in Chapter 6.

The

equations used are:L inear regression
y = a + j i ,x ................................................................................................................ (5.3
E xp on en tial regression
lo g ^ = a+ /3.x.......................................................................................................... (5.4)
L ogarithm ic regression
y = a + p.log^ ........................................................................................................ (5.5)
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P ow er regression
lo g ^ = a +p. lo g ^ ................................................................................................. (5.6)
where,
y
X
a
fi
logg

5.5

= tru e value of y
= tru e value of x
= constant term of regression
= regression coefficient
= natural logarithm (log to base e)

COMPARISON OF ATMOSPHERICALLY CORRECTED AND NONATMOSPHERICAIJ.Y CORRECTED DATA

In studies involving the estimation of w ater depth from satellite sensor data,
atmospheric correction is usually performed before analysis (see C hapter 2).
Atmospheric correction is im portant in studies of w ater depths from satellite sensor
imagery, because of the low count range of w ater bodies detected. Consequently, a
non-atmospherically corrected Landsat-TM imagery for 2 September 1990 was
calibrated with in situ measurem ents and compared to the same scene which is
similarly calibrated but corrected for atmospheric effects. Relationships between
w ater depth and digital count or radiance in both images were derived.

Both

relationships are compared and the effect of the atmosphere on the relationships is
evaluated. The potential of using single date (non-atmospheric corrected) scenes for
w ater depth prediction in the wetlands could then be evaluated.
Comparing the non-atmospherically corrected data with the atmospherically
corrected data, the coefficients of determination for predicting w ater depth from
radiance were generally the same for sites 1, 2 and 3. Regression analysis showed
th a t the atmosphere does not significantly affect the relative relationship between
w ater depth and radiance in both open waters and in inundated vegetation; but the
absolute radiance values for TM bands 1 to 4 are higher in the non-atmospherically
corrected data. Atmospheric correction does not detract from the w ater depth and
radiance relationships. In addition equations from non-atmospherically corrected
data can only be applied to th a t particular scene for th a t instance in time, and are
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non-operational because atmospheric conditions are continually changing. Therefore,
non-atmospherically corrected data may only be used in investigations of relative
w ater depths for single date scenes. Consequently, only atmospherically corrected
data are analyzed below because they are operational and the equations derived can
be applied to atmospherically corrected multitemporal scenes.

5.6

DERIVATION OF DEPTH-RADIANCE EQUATIONS FOR OPEN
WATER IN SITES 1. 2 AND 3

A general regression analysis was performed for sites 1, 2 and 3 and analysis for
specific sites, namely sites 1 and 3, as illustrated^hgure 5.6.1. The analysis involved
testing TM bands 1 to 5 and 7 radiance with w ater depth in open w ater and
inundated vegetation using linear, exponential and logarithmic regressions to predict
radiance from w ater depth and w ater depth from radiance.

This involved 108

regression analysis. The results presented are the best relationships established
from

108 relationships evaluated, and are for atmospherically corrected,

geometrically rectified and radiometrically calibrated Landsat-5 TM imagery of 2
September 1990.
Only regressions for bands exhibiting the best fits were further analyzed and used
to derive depth-radiance equations for open waters in sites 1, 2 and 3 (table 5.6.1
and sections 5.6.1,2,3). The higher and rapidly changing reflectance in the visible
band because of suspended sediment concentrations in the w ater (Goodin et aL
1993) and the stronger absorption of moisture by TM bands 5 and 7 (Cochrane, 1986),
may have significantly weakened relationships in TM-1, 2, 3 bands. Landsat-TM
band-4 was the least affected and gave the best relationships. General regressions
for sites 1, 2 and 3 combined were compared with regressions for specific sites,
namely sites 1 and 3 (table 5.6.1, and sections 5.6.2,3), w ith a view to seeing if the
fit can be significantly improved upon. The amount of scatter about the regression
lines is expected to be much because the data are from a natural environment where
different variables like salinity and turbidity exert influences.
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SITES 1,2,3

SITE 1

SITE 3
"^Insufficient d a ta
for analysis

Figure 5.6.1
Open water sites analyzed

. SITE

SPECTRAL
BAND
DEPTH VS. RADIANCE
LOGARITHMIC

1, 2 & 3

TM-4

-0.45

1

TM-4

-0.42

3

TM-4

-0.25

Table 5.6.1
Best linear fits for regressions of depth and radiance
in open waters of sites 1, 2 and 3

5.6.1

W ater-D epth And R ad ian ce R egressions In S ites 1. 2. 3

Logarithmic regression of TM band-4 radiance and water depth in open water gave
the best fit. The scatter diagram and regression equation (figure 5.6.1.1) shows that
there is a significant negative relationship between water depth and radiance in
open waters.
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Predicting water-depth from the radiance in band-4 gave an r^ of 0.454 (figure
5.6.1.1).

The regression line is logarithmic and negative.

The relationship is

weakened by samples which are far from the regression line. These samples may
be referred to as residuals. Residuals appear to occur more in shallower depths
where the radiance is apparently lowest. This means th a t radiance is attenuated
more in shallower w aters than deeper ones. In site 3 (Dabar lake) and site 2 (Dabar
North) salinity is moderately related to w ater depth and the r^ a t period of image
acquisition was 0.51 and 0.34 (Chapter 3). Salt ions have a scattering effect on
radiation, and may cause a reduction in detected radiance.

The wetlands are

classified as non-saline because of their salinity levels and the salt concentration
may not have a significant effect on detected radiance. Fitting a regression model

D epth versus TM Band-4
4.5+
Depth *
(m)
**

The regression equation o f D epth as fu n ction of
log Band-4 is:
Depth = 3.68 - 2.18 Log.Band-4
where:

*

3.0+
53 ** *2 *
- 343 * 74 52 *
2 * 23 2 **
- *32 6 *42 2 3 32
24 * 335 7 * 22 *
*
32 * *3 * 2 *2 2 4*
1.5+
- 2 3 ** 4* ** 32 * 2 * ** * * *
* ** 2
*2 32* 3 * 2** 2 * *
*
* 2 2 2* * * * * * ** **
* 2 2
*
***2
* *
*
* *
0.0+
1.80

2.40

3.00

3.60
4.20
Band-4 (radiance)

Predictor
Constant
LgBand-4
s = 0.6167

Coef
3.6813
-2.1786

Stdev
0.1491
0.1570

R-sq = 45.4%

t-ratio
24.69
-13.88

p
0.000
0.000

R-sq(adj) = 45.1%

*
A nalysis o f Variance:
SOURCE DF
Regression 1
Error
232
Total
233

88
73.256
88.234
161.490

MS
73.256
0.380

F
p
192.62 0.000

4.80

Figure 5.6.1.1
Scatter graph and regression equation for w ater depth
as a function of TM band-4 radiance in open-waters of sites 1, 2 and 3
by least squares, providing confidence intervals and testing various hypotheses does
not complete a regression analysis (Bhattacharyya and Johnson, 1977). Therefore
after establishing relationships for a model criticized by examining their residuals,
further regression analyses and tests of residuals should be iterated until a model
which does not contradict the assumptions (made about the regression model) is
obtained.
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According to Bhattacharyya and Johnson (1977), all the information th a t cannot be
explained in a model fitted by least squares are contained in the residuals.

ei =yi-Yi ...............................
where i = 1, 2, 3
The residuals

(5.7)

n

from the fitted regression model (figure 5.6.1.2) were regressed

against the fitted depths. There is no correlation between the residuals and fitted
depths (r^ = 0.0).

Thus, no other variable is contributing to the logarithmic

relationship between depth and radiance in sites 1 to 3 combined. This does not
mean th a t other variables are not scattering the detected radiance and reducing the
strength of the relationship.

T h e r e g r e ssio n e q u a tio n is:
Residuals = - 0.000 + 0.0000 Fitted-Depth

Residuals

Predictor
Constant
FitDepth

1.2 +
2 2 43 * *
**
* 2 * 25 7 * 3
*
33 2 2 * 2 5
**** *
**4 2 23 * *2 3 * 2 4 2
* * * * * 2 3**2 * * 2
*** 73 2 * 3 *
*
2 * ** 3
*2 * *4 2 3* 3 2 3 *
*** ** ** 23 4 * * * * * 4 *

Coef
-0.0000
0.00000

Stdev
0.1282
0.07205

t-ratio p
-0.00 1.000
0.00 1.000

*

*

0.0 +

* * * 2 3

*

2
-

*
*

0.00

0.50

2*

32
2

1.2+

s = 0.6167

*

1.00
1.50
Fitted-Depth

*

2

R-sq(adj) = 0.0%

Analysis of Variance
SOURCE
Regression
Error
Total

*

23
2*
*
2

2.00

R-sq = 0.(

DF
SS
1
0.0000
232 88.2342
233 88.2342

MS
0.0000
0.3803

F
0.00

p
1.000

2.50

Figure 5.6.1.2
Residuals versus depths in open waters of sites 1,2,3
A plot of the residuals against depths of best fit for the regression model for open
w aters in sites 1, 2 and 3 were examined (figure 5.6.1.2). The error variance, (f,
tends to increase w ith an increasing level of response.

The assumption of

homogeneous variance appears to be violated because the variance of the y variable
is not constant w ithin arrays of x (Hays, 1988). A variable causing errors in the
regression model may be turbidity. Since sites 1, 2 and 3 have varying am ount of
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suspended sediments, it was hoped th at performing individual site analysis would
help in determining

the influence of turbidity since the previously assumed

homogenous turbidity for Sites 1 to 3 will be precluded.

5.6.2

W ater-Depth And R adiance R egressions In Site 1

Depth versus radiance regressions for open w ater in site 1 were compared w ith the
relationships established for sites 1, 2, 3, combined, in section 5.6.1 above.

The regression equation o f D epth as function o f log
Band-4 is;

D epth versus Band-4
Depth (m)
1.80+
*
2

Depth = 2.30 - 1.26 Log,Band-4
where;
Predictor
Constant
LgBand-4

1 .20 +

2

s = 0.3340

*

Coef
2.3024
-1.2553

Stdev
0.3060
0.2549

R-sq = 42.4%

t-ratio
p
7.52 0.000
-4.92 0.000

R-sq(adj) = 40.6%

0.60+
A nalysis o f Variance:
SOURCE DF
Regression 1
Error
33
Total
34

0 . 00 +

2.50

3.00

3.50
4.00
4.50
Band-4 (radiance)

SS
2.7045
3.6807
6.3852

MS
2.7045
0.1115

F
24.25

p
0.000

5.00

Figure 5.6.2.1
Scatter graph and regression equation for w ater depth
as a function of TM Band-4 radiance in open-waters of site 1
The coefficient of determination for depth versus band-4 radiance is 0.424 (figure
5.6.2.1). The r^ value is close to the value for the combined sites 1, 2, 3 (compare
with figure 5.6.1.1). Therefore site 1 did not significantly weaken the correlations
for sites 1, 2 and 3 put together. During fieldwork it was noted th a t this region was
the least turbid area selected for field observations. Therefore it is expected th a t
errors around the regression line would be less.
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5.6.3

W ater-Depth And R adiance R egression s In S ite 3

The correlation between w ater depth and band-4 radiance (figure 5.6.3.1) is quite
low. The low r^ value (0.245) may be due more to turbidity and less to salinity since
salinity is not significant in the wetlands. In the study by N anu and Robertson
(1993), the reflectance spectra of w ater w ith suspended sediment was found to be
higher a t the surface than at 10m depth and the variations in the chlorophyll
refractive index did not significantly influence the reflectance spectra.

This is

because both inorganic or organic suspended sediments strongly backscatters
radiation in moderate to high concentrations and generally overwhelms the
reflectance signal due to phytoplankton pigment (chlorophyll) absorption or dissolved
organic m aterial (Lathrop, 1992). Below-water visibility in site 3 is 1 m etre and
suspended sediment concentrations appear to vary with depth. This variation and
the wide variance of depths a t lower radiances (between 1.8 and 2.7 mW.cm'^.sr^.pm
^) may be responsible for the correlation (see figure 5.6.3.1). However, a definite
relationship can be observed in figure 5.6.3.1 and fairly reasonable estim ates of
depth may still be derived but within confidence bands. The correlation in site 3
may be improved by taking more observations in this site in particular a t shallower
depths.

The regression equation o f D epth as function o f log
Band-4 is;

D epth versu s TM Band-4
Depth

(m)
Depth = 3.34 - 1.65 LOggBand-4
*

3.6+ * *

where:

*
*

*

*

***2

1.80

Predictor
Constant
LgBand-4

*

53 * 33 2
-342 * 55 32
2.4+
2 * 2* 2
*2* 4 42 2 3
24 2 223
** 2 2*3 7
32 * *2 * *
1.2 +
2 3 * 4* *

2.40

*

Coef
3.3382
-1.6522

Stdev
0.1864
0.2157

t-ratio
p
17.91 0.000
-7.66 0.000

*

42
* *
**2 2
4*
2*
2

s = 0.6249

R-sq(adj) = 24.1%

A nalysis o f Variance:
SOURCE DF
Regression 1
Error
181
Total
182

2 * 2

3.00
3.60
4.20
Band-4 (radiance)

R-sq = 24.5%

SS
22.911
70.691
93.602

MS
22.911
0.391

F
58.66

4.80

Figure 5.6.3.1
Scatter graph and regression equation for depth
as a function of TM Band-4 radiance in open-waters of site 3
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p
0.000

The need to perform m ultivariate or partial regressions does not arise because the
analysis of residuals statistically proves th a t no other variable is contributing to the
response of depth with radiance. However, analysis of individual sites, namely sites
1 and 3, was performed with a view to identifying the sites contributing to the
weakening of the relationship. Observations in site 2 were too few to be used for an
analysis of the site alone.

5.6.4

S u m m a ry

The strongest relationship between w ater depth and radiance was in the Landsat
near-infra-red band (TM-4). The general r^ (0.45) is logarithmic and negative despite
the influence of turbidity.
An attem pt was made to identify the site with a view to verify variables affecting
it th a t contributed significantly to the weakening of the relationships. Site 2 was not
studied independently because of the small number of observations taken in^field.
For site 1 the logarithmic relationship was the strongest (r^ = 0.42) but it was
slightly weaker than th a t of the general analysis of sites 1, 2 and 3 combined. The
effect of salinity in site 1 may be assumed to be negligible since it is approximately
uniform irrespective of depth and only produces an r^ value of 0.08 when compared
with depth (see section 5.2 on salinity). On the other hand site 3 is more turbid than
site 1 and turbidity appears to vary with depth, hence the low correlation (r^ = 0.25),
with wider variances at deeper depths. The higher number of observations a t deeper
depths m ay have also contributed to the low correlation.

Nonetheless , fairly

reasonable estim ates of depth can be predicted from the regression equation. It was
intended th a t the regression equation, for water-depth and radiance relationship in
open w ater, th a t may be adopted for this research subject to the test of accuracy, will
be those for the general sites 1, 2 and 3 (table 5.6.1) because the correlations are
stronger th an those for site 1 alone and also for site 3 alone. The general equation
for sites 1 to 3 (combined) will later be tested on control sites 4 and 5 and if
reasonably accurate they would be used to predict depths in the entire wetlands.
Alternatively, a new universal relationship for the 5 sites, combined, will be derived
(Chapter 6).
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5.7

DERIVATION OF DEPTH-RADIANCE EQUATIONS FOR INUNDATED
VEGETATION IN SITES 1. 2 AND 3

The total inundated vegetation areas studied in sites 1, 2 and 3 consist of low to
medium density vegetation (less than 1.5 metres in height), dense vegetation (over
1.5 m etres in height and often reaching 4 to 5 m etres in height) which are found in
clear and turbid flood waters.

Regressing the general inundated vegetation

reflectance from field radiometry with depth (section 5.4) showed a very poor
relationship.

This is mainly due to suspended sediments which

generally

overwhelms the reflectance signal of phytoplankton pigments and dissolved organic
m atter (Lathrop, 1992) and the influence of standing dead vegetation in the canopy
reported by Tucker (1979). Classifying, using field radiometry, along the lines of
individual sites only showed a significant improvement in r^ for site 1 and the
correlation in sites 3 and 5, although better th an th a t of the general sites (1 to 5
combined), were still significantly poor.

LEVEL
LV-HV-CR-TD

LV-CR-TD

LV-CR

HV-CR-TD

HV-CR

LV-TD

HV-TD

Figure 5.7.1
Inundated vegetation classes analyzed
[where,

L V = Low vegetation - sparse to medium density (less than 1.5m height)
H V = High vegetation - high density (over 1.5m height)
CR = Clear water below inundated vegetation
TD = Turbid water below inundated vegetation]
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A prelim inary analysis of individual sites showed very poor relationships sim ilar to
those obtained from field radiometry which was expected since reflectance is the
ratio of em ergent radiance relative to total irradiance and hence proportional to
radiance (Bierwirth et a l , 1992).

Thus, it was decided to classify inundated

vegetation according to density or height of vegetation cover and clearness or
turbidity of w aters in which they are located. Using this classification two more
major levels (II and III) in the hierarchy were identified (figure 5.7.1).

DENSITY OF
VEGETATION AND
TURBIDITY

SPECTRAL
BAND

COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION (r*)
DEPTH VS. RADIANCE
LOGARITHMIC

LV-HV-CR-TD

LV-CR-TD
II
HV-CR-TD

TM-4

EXPONENTIAL

-0.09

TM-4

-

TM-7

-0.09

TM-4

-0.04

TM-7

-0.09

LV-CR

TM-4

LV-TD

TM-4

HV-CR

TM-4

H V -T D

TM-4

0.10

-0.14

III
-0.45
-0.06

Table 5.7.1
Best Linear fits for regressions of depth and radiance
for inundated vegetation in sites 1, 2 and 3

The height of the vegetation is directly related to density. At level I, which is the
general level, the vegetation is low to high inundated vegetation in both clear and
turbid w aters (LV-HV-CR-TD) in sites 1, 2 and 3 combined. Level II is a division
according to density of vegetation cover only and two classes are formed, namely low
vegetation in both clear and turbid w aters (LV-CR-TD) and high vegetation in both
clear and turbid w aters (HV-CR-TD) in sites 1, 2 and 3 combined. Level III is the
last level and is a classification along lines of vegetation height and w ater clarity.
Four classes are formed from level II classes, namely low vegetation in clear w aters
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(LV-CR), low vegetation in turbid w aters (LV-TD), high vegetation in clear waters
(HV-CR) and high vegetation in turbid waters (HV-TD) in sites 1, 2 and 3. Scattergraphs and regression and equations are shown only for levels I and II classes
because they are operational and semi-operational respectively.

A total of 252

regression analysis were performed for inundated vegetation using vegetationradiance to predict w ater-depth by linear, exponential and logarithmic regressions.
From these analyses only the results of the TM wavebands th a t have the best fits
for levels I, II and III are shown and explained in the following sub-sections and
sum m arised in table 5.7.1, above.

Table 5.7.1 clearly suggests th a t turbidity

influences the accuracy of prediction and th at the relationships a t level III are
generally higher th an those at levels I and II.

5.7.1

Low To H igh V egetation In Clear And Turbid W aters In S ites 1, 2. 3

TM band-4 is the band th at gave the best fit for depth-radiance regression. The r^
of w ater depth predicted from radiance (figure 5.7.1.1) is 0.085. The correlation is
very poor and not significant because of the large amount of scatter (figure 5.7.1.1).
It is evident from table 5.7.1 th at the reason for such a poor correlation was due to
the different effect of vegetation height and different w ater turbidity upon radiance.
McClov et al, (1993) reports th a t vegetation canopy is complicated by a change in
canopy structure and distribution of green and brown leaf, changes in background
response and canopy shadow effects. This is further complicated by the influence of
turbidity (Lathrop, 1992). The poor relationship is therefore expected since sites 1
to 3 consists of high and low vegetation, clear and turbid w aters and green and
brown (dead) leaves.
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D epth versu s Band-4:
Depth (m)
3.0+

The regression equation o f D epth as
function of logBand-4 is:
Depth = 1.28 - 0.495 LoggBand-4

*

where:

*
*2
*
**
* * * * 2
**23
* * * 2 * *2
* * 2 * 2 2 * * 3 2*2
*
*
*2 2* 2 *2 *2 2 * 3 *
**
****5 23*52 *5 *** *2**
*
**2 *32 2 6 4 6**2 2 **** 2 **
* **22* **
*2 *4524367226*4337*6*32**4
*2**5 *3*3355***25*3 44*362323* 63***5**33 *
$ iK %$
4" ^
4

2.0+
.
1.0+
0.0+
-+2.0

3.0

4.0
5.0
6.0
Band-4 (radiance)

Predictor
Coef
Constant
1.2822
LgBand-4 -0.49535
s = 0.4443

Stdev
0.1231
0.08645

R-sq = 8.5%

t-ratio
10.41
-5.73

P
0.000
0.000

R-sq(adj) = 8.2%

Analysis of Variance
SOURCE DF
SS
Regression 1 6.4801
Error
355 70.0704
Total
356 76.5506

MS
6.4801
0.1974

F
32.83

P
0.000

7.0

Figure 5.7.1.1
Scatter graph and regression equation for w ater depth against TM band-4 radiance
in low to high inundated vegetation in clear and turbid w aters of sites 1, 2 and 3

Residuals
2.0+
*

The regression equation is:
Residuals = 0.000 - 0.000 Fitted-Depth

*
**

-

1.0+
-

-

0.0+
-

*
**
2* **
*
*
* * ** * ** * *
***
*3 3 * * * 2 *
22 *
**
* * 2 * ** 2* 2* 3* * ** *
*
**2 *2** * ***22* * * *** 2* *
2*32*** * 4 2** **2243 4*54*32 *4 ****
*7424236 *4*45253 754235*2*253 23*2 4 * * * *
* *3**2*4 2322*244635 544*522 * 2* *
* *
*3 ****
2

Predictor
Constant
FitDepth

Coef
0.0000
-0.0001

Stdev
0.1056
0.1746

t-ratio P
0.00 1.000
-0.00 1.000

*

s = 0.4444

R-sq = 0.0%

R-sq(adj) = 0.0%

Analysis of Variance
SOURCE DF
SS
MS
Regression 1 0.0000 0.0000
Error
355 70.0958 0.1975
Total
356 70.0958

F
0.00

P
1.000

-1.0+
0.24

0.36

0.48 0.60
0.72
Fitted-Depth (m)

0.84

Table 5.7.1.2
Residuals versus depths of inundated vegetation in sites 1,2,3
Residuals from the regression model were derived and regressed against the fitted
line of predicted depths (figure 5.7.1.2). The analysis is sim ilar to th a t in section
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5.6.1 above. The regression coefficient for predicted residuals is 0.00 (figure 5.7.1.2).
This suggests th a t the relationship with water-depth is caused by one variable. Also
the plot of residuals (figure 5.7.1.2) indicates th a t there may be no abnormalities.
B ut the apparent inconsistent variance of residuals (figure 5.7.1.2) seem to suggest
th a t there are certain variables affecting w ater depth prediction at different depths.
It was uncertain if the influence of vegetation structure on canopy response, reported
by McCloy (1993), was a main variable affecting the relationship or if turbidity
played a greater role.

Therefore, several analyses based on vegetation heights

(sections 5.7.2 and 5.7.3) and w ater clarity and vegetation height (section 5.7.4) were
conducted.

5.7.2

Low V egetation In Clear And Turbid W aters At S ites 1. 2 And 3 U sing
TM Band-4 And Band-7

Regressions of low vegetation in clear and turbid w aters in sites 1, 2 and 3 were
studied using TM bands 4 and 7 in an attem pt to improve the relationship by
elim inating the influence of varying vegetation heights.

The best correlation

between low inundated vegetation reflectance and w ater depth is in TM band-4, but
in high inundated vegetation the correlation in band-7 is better. So, depth-radiance
correlations in both TM band-4 and band-7 were studied. Although, bands 4 and 7
yielded better correlations from bands 1,2,3,5, their r^ values are poor, insignificant
and not significantly different from each other.
Using TM band-4 radiance to predict w ater depth gave an extremely low r^ of 0.099
(figure 5.7.2.1) and the relationship is not significant, even though an exponential
relationship was the best relationship. This shows th a t the relationship between
w ater depth and radiance rem ains poor in vegetation of low heights but varying
turbidity.
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D epth versus TM Band-4

The regression equation o f D epth as function
o f expBand-4 is:

Depth (m)
3.0+
*
**

-

2.0+
1.0+
0.0+

Depth = 0.756 - 0.00180 ExBand-4
where:
Predictor
Coef
Stdev t-ratio
Constant
0.75649
0.04383 17.26
ExBand-4 -0.0018046 0.0003785
-4.77

*2
**

*

**22* * * *
* ** * * 2 * *
** *** 2 *2 *2

s = 0.4731

3**
*
* *
****^ *3*3*2 ** * *** *
*
* * * 2 23 2 23 2
* 2
* * **22 22*2 23**223*2 2 2 * **2
2* 3* ** **523***222*2 223*3322222*

* *

2.40

3.20

**

*

*

4.00
4.80
5.60
Band-4 (radiance)

R-sq = 9.9%

P
0.000
0.000

R-sq(a(^) = 9.5%

Analysis of Variance

*
2*

*

SOURCE DF
Regression 1
Error
206
Total
207

SS
5.0891
46.1162
51.2053

MS
F
5.0891 22.73
0.2239

P
0.000

6.40

Figure 5,7.2.1
Scatter graph and regression equation for w ater depth against TM band-4 radiance
in low inundated vegetation in clear and turbid w aters a t sites 1, 2 and 3
When TM band-7 was used to predict w ater depth the strongest (but not significant)
relationship derived was exponential (figure 5.7.2.2).

There is no relationship

because the computed r^ value is 0.086 and extremely poor.

The sim ilar

relationships indicate th a t there is no significant relationship between w ater depth
and radiance in low inundated vegetation in both TM-4 and TM-7 bands.
On closer examination of figures 5.7.2.1, 2 it can be seen th a t most observations are
in shallow waters less than 0.8m and there are few spurious ones at depths over 2m
and high radiance.

During fieldwork, it was observed th a t much of the low

vegetation in waters less th an Im in depth were not as dense as vegetation in deeper
waters. This means th a t the radiance detected at most vegetation in shallow waters
will be lower th an those detected at deeper waters.

This may explain the

concentration of low radiance values at low depths (figures 5.7.2.1, 2). Although
there are too many anomalous observations a t low depths for accurate w ater depth
prediction, a negative relationship is clear in figures 5.7.2.1, 2. This shows th a t the
model could be improved and th at the error bands would be wide if used to predict
depths.
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D epth versu s TM Band-7

The regression equation o f D epth as fu n ction o f
expBand-7 is:

Depth (m)
3.0+
*

Depth = 3.41 - 2.41 ExBand-7

2

-

where:
Predictor
Constant
ExBand-7

***

2.0+
-

**
*
**3*2 **
* **2* 222* *
** 24 *3 * 2
*
2*453*3**2*2 *
2*32334 * **
*
2*34575322**** * * * *
47362444533 **2 *2 ** * *
2 * *
*

-

1.0+
-

0.0+

s = 0.4767

Coef
3.4056
-2.4077

Stdev
0.6342
0.5470

R-sq = 8.6%

t-ratio
5.37
-4.40

p
0.000
0.000

R-sq(adj) = 8.2%

A nalysis o f Variance:

* 2*

SOURCE DF
Regression 1
Error
206
Total
207

**

SS
4.4021
46.8032
51.2053

MS
4.4021
0.2272

F
19.38

p
0.000

—

0.120

0.180

0.240
0.300
Band-7 (radiance)

0.360

Figure 5.7.2.2
Scatter graph and regression equation for w ater depth against TM band-7 radiance
in low inundated vegetation in clear and turbid waters a t sites 1, 2 and 3

5.7.3

H igh V egetation In Clear And Turbid W aters At S ites 1. 2 And 3
U sin g TM Band-4 And Band-7

The second class in level II of the inundated vegetation hierarchy (figure 5.7.1,
above) is high vegetation in clear and turbid waters.

Regression analysis were

performed using the two bands th a t gave the best linear fit, namely TM band-4 and
band-7.
The relationship between w ater depth and inundated vegetation radiance detected
by band-4 looked rath er poor (figure 5.7.3.1). The predicted r^ for w ater depth is
0.044 (figure 5.7.3.1). In the scatter plot large deviations from the regression line
are observed in the deeper waters and vegetation of radiance ranging from around
4 to 6.5 mW .cm'^.sr'\pm'\

These large deviations significantly weakened the

relationship. Vegetation found in waters deeper than Im were denser compared to
vegetation in sim ilar depths and as such, reflected more radiance. They were found
in deeper w aters of the Nguru lake region. These vegetation were m ainly found
around the islands in Nguru lake and their relatively higher radiance resulted in
some spurious effects in the regression.
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The regression equation o f D epth as function o f
expBand-4 is:

D epth versu s TM Band-4
Depth (m)

Depth = 0.618 -0.000285 ExBand-4
2 . 10 +

where;
*

*
1.40+

Predictor Coef
Stdev
t-ratio
p
Constant 0.61796
0.04193
14.74 0.000
ExBand-4 -0.0002852 0.0001091 -2.61
0.010

* •=2
*

*2
2

s = 0.4027

*

R-sq = 4.4%

R-sq(a4j) = 3.8

2
Analysis of Variance
0.70+

**

3

2 ** * * *
* * * * * 2 * *
*
***
*
* *222* 52 * 2* 2*4** * *
¥22* ** **
*** 22222 * 3 * 2 *
*
* * 32 *4**24 *

0 . 00 +

SOURCE DF
Regression 1
Error
147
Total
148

SS
1.1088
23.8395
24.9484

MS
1.1088
0.1622

F
6.84

p
0.010

2

2.0

3.0

4.0
5.0
6.0
Band-4 (radiance)

7.0

Figure 5.7.3.1
Scatter graph and regression equation for w ater depth against TM band-4 radiance
in high inundated vegetation in clear and turbid w aters a t sites 1, 2 and 3
Regression analysis of high vegetation in clear and turbid waters in sites 1, 2 and
3 using TM band-7 gave better linear fits than those using TM band-4. The best fit,
using TM band-7 to predict w ater depth (figure 5.7.3.2), is a little better th an th at
of band-4 (figure 5.7.3.1), but the r^ value (0.087) is still very poor and not
significant. Although, using power regression improves the fit by about 2% (0.02),
the relationship rem ains insignificant. TM band-4 is sensitive to chlorophyll in
plants (Cochrane, 1986). Therefore the more dense vegetation (figure 5.7.3.1) around
islands in Nguru Lake may have reflected a much higher radiance th an other
vegetation of similar water-depths in the subregion (compare with figure 5.7.3.2).
Comparing radiances of the same subscenes in band-4 and band-7 (figures 5.7.3.1,
2) it is evident th a t the highest radiances are 7.5 and 0.45 mW.cm'^.sr^pm'^,
respectively.

This shows th a t band-4 is more sensitive to radiance from green

vegetation than band-7, and would therefore show greater variance in vegetation
than the latter.
Despite the better correlation in band-7 (r^ = -0.087) it is still quite weak and has not
improved compared to the general relationship (r^ = 0.085) in section 5.7.1. It can
be concluded th a t the height of the inundated vegetation is not the major factor
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causing the weak relationship between w ater depth and radiance in turbid or clear
w aters a t high or low vegetation were examined in the section below.

The regression equation o f D epth as fu n ction o f
expBand-7 is;

D epth versu s TM Band-7
Depth

(m )

Depth = 1.67 - 0.921 ExBand-7

-

*

2.10+
-

where:
Predictor
Constant
ExBand-7

;

**2
2 *2

*

1.40+
*
-

0.70+
-

-

*

*

-

***
*

*

0.070

s = 0.3937

Stdev
0.3027
0.2466

R-sq = 8.7%

t-ratio p
5.53 0.000
-3.74 0.000
R-sq(adj) = 8.1%

2

* * *2
2* g * * *
*
2* *4 * 3
*245554** * * *
2 *73* **3 2
*
* * ***

0.00+

*

Coef
1.6747
-0.9214

*

*

*
*

A nalysis o f Variance:
* *

**

*

* * 2*
*****
* * * * * * * 2 * 22**
2

0.140 0.210 0.280 0.350
Band-7 (radiance)

SOURCE DF
Regression 1
Error
147
Total
148

SS
2.1634
22.7850
24.9484

MS
2.1634
0.1550

F
13.96

p
0.000

0.420

Figure 5.7.3.2
Scatter graph and regression equation for w ater depth against TM band-7 radiance
in high inundated vegetation in clear and turbid w aters a t sites 1, 2 and 3

5.7.4

R egression A nalysis o f Level III C lasses B ased on Water C larity and
V egetation H eigh ts.

Regression models from Levels III classes (see figure 5.7.1 and table 5.7.1) cannot
be operational because the wetlands cannot be divided into numerous subscenes of
LV-CR, LV-TD, HV-CR and HV-TD in order to apply the equations.

Hence an

analysis of Level III classes will help in identifying the variable causing errors in
the regression models discussed in sections 5.7.1,1,5.
The best relationships were found in TM band-4. The relationship between w ater
depth and radiance (in low vegetation and clear waters) is logarithmic (r^ = -0.33)
while the relationship between w ater depth and radiance (in high vegetation and
clear waters) is exponential(r^ = -0.45). Relationship in turbid w aters w ith low
vegetation is weak and logarithmic (r^ = -0.14) and high vegetation is weaker and
logarithmic (r^ =-0.06). From these relationships, it is clear th a t turbidity influences
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the accuracy of the relationships and the height does not significantly affect the
accuracy of the relationships.

5.7.5

Sum m ary

The relationship between depth and radiance in low and high vegetation inundated
of

in clear and turbid w aters in sites 1, 2 and 3 is logarithmic with an ir^0.09 (table
5.7.1). Although the scatter diagram shows th at there is a relationship, the very low
1^ implies th a t there is no significant relationship. Regressing the residuals against

fitted depth gave a r^ of 0% and suggests no other variable

(besides depth) is

responsible for the relationship but causes of variances in the regression model .has
to be established. From field radiometry it was seen th a t the correlation between
w ater depth and

radiance from inundated vegetation was not significantly

dependent on the respective sites but on other param eters related to the various
sites. So, the low and high vegetation inundated in clear and turbid w aters was
further divided into various classes on the basis of vegetation height and turbidity.
Three class levels were identified in the hierarchy (table 5.7.1).
Level II consists of two classes split according to height of vegetation, namely low
vegetation in clear and turbid w aters and high vegetation in clear and turbid waters.
The observed relationships of best fits in level II were logarithmic but predicting
w ater depth from TM band-4 or band-7 radiance yielded exponential curves of best
fit. Regression analysis showed th a t TM band-4 was best for use in low vegetation
in clear and turbid w aters (r^ = -0.09). However, TM band-7 was the best Landsat
TM wave-band to use for depth-radiance regressions of high vegetation inundated
in clear and turbid waters. Relationships in both band-4 and band-7
are not significant, although the scatter diagrams show th a t a definite relationship
exists.
The level III classes were based both on the height of vegetation and turbidity. Four
classes were obtained, namely low vegetation inundated in clear waters, low
vegetation inundated in turbid waters, high vegetation inundated in clear w aters and
vegetation inundated in turbid waters. The regressions of the level III classes
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were performed to examine the influence of turbidity on the depth-radiance
relationship in low vegetation and high vegetation in clear or turbid waters.
Landsat-TM band-4 gave the best fits in the w ater depth-radiance regression
analyses for level III classes. Analyses shows th at w ater depth-radiance relationship
of high vegetation in clear w aters is the best fit (r^ = 0.45) and the w eakest is high
vegetation in turbid w aters (HV-TD) (r^ = -0.14). Also the strongest r^ value for
depth radiance regressions in low inundated vegetation was observed in clear waters
(r^ of 0.33) but this relationship was still poor (table 5.7.1).

This proved th a t

turbidity was the critical factor affecting the relationships in inundated vegetation.
Regression analyses using level I, II and III classes shows th a t density of vegetation
and turbidity are significant factors influencing the depth-radiance relationships in
inundated vegetation in sites 1, 2 and 3 of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands. In Chapters
2 and 3, the significance of turbidity on reflectance were evaluated. The w ater in the
wetlands is turbid to varying degrees. Turbidity affects the visible spectral region
the most because the relationship with reflectance is logarithmic while in the NIR
it is near linear (Chen et aL 1990,1991). This suggests th a t errors in depth-radiance
relationships will be more pronounced in the visible band and hence the
relationships will be weaker in the NIR. This situation also applies to relationships
derived in open w aters in section 5.6. In the land-use and land-cover classification
of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands (Sule, 1990b) it was possible to classify the inundated
vegetation in the flood areas according to density of vegetation but it was not
possible to classify according to turbidity. This shows th a t it may be possible to
develop an operational model th a t predicts w ater depths utilizing one equation for
clear w aters and another for turbid w aters in inundated vegetation areas. Thus,
prediction utilizing Level III classes is non-operational. Models for Levels I and II
are operational and semi-operational respectively. Since the relationship in both
Levels I and II classes are the same (table 5.7.1), only the model for the former will
be used in predicting w ater depths in inundated vegetation of the wetlands.
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5.8

DEPTH-RADIANCE RELATIONSHIPS FOR OPEN-WATER AND
INUNDATED VEGETATION IN SITES 4. 5

Depth-radiance relationships for sites 4, 5, combined, were established for
preprocessed and calibrated Landsat TM bands 1 to 5 and 7, using the same methods
employed in sections 5.3 to 5.7. The depth-radiance relationships established for
open-water at sites 4, 5 combined (table 5.8.1) are logarithmic and slightly weaker
than those in open waters of sites 1, 2, 3 combined (table 5.6.1). For inundated
vegetation, the relationship in TM Band-4 is positive contrary to that in sites 1, 2,
3 (compare table 5.8.1 with 5.7.1). This is expected from the field-radiometry work
conducted and is due to low vegetation being found in shallow waters and higher
vegetation in deeper waters (sections 3.5 and 5.2). The weaker relationship for open
waters in sites 4, 5 compared to sites 1, 2, 3 may be due to the much higher turbidity
in the former. The log-linear relationship between turbidity and reflectance in the
visible region (Holyer, 1978; Chen et al, 1991) was responsible for the very weak
relationships in TM bands 1 to 3. So it was not surprising that band 4 (the NIR)
had the best relationship, even though it is poor.

N A T U R E O F S IT E S

SPECTRAL
BAND

C O E F F IC IE N T O F
D E T E R M IN A T IO N (i^>
DEPTH

V S.

R E L A T IO N S H IP

R A D IA N C E

Open water (TD)

TM-4

-0.32

Depth = LogRad.

Inundated vegetation
(LV-HV-TD)

TM-4

+0.32

Depth = LogRad.

Table 5.8.1
Best linear fits for regressions of depth and radiance for open water
and inundated vegetation in sites 4, 5
(Note: rad. = radiance; Log = natural logarithm)
The near-infrared and mid-infrared wavebands were found to be less sensitive to
water turbidity and salinity (sections 3.5 and 5.3 to 5.7), and as a result yielded
higher correlations between water-depth and corresponding radiances. Hence, it was
assumed that the depth-radiance equations derived for sites 1, 2 and 3 using the
near-infrared or mid-infrared wavebands may be suitable for water-depth prediction
in the full satellite scene of the wetlands. The predictive equations for sites 1, 2, 3,
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combined, were applied to atmospherically corrected and radiometrically calibrated
radiances for sites 4, 5 and the results (predicted-depths) are

statistically and

graphically compared to observed depths a t sites 4 and 5. This would provide an
independent error check to the calibration equations. Thus, if there is no significant
difference between the predicted depths and the observed depths in sites 4, 5 then
the calibrated equations derived from relationships in sites 1 , 2 , 3 may be applied
to the whole wetland scene. Conversely, if there is a significant difference between
the predicted and observed depths, then sites 4 and 5 have to be am algam ated to
sites 1, 2 and 3 and new relationships and equations generated.

5.9

ACCURACY OF PREDICTING WATER-DEPTHS IN SITES 4.5
FROM EQUATIONS FOR SITES 1.2.3

Param etric (classical) tests can only be applied to data on an interval scale and,
although generally more powerful than non-parametric tests, make certain
assum ptions about the background populations from which the samples are drawn
(Hammond and McCullagh, 1986). The regression analyses already undertaken are
param etric tests and assume th a t the underlying relation is linear, independent of
errors, has constant variance and the population is normally distributed.

Non-

param etric (distribution-free) tests can be applied to data on a nominal, ordinal or
interval scale and make no assumption about the distribution of the background
population. Since, the depth and radiance data derived for sites 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are
not normally distributed, a non-parametric test was more appropriate to test if
equations from relationships in sites 1, 2, 3 can be used to reliably predict depth in
sites 4 and 5. A test of association was needed and the chi-square test was chosen
because of its simplicity (Walpole and Myers, 1972; Norcliffe, 1987). Since the data
in question consisted of two different variables, the chi-square test employed was
th a t of a two-sample one.
The assum ptions to be satisfied before a two-sample chi-square test is valid are
listed below (Norcliffe, 1987):a) D ata may be measured a t a nominal scale or any higher level of
m easurem ent.
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b) There m ust be a t least two samples and at least two m utually exclusive
categories into which observations are placed.
c) No category should have an expected frequency less than one and not more
th an one category in five should have an expected frequency less than five.
The sample and category intervals of the data used were so selected as to include
more th an five observations in each sample or category. The chi-square formula
employed (Hammond and McCullagh, 1986; Norcliffe, 1987) is:*

^

1=1

/= !

=E E

(O - E Ÿ
"

p

................................................ ®.8 )

with,
V = (k-l)d-l)

where,
= chi-square value
k = total num ber of categories
I
= total num ber of samples
Oÿ = Observed frequency of ’actual’ depths in sites 4 + 5
in category i of sample j
Ejj = Expected frequency of ’predicted’ depths in sites 4 + 5 in category i
of sample j (using equation from relationship in sites 1,2, 3)
V - degree of freedom
The startin g point of the test is a null hypothesis {H^ and an alternative hypothesis
{Hj) is postulated in case the H q failed.
H q : There is no significant difference between the observed water-depths
and the expected w ater depths in open w aters of sites 4 and 5.
: There is significant difference betweefl the observed w ater depths
and the expected w ater depths in open w aters of sites 4 and 5.
H q will be rejected if %^>X^„o.o5 (and accepted when %^<%^ao.o5)-

5.9.1

C alibration Of D epth-R adiance Equations U sing S ites 1.2,3
To P red ict D epths In Open W aters Of S ites 4.5

A chi-square test was employed for sites 4 and 5 using equations for the optimum
depth-radiance relationships generated for sites 1, 2, 3 to predict w ater depths in
open w ater. The logarithmic equation generated in section 5.6 for sites 1,2,3 was
used to predict water-depths at sites 4,5. The logarithmic equation significantly
under-predicted depths for sites 4,5, although the curves are parallel. Consequently,
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other depth-radiance relationships were tested on the data and the power curve
relationship was the best. Although the power curve relationship improved depth
prediction, it still significantly under-predicted depths in sites 4,5.

C alibration o f logarithm ic eq u ation s u sin g sites 1,2,3 to p red ict d ep th s in
open w a ter at sites 4,5:
Equation (5.9) below from sites 1, 2, 3 (see figure 5.6.1.1) was used to predict the
expected depth (Ep for sites 4 and 5. The equation is:
Depth = 3.6813 - 2.1786 * Logfiand-4 ........................................................... (5.9)
where.
Depth = predicted or expected depth (E^)
LoggBand-4 - natural logarithm (ie. log to base c) of radiance in TM Band-4.
The frequency of occurrence of the observed depths (Oÿ) were inserted in a
contingency table (see table 5.9.1.1a below). The predicted or expected depths (Ey)
were inserted in another contingency table (table 5.9.1.1b). The sample and category
intervals in tables 5.9.1.1a, b were the same. Table 5.9.1.1a shows the frequency of
observation was less at higher radiance value and corresponded m ainly to lower
depths. The frequency of observation increased with decreasing radiance values and
are concentrated in sample 2 (0.26 - 0.50 m) of the 1.6-1.7 radiance category, samples
2 to 5 of the 1.5 to 1.6 radiance category and samples 3 to 6 of the 1.4 to 1.5 radiance
category. This shows th a t observations are mostly in the 0.26 to 0.75 m etre depth
range which accounts for almost 50% of the total observations. The frequency of
observations make a curvilinear pattern showing th a t depth increases as the
radiance decreases and vice-versa and this follows the already established
relationships in sites 1, 2, 3. The computed expected depths similarly increased in
frequency as the categories decreased in radiance values (table 5.9.1.1b). The shaded
empty frequency boxes in the table represents sample spaces th a t th e observed
values occupy. The pattern of shading shows th a t the expected values were under
predicted by approximately 0.25 m etre to over 1.00 metre.

Also th e computed

expected values are concentrated in samples 2 and 3 (0.26 to 0.75 m etre) of
categories in the 1.4 to 1.6 radiance range. This illustrates th a t the equation applied
to sites 4 and 5 generally under-predicted the actual w ater depths.
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i
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0.00-0.25

0.26-0.50

0.51-0.75

0.76-1.00

1.01-1.25

1.26-1.50

1.51+

TOTAL

1.8 - 1.9

4

8

1.7 - 1.8

4

15

1.6 - 1.7

4

1.5 ■ 1.6

3

1.4 ■ 1.5

1

TOTAL

16

1

19
1

21
51

40

34

25

13

2

68

%WÊÊ

77

8

187

Table 5.9.1.1a
Chi-square frequency of observed depths in sites 4 and 5 at 0.25m interval
(Note: shaded boxes are observations o f more than 2 frequencies)

i

DEPTH W

J

radiance

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0.00-0.25

0.26-0.50

0.51-0.75

0.76-1.00

1.01-1.25

1.26-1.50

1.51 +

TOTAL

1.8 - 1.9

8

8

1.7 - 1.8

15

15

1.6 - 1.7

19

19

1.5 - 1.6

12

1.4 - 1.5
TOTAL

54

68

56
42

35

77

98

35

187

Table 5.9.1.1b
Chi-square frequency of expected depths in sites 4 and 5 at 0.25m interval
(Note: shaded boxes with no data represent under-predicted observations
o f more than 2 frequencies - compare with figure 5.9.1.1a above)
The chi-square value was not computed from tables 5.9.1.la,b because of the large
number of empty cells in the table of predicted depths (table 5.9.1.1b). The tabulated
frequencies of observation and prediction, above, were reduced to a two by two table
of frequencies in shallow water and deep water (table 5.9.1.2). Shallow waters were
identified as depths 0.00 to 0.40m and deep waters as 0.41m and over. There were
more observations in the deep waters than in the shallow waters (table 5.9.1.2).
However, a majority of the expected frequencies of water depths were predicted as
shallow waters (table 5.9.1.2), thereby under-predicting water depth. Irrespective
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of the depth intervals chosen, one cell or the other vyas always empty. With the aid
of table 5.9.1.3 below, the chi-square value was calculated.

DEPTH (m)

j

i

Log^Band-4
radiance
(mW .cm^srhpm^)

1

2

0.00 - 0.45

0.45+

1.5 - 1.9

49

61

110

1.4 - 1.5

4

73

77

TOTAL

53

134

187

1.5 - 1.9

110

1.4 - 1.5

20

57

77

TOTAL

130

57

187

O bserved

P red icted

TOTAL

110

Table 5.9.1.2
Chi-square frequency of observed depths in sites 4 and 5 in shallow
and deep water using logarithmic relationship
(N ote: shaded box with no data represent under-predicted observations)

CATEGORY
(Log^Radiance)
-J

i

y

1.5 -1 .9

COMPUTATION

SAMPLE
(D epth)
..........J ,:::,,.:.,,

Ov

Eu

(O^-Ey)

1

49

110

-61

3721

33.827

2

61

0

61

3721

0.000

1

4

20

-16

256

12.800

2

73

57

16

256

4.491

187

187

0.00

>;
V
1.4 M__—.

IS

TOTAL

rO(,-Ev)*/Ev

51.118

Table 5.9.1.3
Calculation of the chi-square value of goodness of fit from frequencies
of observed and expected depth values in sites 4 and 5
The calculated chi-square value for sites 4 and 5 is 51.118. The degree of freedom
was calculated to be:
u = ( k - m - l) = (2-l)(2-l)
=

1
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The tabled chi-square value at 1 degree of freedom and 0.05 level of significance
O^ao. ^ is 3.841. The calculated chi-square value (51.118) is greater than the tabled
05

chi-square (3.841), therefore the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative
hypothesis accepted. Thus, there is a significant difference between observed w ater
depths and the expected w ater depths in open w aters of sites 4 and 5, a t the 95%
probability level, using the equation for sites 1, 2, 3. O ther tests were carried out
in order to further verify the data. One of these tests was a plot of expected depths
against the observed depths (figure 5.9.1.1).

Predicted
Depth (m)

0.35+

0.00+

.

*
* ***322 3* **24* 3 * * 2 *2* *
*
* 2* ***3 * * * *3*
2
*
* * 22 23*54223 2 **2***2**
2
* 2 * 4*22*2* ** *
2
*2** *
****2
2 ** 2*2 2** **
* *
**
*2** * *
**
*2*
* *** *
*

2 *2*
* 2

-0.35+

*

T h e r e g r e ss io n e q u a tio n is:Predicted Depth = 0.03122 + 0.37060 Observed
Depth
Predictor
Constant
Obser. D.
s = 0.2152

Coef
0.03122
0.37060

Stdev
0.03215
0.03937

R-sq = 31.5%

t-ratio p
0.97 0.333
9.41 0.000

R-sq(adj) = 31.1%

A n a ly sis o f V ariance:*

6
*
4--------- +---------4----------4*--- ——4——----- H——
0.00
0.35
0.70
1.05
1.40
1.75
Observed Depth (m)

SOURCE DF
Regression 1
Error
193
Total
194

SS
4.1056
8.9414
13.0471

MS
4.1056
0.0463

F
88.62

p
0.000

Figure 5.9.1.1
Predicted against observed depths in sites 4, 5
If the predicted depths were the expected values (that is very close to the observed
depths), the regression line would have been linear and about 45® angle from the xor y-axis. However, the plot of the predicted and observed depths is curvilinear and
bends towards the x-axis (figure 5.9.1.1). This appears to confirm th a t the equation
from sites 1 , 2 , 3 under-predicts w ater depths in sites 4 and 5, because of the
difference in turbidity. The expected and predicted curves were plotted so as to
graphically represent the error in the predictive equation from sites 1, 2 , 3 th a t was
used to predict depths in sites 4 and 5 (figure 5.9.1.2).
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Expected
Depth (m)
*

1.80+
-

2

* 22
3
* 54 *
1.20+
2 2 *22 ** *
*2 3
4 *
- \ 8 22 2 * 2 E x p e c te d D ep th
> ^ 7
- /
3 25"5v 2
**
/
0.60+ \ 3 5 33 2 æSs* * * * /
^
* * * 2 *
**
2 2 3 2* 2^^<** 22 * * *
* Y
2 * *3 *''8v^
* 4*
\
* \ ^
0.00+ P r e d ic te d D ep th ^ s^

E x p ected D e p th s u s in g e q u a tio n
from s ite s 4, 5:-

-

Depth = 3.5904 - 1.8498 * LoggBand-4

P r ed icte d D e p th s u s in g e q u a tio n
from s ite s 1, 2, 3:-

Depth = 3.6813 - 2.1786 * LoggBand-4
1.40

1.50

1.60
1.70
1.80
1.90
LoggBand-4 Radiance

Figure 5.9.1.2
Expected and predicted depth curves in sites 4, 5
The curves in figure 5.9.1.2, above, shows th a t there is a significant correlation
between the predicted and the expected w ater depths, thus proving th a t the chisquare result is good, but there is a poor fit. At a radiance of 4.1 mW.cm'^.sr'^.pm \
equivalent to 1.4 natural logarithm (Z/i), w ater depth is under-predicted by 0.37m
and at 6.7 mW.cm'^.sr'^.pm'\ equivalent to 1.9 In, depth is underestim ated by 0.53m.
Thus, as the radiance increases and the depths get more shallow the difference
between the expected and the predicted depths increases and vice-versa. This m eans
th a t from 1.0m to 0.0m depth there is an average increase in under-prediction of 1
cm for every 5.8 cm decrease in depth. The error in the fit is significant and cannot
be ignored since the area it will be applied to (if used) is very large. Possible reasons
for th e poor goodness of fit are given at the end of this section and quantitative
errors are also explained.

However, the predicted fit is almost parallel to the

expected fit (figure 5.9.1.2) and adopting a different equation may narrow the
difference between both fits. Therefore, a power curve relationship is derived for
sites 1,2,3 and the resulting equation is tested on sites 4,5.
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C alibration o f pow er curve eq u ation s u sin g sites 1,2,3 to p red ict observed
d ep th s in open w ater at sites 4,5:
The poor fits using the logarithmic relationships, m eant th a t other relationships and
equations had to be tested on sites 4 and 5 in order to get the best possible
prediction of water-depth from radiance. Out of several equations tested

L ogfiepth =a + b * LoggBand-4 R adiance...................................................... (5.10)
gave the best prediction and so was used to test the goodness of fit of predicted
depths to observed depths in sites 4, 5. The same procedures as above were followed.

a)
LoggBand-4
Radiance

Observed D epths in sites 1, 2, 3

b)
Predicted
LoggDepth

P redicted D epths in sites 1. 2. 3

*

1. 2 +
* *

1.40+

*

* *

*

*

3

*

*

*****

* *
**22
* * * 23 *** 4 *

*

1.05+

** *

*

22*

* *

* * * *

3***4***

*****22*
* *2382*3*5542
* *3 *** 42232 43*
*** * ** 33* ****
*
*2 * * * 3****222
** *2** *2**632 * *

0.70+

2 2

- 3 7 5 2 * 9 87 2
2
- * 3 6 6 2 5 42 34 3 *
4 3 2 2 3 6 8 3* 32 2 2
*
. * * 3 * 2 * * *2 2 22*
*
0.0+ *
*2*23
*3*2
*****
3 3 * 2 * ***3 *

*

2 * 2
* ***

* *

- 1. 2 +

-2.4+
-2.10

-1.40

-0.70
0.00
0.70
LoggDepth (Observed)

1.40

*
0.60

0.80
1.00
1.20
1.40
LoggBand-4 Radiance

1.60

The regression equation is;-

The regression equation is:-

LoggBand-4 = 1.01392 - 0.27966 LoggDepth (Observed)

LoggDepth(Predicted) = 2.0266 - 1.8274 LoggBand-4

Predictor
Constant
LgDth-Oij

Predictor
Constant
LgBand-4

s = 0.1804

Coef Stdev
1.01392 0.01341
-0.27966 0.01796
R-sq = 51.1%

t-ratio
75.62
-15.57

p
0.000
0.000

R-sq(adj) = 50.9%

s = 0.4610

A nalysis o f Variance:SOURCE DF
Regression 1
Error
232
Total
233

SS
7.8873
7.5467
15.4340

Coef
2.0266
-1.8274

Stdev
0.1115
0.1174

R-sq = 51.1%

t-ratio
18.18
-15.57

p
0.000
0.000

R-sq(adj) = 50.9%

A nalysis o f Variance:MS
7.8873
0.0325

F
242.47

p
0.000

SOURCE DF
Regression 1
Error
232
Total
233

SS
51.538
49.312
100.850

MS
51.538
0.213

F
242.47

Figure 5.9.1.3
(a): In of observed depths as predictor of In of TM Band-4 radiance
(b): In of observed TM Band-4 radiance as predictor of In depth
(w here, In is the Natural Logarithm)
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p
0.000

The natural logarithm of observed depth values in sites 1, 2, 3 were regressed
against the natural logarithm of their corresponding radiances in TM Band-4 of the
satellite image. The observed relationship (figure 5.9.1.3a) is slightly w eaker th an
th a t from the observed logarithmic equations in figure 5.6.1.1, but the new predictive
relationship (figure 5.9.1.3b) has a higher r^ value th an th a t from the predictive
logarithmic equations established for sites 1, 2, 3 in figure 5.6.1.2.

The constants derived in figure 5.9.1.3b above from sites 1, 2, 3 were substituted into
the preceding equation (5.10) to become,
L o g fie p th (P r e d ic te d ) = 2 .0 2 6 6 -1 .8 2 7 4 L o g ^ a n d - 4 ......................(5.11)

and applied to the natural logarithms of w ater depth and TM Band-4 radiance data
from sites 4 and 5.

The frequency of the observed depths and the computed

predicted frequencies were inserted in contingency table 5.9.1.4.

J

•

O bserved

P re d ic te d

»' '

■'.k).'i.

LogJBaiid-4
radiance
(mW.cm-*.sr\pm*)

1

2

0.00 - 0.45

0.45+

1.5 - 1.9

49

61

110

1.4 - 1.5

4

73

77

TOTAL

53

134

187

1.5 - 1.9

66

44

110

77

77

121

187

1.4 - 1.5
TOTAI.

66

TOTAL

Table 5.9.1.4
Chi-square frequency of observed depths in sites 4 and 5 in shallow
and deep w ater using power relationship
(Note: s h a d e d box w ith no d a ta rep re se n t o v e r-p re d ic te d o b serv a tio n s)

In table 5.9.1.4, about 12% of the observed depths fall into the 0.45+ m etre range (ie.
sample 2) and 28% in the 0.00 to 0.45m (sample 1) range. B ut in table 5.9.1.4 the
predicted depths in the 0.45+ metre range fall to about 65% of the total predicted
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depths, whereas the proportion in the 0.00 to 0.45 metre range increases to 35% of
the total predicted (table 5.9.1.4).

Results derived in table 5.9.1.4 appeared

significantly more reliable than those derived from equation 5.9, and so a chi-square
test was performed using the frequency of observed and predicted depths in table
5.9.1.4, above. The same

and

used for testing the result in table 5.9.1.3,

above, was adopted.
The chi-square value was calculated for sites 4 and 5 using table 5.9.1.5, below, and
the value is 11.155. The degree of freedom (u) being:V = (k -m -l)
= (2-l)(2-l)
=

1

The tabled chi-square value taken at 1 degree of freedom and 0.05 level of
significance is 3.841. Thus, the calculated chi-square is greater than the tabled chisquare value and the

has to be rejected and the

is accepted. The conclusion

is that there is a significant difference between the observed and predicted water
depths in open waters of sites 4 and 5 using equation 5.11 from sites 1, 2, 3.
However, the calculated chi-square value from predictions using equation 5.11 (table
5.9.1.5) is closer to the tabled chi-square than that using equation 5.9 (table 5.9.1.3).
Since there was one empty cell in the chi-square table of frequencies using equation
5.11 (table 5.9.1.4), and because of the rejection of the null hypothesis further tests
were under-taken.

CATEGORY
(Log^Radiance)
■■■ i ■

SAMPLE
(Depth)
J

Ov

Eu

(OifEd

1

49

66

-17

289

4.379

2

61

44

17

289

6.568

1

4

0

4

16

0.000

2

73

77

-4

16

0.208

187

187

0

COMPUTATION

1.5-1.9

1.4 - 1.5
TOTAL

Table 5.9.1.5
Calculation of the chi-square value of goodness of fit from frequencies
of observed and expected (predicted) depth values in sites 4 and 5
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11.155

Predicted
Depth (m)

*

-

T h e r e g r e ss io n e q u a tio n is:

*

-0.60+
*

-

-0.90+

**

*

-

* ** 52 3* *533*3*3*
* * *4 *2333*3* 2*27 *3 *
* ****2432 2*2**
* 2 * 22*2 32* ** * **
* * * * * *
2**2
* * * 2 * 2 * ***
* *
2

*

*** * * *
**
** 2 * * *

LoggDepth = - 0.69666 + 0.22992 LoggDepth (Observed)

Predictor Coef
Constant -0.69665
LgDth-Oij 0.22992
s = 0.1647

Stdev

t-ratio

P

0.01520
0.01907

-45.83
12.06

0.000
0.000

R-sq = 43.0%

R-sq(adj) = 42.7%

2 * 3 *

-

* *

-1.20+

*

*

*

-

24

A n a ly sis o f V a ria n ce:

*
*2
*

SOURCE DF SS
MS
F
P
Regression 1 3.9440 3.9440 145.39 0.000
Error
193 5.2356 0.0271
Total
194 9.1795

*

-1.50+
----- +-----

-2.40

-1.80

-1.20

-0.60

0.00

0.60

Observed Depth (m)

Figure 5.9.1.4
Relationship between predicted and observed depths in sites 4, 5

E x p ec ted D e p th s u s in g e q u a tio n fro m
s ite s 4. 5;5 33

E x p e c te d D ep th
LoggDepth = 4.8021 - 3.4148 LoggBand-4

0 . 0+

P r e d ic te d D ep th

- 1. 0 +

P r e d ic te d D e p th s u sin g e q u a tio n fr o m
s ite s 1, 2 , 3;LoggDepth = 2.0266 - 1.8274 LoggBand-4

- 2 .0 +

1.40

1.50

1.60
1.70
1.80
LoggBand-4 Radiance

1.90

Figure 5.9.1.5
Expected and predicted depth curves in sites 4, 5
A plot of the predicted depths against the observed depths was made (figure 5.9.1.4)
and this plot was more closely correlated th an th a t of the predicted and observed
derived from equation 5.9. The r^ value of th e former (figure 5.9.1.4) is 0.43 while
th a t of the latter (figure 5.9.1.1) is 0.32. Equation 5.11 was found to under-predict
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depth by 0.38m at 1.4 In Band-4 radiance and over-predict depth by 0.04m a t 1.9 In
radiance (figure 5.9.1.5). Between 1.40 and 1.90 In of band-4 radiance (4.1 and 6.7
mW.cm'^.sr'\pm'^) equation from sites 1, 2, 3 under-predicted and over-predicted by
0.0 to 4.0cm and the lines meet at 1.77 In of radiance (5.8 mW.cm'^.sr \pm'^) which
gives the most accurate prediction. Generally the prediction is much more accurate
a t depths less than 0.50m and therefore equation 5.11, from sites 1, 2, 3, is more
reliable for predicting shallow waters in sites 4 and 5 than deep waters.

The

relatively poor fit m eant th a t an analysis of accuracies of goodness of fit using
equations 5.9 and 5.11 was necessary for open waters. However, prior to evaluating
the accuracy of predictions goodness of fit tests were also performed for inundated
vegetation in sites 4, 5 using predictive models from sites 1, 2, 3.

5.9.2

C alibration Of D epth-R adiance E quations U sin g S ites 1,2.3
To P red ict D epths In Inundated V egetation At S ites 4.5

The

test was also used to test the association between the observed w ater depths

and the expected w ater depths in inundated vegetation of sites 4 and 5 using the
logarithmic and power curve depth-radiance equations from sites 1, 2, 3. The null
hypothesis is the same as th at adopted for open w ater in section 5.9.1 and it
assum es th at, ’there is no significant difference between the observed w ater depths
and the expected w ater depths in inundated vegetation of sites 4 and 5.’ The
expected (predicted) w ater depth was calculated from the radiance values using the
relationships.
Depth (predicted) = 1.3325 - 0.5351 * L og^and-4 radiance....................... (5.12)
and,
LogJDepth (predicted) = 0.7742 - 1.1495 * LoggBand-4 radiance............... (5.13)
derived from sites 1, 2, 3.
C alibration o f logarithm ic equations u sin g sites 1.2.3 to pred ict d ep th s in
in u n d ated v eg eta tio n at sites 4,5:
Equation 5.12, derived from the logarithmic relationship between w ater-depth and
radiance from inundated vegetation at sites 1,2,3, was used to predict w ater-depth
in sites 4,5.

The accuracies of prediction are enum erated in tables 5.9.2.1,2.
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Frequencies of predicted water depths determined from sites 4, 5 radiances using
equation 5.12 are tabulated in table 5.9.2.1, above. The frequency of the observed
depths are also tabulated in table 5.9.2.1. Despite a 2 by 2 contingency table being
used, the depths over 0.51 metre in the 1.9 to 2.2 radiance range were under
predicted and fell in the 0 to 0.51 metre cell thereby leaving one cell empty (table
5.9.2.1).

i

.............

j

DEPTH (m)

I^ g ^ a n d -4
radiance
(mW,cm^.sr^.pm^)

1

2

0.00 - 0.51

0.51+

1.9 - 2.2

7

15

21

1.4 - 1.9

13

3

17

TOTAL

20

18

38

1.9 - 2.2

22

1.4 - 1.9

14

2

16

TOTAL

36

2

38

O bserved

E xpected

TOTAL

22

Table 5.9.2.1
Chi-square frequency of observed and expected depths
in inundated vegetation at sites 4,5, using a logarithmic relationship
(Note: shaded box represent no data)

CATEGORY
(Log^^Radiance)
■ i '

COMPUTATION

SAMPLE
(Depth)
,

I

o.

Eu

(Ou-Ei^

(Ou-E^^

(0^rEy)^IE,

1

7

22

-15

225

10.227

2

15

0

15

225

0.000

1

13

14

-1

1

0.071

2

3

2

1

1

0.500

38

38

0

1 .9 .2 .2

1.4 - 1.9

TOTAL

10.798

Table 5.9.2.2
Calculation of the chi-square value of goodness of fit from frequencies of
observed and expected depth values in inundated vegetation of sites 4 and 5
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At 1 degree o f freedom the tabled yf value is 3.841 a t the 0.05 level of significance.
The calculated yf value is 10.798 (table 5.9.2.2). At the 95% probability level the
calculated yf' is greater than the tabled

and so the null hypothesis is rejected.

The correlation between the observed w ater depth and the expected is weak. Thus,
to an extent, there is a significant difference between observed w ater depths and
expected w ater depths in inundated vegetation in sites 4 and 5.

Predicted
Depth (m)
0.60+

(b)

Predicted
Depth (m)
1.05+

(a)

*
*

*
* * *

0.70+

0.45+

*2

* *

0.30+

*

*

*

*

**
*

* *
*

2

*

**

*

0.35+

*
*

*

*
*

* *

*

*
*

*

*
*

*
* *

*

*
*
*

*

0 .00 +

0.15+

+

0.00

0.20

0.40
0.60
0.80
Observed Depth (m)

1.50

1.00

+.

1.65
1.80
1.95
2.10
LoggBand-4 Radiance

E x p e cted D e p th u s in g e q u a tio n fro m s ite s 4.5

T h e r e g r e ss io n eq u a tio n is:Predicted Depth = 0.40725 - 0.16725 * Observed Depth
w here,
s = 0.07172

Depth = - 1.7674 + 1.1928 * LoggBand-4
(s = 0.2618
R-sq = 37.3%
R-sq(adj) = 35.5%)
R-sq = 37.3%

R-sq(adj) = 35.5%
P r e d ic te d D e p th u s in g e q u a tio n from s it e s 1,2,3

Depth = 1.3325 - 0.5351 * LoggBand-4

Figure 5.9.2.1
(a) Relationship between predicted and observed depths, and
(b) Predicted depth curve using logarithmic relationships

A scatter plot of the predicted and observed depths in sites 4 and 5 (figures
5.9.2.la,b) show a weak relationship and the very few m easurem ents may have
contributed significantly to the weakening of the relationships. Since, a power curve
relationship is better for predicting water-depth in open w aters (section 5.9.1),
equation 5.13, which is a power curve one, was tested on the data.
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Calibration of power equations using sites 1,2,3 to predict depths in
inundated vegetation at sites 4,5;
Equation 5.13 (a power equation), is applied to the test data in order to see if the
relationships would improve and if the equation would give better predicted depths
than th at of equation 5.12 (which is logarithmic).

DEPTH (m)

j

i

Log;Baiid>4
radiance
(inW*cm^srh|im‘‘)

1

2

0.00 - 0.24

0.24+

1.9 - 2.2

3

19

22

1.4 - 1.9

10

6

16

TOTAL

13

15

38

1.9 - 2.2

19

3

22

16

16

19

38

O bserved

E xpected

1.4 - 1.9
TOTAL

19

TOTAL

Table 5.9.2.3
Chi-square frequency of observed and expected depths
in inundated vegetation at sites 4,5, using a power relationship
(N o te : shaded box represent no data)

COMPUTATION

CATEGORY
<Log;Radiance)

SAMPLE
(Depth)

i

J

Ov

E,

1

3

19

-16

256

13.474

2

19

3

16

256

85.333

1

10

0

10

100

0.000

2

6

16

-10

100

6.250

38

38

0

1 .9 -2 .2

1.4 -1.9
TOTAL

105.057

Table 5.9.2.4
Calculation of the chi-square value of goodness of fit from frequencies
of observed and expected depth values in inundated vegetation of sites 4 and 5
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Using the power curve equation 5.13, derived from sites 1, 2, 3 regression, the
optimum sample depths th a t could be used were 0.00 to 0.24 m etre range and over
0.24 metre. Frequencies of the observed depths were recorded in table S.9.2.3 above.
The frequencies of depths predicted by equation 5.13 were similarly recorded in table
5.9.2.4. With the aid of table 5.9.2.4 the

value from the observed and predicted

frequencies of depth was calculated to be 105.057.

Predicted
Depth (m)

Predicted
LoggDepth (m)

(a)

-0.90+

*

*

*

.

*

.

*

* *

-1.2+

*
*
**

*

*

*

-1.50+
-

*

*
*

3 22

*

-

0.00

*
*

*

-3.6+
-2.10 -1.40 -0.70
Observed Depth (m)

*

*

-1.80+
-2.80

2

*

*

-2.4+
-

*

-3.50

* *

*

*
*** *
* *

-

*

*

*
*

*
*

*

*

.

*
*

** *
* * * ***
* **
*2

_

*

*

*

0.0+

*

-1.20+

(b)

1.50

*

1.65
1.80
1.95
2.10
LoggBand-4 Radiance

T he r e g r e ss io n e q u a tio n is:-

E x p e cted D ep th u s in g e q u a tio n fro m s ite s 4,5 is:-

LoggDepth = - 1.50 - 0.101 LoggDepth

LoggDepth = - 7.221 + 3.2499 * LoggBand-4
R-sq = 28.5%
R-sq(adj) = 26.6%)
(s = 0.8703

w here,
s = 0.1645

R-sq = 28.5%

P r e d ic te d D ep th u s in g e q u a tio n from s ite s 1,2,3
is:-

R-sq(adj) = 26.6%

LoggDepth = 0.7742 - 1.1495 * LoggBand-4

Figure 5.9.2.2
(a) Relationship between predicted and observed depths in inundated vegetation, and
(b) Predicted depth curve using a power relationship for sites 4,5
At 1 degree o f freedom the calculated yf' (105.057) is far greater than the tabled
a t 0.05 level of significance. Hence, the LogJDepth = a + h * LoggBand-4 radiance
equation for sites 1, 2, 3 cannot be used to reliably predict depths in inundated
vegetation of sites 4 and 5 as there is a significant difference between the observed
and predicted depths. Furtherm ore, scatter-plots were made in order to visually
represent the relationships between observed and predicted depths and radiance
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using equation 5.13 (figures 5.9.2.2a,b). The plots in figures 5.9.2.2a,b were observed
to be more scattered than those of figures 5.9.2. la,b, respectively. This further
proves th a t the relationship between w ater depth and radiance was more logarithmic
than power in inundated vegetation of sites 4 and 5. Thus, there is no significant
improvement in depth-prediction using a power curve relationship for inundated
vegetation at sites 4,5.

The accuracy of predicting w ater depths using equations from sites 1 , 2 , 3 had to be
assessed in the light of sites 4 and 5 in order to verify its suitability for predicting
w ater depths in the rest of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands. Also, errors in predicting
depths in sites 4 and 5 were evaluated.

5.9.3 C o m p arativ e A nalysis Of P red ic te d D epths At Sites 4. 5
U sing E q u atio n s From Sites 1 , 2 , 3
The accuracy of the goodness of fit analyses, already discussed, are sum m arised in
tables 5.9.3.1,2 for open waters and inundated vegetation, respectively, for sites 1 to
5 using observed and predicted depth values in ’m etres’ below the w ater surface.
Firstly, th a t of open w ater was analyzed (table 5.9.3.1).

EQUATION PROM SITES 1,2,3

EQUATION (5.9)

EQUATION (5.11)

D epth = a + b ♦ Log,Band-4
(Depth = 3.6813-2.1786*Log,Band-4)

L o g ^ e p th = a + b * Log.Band-4
(Log«Depth = 2.0266-1.8274*Log«Band-4)

SITES 1, 2, 3

SITES 4, 5

SITES 1, 2, 3

Average Depth (m)

1.689

0.717

1.689

0.717

Predicted Average Depth (m)

1.686

0.297

1.574

0.453

Under-Predicted Average Depth

0.003

0.420

0.114

0.263

99.85%

41.42%

93.22%

63.26%

Accuracy of Prediction {%)
Overall Accuracy (%)

82.4%

SITES 4, 5

84.3%

Table 5.9.3.1
Accuracy of using predictive equations from sites 1, 2, 3 to predict w ater depths
in open w aters of sites 1,2,3 and sites 4,5

The observed average depth of w ater in open w ater is approximately 1.689m in sites
1 , 2 , 3 and 0.717m in sites 4 and 5. By using equation 5.9 the average w ater depth
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was under-predicted by approximately 2.6mm (0.0026m) in sites 1, 2, 3 and under
predicted by 419.9mm (0.4199m) in sites 4 and 5 (table 5.9.3.1).

The power

relationship (equation 5.11), when applied, gave a higher average under-prediction
of 114.5mm (0.1145m) for sites 1, 2, 3 but a much improved under-prediction of
263.3mm (0.2633m) for sites 4 and 5. Predicting water depths in sites 1 to 5 using
equation 5.9 (the logarithmic relationship) produced results with an overall accuracy
of 82.4%, whereas applying equation 5.11 give results with 84.3% accuracy (table
5.9.3.1 above). Thus, equation 5.11 (the power curve relationship) gives a better fit
but the errors in prediction and the nature of the errors and graphs show that sites
1 , 2 , 3 are statistically and physically different from sites 4 and 5.
Accuracies of prediction for inundated vegetation is tabulated in table 5.9.3.2 below.

EQUATION FROM SITES 1 * 3

EQUATION (5.12)

EQUATION (5.13)

D epth = a + b ♦ Log.Band-4
(Depth = 1.3325-0.5351*Log,Band-4)

L ogJJepth - a + b ♦ Log.Band-4
(LogJDepth = 0.7742-1.1495*Log,Band-4)

SITES 1,2, 3
1

:

SITES 1,2, 3

SITES 4, 5

0.5853

0.471

0.585

0.471

|

0.5852

0.329

0.457

0.256

Under>Fredicted Average Depth j

0.00004

0.142

0.129

0.215

99.99%

69.83%

78.03%

54.35%

Average Oiepth (m)

: Predicted Average Depth (m)
1

p I T E S 4, 5

1 Accuracy of Prediction (%)
1 Overall Accuracy (%)

|

86.5%

67.5%

Table 5.9.3.2
Accuracy of using predictive equations from sites 1, 2, 3 to predict water depths
in inundated vegetation of sites 1,2,3 and sites 4,5
Unlike in open waters, the average observed depth in inundated vegetation in sites
1, 2, 3 (0.585 metres) was only slightly more than that of sites 4 and 5 (0.471
metres). Generally, the logarithmic relationship between depth and radiance, in
inundated vegetation, is stronger than the power-curve relationship (table 5.9.3.2)
and this is reflected in their overall accuracies.

Also, the overall accuracy of

predicting depth in inundated vegetation is 86.5% when using the logarithmic
equation, and this is higher than that of open water which is 82.4%. But when the
power equation is used that of open water increases to 84.3% whilst that of
inundated vegetation reduces to 67.5% (compare tables 5.9.3.1 and 5.9.3.2).
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An evaluation of errors showed that sites 4 and 5 are inherently different from sites
1, 2, 3 despite their similarities in vegetation types and salinity. This difference
reduced the accuracy of the predictive equations used. Two main sources of errors
in predicting sites 4 and 5 from sites 1, 2, 3 equations are;a) Sampling errors
b) Environmental errors
Sam pling errors

S ite s 1. 2. 3

BAND-4

RADIANCE

Figure 5.9.3.1
Statistical error in predicting depths in sites 4, 5
The sampling errors in question are statistical errors in the sampling distribution
of radiance and depth data in sites 1, 2, 3 and sites 4, 5. The equation derived for
open waters in sites 1, 2, 3 (which has an average depth of 1.69m) was used to
predict depths in sites 4, 5 which has an average depth of 0.72m, yet their equivalent
radiances are different (figure 5.9.3.1 attempts to illustrate this). But for inundated
vegetation, average depth of water as well as corresponding radiance were about the
same in sites 1, 2, 3 and sites 4, 5, and the problem of errors due to sampling
distribution did not arise.
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E nvironm ental errors
Environm ental errors resulted because of the differences in turbidity between sites
1, 2, 3 and sites 4, 5 (see field-radiometry in sections 3.5 and 5.2), which contributed
to differences in depth-radiance relationships. The major environmental difference
between these two sub-regions is turbidity. The w aters in sites 1, 2, 3 sub-region,
although turbid, has a below-water-visibility of about 1.00m (100cm) whereas th a t
in sites 4, 5 sub-region is 0.05m (5cm).

This m arked difference in turbidity is

attributed to the higher rainfall and greater surface run-off south of the w etlands
and the very low rainfall and low surface run-off in the northern region of the
wetlands. W ater in the wetlands flows from south to north and so the southern
wetlands are fed by stream flows and surface run-offs w ith high concentrations of
sediments. By the time the w ater gets to the northern sub-region it has already
been highly filtered by inundated vegetation and w ater weeds and its flow is
reduced. So, when the floods reaches the northern sub-region it has lost much of its
sediments to inundated vegetation, hydrophillic plants and weeds in its path and
also much sediment settles on the w ater bed because of the reduced flow. Field
radiom etry showed th a t in open waters of sites 4 and 5 the reflectance of depths of
about 1.00 m etre or less, as recorded in MMR3 (TM-4 equivalent) band, was a lot
higher th an the reflectance of corresponding depths in the northern sub-region.
This shows th at the difference in reflectance increases in shallower waters.
Similarly, inundated vegetation was affected with sites 1, 2, 3 in the northern region
showing th a t depth decreases with increase in radiance in TM band-4 whereas in
sites 4, 5 in the southern part depth appears to increase w ith radiance in TM band-4
waveband. Turbidity is therefore an im portant environmental factor to be considered
when predicting w ater depths in sites 4 and 5 and as such should not be ignored.

5.10

EQUATIONS TO BE EMPLOYED FOR DEPTH-PREDICTION FROM
SATELLITE RADIANCE VALUES

The prediction of depths in open w aters of sites 4,5 by power-curve depth-prediction
equations derived from sites 1,2,3, significantly improved the results. However, the
results from the power-curve equation derived for inundated vegetation did not show
an improvement in prediction. This may be due to the relatively few num ber of
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observations at sites 4,5. The analysis of errors in section 5.9.3, clearly shows th a t
sites 1, 2, 3 physically differ from sites 4, 5. Also, the influence of turbidity on the
prediction of depth should be considered. Although sites 1 to 5, combined, are
representative of the wetlands, it was hoped th a t accurate predictive equations could
be developed from sites 1, 2, 3, and th at sites 4, 5 should be independent checks of
accuracy in addition to the statistical checks already discussed.

The relative

weakness of the depth-prediction equations, from sites 1,2,3, means th a t the inherent
differences of sites 1,2,3 and sites 4,5 m ust be considered and any relationship m ust
include the five sites. Alternatively, equations for sites 1,2,3 should be used to
predict depths in relatively clear waters and equations for sites 4,5 be used for turbid
w ater regions. But in this case the model would not be operational. The operational
method is to develop universal relationships and equations for predicting waterdepths, from satellite image radiance, for sites 1 to 5, combined, in both open-water
areas and inundated vegetation. Such universal relationships and equations are
developed for depth prediction for the wetlands from Landsat TM imagery (Chapter
6) and NOAA-AVHRR imagery (Chapter 7).

5.11

SUMMARY

The Landsat-5 TM satellite image, acquired simultaneously with fieldwork on 2
Septem ber 1990, was preprocessed by correcting for atmospheric effects, radiometric
imbalance and geometric distortions. The pixels on the corrected im agery were
matched to UTM coordinates and this coordinate system was fixed to the image.
Depth m easurem ents made in sites 1 to 5 of the wetlands were geocoded to UTM
coordinate system and registered to the Landsat TM satellite sensor image. From
the registered image and depth measurements, pixel radiance and corresponding
pixel in-situ depths m easurements were automatically extracted. These data were
held in two files, namely for open w aters and inundated vegetation. Depth and
radiance relationships and equations were established from pixel radiance and
corresponding depths for sites 1, 2, 3, for both open w ater and inundated vegetation.
Logarithmic equations were seen to be the best for predicting w ater depths from
radiance values for sites 1,2,3, although the relationships were poor. When these
equations were used to predict depths from radiance values in sites 4,5, there was
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a significant reduction in accuracy of depth-prediction. Using equations from sites
1,2,3; depths in sites 4,5 were constantly under-predicted by 0.42m in open w ater
and 0.14m in inundated vegetation with overall accuracies of 41% and 70%,
respectively. Several other equations were calibrated using sites 1,2,3 and the power
equation proved to be the best for depth-prediction but did not result in a very
significant improvement. Using the power equations, under-prediction of average
depth is 0.26m in open w ater (63% accuracy) and 0.22m (54% accuracy) in inundated
vegetation. The power equations derived from sites 1,2,3, improved depth-prediction
for open w ater in sites 4,5 and for inundated vegetation there was no improvement
in prediction. However, the power equations from sites 1,2,3, like the logarithmic
equations, significantly under-predicted depths although the under-prediction was
significantly less for open water. The analysis of errors showed th a t the equations
derived were subject to sampling and environmental errors. Sampling errors in
prediction resulted from using equations from sites 1,2,3, which has an average
depth of 1.69m, to predict depths in sites 4,5, which has and average depth of 0.72m
(a little less than half the average depth of the former).

Also, the physical

characteristics of sites 1,2,3 differed from sites 4,5 because of the environmental
factors. Consequently, the best relationships and equations to use for predicting
depths, from satellite sensor image pixel-radiance, would be those for sites 1 to 5,
combined, because they are representative of the entire Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.
Subsequently, universal depth-prediction relationships and equations are established
in Chapters 6 and 7, for Landsat TM and NOAA-AVHRR satellite sensor images,
respectively. The derived depth-radiance equations are used to estim ate the volume
of flooding in the wetlands and for bathymetric mapping from Landsat TM (Chapter
6) and NOAA-AVHRR (Chapter 7) satellite sensor images.
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CHAPTER 6
FLOOD EXTENT, WATER VOLUME PREDICTION AND
REMOTE BATHYMETRY FROM HIGH SPATIAL
RESOLUTION SATELLITE SENSOR DATA

6.1

INTRODUCTION

During the fieldwork, after one week of extensive and intensive investigations, the
five selected sites (1 to 5) were chosen on the basis of their representation of the
w ater types and vegetation types in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands as well as
accessibility. It was hoped th at depth-radiance equations for sites 1,2,3 could be
used as independent predictors for sites 4,5 and subsequently for the whole
wetlands. However, depth-radiance equations derived from sites 1, 2, 3 cannot be
tp

usedjipredict w ater depth in the whole of the wetland region because of sampling and
environmental errors explained in Chapter 5. Since each of the five selected sites
are representative of the flooded areas in the whole region, all five sites were merged
and new relationships were established using regression analysis. It was assumed
th a t the depth-radiance regression models for open waters and inundated vegetation
were correctly specified; th at they adequately describe the response or behaviour of
the d ata in the whole region; th a t sampling distribution of collected data was
relatively random; and th a t the variables were measured with minimum or no error
and models were linear (Freund and Minton, 1979). The accuracies of the prediction
models developed in this chapter were verified within confidence and prediction
bands a t 95% level of significance and the models used to determine and map w ater
depths in the Landsat TM quarter-scene of 2 September 1990. The flood boundaries
derived from the models developed in this chapter were then compared to sections
observed in the field and also with the flood boundaries from a classified scene.
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6.2

DEPTH-RADIANCE REGRESSION MODELLING FOR OPEN WATER
IN THE FIVE SITES

The coefficient of determination (r^ values) in table 6.2.1, below shows that the best
regression fits are those observed in the infrared wave-bands, namely TM-4, -5 and 7. In particular the mid-infrared bands, TM-5 and -7, gave the best fits for depthradiance in open waters (table 6.2.1). However, due to absorption by atmospheric
water vapour (NRSC, 1986, 1989) they are not very consistent for water depth
analysis. Thus, the near-infrared waveband (TM-4) is preferred for such an analysis
or inference.
The best relationship for the prediction of water depth using TM-4 is ’LgD vs LgB’
in table 6.2.1. Therefore, the equation used is ’LoggDepth = a + b * LoggBand-4
radiance’ (figure 6.2.1b).

SP E C T R A L
BAND
D

V

B

D

V

ExB

D V L gB

L gD

V

L gB

TM-1

-0.22

-0.27

-0.18

-0.19

TM-2

-0.22

-0.25

-0.15

-0.68

TM-3

-0.20

-0.22

-0.14

-0.15

TM-4

-0.62

-0.26

-0.64

-0.66

TM-5

-0.51

-0.40

-0.60

-0.69

TM-7

-0.42

-0.39

-0.55

-0.66

Table 6.2.1
Coefficients of determination of depth and radiance relationships in various
Landsat-TM wavebands for open water in sites 1 to 5
(Note: B = B a n d -ra d ia n ce ; D = D epth ; E x = E x p o n en tia l;
L g = L o g a rith m ic; v = versu s)
A scatter diagram of the observed depth plotted against TM band-4 radiance was
generated (figure 6.2.1a) showing the shape of the observed response of depth with
radiance. Another plot was made using the power curve relationship and regressing
depth against band-4 radiance (figure 6.3.1b), because it is the relationship that will
be used for depth prediction from pixel radiance. From the power-curve regression
Ifigure 6.3.1b), the depth-radiance equation to be used to predict water depth from
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radiance in open w aters on the Landsat TM scene used in the research was derived,
and is:LoggDepth = 1.83832 - 1.52055 * LoggBand-4 ra d ia n c e ............................ (6.1)
Equation (6.1) above is the final equation which will be used to map out flood extent
and volume of w ater in open flood w ater in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.

(a)

(b)
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P o w e r C u rv e R e la tio n sh ip
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LoggDepth

Depth
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*
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-

6
0.90
1.20
1.50
LoggBand-4 Radiance

T h e r e g r e ss io n eq u a tio n fo r (b) is:

A n a ly sis o f V a r ia n c e fo r (b) is:

LoggDepth = 1.83832 - 1.52055 LoggBand-4 Radiance

SOURCE DF
Regression 1
Error
409
Total
410

Predictor
Constant
LgBand-^
s = 0.4187

Coef
1.83832
-1.52055

Stdev
0.06801
0.05413

R-sq = 65.9%

t-ratio
27.03
-28.09

p
0.000
0.000

2 *

0.60

2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
Band-4 Radiance (mW.cm'^.sr'\pm^)

**

3 95 ** 8952 2
* 33 6 624 342
25 **4 357 * 32 *
*
32 * *3* 2** 2*4*
56
* 3 *4 ** 22 * **
* 4+423*
* 2* 2 *2 * ** *** +53*4 *
*
*
2 32* 2* *22 ***++*
* * * * * * * ^^^^* 0

SS
138.35
71.70
210.05

MS
138.35
0.18

1.80

F
789.21

p
0.000

R-sq(adj) = 65.8%

Figure 6.2.1
Observed and Power curve relationships between w ater depth and
TM-4 radiance in 500 sample sites of open w ater in the five sites
Using the final power curve relationship (equation 6.1) for open w aters underpredicts by 0.08 m etres (table 6.2.2) which is significantly better th an th a t for open
w ater prediction using equations from sites 1,2,3 to predict depths in sites 1,2,3 and
sites 4,5 which gave an overall accuracy of 78% (table 6.2.2).
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EQUATION 6.1 FROM THE FIVE SITES
LoggD epth = 1.83832 -1 .5 2 0 5 5 * LogJBand-4 R a d ia n c e
A v era g e D ep th (m)

1.28

P r e d ic te d A v erag e D ep th (m)

1.20

U n d er-p red icted A vera g e D ep th (m)

0.08

A ccu ra cy o f P r e d ic tio n (%)

94.05 %

Table 6.2.2
Prelim inary accuracy of using the predictive equations from the five sites
to predict w ater depths in open waters of the five sites
From the above it seems possible to predict w ater depths in open w aters to a high
degree of accuracy. This is only a prelim inary assessm ent and gives an estim ate of
the accuracy of prediction. The 95% confidence and prediction intervals a t which
w ater depth can be predicted, using equation (6.1) above, are given in table 6.2.2.1
and figure 6.2.2.1.

6.2.1

C onfidence And P red iction Lim its For P red iction M odel

In regression analysis one of the most im portant applications is to use the derived
equation y = a+hx to estim ate a value for the conditional mean of y (jwy/^) for a given
value of X (Barber, 1988). Having fitted a regression curve and having obtained the
prediction equation, given a value for x^ the corresponding mean or a single response
for y can be predicted to some degree of confidence (Walpole and Myers, 1972;
H untsberger and Billingsley, 1973; Barber, 1988). The response, y can be predicted
from passive observation of the controlled variable, Xj, and how variations in the
magnitude of x^ will affect y can be discovered (Seber, 1977).

The degree of

confidence with which the mean or single response of y can be predicted is given by
the confidence interval and prediction interval, respectively. Hence, confidence and
prediction intervals are upper and lower limits around a regression line or around
a point on the regression line.
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C onfidence in terv a l:
The confidence interval for

^ is the point estim ate for the m ean prediction of the

dependent variable (Bowerman and O’Connell, 1990) and a (l-a)100% confidence
interval for the m ean response }Iyix.o is given in equation 6.2 (Walpole and Myers,
1972; Barber, 1988; Casella and Berger, 1990):-

<

M-r|;
Hxf
<=1

+ taS

.(6.2)

2

12xf - ( L x fln
i=l
i=l

-

i=l

where,
^a

/ 2

S
n
Xg
X
f^Y/xo

= predicted y value
= tabled value of the ^-distribution w ith n-2 degrees of freedom
(where, t = 0.025)
= Estim ated standard deviation about the regression line
= number of observations
= observed x value
= mean of x values of population
- conditional mean of Y predicted by x^

P red ictio n in ter v a l:
The prediction interval is the point prediction of the individual value of the
dependent variable and is a random variable (Bowerman and O’Connell, 1990;
Casella and Berger, 1990). A (1-a) 100% prediction interval for a single response y^
can be calculated by using equation 6.3 (Walpole and Myers, 1972; Ryan et aU 1985;
Barber, 1988; Casella and Berger, 1990):-

<

So ~

. f ,S

..

1 1

Yxi - ( Y x fln
i=l
i=l

Txf - ( Lxf l n
i=l
<=i

where.
y^ = conditional single response of y predicted by x^
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(6.3)

Here the standard error of the mean is inflated because a single observation is more
uncertain th an the mean of a large num ber of observations (Bhattacharyya and
Johnson, 1977; Ryan et aL 1985).

Using the two formulae above (equations 6.2 and 6.3), the confidence and prediction
intervals for the mean response of w ater depth, predicted by TM band-4 radiance,
were derived for the regions of open w ater and inundated vegetation in the five sites.

6.2.2

C onfidence And P red iction Intervals For D ep th -P red iction In Open
W ater

Confidence and prediction limits were derived by taking some values of radiance (X^)
from the range of observed radiance in the five sites and taking some values of likely
observed radiance ( x j above and below the range of tabled

and applying the

confidence interval and prediction interval equations 6.2 and 6.3 (in section 6.2.1) to
them. The confidence and prediction intervals were calculated using a t-distribution
w ith n-2 degrees of freedom at the 0.025 level of significance to establish critical
regions.

Statistically, table 6.2.2.1 shows th at the m ean depth can be reliably

predicted from the observed pixel radiance (X^) at 95% confidence intervals. The
shaded cells in table 6.2.2.1 represent values extrapolated from the observed values
but outside the range of observed values.
Table 6.2.2.2, below, shows the average percentage departure of the lower and upper
confidence and prediction limits from the regression line given in table 6.2.2.1.
ÿg = 0.10 m etres and 6.20 metres represent the minimum and maximum predicted
depth and y =0.18 metres to 3.50 m etres represent the range of the observed depths
(tables 6.2.2.1, 2).
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X - AXIS
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Table 6.2.2.1
95% Confidence intervals of mean response for depth and 95% prediction intervals
of a single response for depth in open waters of the five sites
*(Note: S h a d e d cells are p re d ic tio n s th a t are ou t o f ran ge o f th e o b serv ed
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valu es)

PERCENT AVERAGE
VARIATION
(y„ = 0.18 to 3.50 m etres)

PERCENT AVERAGE
VARIATION
(ÿ„ = 0.10 m etres)

P ER C EN T AVERAGE
VARIATION
(y„ = 6.20 m etres)

LL

UL

LL

UL

LL

UL

C o n fid en ce
In terv a l

9

10

10

20

12

14

P r e d ic tio n
In terv a l

55

130

344

133

57

130

Table 6.2.2.2
Accuracy of confidence and prediction limits for the five sites in open w ater
*(Note: L L = L o w e r L im it; UL = U p p e r L im it)

7--

4- .

U p ^ r L im i^

2- -

TM-4 Radiance (mW .cm-2.sr-l.pm-l)
Regression L i n e

Confidence Interval

Predicted lnter\>al

Figure 6.2.2.1
95% Confidence and 95% Prediction Intervals for w ater depth from the
power curve prediction equation for open water in the five sites
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From table 6.2.2.1, it can be seen th a t the confidence intervals from the observed
values (at

= 0.18 to 3.50 metres) have average departures of +10% (+ 13 cm to +

33 cm) from the fitted line {%). Also, the maximum extrapolated value, a t

= 6.20

m etres depth, varies approximately by +13% (+ 80 cm) about the line, w hereas th a t
of the extrapolated radiance at very shallow waters (0.10 metres) varies by -10% (-1
cm) and +20% (+2 cm) about the regression line (table 6.2.2.1). This shows th a t the
predictive model may be used to reliably predict w ater depths of about 0.10 m etres
to 6.20 m etres or over, within a maximum error margin less than 20% a t 95%
confidence interval.

The highest accuracy of the predictive model will be at

radiances predicting depths of 0.18 to 3.50 metres. The confidence and prediction
intervals at ’y^ = 0.19 to 3.42 metres' (the non-shaded cells), in table 6.2.2.2, were
plotted to see graphically the response of depth predicted by radiance.

The

confidence band only widens slightly as the radiance decreases unlike the prediction
bands which are quite wide (figure 6.2.2.1, below).

The prediction interval for

predicting the depth of a point measure from the satellite image pixels will be
subject to large errors as the magnitude of the prediction band will be large. This
is because satellite pixels are not point but area measurements. However, pixel
radiance from the Landsat-TM scene can be used with a high degree of credibility
to predict w ater depths in open waters of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.

Thus

equation 6.1 (LogJDepth = 1.83832 - 1.52055 * Log ^Band-4 radiance) can be used to
map out the extent and volume of open waters in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands at
95% confidence intervals.

6.3

DEPTH-RADIANCE REGRESSION MODELLING FOR INUNDATED
VEGETATION IN THE FIVE SITES

The r^ values in table 6.3.1, below shows th a t the best regression fits are those
observed in the infrared wavebands, with the mid-infrared bands (TM-5 and -7)
giving better fits th an the near-infrared (TM-4) band.

Scatter diagram s of the

observed curvilinear relationship and the determined power curve relationship were
plotted (figures 6.3.1a and b). The amount of scatter shows th a t there is a weak
relationship between w ater depth and TM band-4 radiance in inundated vegetation,
but figure 6.3.1b shows th a t a power curve relationship exists despite the am ount
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SPECTRAL
BAND

<
D vB

DEPTH VS. RADIANCE (r*)
D

V

D V LgB

ExB

LgD

V

LgB

TM-1

-0.02

-0.02

-0.01

-0.03

TM-2

-0.04

-0.03

-0.04

-0.06

TM-3

-0.05

-0.03

-0.05

-0.08

TM-4

-0.06

0.01

-0.08

-0.10

TM-5

-0.10

-0.09

-0.09

-0.15

TM-7

-0.10

-0.10

-0.10

-0.17

Table 6.3.1
Coefficients of determination of depth and radiance relationships in various
Landsat-TM wavebands for inundated vegetation in sites 1 to 5
(Note: B = B a n d -ra d ia n ce ; D = D epth ; E x = E x p o n e n tia l
L g = L o g a rith m ic; v = versu s)
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T h e re g re s s io n e q u a tio n fo r (b) is:

A nalysis o f V a ria n c e fo r (b) is:

LogJDepth = 0.4367 - 0.8983 Log,Band-4 Radiance

SOURCE DF
Regression
1
Error
392
Total
393

Predictor
Constant
LgBand-4
s = 0.7944

Coef
0.4367
-0.8983

Stdev
0.1978
0.1342

R-sq = 10.3%

t-ratio
2.21
-6.69

p
0.028
0.000

SS
28.262
247.378
275.640

MS
28.262
0.631

F
44.78

p
0.000

R-sq(adj) = 10.0%

Figure 6.3.1
Observed and Power curve relationships between water depth and
TM-4 radiance in 500 sample sites of inundated vegetation in the five sites
of scatter. But the analysis in Chapter 5 proves that despite the poor relationship,
predictions of about 70% accuracy or higher can be made. Moreover, the calculated
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accuracy of prediction (table 6.3.2) is 76%. The equation adopted for w ater depth
prediction in inundated vegetation is:
LoggDepth = 0.4367 - 0.8983 * LoggBand-4 radiance ................................... (6.4)
The average depth of w ater in inundated vegetation was 0.57 m etres, the average
predicted depth was 0.44 metres and the accuracy of prediction was 76% (table
6.3.2). This shows th at depths of w ater in inundated vegetation may be predicted
to a fair degree of accuracy despite the weakness of the relationship in figures 6.3.1a
and b because of the small depth range over which this relationship applies.

EQUATION 6.2 FRO M THE FIVE SIT E S
L oggD epth = 0.4367 - 0.8983 * Log^Band-4 R a d ia n c e
A v era g e D e p th (m)

0.57

P r e d ic te d A v era g e D ep th (m)

0.44

U n d er-p red icted A v era g e D ep th (m)

0.14

A ccu ra cy o f P r e d ic tio n (%)

76.38

Table 6.3.2
Prelim inary accuracy of using the predictive equations from the five sites
to predict w ater depths in inundated vegetation of the five sites
Confidence and prediction limits were derived using equations 6.2,3 above, from a
selected range of TM band-4 radiance values, using the same procedures as in the
estim ation of confidence and prediction limits for open w aters given in the sub
section above.

The results are tabulated in table 6.3.3.

The shaded cells are

extrapolated depths below 0.25 metres and above 0.75 m etres (table 6.3.3).
Variations from the fitted regression line was much lower w ithin the confidence
bands th an the prediction bands (table 6.3.3).
considerably, about the regression line, from

The prediction interval widens
= 0.25 to 0.75 metres' to

= 0.10

metres' (very shallow waters) and 'y^ = 1.50 metres' (deep waters) ranging from 37%
to 400% variation about y^. This proves th a t predicting the depth of a single point
from a satellite image pixel, corresponding to a finite point on the earth surface will
yield a highly unreliable estim ate in inundated vegetation areas. Therefore, only the
confidence intervals will be used since the satellite radiances used in the predictive
model are m ean radiances of corresponding ground areas.
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Table 6.3.3
95% Confidence intervals of mean response for depth and 95% prediction
intervals of a single response for depth in inundated waters of the five sites
*(Note: Shaded cells are predictions that are out of range of the observed
values)
The estimated confidence interval, within the observed range iy^ = 0.26 to 0.75
metres), is reasonably good and is only slightly wider than that for open water
(compare with table 6.2.2.2). Unlike the case of open waters, the bands widen
significantly in extremely shallow waters and very deep waters to as much as about
50% (compare table 6.2.2.2, above with table 6.3.4). For instance, at 0.10 metres the
variation in the lower confidence limit is -5cm (36% variation) and upper limit is +5
cm (45%); while at depths of 1.5m it is -50cm (32%) and +75cm (48%) (tables 6.3.3,4).
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PERCENT AVERAGE
VARIATION
(y„ = 0.10 m etres)
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(y„ = 0.25 to 0.75 m etres)
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Table 6.3.4
Accuracy of confidence and prediction limits for the five sites
in inundated vegetation
*(Note: LL = Lower Limit; UL = Upper Limit)
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Figure 6.3.2
95% Confidence and 95% Prediction Intervals for water depth from the
power curve prediction equation for inundated vegetation in the five sites
Athough a much smaller range of depth is present in inundated vegetation, the
s'atistics and graph (table 6.3.3 and figure 6.3.2) shows th a t w ater depths in
ii undated vegetation are more difficult to predict compared to those of open w ater
(table 6.2.2.1 and figure 6.2.2.1) and are less accurate when predicted.
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The confidence and predicted Intervals within the observed range of depths (0.25 to
0.75 metres) are plotted in figure 6.3.2). The confidence limits appear close to the
regression line in this figure, whereas the prediction limits are so far from the
regression line th a t they cannot be used to predict reliably a single response.
Results from the inference shows th a t the power curve formula (equation 6.4)
(Logfiepth = 0.4367 - 0.8983 * LogJBand-4 radiance) derived for inundated
vegetation can only be used to reliably predict the mean w ater depth of w ater in
inundated vegetation of the wetlands within 95% confidence limits.

6.4

ESTIMATED FLOOD EXTENT AND VOLUME OF FLOODING ON 2
SEPTEMBER 1990

Equations 6.1 and 6.4 for estim ating depth (of open w aters and w aters in inundated
vegetation) firom satellite pixel radiance, were used to calculate the depths of w ater
in corresponding pixels on the Lands at scemeÿfor 1990 and 1986 and 26 November
1986. The minimum and maximum DN values of the flooded areas (in open w ater
and inundated vegetation) were known through classification and density slicing.
These values were atmospherically corrected and calibrated to radiance using
procedures discussed in Chapter 4.

Radiance values within the determined

minimum and maximum ranges for open w ater areas and inundated vegetation were
extracted from the entire preprocessed Landsat TM scene of 2 September 1990 th a t
was previously corrected for atmospheric effects (Chavez, 1989), geometrically
rectified (M ather, 1993) and radiometrically calibrated (M arkham and Barker, 1986)
using procedures in Chapter 4.

Volume estim ates were computed, by multiplying the area of each pixel by the
estimated depth of each pixel which coincides with open w aters or inundated
vegetation. The accuracy of prediction was evaluated statistically in sections 6.2.3
and crudely by m atching predicted depths in control sites A, 5A, 5B and 5C (see
ig u re 3.4.1.1 in C hapter 3) to corresponding observed depths. Results showed an
average accuracy of 96% for predicting open w ater areas and 79% for inundated
vegetation, which are comparable to the preliminary tests of accuracies and
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confidence limits. From tables 6.2.2.1 and 6.3.3 the confidence intervals of estim ated
depths in 1990 and 1986 are:O PE N WATERS
D e p th
95% C o n fid en ce
In te rv a l
(m e tres)
+1.50m
6.0
+0.60m
5.0
+0.40m
4.0
3.0
+0.25m
+0.15m
2.0
1.0
+0.05m
+0.02m
0.1

INUNDATED VEGETATION
D ep th
95% C on R d en ce
(m etres)
I n te rv a l
0.5
+0.05m

Since over 40% of the wetlands covered by the imagery taken on 2 September 1990
was obscured by cloud cover , the total area and volume of flooding could not be
predicted solely from the scene. Thus, area flooded and depths of w ater in each pixel
(and hence volume of flooding) for the 1986 scene (which was cloud-free) were
estim ated using the algorithms developed for the 1990 scene (see section 6.5). Then,
the total area flooded and volume of flooding for the 1990 scene was predicted by
comparing the estim ates from cloud-free (or clear) areas w ith those of sim ilar areas
on the TM imagery of 26 November 1986 and deriving a ratio. This ratio is the 1990
and 1986 ratio of flooding. The estim ated ratio was multiplied by the total area
flooded in 1986 to give the estim ated flooding in 1990 (see section 6.6). The 1990:
1986 ratioing is based on the assumptions th a t the extent and volume of flooding in
the upstream reaches is proportional to other areas because the terrain is fiat.
For the purpose of presenting detailed bathymetric maps from the Landsat-TM
satellite data, the imagery covering the designated wetlands region (on 2 September,
1990) was split into 8 subscenes. These subscenes are numbered 1 to 8 (figure 6.4.1)
and are later on referred to as map-1 to map-8, respectively.
The probability of obtaining cloud free images of wetlands from Landsat-TM satellite
is the average probability of a cloud free day over the study area multiplied by the
16 day repeat cycle of the satellite; th a t is 1 in 32 days or 1 in 64 days a t 0.5 and
0.25 average of cloud-cover probability. The w ater depths in the cloud-free subscenes
of the Landsat-TM data of 2 September 1990 were estim ated using equations 6.1 and
6.4 for open w ater and inundated vegetation. The satellite pixels of the estim ated
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depths were mapped interactively and their areas calculated. From the pixel areas
of each estim ated depth, the volume of w ater was estim ated for each subscene
(namely, Map-1 to Map-7) and are tabulated in table 6.4.1 below.
The estim ated area and volume of flooding is given in table 6.4.1 below. The deepest
w aters in the wetlands are found in Nguru Lake in the northw estern p art of the
wetlands (see plate 6.4.1 below). The area in Map-1 (plate 6.4.1) has the greatest
volume of w ater in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands. The subscene is largely cloud-free
and the estim ates are believed to be reasonably accurate, using the models
developed. The areal extent of open w ater in Map-1 is about 37 km^, w ith a volume
of about 58 million m^; while th a t for inundated vegetation is about 48 km^ w ith a
w ater volume of about 18 million m^ (see table 6.4.1, below). Plates 6.4.1 to 6.4.7
show bathym etry of flooded areas, which are estim ated using equations 6.1 and 6.4
(given in sections 6.2, 3), th a t were cloud-free or partially obscured by cloud at time
of imaging. The percentage of cloud cover in a scene was estim ated by generating
the area of

cloud-cover and total area of the scene interactively and calculating

their ratios. Due to the severity of cloud cover, flood extent and depths could not be
estim ated in certain regions in some of the subscenes mapped, namely (plates
6.4.2,4,5,7 and subscene-8 in figure 6.4.1). See plates 6.4.1,2,3,4,5,6,7 below, and the
extent of their flood areas and volume of w ater in table 6.4.1.
The satellite pixel depths were derived/mapped at 95% confidence intervals of:+0.02 m for 0.10 m (10cm) depth to +0.40 m for over 4.00 m (400 cm) depth,
for Open waters (table 6.2.2.1), and
+0.05 m for 0.10 m (10cm) depth to +0.30 m for over 1.00 m (100cm) depth
for inundated vegetation (table 6.3.3).
For the cloud-free areas the total flooded area and volume th a t could be estim ated
is 236.023 km^ and 153.713 million m^. This represents about 60% of the wetlands
in the scene and 45% of the entire wetlands. The rem aining 40% of the region (30%
of entire wetlands) are not accounted for because they were obscured by clouds
during image acquisition.
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6.5

ESTIMATED FLOOD EXTENT AND VOLUME OF FLOODING ON 26
NOVEMBER 1986

A Landsat-5 TM quarter-scene, path 187 row 051, was acquired on 26 November
1986 a t 8:55 GMT.

The scene centre latitude and longitude are 13°01T2" and

10°47’38", respectively, and the nominal pixel resolution is 30 metres.

At time of image acquisition the atmosphere was cloud-free over the Hadejia-Nguru
wetlands. A relative scattering model commonly used for atmospheric correction
(Chavez, 1988) indicated a path radiance contribution of approximately 2 DN for the
near infrared band. The data were corrected for atmospheric effects by subtracting
this value from the satellite pixel digital counts.

The data were subsequently

geometrically corrected by using existing (and planimetrically correct) maps of the
region. The range of digital numbers corresponding to flooded areas was derived by
level slicing the pre-processed, but non-radiometrically corrected, image. The data
were then radiometrically corrected to radiance values (Mw.cm'^.sr'\pm'^) using only
the range of digital numbers corresponding to flooded areas. This m arked the end
of the data pre-processing. The algorithms used to map and estim ate the extent and
volume of flooding from the Landsat-TM data of 2 September 1990 in section 6.4
were used to estim ate the extent and volume of flooding from the pre-processed
Landsat-TM quarter-scene of 26 November 1986.

COVER
TYPE
NORTH-WEST
(NGURU)

AVERAGE
D E P T R :# )

AREA (m®) .

fm

V&LUME
(m*)

REMARK

28,691,152

65,033,492

111,466,320

35,846,224

0.65

192,777,184

125,647,224

Cloud-free

0.33

470,563,104

153,488,256

(clear)

0.47

803,497,760

380,015,196

*l,186km"

**560,920,073

2.27

(clear)

0.32
NORTH-EAST &
SOUTH

OW

TOTAL FOR

TM 1986

TOTAL FOR

ENTmE

Cloud-free

WETLANDS

Table 6.5.1.
Area and volume of flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands on 26 November 1986
(Note: O W = O pen W aters; FV = In u n d a te d V egetation;
* = e s tim a te fro m A d a m s a n d H o llis (1989) (in clu d in g flo o d e d a n d
** = volu m e e s tim a te d by ra tio in g )
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"soaked” la n d );

Equations 6.1 and 6.4 were used to estim ate the depth of flood w aters for each pixel
in the pre-processed satellite image of 26 November 1986. The depth estim ates were
then m ultiplied by the area occupied by the respective pixels w ithin the flooded areas
to derive volume estimates. A bathymetric map was produced (figure 6.5.1). The
total volume of flooding (including wetland areas outside the 1986 satellite data
limits) were estim ated (table 6.5.1). The reliability of this estim ate is based on the
accuracy of the total extent of flooding (1,186 km^) in Adams and Hollis (1989), which
may have included ’soaked’ land, and on the assumption th a t volume of flooding is
directly proportional to the extent. Table 6.5.1 shows the area and volume estim ates
of flooding in the northwest region and the northeast/south regions of the wetlands.
The north-west region stretches from Nguru town to a few kilometres north of
K irikasam a and west of Tukwikwi to some kilometres after Wachakal. The north
east and south region covers the rest of the wetlands (see figure 6.5.1).

6.6

EXTRAPOLATION OF TOTAL EXTENT AND VOLUME OF FLOODING
IN THE WETLANDS IN 1990

To obtain the estim ated total area flooded and the estim ated volume of flooding two
cloud-free sub-regions on the 1990 image were compared w ith two similar regions on
the 1986 image. Projections were made using estim ates from the 1986 image and
the extent of flooding calculated for the same period by Adams and Hollis (1989).

SUB-REGION

COVER TTPE

NORTH-WEST
(NGURU)

OPEN W A Œ R

f ^ ^ R A G E DEPTH

'

m rnoATED v m K iA m m
SOUTH-WEST
(MADACHI)
fiS ftîD A T E D VEGETATION
TOTAL

AREA
(kmh

VOLUME
(m»)

1.56

36.924

57,524,988

0.37

48.393

18,063,370

0.56

32.778

18,385,542

0.29

43.916

12,739,999

162.011

106,713,899

Table 6.6.1
Area and volume of flooding in Nguru and Madachi regions on 2 September 1990
On 2 September 1990 the areal extent of open waters in the Nguru and Madachi
regions is 43% of the total flooded areas within the same sub-regions (table 6.6.1).
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Figure 6.5.1
Bathymetry of flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands
on 26 November 1986
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boundary

Flooding had not reached its peak, as much vegetation was yet to be covered by flood
waters; as was observed about two weeks later during the August to October
fieldwork.

The extent and volume of flooding was estim ated for the same sub-

regions for 26 November 1986 (table 6.6.2). The 1986 image was taken a t the end
of the flood regime. Results from the 1986 imagery (table 6.6.2) shows th a t the area
of open w ater was smaller than th a t in 1990 (table 6.6.1). However, in November
1986 a greater area of vegetation was flooded; moreover, the total area flooded was
also greater than in 1990.

SUB-REGION

COVER TYPE

AVERAGE DEPTH
(m)

AREA
Ocm*)

NORTH-WEST
(NGURU)

OPEN WATER

2.26

28.911

65,377,608

INUNDATED VEGETATION

0.35

95.078

33,090,968

OPEN WATER

0.73

28.858

21,196,628

0.32

58.369

18,964,364

203.569

136,629,568

SOUTH-WEST
(MADACHI)

INUNDATED VEGETATION (
TOTAL

VOUUME
(m’)

Table 6.6.2
Area and volume of flooding in Nguru and Madachi regions on 26 November 1986
It should be noted th a t estim ates of the northwest region in tables 6.5.1 and 6.6.2
are different since slightly different areas are mapped because it was impossible to
locate the boundaries used in the earlier analysis. Tables . .1,2 give estim ates of
6

6

flooding in the northwest and southwest regions (excluding the northeast and
southeast regions) of the wetlands which were cloud-ffee in 1990 and 1986,
respectively, and are coincident areas. From values in these tables, the ratio of the
extent and volume of flooding for 2 September 1990 and 26 November 1986, has been
estim ated. This ratio was used to multiply the total extent and volume of flooding
in 1986 to get the estim ated flooding in 1990, which coincided with the 1986
coverage (table 6.6.3). Also, the coverage of Landsat-TM 1990 image, which is 3.5%
greater than th a t of 1986, had to be taken into account (see figure 3.4.1.1). Total
estim ates of flooding for TM 1990 image is given in table 6.6.3.
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FLOODING
TM 1990 COINCIDING
WITH TM 1986

TM 1990 FULL
COVERAGE

TOTAL FOR 1990
FROM 1986 ESTIMATE*

616.283

637.853

909.662

291,851,671

302,066,480

4 3 0 ,7 8 6 ,4 8 8

AKEA(Km^>
VOLÜME (m»)

Table 6.6.3
Estim ated extent and volume of flooding in the wetlands on September 1990
(1986 ESTIMATE* = estim a te b a se d on flo o d exten t by A d a m s a n d H o llis (1989))
2

The calculated ratio (from tables

6

. .1,2) for extent flooded and volume of flooding
6

in Nguru and Madachi regions, only, are:1990 - Volume/Area = depth = 0.659m
1986 - Volume/Area = depth = 0.658m
1986:1990 - AreaiArea
= 1:0.767
1986:1990 - Volume:Volume = 1:0.768
In deriving the estimated total flooding for TM 1990 full coverage (ie including the
areas obscured by clouds)

and total for the whole

(columns 3 and 4 in table 6.6.3); and considering

wetlands from TM1990scene
the ratios above,the following

assum ptions were made:that, the average depth for both subscenes in 1990 and 1986 is 0.658m
that, the 1986:1990 ratios of area and volume are constant throughout the
w etlands
However for the purpose of comparison the estimated total flooding in the wetlands
in 1990 (table 6.6.3, above) was assumed to be fairly accurate w ithin their
constraints. The estimation of total flooding is subject to several errors. Its accuracy
is dependent on the accuracy of total flooding derived by Adams and Hollis (1989).
Also, the percent of flooded areas not obscured by clouds is less than 15% of the
estim ated total area. Penson (1989) reported th a t flood peaks in the wetlands occur
in subregions at different periods usually about 2-weekly intervals from August to
as late as October. This implies th a t scenes acquired more th an two weeks apart
may show significantly differing flooding.
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C um ulative rainfall a t th e end of A ugust 1990 was 406m m a t N guru and 465m m a t
Kano (see table 8.3.1 in C hapter

8

). There was no rainfall a t N guru about two

m onths prior to the acquisition of the L andsat TM im agery of 1986 b u t th e re w as a
cum ulative rainfall of 240.6mm by the end of Septem ber in th e sam e y e ar (table
8.3.1, C hapter

8

). It is evident from th e rainfall th a t th e re w as alm ost twice as

m uch rainfall in 1990 th a n 1986 and consequently th e ex ten t flooded w as expected
to be g re a ter in 1990 th a n 1986. Jim oh (1990) affirmed th a t regions of open w aters
a tta in near-m axim um or m axim um flooding well before th e in u n d ated vegetation.
So, m axim um flooding m ay not have been attain ed before th e 1990 scene w as
acquired. Moreover, th e 1986 and 1990 scene rep resen t flooding for dates in th e y e ar
w hich is th ree m onths apart.

This m ay be a source of erro r as th e 1986 d a ta

coincide w ith the dry season and the 1990 d ata w ith th e ra in y season.

6.7

COMPARISON WITH ESTIMATED FLOODING FROM HOLLIS AND
THOMPSON

HYDROLOGICAL

MODEL

AND

SOME

DEPTH-

PREDICTION MODELS

The m ost comprehensive hydrological model for th e H adejia-N guru w etlands is th e
Hollis and Thompson (1993a) model.

It uses m onthly hydrological and

meteorological d a ta from Jan u a ry 1964 to November 1987. More recent d a ta is
gradually being collected. This model is an im provem ent on th e Adams an d Hollis
(1989) and Hollis and Thompson (1992) models. According to Thom pson (1993) in
th e Hollis and Thompson (1992, 1993a) hydrological model, for each m onth of
sim ulation period:

1)

Volume of W ater in W etlands =

River Inflow - River Outflow +

W etland Rainfall - W etland E vapotranspiration - G roundw ater
Recharge
2)

A rea of W etland Inundated = A * (Volume of W ater in Wetlands)®
[where, A(km^) = V(10® m^) ie Im m ean depth] A, B = co n stan t = 1
(Thompson and Hollis, 1993)

3)

G roundw ater Storage = Storage la st m onth + Recharge - Regional
Flow - Phreatophytic Evapotranspiration.
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The area of inundation (item 2) is a synthetic volume relationship which was
supposed to compensate for the absence of topographic data.

The estim ated volume of flooding for November 1986 from the Hollis and Thompson
(1993a) model is only 65% of the volume of flooding extrapolated (using equations
6.1 and 6.4) from the November 1986 TM quarter scene (table 6.5.1). Depth in open
w ater is, generally, underestim ated by about 5% and in inundated vegetation by
about 20%. The prelim inary analysis (see tables 6.2.2 and 6.3.2), though only an
approximate assessment, indicates th a t the depth-radiance model may tend to
underestim ate flooding, especially in inundated vegetation. This suggests th a t the
predicted depth may fall between the actual depth or regression line and the lower
95% confidence limit (figures 6.2.2.1 and 6.3.2). Consequently, the depth-radiance
prediction model developed in this research may
w ater depth.

slightly under-predict overall

Comparing estim ated volume of flooding from the depth-radiance

model w ith th a t of Hollis and Thompson’s (1993a) model, the former predicts a
greater extent of flooding and greater volume of flooding th an the latter.

ESTIMATED AREA .
FLOODED ON :!
NOVEMBER 1986
(ADAMS & HOLLIS, 1989)
\

*1,186 km"

HOLLIS & THOMPSON (1993a)
HYDROLOGICAL MODEL

AREA

VOLUME

362.25 km"

362.25 10® m®

'•

DEFTOikAPI^ci M Ù D Ë I- ^
[USING EQUATIONS! &2,AND C

560.92 10® m®

Table 6.7.1
Estim ated flooding on November 1986, from Adams and Hollis;
Hollis and Thompson; and Depth-radiance models
(* = E s tim a te d by ex tra p o la tio n ; a n d in clu d es flo o d ed a n d very "soaked" la n d )

The data used in the Hollis and Thompson (1993a) hydrological model, for predicting
the November 1986 flooding, may be subject to systematic and random errors in the
wetlands, errors due to insufficient stage-boards on river channels in the
wetlands,and probable errors in the data collected from stage-board stations.
Herschy (1970) discussed several errors th a t occur at stage m easurem ent stations
and describes the accuracy of a discharge m easurem ent as a m easure of agreem ent
between the measured apparent flow and the actual flow in a channel.

Penson

(1989) concluded th a t data from the stage m easurem ent stations, on rivers flowing
through the wetlands, were inadequate for estim ating discharge. Thompson (1992)
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id entified and discussed th e accuracy and errors in discharge m easu rem en t in th e
H adejia-N guru w etlands.

He evaluated errors associated w ith th e n u m b er of

observations of depth and velocity, w idth m easurem ent, depth m easu rem en t and
velocity m easurem ent; and concluded th a t th e riv er discharge m easurem ents
o btained, in his 1991 survey, w ere generally accurate. However, h e found th a t more
a n n u a l gaugings w ere needed, especially a t tim es of lower flows, and th a t staged ischarge relationships should be reviewed frequently to estab lish accurate stagedischarge relationships for channels in th e w etlands.

I t w as observed during th e two fieldwork in 1989/90 and 1990, th a t surface run-off,
w hile accounting for some of the flood w aters in th e w etlands, cannot be adequately
m easu red in th e catchm ent due to cost of such a m ission and th e com plexity of these
w etlands.

Penson (1989) noted th a t some river discharge m easu rem en ts w ere

im properly a nd irregularly made. The th ree gauging statio n d a ta used in Hollis and
Thom pson (1993a) model are Wudil, Chai-Chai and B unga (figure 2.3.1.2). U sing
d a ta from only th ree stations to predict total discharge in th e w etlands m ay not
suffice. A dam s and Hollis (1989) adm itted th a t th ere h ad been problem s w ith the
reliab ility of hydrological d a ta for the region; and they found th a t th e d a ta for W udil
for 1976 to 1983 are suspect and a gross overestim ate. The W etland R esearch U n it
(U niversity College London), headed by D r G.E. Hollis, are cu rren tly using rem ote
sensing techniques as well as stage - discharge relationships (by Hollis and
Thom pson, 1993a) to improve th e hydrological model for th e H adejia-N guru
w etlands.

The Hollis an d Thompson (1993a) hydrological model only accounts for flooding
betw een 1964 and 1987, and as such a comparison could not be m ade w ith estim ates
for 1990 derived from L andsat TM d a ta above or from NOAA-AVHRR d a ta in
C h ap ter 7.

The Hollis and Thompson (1993a) model assum es th a t Ikm^ a re a is flooded by every
1 10® m® of w a ter (table 6.7.1). This m eans th a t an average d epth of Im is presum ed
in th e Hollis and Thompson (1993a) model. B ut th e regression model developed by
th e au th o r assum es an average depth of 0.66m for 26 N ovem ber 1986 an d 2
Septem ber 1990 (section . ). This is a significant flaw in th e Hollis and Thom pson
6

6
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(1993a) model and^the average depth was really Im, then the volume of w ater on 26
November 1986 should have been 1,186 10® m® (for l,186km^ flood extent in table
6.7.1) and not 362.25 10® m®. But 1,186 10® m® flooding for 26 November 1986 would
be a gross exaggeration (see table 6.5.1).

SULE (1993a,b,c)
[LoggDepth = a + b *
LoggBand-4 rad ian ce]
R egression m odel u sin g NIK band

BABAN (1993)

Model

Landsat-TM
Band-4
(r»)

NOAA-AVHRR
C hannel-2
(r=)

0.66

0.60

0.10

0.54

Regression model
OPEN
WATER

0.35
0.27

Loge Depth = a + b * MSS4 (Rad.)
* TMl (DN)
Benny and Dawson model (1983)
Depth = Log.(V,-VH)-Log.(Vn-VJ
-K(l + cosec (E’)
(TMl & TM2)

Best
for
Depths
<3m
MSS-4
0.37

Stove model (1985)
VR = 255(VJz
(V,)'

TM-1
0.40

INUNDATED
VEGETATION

Table 6.7.2
Accuracy of author’s depth-prediction models
and other models evaluated by Baban (1993)
Source: S u le (1993d)

Where,
Loge = N atural logarithm
= Reflectance value at pixel of known depth (x)
V. = Signal strength for deep w ater
% = Signal strength for shallow w ater
K = A ttenuation coefficient
E = Slope angle of penetration of sunlight through the w ater column
VR = Dimensionless depth reflectance param eter

Sule (1993d) compared the accuracy of depth prediction developed in preceding
sections w ith those by some other authors.
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The regression model, Benny and

Dawson (1983) model and Stove (1985) model w ere tested by B aban (1993) for d ep th
prediction in th e D erw entw ater Lake (English Lake D istrict, C um bria) using
L an d sat MSS and TM images. D uring im aging th e Lake w as calm and suspended
sedim ent concentration and salinity w ere negligible. Conversely, th e H adejia-N guru
w etlands is turbid, h as some underw ater vegetation an d in u n d ated vegetation and
so th e depth and radiance relationships would be expected to be poorer th a n those
from D erw entw ater Lake. However, th e relationships betw een w a ter depth and
radiance is higher in the turbid w etlands using L a n d sat TM (C hapter 5 and
preceding sections) and NOAA-AVHRR (C hapter 7) th a n in th e clear D erw entw ater
Lake (table 6.7.2).

B aban (1993) reported th a t depth prediction in th e Lake w as accurate using th e
equations he evaluated, the best being th e Benny and Dawson (1983) model (see
tab le 6.7.2). B ut Sule (1993d) suggests th a t th e regression models developed for th e
H adejia-N guru w etlands in Sule (1993a,b,c), and by im plications in C hapters 5, 7
and th e preceding sections, are statistically more accurate th a n those tested by
B aban (1993). The reasonably good accuracy of th e regression models developed by
th e au th o r m ay be as a re su lt of the large num ber of observed depths (over

1 , 0 0 0

in

total) th e ir rigorous geo-referencing and registration. Therefore equations 6.1 an d
6.4 can predict depths to reasonable accuracies from L an d sat TM satellite sensor
d ata.

6.8

SUMMARY

The relationship of in te re st in the research is the ’depth-radiance’ relationships
w hich are given in the cells under the ’DEPTH VS. RADIANCE’ column in tables
6.2.1 and 6.3.1 above, since it is from such relationship th e w a ter depth in th e
w etlands is predicted from satellite radiances in th is C h ap ter and th e following
section. The power curve relationship (LgD v LgB) is adopted because it gives th e
best fit for predicting w ater-depth from radiance and it also gives th e sam e fit
irrespective of w hether radiance is regressed ag ain st d ep th or d ep th a g ain st
radiance. D epth is th e dependent variable because it is th e unknow n v ariable w hilst
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rad ian ce is th e know n variable. From th e adopted relationships equations 6.1 an d
6.4 w ere derived and used for estim ating w ater-depths. These equations are:-

L o g f i e p t h = 1 .8 3 8 3 2 - 1 .5 2 0 5 5 * L o g ^ a n d - 4 r a d ia n c e

and,

L o g f l e p t h = 0 .4 3 6 7 - 0 .8 9 8 3 * L o g ^ a n d - 4 r a d ia n c e

.... for open w ater

for in u n d ated
vegetation.

T he logarithm ic relationship for th e five sites (1 to 5 combined) is b e tte r th a n th a t
of sites 1, 2, 3 or 4, 5 because of the differences betw een th ese sub-regions, w hich
w as earlier explained in C h ap ter 5. The improved relationship is a re su lt of reduced
sam pling and environm ental errors. Sam pling errors w ere reduced because of th e
m ore even distribution of shallow and deeper w aters due to th e am algam ation of
sites 1, 2, 3, w hich have m ainly deep w aters, and sites 4, 5, w hich have m ainly
shallow w aters. Also, environm ental errors, explained in C h ap ter 5, are less since
th e am algam ated sites are m ore representative of th e w etland region. However, in
th e case of in undated vegetation the logarithm ic relationship reduced on m erging th e
five sites. This ap p aren t reduction in fit of regression is due more to environm ental
factors like turb id ity th a n to th e sam pling distribution error. However, for open
w a ters and in undated vegetation the regression models for th e am algam ated five
sites (1 to 5) are best rep resentative of the w etlands an d so w ere used to predict
w ater-depths in th e L andsat quarter-scene (and NOAA-AVHRR scene in C h ap ter 7)
covering th e H adejia-N guru w etlands. Prelim inary analysis shows th a t th e accuracy
th a t m ay be achieved by using th e developed equations to predict w a ter depths in
open w aters of the five sites from TM Band-4 radiance is 94% and for in u n d ated
v egetation is 76%.

Confidence bands and prediction bands w ere fitted to th e regression lines of th e
predictive equations (6.1 and 6.4) for w ater and in u n d ated vegetation for th e five
sites using equations 6.1 and 6.4 for confidence and prediction in terv al calculations.
B oth inferences showed th a t it is not possible to accurately predict a single point
v alue of depth from a single point value of radiance because th e predictive models
a re based on m ean radiance and m ean depth responses. However, analysis showed
th a t m ean w ater depth in open w aters can be predicted to w ithin 9% and 20%
m axim um deviation from the regression line a t depths of

0 . 1 0

to

6 . 2 0

m etres and

possibly over. On th e other hand, m ean w ater depths in in u n d ated vegetation can
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be predicted from 12% to 14% deviation from the regression line a t m ean depths of
0.25 to 0.75 m etres, h u t th e deviation increases to about 30% to 50% a t m ean depths
less th a n 0.25 m etres and greater th a n 0.75 m etres or 1.50 m etres. This m eans th a t
th e predictive models derived in sections 6.3, 4 can he used to m ap out w a ter depths
in open w aters and inundated vegetation of th e five sites a t 95% confidence intervals
to a reasonably good accuracy.

Some of th e raw d a ta used in the Hollis-Thompson (1993a) hydrological model are
unreliable, h u t have been improved in th e model.

C om paring th e Hollis and

Thom pson (1993a) hydrological model and th e depth-radiance model, in th is study,
the la tte r gives a higher estim ate of flooding for November 1986. Also, statistically
the models developed by th e author have higher r^ values th a n those evaluated by
B aban (1993) and consequently should be more accurate. This fu rth e r proves th a t
equations 6.1 and 6.4 are reasonably accurate for depth prediction.

The depth-

radiance prediction models developed by th e au th o r estim ated flood ex ten t and
volume of flooding from the L andsat TM im ages a t l,186km^ (directly from A dam s
and Hollis, 1989) and 560.920 million m^ for 26 November 1986, an d 909.662km^ and
430.786 million m^ for 2 Septem ber 1990. There is a need for m ore gauging stations
in th e H adejia-N guru w etlands, and for more frequent and more careful
m easurem ents.

It is recommended th a t th e depth-radiance model be applied to

historical satellite d a ta and the derived flood estim ates be used to create bathym etric
m aps, w hich m ay be used to improve or validate th e Hollis and Thom pson model.
This stu d y shows th a t satellite d ata is a valuable source of predicting w ater volume
and flood extent in the H adejia-N guru w etlands.

In C h ap ter 7, depth-radiance

prediction models are developed for NOAA-AVHRR satellite sensor im agery and are
used to estim ate th e extent and volume of w ater in th e w etlands as well as for
remote bathym etry. The utility of M eteosat satellite sensor d a ta for depth prediction
and rem ote bathym etry is exam ined using NOAA-AVHRR satellite sensor im agery
to sim ulate M eteosat satellite data.
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CHAPTER 7
DEPTH-RADIANCE MODELS, FLOOD EXTENT, WATER
VOLUME AND REMOTE BATHYMETRY FROM COARSE
SPATIAL RESOLUTION SATELLITE SENSOR DATA

7.1

INTRODUCTION

T he sp atial characteristics of th e N orm alised Difference V egetation Index (NDVI)
v a ry considerably over tim e or seasons in studies of surface cover in Africa using
satellite sensor d a ta degraded to scales com m ensurate w ith global scale (Justice ef
aU 1991). N onetheless very useful inform ation can be derived from coarse sp atial

resolution. NOAA-AVHRR satellite sensor im agery is a coarse sp atial resolution
d a ta providing d a ta a t 1.1km resolution in Local A rea Coverage (LAC) mode and
4km a t Global Coverage mode (GAC). The AVHRR d a ta from th e NOAA/TIROS-N
platform s can provide useful estim ates of flooding a t LAC 1.1km scale (B arton and
B athols, 1989).

B ut Belward and Lam bin (1990) rep o rt th a t sp atial c o n tra st in

NOAA-AVHRR satellite sensor im agery, compared to high sp atial resolution satellite
im agery, is relatively poor for detailed studies b u t fair for regional studies. Cross
e t a l (1991) in th e ir study of tropical forests found th a t 67% of a NOAA-AVHRR pixel

m u st be forested before it is recognised as such.

AVHRR satellite d a ta from

NOAA/TIROS-N h as th e advantages, over high resolution satellite system s such as
L andsat, of daily global coverage which increases th e probability of cloud-ffee
acquisition and d a ta volume is reduced to m anageable levels (Justice, 1986;
Belward, 1992). Also, the volum e of d a ta to be processed is reduced w ith coarser
resolution. For instance, an a re a of 80 by 80km on th e ground rep resen ted on a
single band im age will am ount to:-

about 7,900,000 pixels (15.8 MB) (Landsat-TM 28.5m im agery) [every 16 days],
about 7,200,000 pixels (14.4 MB) (Landsat-TM 30m im agery) [every 16 days],
about
5,100 pixels (
MB) (NOAA-AVHRR 1.1km, LAC im agery) [every
6 hours],
326,400 pixels (0.6528 MB) (NOAA-AVHRR 1.1km, LAC im agery) [e v e ry
16 days,
about
1,000 pixels (0.0020 MB) (M eteosat 2.5km im agery) [every 30 m inutes],
768,000 pixels (1.5360 MB) (M eteosat 2.5km im agery) [every 16 days]
0 . 0 1 0 2
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L andsat-5 TM satellite data &re expensive, and im aging is every 16 days. NOAAAVHRR satellite d a ta are relativeijcheap and data can be obtained up to once every
6

hours (th at is, 12 hours each from two platforms). M eteosat satellite d a ta is the

cheapest of the three and can be collected free of charge if the user has a sm all
receiving station or access to d ata collected from a receiving station.

Moreover

M eteosat coverage as a geostationary satellite is possible once every 30 m inutes.
I f NOAA-AVHRR and M eteosat d ata can give reasonable estim ates of flooding, on
applying depth-radiance equations, then it will be possible to m onitor flooding in the
w etlands up to once every

6

hours or every 30 m inutes, respectively.

AVHRR data in Global Area Coverage (GAC) mode has 4km spatial resolution, and
a t this scale the pixel may appear contiguous and disunited in the image and render
th e d ata unreliable for environm ental monitoring of the E a rth surface (Belward,
1992).

M eteosat satellite sensor visible channel, when acquired a t nadir, has a

resolution of 2.4km in the Tropics which degrades to 4km and km in th e Tem perate
8

regions (table A-2.5, Appendix A). Hence, M eteosat satellite sensor d ata of the
w etlands will be a t a nominal resolution of 2.4km. At this resolution the potential
of M eteosat data for monitoring flooding in the w etlands (which is spatially
disjointed, highly seasonal and heterogeneous in surface cover) needs to be
examined. According to Legg (1989) NOAA-AVHRR and M eteosat satellite d ata can
be employed for fairly accurate flood monitoring. The NIR w aveband proved to be
the best for monitoring flooding in the w etlands from L andsat TM Satellite Sensor
d ata (C hapter 5 and

6

). L andsat TM spectral band-4 senses between 0.76 and

0.90pm (NIR) range, NOAA-AVHRR Channel 2 senses between 0.725 and

1

.

0

0

pm

(NIR) and Channel 1 on M eteosat 1 to 3 senses between 0.4 and 1.10pm
(Visible/NIR) range (Lo, 1986; NRSC, 1986; NRSC, 1992) (see C hapter 2). The NIR
channel of NOAA-AVHRR senses in a waveband th a t is twice wider th a n the NIR
band on L andsat TM. Nevertheless, channel 2 on NOAA-AVHRR covers the full
spectral range sensed by L andsat TM band-4 and both are reported to be sensitive
to w ater body delineation and healthy vegetation (Cochrane, 1986; NRSC, 1986).
C hannel 1 on M eteosat 1 to 3 is very broad and senses in th e same range as L andsat
TM bands

1

to 4, put together, but is reported by the NRSC (1986) to be good for

sensing terrestrial bodies (including w ater bodies). Even so, the spectral sensitivity
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of th e M eteosat Visible/NIR channel is reduced compared to L a n d sat TM N IR band.

Processing tim e will be faster if flood extent and volume are predicted from NOAAAVHRR and M eteosat d ata because the volume of d a ta will be less th a n L an d sat
TM. However, mixed pixels or mixels m ay be a m ore significant problem in coarse
resolution im ages. A mixel m ay be the average radiance of both lan d an d w ater
sensed by a pixel a t a land-w ater boundary. The resu ltin g (average) rad ian ce m ay
m atch th e radiance from shallow w ater, or from land or none of th e two an d th is will
be a m isrepresentation of the situation. Subsequently, th e m apped class, over th e
whole scene m ay be overestim ated or underestim ated and th e m agnitude m ay be
sm all or large. This is because lan d m ay be included as a flooded a re a if it form s a
sm all proportion of a pixel representin g flooding and vice versa.

H olben and

Shim abukuro (1993) proposed th e m ethod of C onstrained L east Squares (CLS) w hich
"estim ates th e proportion of each component inside th e pixel by m inim izing th e sum
of squares of errors".

They reported th a t th ere w as a good agreem ent betw een

L andsat TM and NOAA-AVHRR LAC satellite d a ta classification re su lt w hen th e
CLS m ethod was applied.

The resu ltin g classifications, from both im ages, w ere

visually sim ilar and the NDVI w ere correlated by the fraction im ages (r^ = 0.952 for
L andsat TM and r^ = 0.900 for NOAA-AVHRR). Accordingly, reasonable estim ates
of vegetation cover and flooding m ay be obtained from NOAA-AVHRR LAC d a ta if
the proportions of different covers w ithin each pixel is un-mixed. In cases involving
a large num ber of pixels, th e under-estim ation and over-estim ation of m apped
classes m ay cancel out to yield reasonably accurate estim ates.

Landsat-5 TM d a ta covering th e N guru and M adachi regions (subscenes 1 an d 3, in
figure 6.4.1.1), w ere merged, filtered and subsam pled to 1.1km resolution to sim ulate
NOAA-AVHRR data. The sim ulation of NOAA-AVHRR d a ta by Landsat-TM d a ta
was necessary because depths w ithin

. *

1

1

1 . 1

km ground resolution elem ent are

needed to calibrate NOAA-AVHRR data. W ater depth derived from th e sim ulation
(using equations 6.1 and 6.4) a re m atched to a NOAA-11 AVHRR d a ta for th e sam e
period.

D epth-prediction models for open w ater and in u n d ated vegetation are

developed for NOAA-11 AVHRR, using depth generated from th e sim ulation. W ater
depth d a ta collected on the field, could not be used because of th e v a st am o u n t of
data needed to calibrate each

1

. km by . km pixel area on th e NOAA
1

1

1
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- 1 1

AVHRR

sate llite sensor im agery (see explanation in section 7.3.). The m odels w ere applied
to th e NOAA-11 AVHRR data, of 24 A ugust 1990, to give estim ated flooding in th e
w etlan d s on 24 A ugust 1990 and 2 Septem ber 1990. All estim ated volum es are
derived by sum m ing the volume of each pixel. Average depths are calculated by
dividing th e total volume by the total for each

7.2

ESTIMATION

OF

FLOODING

1 . 1

km pixel.

FROM

LANDSAT-5

TM

DATA

SIMULATING NOAA-AVHRR RESOLUTION

D uring fieldw ork it w as noted th a t the w etlands changed significantly in depth, in
m ost cases, over sm all areas and as such it is not feasible to m easure depths a t
in terv als sh o rte r th a n 50m. Consequently, a t least 500 d epth m easu rem en ts are
required for every . km pixel, if satisfactory depth-radiance relationships are to be
1

1

established. Since several pixels, m atched w ith corresponding average dep th values,
are needed to establish a feasible relationship, the field m easu rem en t d a ta will be
enormous. U sing only 100 pixels, w ith m atching depths, to establish th e depthradiance relationship for a 1.1km resolution satellite im age will involve 5 0 0 d e p th
m e a s u r e m e n t p e r p ix e l m u ltip lie d b y 1 0 0 p ix e ls . Thus, 50,000 d epth m easu rem en t

would have to be m ade in the field, sim ultaneously or near-sim ultaneously w ith th e
satellite im age acquisition. This is clearly not realistic in th e context of any sensible
field d a ta collection scheme and in any case would probably obviate th e need for
rem ote sensing data. By comparison in th e Landsat-5 TM analysis (C hapter ) both
6

depth-prediction

models

were

developed

by

m atching

about

1 , 0 0 0

depth

m easurem ents m ade in the field to alm ost the sam e n u m ber of corresponding pixels
on the image.

Hence, the m ost feasible altern ativ e to

collecting d ep th to

subsequently reg ister on the NOAA-11 AVHRR d a ta used, is by deriving such d a ta
from spatially degraded Landsat-5 TM satellite im agery of th e sam e period.

The Landsat-5 TM d a ta covering N guru and M adachi regions (subscenes 1 and 3 in
figure 6.4.1) w ere used to sim ulate NOAA-AVHRR d ata. The bands used w ere th e
near-infrared channel (band-4) in th e TM d ata, sensed w ithin th e 0.76 to 0.90pm
range of the electrom agnetic spectrum , and the near-infrared channel (channel- ) of
2

th e NOAA-11 AVHRR d a ta sensed w ithin th e 0.725 to 1.1pm ran g e of th e spectrum .
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Also, th e quantization count of Landsat-TM d a ta is

8

-bits/pixel (i.e 0-

255), while th a t of NOAA-AVHRR is 10 bits/pixel (ie 0-1023).

T heir spectral

sensitivity differ and any sim ulation will only approxim ate th e d a ta being sim ulated
an d cannot su b stitu te the re a l d a ta it is trying to represent. However, th e L an d sat
TM d a ta h a s to be degraded to 1.1km pixel size, in order to sim u late NOAA-AVHRR
H igh Resolution Picture T ransm ission (HRPT) LAC satellite d ata.

Spatial

degradation involves digital filtering, and th is reduces th e sensor noise on th e im age
an d subsequently reduces th e pixel radiance or DN values (Justice e t a l, 1989), and
it m ay be difficult to calculate th e rig h t am ount of noise level to be restored.
A lthough not all random noise can be removed by filtering techniques (Pan, 1989),
plausible analysis can be m ade from filtered data.

For im age resam pling it is best to use a rectan g u lar window containing a set of
k ernels (pixels) w hich total th e sam e pixel size as th e desired resolution and w hich
uses a filter utilizing th e m ean of each of th e pixel digital count (Justice e t a L 1989).
This can be expressed as (L X p . . . . , x j l n and w hen AVHRR d a ta w as filtered by
Ju stic e e t a l (1989), th e r^ value w as estim ated a t 0.7. Thus, a 39 by 39 pixel moving
average window w as used to filter or sm ooth th e Landsat-5 TM d ata, of 2 Septem ber
1990, covering N guru and M adachi regions. The 39 by 39 window sm oothed th e
L andsat-5 TM d a ta in such a w ay th a t all pixels lying approxim ately w ithin each
consecutive

1 . 1

by . km a re a
1

1

allocated a digital count value w hich is th e average

of all th e pixels w ithin the 1.1 by . km ta rg e t area. A fter sm oothing, th e im age was
1

subsam pled to

1

1

. km resolution, geom etrically rectified and calibrated to radiance.
1

T hus, it sim ulated NOAA-AVHRR LAC d a ta a t nadir. D epth-radiance equations (6.1
and 6.4) w ere applied to the ta rg e t pixels w ithin th e flooded a re as on th e im age. The
o u tp u t depth w ere m atched to respective pixels on th e im age, w hich w ere la te r (in
section 7.3) m atched to the NOAA-11 AVHRR d ata of 24 A ugust 1990. According to
Tow nshend e t a l (1992) a reg istratio n erro r of 10% can be achieved if reg istratio n
accuracies of

0 . 2

pixel or less is m aintained. Consequently, d epths w ere carefully

reg istered to th e AVHRR d ata. Total area flooded and volum e of flooding (figure
7.2.1) w ere estim ated from th e sim ulated NOAA-AVHRR d a ta u sin g procedures
given in C h ap ter

6

. The to tal a rea and volume of flooding are, respectively,

174.108km% and 103.460 million m^
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Sim ilarly, a sim ulation of NOAA-AVHRR was m ade from Landsat-5 TM d a ta of 26
N ovem ber 1986 (figure 7.2.2) w ith the aim of assessing th e accuracy of NOAAAVHRR d a ta tak en on the sam e date. The possible m atching of depth from th e
sim ulation, is assessed so as to improve th e depth-prediction model developed for
NOAA-11 AVHRR in section 7.3. Total area flooded and volume of flooding for th e
1986 sim ulation are, respectively,

821.548km^, and 317.685 million m^.

The to tal estim ated area flooded for 1986 from L an d sat TM satellite sensor im agery
in C h ap ter

6

is 803,497,760 m^ in extent and 380,015,196 m^ in volume. C om paring

th e sim ulated NOAA-AVHRR 1986 estim ates (above) w ith estim ates in C h ap ter

6

th e form er overestim ated extent by about 2% and un d erestim ated volume by about
16%. This suggests th a t im age d a ta as coarse as NOAA-AVHRR 1.1km LAC d a ta
are useful for fairly reasonable flood monitoring.

U sing lin e a r m ixture models

proposed by S ettle and D rake (1993) and Holben and Shim abukuro (1993) should
significantly improve th e results. In section 7.4 m ore detailed estim ates a re given
(tables 7.4.1 and 7.4.2) and the above resu lts are com pared w ith predicted flood
estim ates.

7.3

DERIVATION OF DEPTH-RADIANCE EQUATIONS FROM NOAA-11
AVHRR DATA

The AVHRR satellite sensor d ata used is a HRPT (LAC) d a ta of 1.1km nom inal
resolution, received a t th e M aspalom as (C anary Islands) ground-receiving statio n
from th e TIROS-NOAA 11 platform on 24 A ugust 1990. The o th er four AVHRR
satellite d a ta sets acquired over the study area w ere not used because th ey w ere
cloud-covered or acquired several weeks after th e Landsat-5 TM satellite d a ta (see
Appendix A-1.1). As in th e case w ith the L andsat TM d a ta used in this study (refer
to C h ap ter 4), NOAA-11 AVHRR satellite d a ta h as to be preprocessed to correct for
atm ospheric distortion, radiom etric effects and geometric distortion.
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Figure 7.2.1
Flooding on September 1990 in the Nguru and Madachi regions:
from a Landsat-5 TM simulation of NOAA-11 AVHRR satellite data
2
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Figure 7.2.2
Flooding on 26 November 1986 from a Landsat-5 TM simulation
of NOAA-11 AVHRR satellite data
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M odelling th e contribution of atm ospheric radiance received by a satellite sensor is
difficult because the atm osphere is anisotropic, and it is so dynam ic th a t th ere is
ra p id sp atial and tem poral variations in its properties (D esjardins e t a L 1990).
K aufm an (1990) dem onstrated th a t aerosol optical thickness m easurem ents alone,
can n o t be used to accurately estim ate atm ospheric p a th radiance.

In S ahelian

A frica, the NDVI values are slightly affected by errors in th e aerosol optical
th ick n ess m easurem ent, which causes underestim ations particu larly du rin g th e dry
season (Soufflet e t a L 1991). Thus, accurate atm ospheric correction algorithm s have
to ta k e into account th e effects of atm ospheric w ater vapour content, aerosol optical
th ick n ess and ozone content (Soufflet e t a l, 1991), as well as m olecular scatterin g
a n d sensor view ing geom etry (Kimes and Holben, 1992). Due to th e lack of such
d a ta a com paratively simple (histogram m inim um ) technique w as employed to
correct th e NOAA-11 AVHRR satellite d ata, of 24 A ugust 1990, for atm ospheric
effects.

T he atm ospherically corrected d a ta are also corrected for radiom etric effects by
calibrating to radiance values of m W .c m ^ .s f ^ T h e

calibration form ula used is

derived from NCAA (1988) and Kidwell (1991).

I = — , - , —
IF
n
100

......................................................... (7.1)

w here,
I
F
W
n
A

= radiance (W .m ^.sfK pLm ^)
= in teg rated solar spectral irradiance w eighted by th e spectral response
function of the channel
= equivalent w idth of th e spectral response function of th e channel
= pi
= Albedo (A = G ain * DN + Intercept)

A fter calibrating to radiance the im age was geom etrically rectified using control
points from th e full L an d sat TM scene resam pled (in section 7.2) to NOAA-AVHRR
LAC resolution.

This ensures th a t th e NOAA-AVHRR im agery is

reg istered to th e L an d sat TM im agery as accurately as possible, and th a t th e depths
m apped from pixels on L andsat satellite sensor d a ta can be m atched to
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corresponding NOAA-AVHRR pixels. The resam pling procedure employed for im age
rectification is the sam e as th a t explained in section 4.2.3.

D uring th e fieldwork in the sum m er of 1990, th e m easured d ep th on 2 Septem ber
1990 w as 4cm higher th a n depths for 24 A ugust 1990.

From daily w a te r level

m easurem ents recorded during the fieldwork, th e general w a te r level changed
gradually; hence, it is safe to assum e general horizontal w ater surface, w ith slow
w ater m ovem ent and th a t th e 4cm (0.04m) rise in w ater is evenly d istrib u ted over
the w etlands. D epths estim ated from th e 1990 Landsat-5 TM sim ulation of NOAAAVHRR d a ta (section 7.2) w ere therefore reduced by 4cm (0.04m) to give th e values
th a t would have corresponded to flood levels on 24 A ugust 1990. These reduceddepth d a ta w ere registered to corresponding target-pixel radiance values on th e
preprocessed NOAA-11 AVHRR (LAC) scene of 24 A ugust 1990 an d depth-radiance
relationships w ere established for open w ater and in u n d ated vegetation.

This

procedure is th e sam e as those employed in sections 5.3,6,7. The depth d a ta used
were extracted for the subscenes m atching th e N guru an d M adachi regions since
much of the w etlands w ere covered by cloud on 2 Septem ber 1990 (figure 6.4.1). The
im plication is th a t fewer pixels and depth d ata h ad to be used to develop th e depthprediction model for NOAA-11 AVHRR (sections 7.3.1,2, following) th a n originally
intended. This reduces the probability of achieving th e m axim um possible accuracy.
The models in sections 7.3.1,2 w ere used to predict th e area, depths and volum e of
flooding for 24 A ugust 1990, from NOAA

- 1 1

AVHRR d ata, coinciding w ith th e N guru

and M adachi subscenes (compare figures 7.3.1 and 7.2.1).

7.3.1

D epth-R adiance M odel And A ccuracy Of P red iction For O pen W ater
On NOAA-11 AVHRR S atellite D ata

Depths extracted from the Landsat-5 TM d ata, coinciding w ith open w a te r and
reduced to flood levels of 24 A ugust 1990, w ere m atched to corresponding pixels on
the near-infrared channel (band-2) of NOAA

- 1 1

AVHRR d ata.

D epth d a ta w ere

extracted and m atched to pixels coinciding to th e N guru and M adachi regions (figure
7.21).
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Figure 7.3.1
Flooding on 24 August 1990 in the Nguru and Madachi regions:
from NOAA
AVHRR satellite data
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P lotting depth against NOAA-11 AVHRR radiance shows a power curve relationship
(figure 7.3.1.1a). U sing a power curve relationship, a le ast sq u are regression w as

(a)

O b served R ela tio n sh ip

(b) P o w e r C u rve R e la tio n sh ip
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0.1182
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A n a ly sis o f V a r ia n c e fo r (b) is;

T h e r e g r e ss io n eq u a tio n fo r (b) is:

P r e d ic to r
C o n sta n t
LoggChan-2 R ad.

*

t-ra tio p
5.11 0.000
-7.23 0.000

SOURCE D F
R e g r e ssio n 1
E rror
35
T otal
36

8 8

4.7371
3.1749
7.9121
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4.7371
0.0907

F
52.22

p
0.000

R-sq(adj) = 58.7%

Figure 7.3.1.1
Observed and Power curve relationships betw een w a ter depth
and AVHRR Band-2 radiance in open w ater

perform ed for n a tu ra l logarithm of depth ag ain st n a tu ra l logarithm of corresponding
ta rg e t pixel radiance.

The regression analysis fits a model to th e predictor

(radiance), which is used to predict depth in fu rth er analysis (section 7.3.3). The
w ater depth prediction model generated is.

L o g f i e p t h = 0 .7 6 0 6 - 0 .8 5 4 4 * L o g f ih a n n e l- 2 R a d ia n c e

w ith r^ of 0.60 (see equation for figure 7.3.1.1b).
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Figure 7.3.
95% Confidence and 95% Prediction Intervals for w ater depth from th e
depth prediction model for open w ater sensed by NOAA-11 AVHRR
1 . 2

The plot of the relationship (figure 7.3.1.1b) statistically and illustratively suggests
th a t it is a power curve relationship. The accuracy of prediction a t 95% confidence
intervals and 95% prediction intervals, using the confidence and prediction in terv al
equations and the relationship expressed in equation 7.2, are tabulated in table
7.3.1.1.

Note th a t the confidence intervals are narrow in shallow w ater (about

+10cm) and widens in deeper w ater (+30cm to +40cm in the deepest reaches)(table
7.3.1

. 1

and figure 7.3. . ). Hence, the average depth for a
1

1

1 . 1

by . km pixel area
1

1

can be reasonably predicted a t 95% confidence interval; and the lower lim its of the
confidence and prediction intervals range from about

- 2 0

to -80cm and th e upper

lim its about 4-40 to 4-140cm for shallow w ater and deep w ater, respectively.
Therefore, it is not possible to accurately predict the response of depth to radiance
on a particular point w ithin the satellite pixel. Consequently, the regression model
(equation 7.2) provide reasonably accurate predictions a t 95% confidence intervals.
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X -A X IS
(R A D M N C E )

Y - AXIS
m oF
REGRESSION

(DEPTH)

CONFIDENCE INTERVAL

in

metres
PREDICTED INTERVAL

Lower Limit

Upper Limit

Lower Limit

Upper Limit

6.79876

0.42

0.34

0.51

0.22

0.79

6.37211

0.44

0.36

0.53

0.23

0.83

6.22989

0.45

0.37

0.54

0.24

0.85

5.80325

0.48

0.40

0.56

0.25

0.90

5.51882

0.50

0.42

0.58

0.26

0.94

4.94995

0.55

0.47

0.63

0.29

1.02

4.80774

0.56

0.49

0.64

0.30

1.05

4.66552

0.58

0.50

0.65

0.31

1.07

4.52331

0.59

0.52

0.67

0.32

1.10

4.38109

0.61

0.54

0.68

0.32

1.13

4.23887

0.63

0.55

0.70

0.33

1.16

3.81223

0.69

0.61

0.76

0.37

1.27

3.52780

0.73

0.66

0.81

0.39

1.35

3.10115

0.81

0.74

0.90

0.44

1.51

2.95893

0.85

0.76

0.94

0.46

1.57

2.81672

0.88

0.80

0.98

0.47

1.64

2.53229

0.97

0.86

1.09

0.52

1.80

2.39007

1.02

0.90

1.15

0.54

1.90

1.96342

1.20

1.03

1.41

0.64

2.26

1.67899

1.37

1.14

1.66

0.72

2.61

1.53678

1.48

1.20

1.82

0.78

2.83

1.39456

1.61

1.28

2.02

0.84

3.09

Table 7.3.1.1
95% Confidence intervals of mean response and 95% prediction intervals of
single response for depths in open w ater sensed by NOAA-H/11 AVHRR

7.3.2 Depth-Radiance Model And Accuracy Of Prediction For Inundated
V egetation On NOAA-11 AVHRR Data
Depth of w ater in inundated vegetation imaged on the Landsat-5 TM data of 1990,
covering the Nguru and Madachi regions, were matched to the near-infrared band
(channel-2) of the preprocessed NOAA-11 AVHRR data for 24 August 1990. Prior
to registering the depths from Landsat-5 TM data (simulated to NOAA-AVHRR) onto
the NOAA-11 AVHRR image, the respective depths were reduced to w ater levels of
24 August 1990 (from

2

September 1990). The same procedures used in section 7.3.1

were employed.
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(a) Observed Relationship

(h) Power Curve Relationship
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Error
19 0.066020 0.003475
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Figure 7.3.2.1
Observed and Power curve relationships betw een w ater depth
and AVHRR Band-2 radiance in in u n d ated vegetation

Although th e plot of depth against radiance looks alm ost lin e a r (figure 7.3.2.1a), th e
power curve relationship, already established in C h ap ter

6

, is adopted (figure

7.3.2.1b) since th e am ount of depth d a ta observed in th e field w ere too few for any
detailed study because they covered th e equivalent of a few NOAA-AVHRR pixels.

The equation derived for the w ater depth prediction model in in u n d ated vegetation
regions of the w etlands is,

L oggD epth = -0 .5 3 7 2 - 0 .4 5 3 7 9 * L o g f ih a n n e l- 2 R a d ia n c e

......................... (7.3)

The r^ of equation (7.3) is 0.54 (see equation for figure 7.3.2.1b). This is slightly
lower th a n th a t for open w ater. Due to the variables (like salinity, turb id ity , and
32 3

vegetation types) in the wetlands (explained in C hapter 3) it is not possible to get a
n e a r perfect or very high correlation between w ater depth and radiance. The 95%
confidence and 95% prediction intervals were calculated from equation 7.3, using
equations for determ ining the confidence and prediction intervals, and the results
presented in table 7.3.2.1).

Y - AXIS
F tr O F
itEGESSSION

(DEPTH)

CONFIDENCE INTERVAL

in metres
PREDICTED INTERVAL

W

Lower Limit

Upper Limit

Lower Limit

7.22540

0.238

0.229

0.248

0.209

0.271

7.08319

0.240

0.232

0.249

0.211

0.273

6.94097

0.243

0.234

0.251

0.213

0.276

6.79876

0.245

0.237

0.253

0.216

0.278

6.65654

0.247

0.240

0.255

0.218

0.281

6.51433

0.250

0.243

0.257

0.220

0.283

6.22989

0.255

0.248

0.262

0.225

0.289

5.51882

0.269

0.259

0.279

0.237

0.306

0.288

0.242

0.314

w

Upper Limit

0.276

0.264

4.80774

0.287

0.270

0.304

0.250

0.329

4.66552

0.291

0.272

0.310

0.253

0.334

5.23438

Table 7.3.2.1
95% Confidence intervals of mean response and 95% prediction intervals of single
response for depths in inundated vegetation sensed by NOAA-H/11 AVHRR

At 95% confidence intervals, the model is fairly reliable in the most shallow depths
up to 0.27m and widens slightly above this depth. In conclusion, w ater depths in
NOAA-11 AVHRR data may be predicted by the model to a fair degree of accuracy
a t 95% confidence intervals. The model was used to predict depth of flooding in
inundated vegetation for the entire wetlands (section 7.3.3).
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Figure 7.3.2.2
95% Confidence and 95% Prediction Intervals for w ater depth from the
depth prediction model for inundated vegetation sensed by NOAA-11 AVHRR

7.3.3

E s tim a te d F lo o d in g F ro m NOAA-11 AVHRR In 1990

The flood extent on the NOAA-11 AVHRR data was identified by classification
techniques and the digital count range for open w ater and inundated vegetation were
derived.

The digital count and areas occupied by pixels corresponding to the

identified ranges were interactively output and stored in two different files, namely
for open w ater and for inundated vegetation. The data in each file were calibrated
to radiance using the equation(?.l)by NCAA (1988) and Kidwell(l991). The digital
count (DN) values in the two files were converted to albedo and calibrated to
radiance by substituting

equation 7.1 w ith calibration d ata for NOAA-11 AVHRR

(Brown, 1988). Calculated radiance were converted from radiance units of
W.m'^.sr^./Lim'^ to

because the latter is the same u n it used for the

calibration of the Landsat-5 TM d ata in the study. Results were stored in two new
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files. Depth-radiance equations 7.2 and 7.3 were applied to the new file w ith open
w ater radiance data and the new file containing inundated vegetation radiance data,
respectively. W ater depths, extent and volume of flooding were estim ated for 24
A ugust and 2 September 1990 (table 7.3.3. ).
1

A R E A ^^D E D

..open.w
24 AUGUST, 1990

*2 SEPTEMBER, 1990

.

VOLUMEJ^XK)DED

0.92

84.564

77.681.304

INUNBATED VEGETATION

0.27

877.264

235.841.632

TOTAL

0.33

961.828

313.522,936
> 81.063.863

ab

OPEN WATER

> 0.96

> 84.564

INUNDATED VEGETATION

> 0.31

> 877.264

> 270.932.197

> 961.828

> 351,996,060

TOTAL

0.37

Table 7.3.3.1
Flooding in the entire wetlands using NOAA-11 AVHRR data
(* = S im u lation , u sin g flo o d exten t o f 2 4 A u g u st 1990, b u t d e p th s o f 0 .0 4 m deeper;
> = s lig h tly g r e a te r th an )

The flooded area is mapped from depth-pixel output (figure 7.3.3.1) as open w ater
and inundated vegetation only, because the large pixel size and small depth ranges
did not allow for proper bathym etry mapping. Total area flooded on 24 August 1990
is 961.8km^ with a volume of about 313.5 million m^ estim ated at 95% confidence
intervals. Total area flooded on 2 September 1990 was taken as the same area
flooded on 24 August 1990 (961.8km^) but with a different volume of about 352
million m^. Since general flood levels on 2 September 1990 increased by 0.04m, the
area flooded should include areas flooded on 24 August 1990 and some other areas
which were not flooded on 24 August 1990 because flood extent increases w ith flood
levels. Consequently, the estim ated volume for 2 September 1990 (from NOAA-11
AVHRR data) is an underestim ation of flooding th a t would have been m easured on
a cloud-free NOAA-11 AVHRR data acquired on th a t date, if available. Although it
underestim ated the total area on 2 September 1990, because the actual area flooded
could not be determined, it still provides a good estim ate of flooding. The estim ated
area of flooding for 2 September 1990 (from NOAA-11 AVHRR data of 24 August
1990) is % greater than the extrapolated area and 18% less than the extrapolated
6

volume for th a t day (see Chapter

6

and table 7.5.1.1).
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Figure 7.3.3.1
Flooding on 24 August 1990 from NOAA-11 AVHRR satellite data
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7.4

COMPARISON OF FLOOD ESTIMATES FROM LANDSAT-5 TM DATA
AND NOAA-11 AVHRR DATA

E stim ated flooding are tabulated in tables 7.4.1 and 7.4.2, and compared. In both
tables results in row A are the controls estim ated from Landsat-5 TM (28.5m) data
in section 6.4 and the other rows are estim ates from Landsat-5 TM sim ulating
NOAA-AVHRR and NOAA-11 AVHRR data in sections 7.2 and 7.3.

*2^

1
A

C

D

69.702
92.309

30,803,369

TOTAL

0.66

162.011

106,713,899
72,377,264

v e o k t a iïo n

2 SEPTEMBER, 1990
(N G U RU & MADACHI)

B

1.09
0,33

OFENWAfBE

LANDSAT-5 TM
(28.5m re s o lu tio n )

m

m

75,910,530

C o n tro l

LANDSAT-5 TM
SIMULATING
NOAA-AVHRR
(1.1km re s o lu tio n )
2 SEPTEM BER 1990
(N G U RU & MADACHI)

O PE N WATER

0.94

77.269

INUNDATED V EGETATION

0.32

96.839

31,083,040

A re a

VoL

TOTAL

0.59

174.108

103,460,304

+7%

-3%

NOAA-11
A V H R R d .lk m re s o lu tio n )

O PE N WATER

> 1.0

|> 69.464

|> 70,019,969

24 AUG. ’90 REDUCED
TO 2 SEPT. ’90 LEVELS

INUNDATED V EGETATION

> 0.32

1> 96.766

1>30,909,027

(N G U RU & MADACHI)

TOTAL

0.61

|> 166.230

1>100 ,928,996

+3%

-5%

NOAA-11
A V H R R d .lk m re s o lu tio n )
24 A U G U ST 1990

O PE N WATER

0.97

69.464

67,241,392

INUNDATED V E G E T A # O N

0.28

96.766

27,038,396

TOTAL

0.57

166.230

94,279,788

(N GU RU & MADACHI)

i

Flood estim ates from Landsat-5 TM and NOAA-11 AVHRR subscenes of
Nguru and Madachi for 2 September 1990 and 24 August 1990
(N ote: + = ove restim a ted ; - = u n d e restim a ted ; | > slig h tly g r e a te r th a n )

DSTAIL

COVERTM

1
A

B

0.86

221.468

190.680.716

LANDSAT-5 TM
(30m resolu tion )
(26 NOVEMBER 1986)

INlîNDAiæiD VEGËTÀnON

0.33

582.029

189.334.480

(80% OF WETLANDS)

TOTAL

0.47

803.498

380.015.196

LANDSAT-5 TM
SIMULATING NOAA-AVHRR
(1.1km resolution)
(26 NOVEMBER 1986)

OPEN WATER

0.59

226.017

133,172,340

INUNDATED VEGETATION

0.31

595.531

184,512,568

TOTAL

0.39

821.548

317,684,908

(80% OF WETLANDS)

Table 7.4.2
Flood estim ates from Landsat-5 TM quarter-scene and
NOAA-AVHRR simulation on 26 November 1986

Estim ates in table 7.4.2 are based on only 80% of the wetlands, which is the
coverage of the Landsat TM quarter scene imagery; but in Hollis and Thompson
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(1993a) estim ated extent and volume of flooding for the sam e period are (362.25 km^
an d 362.25 10®m^) estim ates for the entire (100%) w etlands.

T he control (data row A), is assum ed to give th e m ost reliable estim ates of flooding
because it is derived from high spatial resolution data. L andsat-5 TM satellite d a ta
of 2 Septem ber 1990 w as sim ulated to NOAA-AVHRR d a ta for two reasons, nam ely
to g enerate depth d a ta averaged over . km pixel resolution equivalent to th a t of
1

1

AVHRR, disregarding th e sm all difference in spectral bandw idths, an d to see how
it com pares to NOAA-11 AVHRR d a ta of sam e period. The sim ulated NOAA-AVHRR
d a ta overestim ates a re a more th a n the actual NOAA-AVHRR d ata. The closeness
of resu lts, from th e Landsat-5 TM d a ta to th a t of th e NOAA-11 AVHRR d ata,
suggests two things, namely:

)

th a t the depth prediction models (equations 7.2 an d 7.3), for NOAA-11
AVHRR, is likely to provide fairly good to tal estim ates of flooding; and

2)

th a t a clear Landsat-TM im age (like th a t of Novem ber 1986) can be
used to improve th e prediction model for NOAA-11 AVHRR, by
m atching depth generated from it to sam e areas on a NOAA-AVHRR
d a ta of th e sam e date.

1

F u rth e r analysis of p a st NOAA-AVHRR satellite d a ta could not be u n d ertak en
because of th e in h e re n t difficulties in obtaining archive NOAA-AVHRR d a ta covering
N o rth east Nigeria. The N ational Remote Sensing C entre (NRSC) a t Farnborough
(England) failed in th e ir search for archive NOAA-AVHRR ordered by th e author,
inclusive of d a ta for 26 November 1986. However, if available th e NOAA-AVHRR
d a ta, for 26 November 1986, could be used to improve th e depth-prediction models
(equations 7.2, 3) for the H adejia-N guru w etlands.

It w as noted th a t on degrading th e Landsat-5 TM im age to coarse resolution, th e
rad iance values of flooded areas increased and th e average d ep th of w a ter reduced
due to th e strong influence of shallow w ater around deep w a ter an d mixels a t openw a ter and inu n d ated vegetation boundaries, and w ater-land boundaries. Therefore,
depths and consequently volume of w ater predicted by M eteosat satellite d a ta is
expected to be less th a n those predicted from NOAA-AVHRR and Landsat-TM
satellite d a ta and th e accuracy will subsequently be less.
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7.5

ESTIMATION OF FLOODING FROM SIMULATED METEOSAT
SATELLITE DATA

NOAA-11 AVHRR data which were made to w ater levels of 2 September 1990, were
used to sim ulate Meteosat image spatial resolution (2.5km) at nadir. M eteosat-1 to 3 sensors have three spectral bands, namely in the visible (0.4 to 1.1pm), infrared
or w ater vapour (5.7 to 7.1pm) and therm al infrared (10.5 to 12.5pm) windows. The
visible channel on M eteosat-1 to -3 has a wider band-width than the 0.725 to 1.1pm
(channel-2) spectral range of NOAA-AVHRR and the 0.76 to 0.90pm (band-4) range
of Landsat-TM satellites. Meteosat-4, which was launched on 6 March 1989, is still
operational and has 4 spectral channels, two of which are in the 0.5 to 0.9pm
spectral channel and the other two are an infrared and therm al infrared channel
which have the same band-width as those in Meteosat-1 to -3. Thus, for archive
M eteosat data, from 23 November 1977 till 8 May 1989, the difference in spectral
range of th eir visible channels (compared to the near-inff ared channels of LandsatTM and NOAA-AVHRR data) may affect the development of w ater depth prediction
models. However, data from the longer wavelength visible channel on Meteosat-4,
are spectrally closer to those of Landsat-TM (band-4) and NOAA-AVHRR (channel-2)
and spectral differences are consequently less significant than for M eteosat-1 to -3.
Meteosat-4 satellite data, acquired at 8:30 GMT on 1 September 1990, was
purchased because it was the closest cloud-ffee date to 2 September 1990 (when
Landsat-5 TM image was acquired) for the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands study. Before
depth-prediction models can be developed or existing ones modified for w ater-depth
prediction from M eteosat data (or any other satellite data), the satellite data has to
be atmospherically corrected, geometrically rectified and calibrated to radiance units.
The visible channels (0.5 to 0.90pm bands) could not be calibrated to radiance units
due to the absence of black-body calibration data for the satellite from Julian day 58
(27 February, 1990) through Julian day 273 (30 September, 1990)(OD/MEP/MET,
1990). This was caused by a failure in the satellite instrum ent during a black-body
calibration sequence on 27 February 1990, when the instrum ent became ’stuck’ for
several hours and rendered its being shut down during the period in question.
Failure to calibrate the Meteosat-4 data of 1 September 1990, resulted in not being
able to develop a depth-prediction model for Meteosat, for the period coinciding with
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the Landsat-5 TM satellite image acquisition. Despite this setback, an attem pt was
made to simulate Meteosat data (from NOAA-AVHRR data) and flooding was
predicted using equations 7.2 and 7.3 and the accuracy estimated.

7.5.1

S im u latio n Of M eteosat From NOAA-11 AVHRR

Area and volume of flooding were predicted from the NOAA-11 AVHRR data of 24
August 1990, using equations 7.2 and 7.3. The NOAA-AVHRR data was degraded
to 2.5km resolution, and equations 7.2 and 7.3, from the developed model, were
applied to yield depth estimates for individual pixels matching the flooded areas.
Volume estimates were deduced for 2 September 1990 by adding the difference (or
increase) in water depth levels (between 24 August and 2 September 1990) to
individual pixel depths predicted from equations 3 and 4, and the results were
multiplied by the areas corresponding to the pixels (table 7.5.1.1).

R

'k

DBTML

' ^ A

COVER TYPE ^

AREA
F L j^ E D

VOLUME
FLOODED
(m*)

0.86

250.730

216,156,293

0.33

658.932

214,630,195

0.47

909.662

430.786.488

AVERAGE
«

W
LANDSAT-5 TM
(28.5m resolu tion )
A

2 SEPTEMBER, 1990
(ENTIRE W etlands)

vegeta™

^ -

TOTAL

B

C

NOAA-11 AVHRR
(1.1km resolu tion )
24 AUG. ’90 REDUCED
TO 2 SEPT. ’90 LEVELS
(ENTIRE W etlands)
NOAA-11 AVHRR
SIMULATING METEOSAT
(2.5km resolu tion )
24 AUG. ’90 REDUCED
TO 2 SEPT. ’90 LEVELS
(ENTIRE W etlands)

RELATIVE
ACCURACY

C ontrol

0.96

84.564

81,063,863

0.31

877.264

270,932,197

Area

Vol.

TOTAL

0.37

961.828

351,996.060

+6%

-18%

OPEN w a t e r

0.36

362.054

128,827,499

0.24

602.253

141,758,125

0.28

964.307

270,585,624

+6%

-37%

o A jfA fE R

...

TOTAL

Table 7.5.1.1
Flood estimates from Landsat-5 TM, NOAA-11 AVHRR, and Meteosat
simulation for the entire wetlands for 2 September 1990
(N ote: 4- = overestimated; - = underestimated)
Looking at figure 7.5.1.1 it is evident that the 2.5km simulated Meteosat pixels are
too large and form contiguous blocks which cannot be contoured interactively.
A bathymetric map could not be produced because of the large pixel size.
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Figure 7.5.1.1
Flooding on 2 September 1990 from a NOAA-11 AVHRR simulation
of Meteosat satellite data
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A flood map distinguishing open w ater and inundated vegetation is produced (figure
7.5.1.1), and can be compared to figure 7.3.3.I. Estim ates from NOAA-11 AVHRR
d ata (at 1.1km resolution) and from simulated Meteosat data (NOAA-11 AVHRR at
2.5km resolution) were compared to extrapolated Landsat-5 TM data for 2 September
1990 (table 7.5.1.1). In the NOAA-11 AVHRR scene for the entire wetlands (row B
in table 7.5.1.1) the area flooded is overestimated by 6% and the volume of flooding
is underestim ated by 18% when compared with the predicted and extrapolated
Landsat-5 TM estim ates (row A in table 7.5.1.1). The accuracy of the extrapolated
estim ates of flooding for the entire wetlands from the Landsat-5 TM data for 2
Septem ber 1990 cannot be verified because there is no complete data or cloud-free
satellite data available for th at day. So, the NOAA-11 AVHRR estim ates may be
b etter th an predicted since the extrapolation of flooding for the entire wetlands for
2 September 1990 is based on data for 26 November 1986 which was a better flood
year th an 1990. However, the comparison between NOAA-11 AVHRR estim ates (row
B) and sim ulated Meteosat (row C) can be reliably compared because flooding is in
exactly the same areas and on the same date, but at different resolutions. But row
B cannot be reliably compared with row A because data are for different dates.
Degrading the NOAA-11 AVHRR data to 2.5 km resolution virtually doubled the
error in total volume estimation (from 18% to 37%), while the total area flooded only
increased by 0.5% (table 7.5.1.1).

If this simulation is a fair representative of

Meteosat, then predicted total areas flooded is expected to be slightly overestimated
and predicted volume of flooding is expected to be underestim ated by about 20 to
30% (if the actual volume of flooding is less than extrapolated values in row A - table
7.5.1.1), otherwise a maximum of 40% underestimation of volume will be expected.

7.5.2

P o ten tia l Of M eteosat D ata For M onitoring F lood in g In The H adeliaNcfuru W etlands

If multi-temporal Meteosat data consistently underestim ates total volume of flooding
by a certain amount, then correction coefficients can be formulated to improve the
accuracy of the models so as to predict very close approximations to actual area and
volume flooded.

To achieve this, three or more Meteosat data sets have to be

compared to Landsat-TM scenes of the same dates.
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Unfortunately, it was not

possible in this study, because the preferred Meteosat scenes for 1990 could not be
calibrated, due to the lack of available calibration data for most of 1990. Also, the
accuracy of these coefficients may be highly dependent on the size of w ater bodies
in the wetlands and subsequently on the seasonality. So, when flooding is low, w ater
areas of less th an 2.5 x 2.5km in size may rem ain undetected. However, the low cost
of Meteosat, frequent coverage (every 30 minutes), and availability of archive data
(in European Space Operations Centre [ESOC], D arm stadt, Germany) makes it a
good data-source for quick flood monitoring in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands of
Nigeria. Also, Meteosat is more im portant for monitoring dynamic trends such as
change detection.

So, historical analysis of flooding in the wetlands can be

performed, within certain limitations, and near real-time or real-time monitoring of
flooding can be undertaken.
Archived rainfall data for the wetlands and its catchment is scanty and the collection
points or meteorological stations are very widely dispersed, and at best there is only
one gauging station for every 2,000km^ of area. Therefore, rainfall data for the
w etlands and its catchment are grossly inadequate for flood estimation.
Unfortunately, rainfall data is im portant in flood monitoring and the flood regime
of the wetlands is related to the rainfall regime in the region and its catchment. The
potential of using therm al infrared (5.7 - 12.5pm) satellite data from the therm al
sensor of M eteosat to derive measures of cold cloud duration to estim ate rainfall in
semi-arid West Africa, was dem onstrated by Justice et al (1991).

Thus, the

synergism between Meteosat and NOAA-AVHRR or Landsat TM satellite sensor data
for studying flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands need to be investigated.
Rainfall estim ates from cold cloud detected on Meteosat therm al channel could be
correlated with flood estim ates from Landsat TM and NOAA-AVHRR satellite data
acquired simultaneously or a t later dates. Also, derived rainfall estim ates could be
calibrated and used as input for the Hollis and Thompson (1992) hydrological model.
Thus, satellite sensor data from the Meteosat series may prove to be im portant for
studying flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.
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7.6

SUMMARY

Depth-radiance relationships were established for preprocessed Landsat-5 TM (28.5m
resolution) and NOAA-11 AVHRR (1.1km resolution) satellite sensor data covering
the wetlands on 2 September and 24 August 1990 by matching m easured depths to
image pixel radiances and regressing both sets of data using different relationships.
The power curve relationship gave the most accurate estim ate of flooding when
tested on the combined five control sites.

The near-infrared channels on both

platforms provided data th a t was least affected by environmental factors.

The

depth-radiance (depth-prediction from radiance) equations generated were used for
remote bathymetry;

and to estim ate the extent and volume of flooding in the

Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, within 95% confidence and prediction limits, from both
Landsat TM and NOAA-AVHRR satellite images for 26 November 1986,2 September
1990 and 24 August 1990. The NOAA-AVHRR satellite sensor data was used to
sim ulate (not emulate) Meteosat satellite imagery by resam pling the pixels to 2.5km
resolution.

Depth-prediction equations were used to estim ate flooding from the

sim ulated Meteosat. The estim ates from the NOAA-AVHRR scenes for 24 August
1990 (including the simulated Meteosat scene) were reduced to w ater levels of 2
September 1990, by assuming th a t the change in w ater level is relatively uniform
throughout the wetlands because of its flat topography. Thus, the accuracy of depthprediction for NOAA-AVHRR and simulated Meteosat could be evaluated, taking the
Landsat TM results for 1990 as the control.
A sum m ary of the total predicted w ater in the wetlands from Landsat TM and
NOAA-AVHRR as well as the Meteosat simulation reduced to levels of 2 September
1990 is given below:-

LAN D SAT TM - 26 N ovem ber 1986:
LAN D SAT TM - 2 S eptem ber 1990:
NOAA-AVHRR - 2 S eptem ber 1990*:

km^
1,186.0
909.6
961.0

10® m®
560.9
430.8
352.0

A c c u ra c y

Control
Area +6%
Vol. -18%
S im u la te d M ETEOSAT - 2 S ep t *90*:
270.6
964.3
Area +6%
Vol. -37%
(* = 24 August water-levels reduced to 2 September 1990 levels)
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The extent of flooding predicted from all the above satellite sensor data are about the
same.

However, the volume of flooding estim ated from NOAA-AVHRR data is

underestim ated by 18%. But sim ulated Meteosat underestim ates the volume of
flooding by 37%. Meteosat satellite sensor data may not be good for flood monitoring
in the spatially and temporally heterogeneous Hadejia-Nguru wetlands. However,
Meteosat therm al data could be used for rainfall estim ation and for synergism with
NOAA-AVHRR and Landsat TM imagery for flood studying. High spatial resolution
satellite sensor data is the best for flood monitoring. It is recommended th a t NOAAAVHRR data be used to monitor flooding in the wetlands on selected dates when
Landsat TM data is not acquired. In further research, historical flood extent, volume
and bathym etric data should be produced for the wetlands and real-tim e monitoring
investigated. 1.1km pixel area on the NOAA-11 AVHRR satellite sensor imagery
(see explanation in section 7.3). The models were applied to the NOAA-11 AVHRR
data, of 24 August 1990, to give estim ated flooding in the wetlands on 24 August
1990 and 2 September 1990. All estim ated volumes were derived by sum m ing the
volume of each pixel, and average depths are calculated by dividing the total volume
by the total for each 1.1 km pixel.
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CH A PTER 8
F R E Q U E N C Y A N D P A T T E R N O F F L O O D IN G
FR O M 1 9 8 6 TO 1 9 9 1

8.1

INTRODUCTION

Seasonal flood w aters in the wetlands are im portant for agriculture, fishing, anim al
rearing, w ater supply and transportation. It is im portant hab itat for wildlife and
Palaearctic m igrant birds. It has been reported th at the recent drought cycles, dam
construction and irrigation projects have been the cause of hydrological drought in
the area. As a result, flooding in the wetlands have reduced significantly since 1950.
Adams and Hollis (1989) and Hollis et al (1993) noted th a t the total area inundated
in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands had decreased significantly over the years from 1950
to 1987. In 1950 less than 3265km^ (76%) may have been flooded; although this
figure should be treated with caution because it includes areas liable to flooding and
therefore it may be exaggerated especially given th at rainfalls were low a t th a t time.
The area flooded was 2350km^ (55%) in 1969 and this reduced to 2004km^ (47%) on
27 September 1974, 1825km^ (42%) in November 1978, 1186km^ (28%) in late
November 1986 and 700km^ (16%) in mid-September 1987.
The need for knowledge of the frequency of flooding is essential for planning
purposes in conservation, agriculture and hydrological management. The importance
of this knowledge has been emphasized in section 1.1 and is discussed in the
following sections.

Flooding has been identified as the most significant factor

influencing land use and land cover changes in the wetlands from 1950 to 1986.
Estim ates of total extent of flooding in the wetlands have been based on aerial photo
interpretation, map interpretation and satellite image classification (Brown, 1987;
Benthem, 1987; Adams and Hollis, 1993). These estim ates provide only totals and
not spatial patterns. The spatial variability and inter-annual variation in surface
cover is an inherent problem in monitoring change in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.
For effective resource management, particular regions of the w etlands no longer
being systematically or routinely flooded have to be determined. Therefore it is
im portant to determine flood frequency and its spatial pattern.
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To undertake a full flood frequency analysis, historical remotely sensed imagery
covering the whole wetland is required for a number of years.

NOAA-AVHRR

satellite data, as shown in Chapter 7, will be suitable for such an analysis. But
historical data was not available for the research. The most recent data on flooding
th at were available and used in this analysis are flood extent map from Landsat-TM
satellite images and aerial photography for 26 November 1986 (Sule, 1993c), midSeptember 1987 (Benthem, 1987), 2 September 1990 (Sule, 1993c) and 23 September
1991 (Thompson, 1991). The frequency and variability of flooding from 1986 to 1991
was estimated and mapped using image processing techniques on the available
scenes.

L im it o f 1 9 8 6 T M S c e n e
L im it o f 1 9 9 0 T M S c e n e

A = 1986,
B' = 1986,
B " -1 9 8 7 ,
C - 1987,

1987, 1990, 1991
1987, 1991
1990, 1991
1991

Figure 8.1.1
Sub-regions used in mapping flood frequency
The 1986 and 1990 data (Landsat-TM satellite images) cover over 80% of the
wetlands, while the 1987 and 1991 maps (from aerial photography cover the entire
wetlands). In order to minimise bias in the study, the frequency and pattern of
flooding was mapped from 1986 to 1991 using the areas coinciding with Landsat-TM
1986 and 1990 satellite sensor data and areas outside the TM coverage, namely
subregions A, B’, B" and C (figure 8.1.1).
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8.2

FREQUENCY OF FLOODING FROM 1986 TO 1991

The extent of flooding was analyzed according to their sub-regions for reasons of
extent of data coverage explained in the last paragraph of section 8.1 above. The
extent of flooding from

1986

to

1991

(figures

8 .2 .1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ),

are given in table

8 .2 .1

below.

REM ARK

DATE

A R E A F L O O D E D (km *)

26 N ovem ber 1986
(80% o f w etlan d s)

803.5

M id-Septem ber 1987
(100% o f w etlan d s)

703.1

2 S ep tem b er 1990
(80% o f w etlan d s)

236.0

O ver 40% cloud-covered
(909.7kni2 estim a ted in
C h a p te r 6)

23 S ep tem b er 1991
(100% o f w etlan d s)

1,047.8

A rea flooded by individual
classes in 1991 (km^)

Cloud-free

100%

976.4km*

80%

16.1km*

60%

50.2km*

40%

5.1km*

Table 8.2.1
Area flooded on image-based data from 1986 to 1991
The last column in table 8.2.1, labelled ’Area flooded by individual classes in 1991’,
gives a breakdown of the amount of flooding on the map traced by Henry Thompson
from aerial photography (figure 8.2.4). In such areas all the area (100%) was totally
flooded and other areas had patches of dry land within and only 80%, 60% or 40%
of the total area were inundated (compare with figure 8.2.4). For the 1986 to 1991
period detailed and summarised frequencies of flooding were produced interactively
and the areal extent estimated (table 8.2.2 and figure 8.2.5) (table 8.2.3 and figure
8.2.6). Between 1986 and 1991 52% of the wetlands was flooded once; 30% flooded
twice; 13% flooded three times and 5% flooded four times. The percentage of flooding
is the ratio of flooding to the total area of the wetlands (4,300km^) estimated by
Brown (1987).
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Figure 8.2.1
Flood extent in Hadejia-Nguru wetlands on 26 November 1986
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Figure 8.2.2
Flood extent in Hadejia-Nguru wetlands in mid-September 1987
From: Benthem (1987) map
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Figure 8.2.3
Flood extent in Hadejia-Nguru wetlands on 2 September 1990
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Figure 8.2.4
Flood extent in Hadejia-Nguru wetlands on 23 September 1991
From: Thompson (1991) map
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This evaluation is limited by the respective data coverage, already explained and
only provides a generalized incidence of frequency of flooding. It was believed that
the cloud-covered subscenes of the 1990 Landsat-TM imagery may have contributed
significantly to bias in the results (tables 8.2.2, 3) and so a further analysis was
undertaken using only 1986, 1987 and 1991 mapped data coinciding with subregion
A (see figure 8.1.1). Results from this analysis (table 8.2.4) were similar to those in
the first analysis which included 1990 data. About 3% of the area was flooded three
times, 9% flooded twice and 17% flooded once. This suggests that the frequency of
flooding is highly variable in the wetlands.

YEAR(S) FLO O D ED

P E R C E N T O F TOTAL
FLO O D IN G

AREA FLOO DED (Km*)

NUM BER O F
TIM ES
FLOODED

B

A

C

A+B+C

A+B+C

1986, 1987, 1990*, 1991

4

94.5

94.5

2.2 (5.1)

1986, 1987, 1990*

3

17.6

17.6

0.4 (0.9)

1986, 1987, 1991

3

141.0

145.2

3.4 (7.8)

1986, 1990*, 1991

3

33.7

1987, 1990*, 1991

3

1986, 1987

2

121.5

1986, 1990*

2

28.3

1986, 1991

2

144.5

1987, 1990*

2

1987, 1991

4.2

( 1 .8 )

33.7

0 .8

0 .2

45.6

1.1 (2.4)

0.3

1 2 1 .8

2.8 (6.5)

28.3

0.7 (1.5)

0 .2

144.7

3.4 (7.7)

24.1

0 .1

24.2

0.6 (1.3)

2

115.1

11.4

206.6

4.8(11.1)

1990*, 1991

2

33.8

1986

1

251.6

3.6

1987

1

161.7

17.5

1990*

1

63.7

0 .1

1991

1

325.9

30.5

72.1

1,602.4

6 8 .1

197.4

FLOOD SUB-TOTAL
MAXIMUM POSSIBLE
FLOODING

45.4

80.1

33.8

1,867.9
(43.4% o f w e tla n d s)

45.2

0 .8

( 1 .8 )

255.2

5.9 (13.7)

224.4

5.2 (12.0)

63.8

1.5 (3.4)

428.5

10.0 (22.9)

1,867.9

Table 8.2.2
Detailed frequency of flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands: 1986 to 1991
[1990* - Incomplete flood extent because it is over 40% cloud covered;
A, B, C = Sub-regions; ( ) % of maximum possible flood]
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Figure 8.2.5
Detailed frequency of flooding in Hadejia-Nguru wetlands: 1986 - 1991
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N U M B E R OF TIM ES FLO O DED

AREA FLO O D ED (km*)

A
4

B

P E R C E N T OF
TOTAL
F LO O D IN G
C

A+B+C

A+B+C

94.5

2.2 (5.1)

94.5

3

237.7

4.4

242.1

5.6 (13.0)

2

467.3

12.0

80.1

559.4

13.0 (29.9)

1

802.9

51.7

117.3

971.9

22.6 (52.0)

F L O O D SU B TOTAL

1602.4

68.1

197.4

MAXIMUM P O S SIB L E FLOO DING
D U R IN G P E R IO D

1,867.9

1,867.9
(43% o f
w e tla n d s )

Table 8.2.3
Summarised frequency of flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands: 1986 to 1991
[A, B, C = Sub-regions; ( ) = % of maximum possible flooding within period]

DETAIL FLOODING

mSAH<S) FLOODBB

GENERAL FLOODING
AREA
(km»>

■f

1986, 1987, 1991

3

141.0

11.2

1986, 1987

2

121.5

9.6

1986, 1991

2

144.5

11.5

1987, 1991

2

115.1

9.1

1986

1

251.6

19.9

1987

1

161.7

12.8

1991

1

325.9

25.8

TOTAL

1,261.3

PERCENT^

141.0

3.3 (11.2)

381.1

8.9 (30.2)

739.2

17.2 (58.6)

1,261.3

Table 8.2.4
Frequency of flooding in sub-region A
of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands: 1986, 1987, 1991
[A, B, C - Sub-regions; ( ) = % of maximum possible flooding within period]
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Figure 8.2.6
Generalized frequency of flooding in Hadejia-Nguru wetlands: 1986 - 1991
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8.3

PATTERN OF FLOODING FROM 1986 TO 1991

Areas flooded 3 or 4 times are concentrated around the Nguru Lake region and in
isolated patches around Kirikasama and Madachi, on the west, and M usari,
Abonabo, Gorgoram and south of G abarua and Dagonna to the east (figures 8.2.5,6),
Regions flooded 3 or 4 times account for over 330km^ cumulative flooding in different
areas or 8% of the total wetlands. The most frequently flooded areas coincide w ith
th e upper channels of the Burum Gana river and Wachakal channel on the east and
th e lower channels of the Keffln H ausa and Katagum rivers on the west. The very
low frequency is partly due to the periodical spatial variability of flooding (where
elephant grass may grow in a patch of flood area or small channel in one year and
cause divergence of flood flow to other areas in another year); and the difficulty in
differentiating w et grass or soaked soils from flooded areas on the aerial photography
used (Thompson, 1993a).
The frequency of flooding generally reduces away from the river channels as
expected. Least frequently flooded areas are on the northern and southern fiinges
of the wetlands and the lower channels of the Hadejia river near the centre of the
wetlands, and the upper channels of the Keffln H ausa river in the southern region.
This area consists mainly of savanna complex vegetation and cultivation. Regions
classified as sub-region B are most frequently flooded around the Yobe channel close
to Gashua.
From the pattern of flooding, the banks of the river channels in the wetlands may
not overflow or flood frequently till the w aters have journeyed above the latitude of
Hadejia town, and the discharge is no longer enough to cause frequent flooding north
and slightly south of the Nguru-Gashua road, as it used to in the 1950s and earlier.
Also, discharge in the lower channels of the Burum Gana and Hadejia rivers is much
reduced such th a t the banks no longer frequently overflow. Intensive land-use or
irrigation may be partly responsible for the low frequency of flooding in areas flooded
only twice or once.
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MONTH

NGURU
1985

KANO

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1987

1988

1989

1990

Jan.

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Feb.

0.0

0.0

0.0

TR

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

7.8

0.0

0.0

March

14.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

TR

TR

0.0

0.0

0.0

April

0.0

0.0

0.0

3.5

TR

TR

TR

0.0

32.8

0.0

0.0

May

8.3

0.0

3.4

1.6

0.8

9.7

23.2

82.2

1.6

10.4

40.1

June

51.8

27.8

18.8

14.5

21.7

15.9

43.5

68.9

150.8

36.0

59.8

J u ly

107.2

39.8

74.0

107.1

75.2

241.6

129.7

164.5

213.6

142.4

233.1

Aug.

180.0

123.3

136.2

186.6

161.3

138.5

88.3

110.1

488.5

382.1

152.0

Sept.

57.5

49.7

17.9

5.3

76.0

12.3

65.5

154.1

84.0

89.2

Oct.

0.0

0.0

TR

2.0

3.6

0.0

14.8

0.0

45.8

0.0

Nov.

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Dec.

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

240.6

250.3

320.6

338.6

700.7

574.2

Total

419.2

418.0

284.7

506.0

1049.2

Table 8.3.1
Total monthly rainfall (mm) in Nguru and Kano: 1985 - 1991
Source: Meteorological Report (1991); WRECA (1991)
Monthly rainfall data was examined for Nguru (1985-1991) and Kano (1987-1991).
Kano is upstream and Nguru downstream. Although the number of rain-gauging
stations examined are grossly inadequate for the catchment, it is expected that the
trend, in table 8.3.1, will give an idea of flood patterns when related to flood extent,
frequency and spatial variability. Rainfall usually falls from May to September but
may sometimes start at the end of April or end in early October.

FLOOD EXTENT
(km*)

TOTAL RAINFALL (mm)
AT ACQUISITION
KANO

1986 - 26 November

803.5

241

—

1987 - Mid-September

703.1

250

487

1990 - 2 September

909.7 (236.0 mapped)

406

465

1991 - 23 September

1,047.8

over 285

-

Table 8.3.2
Flood extent and cumulative rainfall: 1986, 1987, 1990 and 1991
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Total flood extent from 1986 to 1991 (table 8.2.1) and total rainfall (table 8.3.1) by
tim e of aerial photography and image acquisition are given below in table 8.3.2. An
exam ination of flooding from 1986 to 1991 indicates th a t the flood extent has
generally, been increasing. But cumulative rainfall at Nguru in 1991 suggests th a t
flood extent (l,047.8km^) for th at year may have been actually much less th an flood
extent for 1990 (909.7km estimated).

In Chapter 7 an extent of 961.8km^ was

estim ated from NOAA-AVHRR imagery for 24 August 1990 and this represents the
whole wetlands. Thus, it is evident th at flooding in 1990 was less than l,000km^.
Therefore, the extent of flooding mapped in 1991 may have included soaked soils.
The mapped area is an overestimation if the rainfall trend in Nguru is directly
related to total flooding. This suggests th a t panchromatic aerial photography are
not quite adequate for mapping flooding in the wetlands, and NOAA-AVHRR LAC
satellite data may have to be employed in mapping flood extent and mapping spatial
variation and frequency of flooding in future analysis. Also, rainfall data in Kano
and N guru for 1987 and 1990 (table 8.3.2) do not correlate positively. This shows
th a t future analysis should relate flooding with rainfall data from several gauging
stations (if available) within the wetlands and upstream catchm ent area.

The spatial variability of flooding in the wetlands has several hydrological
implications for planning. Farm ers in the sensitive areas may suffer crop failure as
a result of flooding failing to occur in a usually flooded area which is under
cultivation. The variability of seasonal flooding over space m ay seriously affect
wetland m anagem ent planning which relies heavily on results from conventional
flood monitoring methods. Unfortunately, the spatial variability of flooding and flood
extent cannot be reliably accounted for by conventional monitoring. This presents
a particular problem to hydrological modelling based on ground survey and is likely
to have significantly weakened the Hollis and Thompson (1993a) hydrological model.
Fortunately, photographs or images from airborne and spacebome platforms are not
affected by the spatial variability in flooding since they are ’snap-shot’
representations of large areas at any given instance in time. This strengthens the
need to use satellite sensor images to monitor the wetlands. NOAA-AVHRR LAC
satellite sensor data are recommended for monitoring the frequency and pattern of
flooding in future analysis.
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CHAPTER 9
DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

9.1

D ISCU SSIO N

The economic and ecological importance of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands was
emphasized in Chapter 1. The Hadejia-Nguru wetlands is a source of domestic and
industrial w ater supply, supports rice cultivation and residual soil m oisture cropping,
supports irrigation, fishing, fuel-wood production and groundwater recharge
(Benthem, 1987; NCF, 1988; Barbier, 1993). In addition the w etland is a natural
barrier to the southward migration of the Sahara desert, it is a h ab itat for African,
tropical and palaearctic m igrant birds and is a rich source of building m aterials
(Jimoh, 1990; Thomas et al, 1993; Thompson, 1993). Studies by various authors
(M ustapha, 1984; Hollis, 1988; Hollis and Adams, 1993) and the land use and land
cover study by the author (Sule, 1990) demonstrates the importance of monitoring
accurately the flood regime, flood extent and volume of flooding for wetland
m anagem ent planning and sustainable development.
Traditional ground-based flood monitoring techniques cannot provide accurate
information on the volume and extent of flooding with a massive injection of
resources because of inadequate data due to insufficient hydrometric (river gauging)
stations (about 1 station per 3,000km^ area); insufficient rain-gauging stations
(about 1 station per 15,000km^); and suspect hydrological m easurem ents (WMO,
1983a; Penson, 1989; Thompson, 1992; Komadugu-Yobe Workshop, 1993). In
addition, conventional flood monitoring requires reliable data over long-time periods
and these are not available for the Komadugu-Yobe river basin of Nigeria. This has
resulted in the inaccuracies of the Hollis and Thompson (1993a) hydrological model
(refer to C hapter 6 for evaluation). Yet the Hollis and Thompson (1993a) model is
the m ost comprehensive and most accurate conventional or traditional hydrological
model developed to date for the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands. If adequate hydrological
data is to be provided for accurate flood monitoring, by conventional methods, several
more stream -gauging stations and almost 300 more rain-gauging stations need to be
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established (Chapter 2).

Also, teams equipped w ith current m eters need to

undertake regular observations in order to obtain accurate rating curves. The cost
of m aintaining these stations and collating data will be enormous. This makes
conventional methods time-consuming, laborious and costly.

However, remote

sensing and mapping from aerial photography have been identified as very essential
to development projects in developing countries (McGrath and Ruane, 1988) and
could be employed for monitoring flooding in the wetlands.
Monitoring flooding by aerial survey methods is costly and non-operational although
historic scenes can provide useful information.

In addition rectification of

photographic products is time-consuming and very many scenes have to be processed
and mapped. Furtherm ore, accurate aerial photography requires ground control
which adds to the cost, and photography is dependent on good w eather and flying
conditions. Panchromatic photographs do not adequately depict the depth of w ater
(see land use and land cover analysis in Chapter 1 and Appendix D). Colour aerial
photographs provide more detail of flooding but are unfortunately even more costly
(refer to Chapter 2). Satellite microwave radar data is potentially a very strong tool
for m apping w ater depths and can achieve accuracies to a few centimetres.
However, the cost of satellite microwave rad ar data is high and availability limited.
For instance the ERS-1 satellite data, including microwave rad ar altim etry data, are
usually global and may cost a user US$1.5 million, while research bodies affiliated
with the European Space Agency (ESA) can obtain it as experimental data free of
charge (Rapley, 1993). The beam width of the ERS-1 ra d a r altim eter is 1.3® and the
footprint is 16 to 20km in diam eter (ESA, 1992c), although data of 7km footprint can
be obtained a t 6.7km interval within a minimum strip of 500km (Rapley, 1993). If
satellite microwave data covering the wetlands were available, very m any tracks
would be needed over the region before any near-adequate coverage is obtained.
However, the spatial variability of flooding may make the ERS-1 data unfeasible for
the wetlands. In any case no satellite microwave rad ar is available over Nigeria.
The current cost and availability of satellite microwave rad ar data and aerial
photography for the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands therefore make them unattractive
alternatives for some time to come.
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D ata acquired a t optical wavelengths by earth resources and meteorological satellite
sensors are relatively the cheapest and only reliable regularly acquired data
available for the wetlands. E arth resources satellite usually provide high spatial
resolution data and meteorological satellites provide coarse spatial resolution data.
Land use and land cover analysis (Chapter 1) and reconnaissance survey showed
clearly the heterogeneous nature of the wetlands and the regular variation of waterdepths over short distances. Accordingly, high spatial resolution satellite data,
nam ely Landsat-TM data, would appear the most appropriate source of information
for monitoring flooding.

Nonetheless, NOAA-AVHRR data of 1.1km spatial

resolution provide full coverage of the wetlands and could be used to monitor flood
extent.
Solar radiation penetrating w ater bodies is affected by attenuation and scattering
as a resu lt of turbidity, salinity and the nature of the water-bottom topography
(Smith and Baker, 1981; Kimes, 1983; Bhargava and M ariam, 1990; Estep and
Holloway, 1992). Using methods such as those by Stove (1985) and Benny and
Dawson (1983) to estim ate w ater depths from satellite sensor radiance values (see
C hapter 6) will not be suitable for the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands. This is because the
former will not account for the local conditions of the w ater and the la tter will
require the calculation of the mean attenuation coefficient for various parts of the
wetlands.

The regression method (Cracknell and Ibrahim, 1988;

Ibrahim and

Cracknell, 1990; Baban, 1993) is preferred because it builds in the local conditions
of the w aters and can therefore be considered as an operational tool for estim ating
depths from calibrated satellite pixel radiances which have been corrected for
atmospheric effects. Depth-radiance relationships, used in developing the depthprediction models, were established after trying over 300 different relationships and
performing more th an 20 statistical tests of accuracy on the earlier models
developed. Depth-radiance equations have been developed for Landsat-TM, NOAAAVHRR and sim ulated Meteosat satellite sensor data. These have been applied to
derive flood extent and flood volume for the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands for 26
November 1986, 24 August 1990 and 2 September 1990.

The depth-prediction

models developed in this study can be used to predict w ater depth and flood extent
reasonably accurately w ithin 95% confidence limits from Landsat-TM and NOAAAVHRR images. However, NOAA-AVHRR and simulated M eteosat satellite sensor
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data overestimated depth by 6% (52km^) and 6% (55km^), and underestim ated
volume by 18% (78.8 million m^) and 37% (160.2 million m^), respectively.
The wetlands could be developed to yield significant economic returns for a long time
provided the floodplain system is properly managed and sustained (Barbier et al,
1993). Improved environmental monitoring is essential for better environmental
monitoring (Rose and Smith, 1992; O’Neill et a l, 1993). According to Adams and
Hollis (1989), and Hollis and Adams (1993) sustainable development of the wetlands
cannot be achieved without adequate knowledge of the am ount of fiooding.
Therefore, flood estim ates derived from this research (Chapters 6, 7 and 8); and
future estim ates of flood depths and areal extent using the depth-radiance prediction
models developed in this study will be valuable for wetland m anagem ent planning
and sustainable development in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.
A four-year study of frequency and pattern of flooding from 1986 to 1991, shows th a t
only 2.2% (94.5km^) of the wetlands were flooded 4 times, 5.6% (242. Ikm^) 3 times,
13.0% (559.4km2) 2 times and 22.6% (971.9km^) once. This trend and examinations
of subsequently mapped data dem onstrate th a t most of the wetlands are flooded once
every four years and th a t within the same area, different patches of land are flooded
every year. The pattern of flooding has far reaching implications for conventional
flood monitoring, planning, resource management and agriculture. The pattern of
flooding indicates th a t conventional method of monitoring may be inadequate and
a hydrological model such as the Hollis and Thompson (1993a) model would require
greater spatial and meteorological data input than is currently available (see
C hapter 8). Planning and managem ent becomes more difficult because hydrological
models for the wetlands cannot account for this pattern of flooding and even if they
did, the spatial variation cannot be mapped from such models. Consequently, the
local farm er would suffer uncertainties because of his inability to predict or
determine the pattern of flooding within his vicinity at the beginning of the planting
season. The wetland population is also affected. The advantage of rem ote sensing
is th at it can be used to map and evaluate the spatial variability in seasonal flooding
and its spatial patterns.

Therefore remote sensing is an operational tool for

monitoring the extent, volume, frequency and spatial variability of flooding in the
Hadejia-Nguru wetlands of Nigeria.
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9.2

RECOM MENDATIONS

Land use and land cover analysis (Chapter 1) and the changing pattern of flooding
in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands (Chapter 8) prove th a t these wetlands are complex
systems. Consequently, the accuracy of estim ating flooding by conventional methods
m ay rem ain questionable regardless of establishing adequate precipitation and
hydrom etric stations in the Hadejia-Jama’are river basin and despite the collection
of adequate and accurate data. Thus, a hydrological model of the type developed by
Adams and Hollis (1989) and Hollis and Thompson (1992,1993a) may not accurately
estim ate flooding in the wetlands because it cannot account for the spatial variability
of flooding in irregular pools. It is therefore recommended th a t satellite remote
bathym etry be used to supplement the Hollis and Thompson (1993a) hydrological
model on a regular basis. This would improve the accuracy of volumetric and areal
estim ates of flooding in the wetlands thereby providing adequate information for
improving environmental planning and management in the wetlands.
Historical bathym etric maps and estim ated flooding in the wetlands should be
provided by applying the algorithms and equations developed in this research, to
archive Landsat TM images from July 1982 to date. Moreover, the equations should
be modified to suit Landsat-MSS data and applied to archive MSS data from July
1972 to July 1982 for a more detailed historical evaluation of flood extent and
volume changes.
Flood extent and w ater depth correction coefficients should be derived for NOAAAVHRR and Meteosat satellite if the difference between their estim ates differ by
consistent proportions from those derived from simultaneously acquired Landsat-TM
satellite sensor data.

Correction coefficients, if applicable, will improve flood

estim ates derived from NOAA-AVHRR and Meteosat satellite data which will
complement cloud-covered Landsat satellite scenes or dates for which no Landsat
images are acquired.

F urther improvement could be made to depth-radiance

equations for NOAA-AVHRR LAC satellite data by calibrating it w ith depths
observed over several large areas in the wetlands, each area preferably being over
9km2. B ut such a fieldwork would be very expensive to undertake and may require
the sponsorship of the government or of organisations like the International Union
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of Conservation and N ature (lUCN) who are currently financing projects in the
wetlands through the Hadejia-Nguru Wetland Conservation Project (HNWCP).
L andsat TM and MSS satellite sensor data are acquired every 16 days and 18 days,
respectively. Peak flooding occurs in the wetlands only during the rainy season,
making this the most im portant period in the wetlands. Unfortunately, clouds are
found frequently during the rainy season and reduces the probability of acquiring
cloud-free images from Landsat satellite during this period. Gaps in the data may
consequently occur.

It is recommended th at NOAA-AVHRR satellite data (and

possibly M eteosat satellite data) are used to complement Landsat satellite sensor
data between Landsat overpass dates and for cloud-covered Landsat satellite scenes.
Landsat TM satellite data is still required because it can be used to predict depths
from radiances to a higher degree of accuracy than NOAA-AVHRR and M eteosat
satellite d ata (Chapters 6, 7). Since volumetric estimates of flooding are essential
for sustainable development planning and management, accurate estim ates from
Landsat TM images would be required. Thus, Landsat TM satellite images should
be acquired on a regular basis, say monthly or bi-monthly for accurate estim ates,
and NOAA-AVHRR could be acquired weekly or daily if a local satellite-imagereceiving station is made available.
According to Gower (1992) NOAA-AVHRR 1.1km spatial resolution 10 bits satellite
data acquired by the satellite in 5 spectral bands can be received and stored in
hardw are costing under US$5,000. The hardw are should consist of at least a 386
personal computer (PC) with a minimum of 200 Mega-Bytes of disk storage, DAT
digital d ata tape drive, PC interface boards, a receiver and a 1.2m dish.

It is

recommended th a t the lUCN should establish such a low cost NOAA-AVHRR HRPT
receiving station. Setting up such a system to receive NOAA-AVHRR HRPT data
as well as M eteosat satellite data for the wetlands, will enable real-tim e monitoring
of flooding and significant savings made on the cost and search-time th a t would have
been spent if such data were ordered and purchased from the distributing agencies
on a regular basis.
Detailed contour maps of 0.5m or 1.0m contour intervals and Digital Terrain Models
(DTM) of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands are essential. An area where remote sensing
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can aid the hydrological models is through DTM generation. Overlaying detailed
contour m aps and DTMs on bathymetric and land use and land cover m aps of the
wetlands will provide much useful information which can be used to improve the
Hollis and Thompson (1993a) hydrological model. Contour maps and DTMs should
be produced from SPOT panchromatic (10m resolution) satellite sensor imagery or
Landsat-6 TM panchromatic (15m) waveband or from any other high spatial
resolution satellite or airborne data acquired for the wetlands.

The Landsat-6 satellite was made to replace Landsat-5. After several proposed
launch dates (RSS, 1993a, c) and cancellations Landsat-6 satellite was eventually
launched aboard a Titan JIG rocket on 5 October 1993 from Vandenberg Air Force
Base in California, USA (Albedo, 1993). Unfortunately, it failed to achieve orbit and
went out of commission before it could begin its mission. The failed Landsat-6 was
sim ilar to Landsat-4 and -5 but carried an upgraded TM instrum ent called the
Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM) (RSS, 1993c). The ETM was designed to sense
in the same seven spectral bands with the same spatial resolution as the TM on
Landsat-4/5, and in addition sense in a broad panchromatic waveband which would
have provided data of 15m resolution (RSS, 1992a;

1993a).

The 15m ETM

panchromatic waveband was expected to enhance multispectral mapping. Landsat-7
is planned for launch in 1997 or 1998 (RSS, 1992b) and would replace Landsat-5
satellite th a t is currently in orbit (Albedo, 1993). Instrum ents on Landsat-7 should
be an improvement on Landsat-6. It is recommended th a t the capability of mapping
flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands with the improved TM on Landsat-7, be
investigated in future studies after it is commissioned.
The algorithms and equations developed in this study, although reasonably accurate
(compare r^ values in Chapters 5,6,7 with values in Baban, 1993), can still be
improved. The accuracy of prediction using the equations developed in Chapters 5,
6, 7 could be improved by calibrating simultaneously acquired satellite data w ith
geographically referenced depth observations over areas much larger than the sites
used in this research (see Chapter 3). Also, such depth m easurem ents should be for
over 2,000 geographically referenced points in the inundated regions selected for
observations.

An alternative strategy would be to make depth observations in

w aters over 5 metres deep (since the error in the model is greater for deep w aters -
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see Chapter 6) and calibrate a simultaneous Landsat TM imagery. This can be done
by using equations in Chapter 6 to predict depths not more th an 5m from the
imagery and building the observed depths greater than 5m into the model so th a t
prediction for deep w aters can be improved. This strategy needs to be tested and
evaluated. However, satellite sensor data should be used to continuously monitor
flooding in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.

9.3

CONCLUSIONS

The aims and objectives set out in Chapter 1 have been achieved. The aims were:1)
2)
3)
4)

To develop models for predicting w ater depths and extent of flooding from
satellite image radiances.
To evaluate the accuracy of developed models for predicting flood extent and
volume from high and low spatial resolution satellite data.
To estim ate, w ithin 95% confidence limits, the extent and volume of flooding
predicted by applying the developed models to m ultitemporal satellite data.
To develop a model th a t is suitable for monitoring land use and land cover
changes in the wetlands from different multitemporal databases.

The objectives were:i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)

To establish from field radiometry the relationships between the
spectral reflectance of natural w ater bodies and water-depths.
To evaluate the effects of vegetation, turbidity, salinity, bare soils,
wind-speed and tem perature on relationships established in (i).
To examine sim ilar relationships in (i) and (ii) in sim ultaneously
acquired Landsat TM satellite imagery.
To produce bathymetric maps from Landsat TM and NOAA-AVHRR
satellite images using relationships in (i) and (ii).
To examine the utility of NOAA-AVHRR and sim ulated M eteosat
satellite images for estim ating water-depths and flood extent by
comparing with Landsat TM satellite data.
To compare flood estim ates derived from Landsat-5 TM satellite
imagery of 26 November 1986 with results from the Hollis and
Thompson (1993a) hydrological model.
To evaluate the frequency and spatial pattern of recent flooding in the
wetlands.
To quantify and evaluate changes in land use and land cover in a p art
of the most arid subregion of the wetlands from 1950 to 1986.
To evaluate the potential and accuracy of Landsat TM satellite sensor
imagery for monitoring land use and land cover changes in the
wetlands.
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From this research several conclusions were arrived at:In the land use and land cover analysis from 1950 to 1986, changes in flooding
accounted for most of the changes in land use and land cover (Chapter 1 and
Appendix D and E). Cultivated land increased significantly and savanna areas
reduced significantly.
Using the algorithms in Chapter 2 and the equations developed in Chapters 5, 6 to
predict w ater depths in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, from pixel radiances of
Landsat-TM satellite sensor imagery, are reasonably accurate w ithin 95% confidence
intervals. They provide w ater depth estimates of +0.02m for 0.10m to +0.60m for
5.00m in open w ater and +0.05m for 0.50m in inundated vegetation.
According to participants^ of the Komadugu-Yobe workshop (1993), w ater volume
estim ates for the wetlands derived from Landsat-TM satellite images by the author
(Sule, 1993a, 1993c; and Chapter 6) are the most reliable and most accurate
estim ates they have seen. They strongly believe th a t flood estim ates derived by the
author are more accurate th an those derived from the Hollis and Thompson (1993a)
model. They also confirmed the relative accuracies of bathym etry of the wetlands
produced by the author, since several of them are fam iliar w ith w aters in various
parts of the wetlands. The workshop participants are mostly experts of various
disciplines involved with organisations, institutions, companies and government
bodies actively engaged in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.
The frequency of fiooding for four different years, from 1986 to 1991, reveal th a t
2.2% (94.5km2) of the wetlands were flooded 4 times, 5.6% (242.Ikm^) flooded 3
times, 13.0% (559.4km^) flooded 2 times and 22.6% (971.9km^) flooded once (Chapter
8). The frequency and pattern of fiooding evaluated in Chapter 8 indicate th at
conventional methods of monitoring alone, by implication cannot account for the
spatial variability of fiooding in the wetlands.

^ Acreman, M., Adeniyi, J.O., Afolayan, N.J., Agumadu, C.E., Aminu-Kano, M.,
Arene, E., Atolagbe, F.P., Ben-Musa, S., Bila, M., Shuaib, B., Ekpo, I.E., Emenike,
C.C., Gaidam, I., Goni, A., Hollis, G.E., Kazaure, Y.D., Nwabufo, M.I., Okoye, J .K ,
Osagie, E., Polet, G., Shalangwa, P.B., Sule, A.R., Thompson, H., Thompson, G.R.,
Umolu, J.C., and Yahaya-Gusau, A.
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The heterogenous nature of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, makes the use of high
spatial resolution satellite sensor data, of say 30m or better, the most viable type of
satellite sensor data to use for their monitoring.

Further research should be

undertaken to improve the equations developed by the author.

NOAA-AVHRR LAC (1.1km resolution) satellite sensor data, compared to LandsatTM, overestimated the extent of flooding by 6% (52km^) and underestimated the
volume of flooding by 18% (78.8 million m^) (Chapter 7), but could be improved and
used for effective monitoring.
Flood extent and volume of flooding from simulated (2.5km resolution) Meteosat
satellite sensor data were overestimated by 6% (55km^) and underestimated by 37%
(160.2 million m^), respectively (Chapter 7). This shows that Meteosat satellite
sensor data cannot be used for comprehensive monitoring of volume of flooding in the
Hadejia-Nguru wetlands.
The Hollis and Thompson (1993a) model, although the most comprehensive
hydrological model for the wetlands, is flawed by inaccurate and insufficient data
(Chapter 6). The model can be improved by calibrating it with accurate historical
flood estimates. Therefore, historical flood estimates can be reliably derived from
satellite sensor data using algorithms and equations developed by the author. The
data can then be used to calibrate the Hollis and Thompson (1993a) hydrological
model.
The author has developed an operational tool for monitoring the extent and volume
of floods and which can also be used historically.

Historical and regular flood

estimates from the author's models would be invaluable for planning and
management by wetland planners, government agencies, non-governmental
organisations, hydrologists, engineers, sociologist, farmers and the wetland
inhabitants. Sustainable development of the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands would become
a reality when the author’s models are used to derive historical and current flood
estimates and they are used for proper planning, management and implementation
because development could then continue with minimal repercussions to the
wetlands and its future inhabitants.
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APPENDIX A
DATA

A-1

DATA USED

Generally, th e type of data used consists principally of Nigeria topographical map
sheets dating back to the 1950s, other maps and plans, air photographs, L andsat
TM, NOAA-AVHRR and sim ulated M eteosat satellite images, field radiom etry data,
ground survey, field m easurem ents, climatic and hydrological d ata (see appendix A-3
for sources of data).

A-1.1 D a ta C overing A rea
The d ata presently available for the area includes the following:
1)

Nigeria 1:50 000 scale maps, based on 1950 air photography, revised,
constructed and draw n by the Directorate of Overseas Surveys (DOS) in 1958.
Sheets available are:
a) N guru sheets 39 NE, 39 SE and 39 SW.
b) Gorgoram sheets 40 SE AND 40 SW.
c) Gam awa sheet 62 NW.
d) Hadejia sheets 61 NW and 61 NE.

2)

Nigeria 1:250 000 scale map sheet 12 (Nguru), compiled and published by the
Federal Surveys of Nigeria in 1961.

3)

N guru 1:30 000 scale (panchromatic) aerial photography, tak en in November
1981 by Renting Africa, Resource Services Ltd., Kano, Nigeria for KNARDA.

4)

L andsat MSS^ satellite sensor image (full scene). Input scene ID
82139608413X0, MSS P ath 51, Row 201 of 18 November 1978, centre point
coordinates = 12° 57’ 54" N latitude and 10° 44’ 06" E longitude. Size is 3477
pixels X 2340 lines. Cloud cover = 0%, sun elevation = 42° and sun azim uth
= 132°.

5)

L andsat 5 Thematic M apper (TM) satellite sensor image (quarter scene).
In p u t scene ID 7605510000854 TM P ath 187, Row 051 of 26 November, 1986,
im aged a t 08:54:51 G.M.T., Centre point of processed quadrant 3 = 12° 42’
08.83" N latitude and 10° 18’ 15.23"E longitude.

6)

L andsat TM q u arter scene satellite data. P ath 187, Row 051 of 2 September,
1990.

7)

NOAA-H/11 AVHRR satellite data of 24, August, 1990.

^ L andsat MSS scene was not available to author
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8)

NOAA-H/11 AVHRR^ satellite data of 2, September, 1990.

9)

NOAA-H/11 AVHRR^ satellite data of 20, September, 1990.

10)

NOAA-H/11 AVHRR® satellite data of 8 October, 1990.

11)

NOAA-H/11 AVHRR® satellite data of 18 October, 1990.

A-1.2 O ther D ata In clu d e:
Various reports of work already done in the area by consultants, organisations and
government agencies.
A-2

DETAILS OF MAPS. AIR-PHOTOS AND SATELLITE DATA

A-2.1 Map details:
The Nigeria 1:50 000 Nguru NE map sheet 39 was used. The m ap details are as
follows:
Grid
Projection
Spheroid
M eridian of origin
Latitude of origin
Scale factor a t origin
False coordinates of origin

- Nigeria Colony Belt.
- Transverse Mercator (ft.).
- Clarke 1880.
- 8®30’ E ast of Greenwich.
- 4®00’ North.
- 0.99975
- 2 200 000 Easting
0 Northing.

The map was constructed, drawn and photographed by the Directorate of Overseas
Surveys (DOS) in 1958 using Field Survey data (of partial control) and air
photography done by the Royal Air Force (R.A.F) in October, 1950.
A-2.2 A ir-Photo d etails
The photographs used were Panchromatic photographs taken by Renting Africa,
Resource Services Limited, Kano, Nigeria. The clients were Kano Agricultural and
Rural Development Authority (KNARDA). Date of photography was November, 1981.
The calculated photo scale is 1:30 000

® The satellite data is cloud covered and could not be used
® Satellite images acquired between 20 September and 18 October 1990, were either
cloud covered or acquired much later than 2 September 1990
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C overage;
The available photos used covered approximately longitudes 10°20’ to 10°30’ E ast
and latitudes 12°45’ to 12°52’ North. There was no air coverage for the regions above
longitude 12°52’ North and the lower corner between approximately longitude 10°29’
to 10°30’ E ast and latitude 12°45’ to 12°46’ North.

A-2.3 L andsat-5 TM an d NOAA-H/11 AVHRR S atellites

C H A R A C T E R IS T IC S

Satellite

L a n d s a t-5

NOAA-H/11

Launch date

1 March 1984

September 1988

(Landsats-1: 23 July 72
-2: 22 Jan 75; -3: 5 March 78
4: 16 July ’82; -6: Early ’93)

(NOAA-6: 27 June ’79; -7: 23 June ’81
-8: 28 March ’83; -9: 12 Dec ’84
-10: 17 Sept. 1986)

Orbit

Near-Polar, Sun-Synchronous

Near-Polar, Sun-Synchronous

N om inal A ltitude

704 km

833 - 870 km

Sensor

Thematic Mapper

AVHRR-HRPT

UTM Zone/Datum

32/27

Path/Row

187-051

Repeat cycle

16 days

12 hours (6 hours using two satellites)

Processed
Q uadrant Centre

1986 - latitude 12°42’09" North
longitude 10°18’15" East

latitude 16°42’21" North

1990 - latitude 12°42’00" North
longitude 10°18’00" East

longitude 5°11’36" East

Time o f image
acquisition

08:55 GMT. (09:55 LOCAL)

13:37 GMT (14:37 LOCAL)

Date o f
acquisition

26 November, 1986 and
2 September, 1990

24 August, 1990

Spatial resolution

30 metres (1986), and
28.5 metres (1990)

1,100 metres (LAC)
[4 km GAC]

Coverage

185 X 185 km (81°N to 81°S)

3,000 X 3,000 km [82°N to 82°S]

Spectral
Channels and
Band-widths

Band-1
Band-2
Band-3
Band-4
Band-5
Band-6

0.45-0.52pm (Blue)
0.52-0.60pm (Green)
0.63-0.69pm (Red)
0.76-0.90pm (Near-IR)
1.55-1.75pm (Mid-IR)
10.40-12.50pm (Thermal-IR)
[120m resolution]
Band-7 2.08-2.35pm (Mid-IR)

Band-1
Band-2
Band-3
Band-4
Band-5

D igital Count

255

1024

0.58-0.68pm (Red)
0.725-1.10pm (Near-IR)
3.55-3.93pm (Thermal-IR)
10.30-11.30pm (Thermal-IR)
11.50-12.50pm (Thermal-IR)

Table A-2.3
C haracteristics of Landsat-TM and NOAA-AVHRR d ata used in study
(Note: H R P T = H ig h R eso lu tio n P ictu re T ra n sm issio n
GMT
IR
LAC

- G reen w ich M ean T im e
- In fra red
= L ocal A rea C overage)
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A-2.4 ERS-1 S atellite

ACTIVE MICROWAVE INSTRUMENT

INFRA-RED
RADIOMETER

WIND
SCATTEROMETER

SAR IMAGE
MODE

SAR WAVE
MODE

BANDWIDTH

15.55 +0.01 MHz

15.55 +0.01 MHz

15.55 +0.01 MHz

I& Q
QUANTISATION

6bits OBRC

5 bits OGRC

2 bits OGRC (5km)
4 bits OBRC (10km)

8bits each

RADIOMETRIC
RESOLUTION

2.5dB at o°= -18dB

2.5dB at o°= -18dB

SPATIAL
RESOLUTION

A ong track 6-30m
Across track < 26.3m

Aong track 6-30m
Across track < 26.3m

> 45 km (along and
across track)

16-20 km footprint

ACCURACY

A ong track < 1km
Across track < 0.9km

Aong track < 2km
Across track <1.8km

^5km (along and
across track)

A titude 10cm (lo,
SWH=16m)

SWATH LOCATION

244.5km to right of
orbital track

Programmable within
SAR swath

200-700km to side of
orbital track

SWATH WIDTH

80.4km nominal
102.5km telemetered

5x5km every 200-300
km for OGRC
9.6 to 12km (far/near
swath) for OBRC

400km with
specification
500km telemetered

DATA RATE

105 Mbps

15 Mbps

105 Mbps

MICROWAVE
SOUNDER
23.8 GHz
36.5 GHz

Ocean mode 330 MHz
Ice mode 82.5 MHz

PRARE

X-band 10 MHz
S-band 1 MHz

< 0.1 K

0.5 K over 50x50km
with 80% cloud

500 km

< 15 Kbps (kbit/s)
I.58-1.64pm
3.55-3.93pm
10.4-11.3pm
.5-12.5pm

SPECTRAL
CHANNELS

IFOV

Bandwidth
1.3°

BACKSCATTERING
COEFFICIENT

0.7 dB

ECHO WAVEFORM
SAMPLES

64x16 bits at 20 Hz

WIND SPEED
ACCURACY

PODI

AISR

RADAR
ALTIMETER

2m/s
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II
1x1 km at nadir

1.5x2 km forward

5-10 cm
(predicted)

LASER RETROREFLECTORS
350-800 nm
(532 nm optimized)

1.3°
ORBIT

Sun-synchronous, near polar, quasi-circular

ALTITUDE

785 km average

INCLINATION

98.5°

REPEAT <lYCLE

35 days

REVISITS

3-day

(multi-

disciplinary phase)

(Restricted

global coverage for

(frequency at least
imaging SAR, and

twice at middle/high

latitudes]

wide separation of

Radar Altimeter

tracks)

Table A-2.4
Characteristics of payload on ERS-1 experimental/pre-operational satellite system
Source: E S A (1992a; 1992b; 1992c)

Abbreviations and acronyms:
S A R - S y n th e tic A p e rtu re R a d a r
A T S R - A lo n g T rack S c a n n in g R a d io m e te r
P O D I - P recise O rb it D e te rm in a tio n In stru m e n ta tio n
P R A R E - P recise-R a n g e a n d R a n g e -ra te E q u ip m e n t
I - In -p h a se
Q - Q u a d ra tu re
O G R C - O n -G ro u n d R a n g e C o m p ressio n
O B R C - O n -B o a rd R a n g e C o m p ressio n
S W H - S ig n ific a n t W ave H eig h t
IF O V - I n sta n ta n e o u s F ie ld O f V iew
[N o m in a l = F u ll p e rfo rm a n c e ]
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A-2.5 M eteosat S atellite

CHARACTERISTICS
LAUNCH

Meteosat-1: 23 Nov ’77
Meteosat-3: June ’88

Meteosat-2: 19 June’81
Meteosat-4:6 March’89

ALOTODE

35,900 km

pmn

Geostationary

REPEAT CYCLE

30 minutes

SPATIAL RESOLUTION
AT NADIR OFOV)

2.4 km (visible/water vapour) & 5 km (thermal IR)
in Tropics to 4 km and 8 km in Temperate region

RADIOMETRIC
RESOLUTION

8 bits

QUANTISATION

256 grey levels

SPECTRAL
RESOLUTION

Channel
1
2
3

Wavelength
0.40 - 1.10 pm (Visible)
5.70 - 7.10 pm (Water Vapour)
10.50 - 12.50 pm (Thermal Infrared)

Table A-2.5
Details of M eteosat satellite
Source: M E P (1990), N R S C (1992)
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A-4

ORGANISATIONS INTERESTED IN THE HADEJIA-NGURU
WETLANDS

The Hadejia-Nguru wetlands Conservation Project (HNWCP) was established in
April 1987 mainly because earlier studies which showed th a t palaearctic m igrant
birds from Europe and their w inter habits, in the Hadejia-Nguru wetlands, were
under threat. A formal agreement between the Federal Government of Nigeria, the
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) and the International Council for
Bird Preservation (ICBP) was signed in April 1987 to launch officially the HNWCP
(NCF, 1988). The HNWCP is supported by Kano, Jigawa, Yobe, Borno and Bauchi
State M inistries of Agriculture and their state governments. It is also supported by
the International Union for the Conservation of N ature and N atural Resources
(lUCN), the RSPB, ICBP, the Finnish Aid Agency (FINNIDA), the British Council,
University College London and Cambridge University, w ith the Nigerian
Conservation Foundation (NCF) playing a coordinating role.
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APPENDIX B
EQUIPMENT, HARDWARE, TRANSPORT AND SOFTWARE

B-1
EQUIPMENT AND HARDWARE
The m ain equipment and hardw are used were:COMPUTING HARDWARE
1) International Imaging System (IIS) model 75 Image Processor.
2) The VAX (Host) computer of the departm ent of Geography, University College
London (UCL).
3) Personal computers.
4) The Microgrid series MGPS digitising tablet and digitiser.
5) The Hewlett Packard HPGL D raftm aster - 1.
6) The Tektronix T4014-I screen plot m aster.
LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
1) M irror and pocket stereoscopes.
2) H andcraft knife and glue.
3) Tracing papers.
4) Drawing papers.
FIELD EQUIPMENT
1) Milton m ulti-band Radiometer.
2) Polytetraflouroethyl (PTFE) panel.
3) Conductivity probe.
4) G raduated m easuring rod.
5) W eight and Line.
6) Surveyors’ ranging poles.
7) W hite Flags.
8) Kern DKM2-AE 1 second theodolite.
9) Kern DM504 Electro-optical Distance Meter.
10) Wild 9-prism reflectors.
11) Prism atic compass (30 minutes).
12) Stanley (1 minute) Box sextant.
13) Telescopic 4 m etre levelling staff.
14) 30 m etre tape.
15) Thermometer.
16) Binoculars.
17) Waders.
18) Machete.
B-2
FIELD TRANSPORT
1) Motorcycle.
2) Van and a Four-wheel drive vehicle.
3) Boat.
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B-3

SOFTWARE

B-3.1 P a ck a g es And O perating System s A vailable And U sed
P ackages;
1) V isir System 600 version 4.0 for im age processing.
) V isir System 575 version 3.0 for im age processing.
3) SunVision and HIPS.
4) ISIS 2.0 Softw are (1985) for spatial d a ta capture and m anagem ent.
5) MAPICS Release 2.0 (1985) for d a ta entry, sp atial a ttrib u te d a ta handling,
display and m apping.
) Loki im age plotting software (developed by M r Terry Elsey for th e D ept, of
G eography, UCL).
7) M initab S tatistical software. Release 7 (1989).
) Q uattro Pro 3.0 spreadsheet.
9) H arv ard G raphics for draw ing graphs.
10) Draw Perfect.
11) W ordPerfect 5.1 for wordprocessing.
2

6

8

O perating system s:
VAX/VMS 750, UNIX, SunOS and MS-DOS
B-3.2 P a ck a g es D eveloped
T he a u th o r contributed to the design of th e various packages developed below, and
M r Paul Schooling (the G eography D epartm ent’s system s m anager) modified and
w rote th e program m es.
)

ISIX (1989), to capture and m anage very large sp atial d a ta w ith large
polygons of segm ents leirger th a n 400 p er polygon.

2)

DPAN (1989), which uses the TXXXDP o u tp u t file from th e closed polygon
function of the digitised m ap to list th e segm ent and node num bers of broken
and isolated chains of digitised polygons which should have been closed.

3)

POLEX (1989), which takes a polygon file and splits it into a file of sim pler
polygons b u t m aintaining th e original class (polycentre) num bers. This breaks
down polygon files too large for MAPICS to handle into sim pler u n its w hich
it can cope w ith.

1

4)

XYPOINT (1990), for extracting DN values from pixels of satellite im agery
corresponding to coordiantes of calibrated d a ta (eg geocoded in - s itu depth
d ata)
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APPENDIX C
DRAINAGE, CLIMATE, SOILS AND VEGETATION

o

«R

s.

/ \

I

iOM Î

Figure C-1
D rainage, dam projects and potential w ater transfer projects in N orthern N igeria
S ou rce: H o llis a n d A d a m s (1993)
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N o ra in fa ll
U n d e r 100 c m
0 c m -2 5 cm
100 c m - 2 0 0 c m
25 c m - 5 0 cm
200 c m -3 0 0 cm
O v e r 50 c m
O ver 300 cm

T r o p ic a l c o n t i n e n t a l air m a s s
(H a rm a tta n W inds)

T ropical m a ritim e
a i r m a s s ( S .W . T r a d e s )

T r o p ic a l m a r i t i m e air m a s s
(S .W . T r a d e s )

Figure C-2
Dry Season W inds and Rainfall
in Nigeria (November - March)

Figure C-3
W et Season W inds and Rainfall
in Nigeria (April - October)

A d a p te d fro m : Iloeje (1981)

A d a p te d fro m : Iloeje (1 9 8 1 )

Kan<^
OCT
APR
NOV

■r M A R C H

Figure C-4
Average Monthly position of the Inter-Tropical
Discontinuity (ITD) Front in Nigeria
A d a p te d from : G riffith s (1972)
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O jos

I

I Sudan savanna
^ 9 G uinea savanna

iX 'r o n I

Akassa
km

I

300

H o ttes t a r e a s
O v e r 27 C

□

I

□

I M oderately hot areas
24°C-27°C

I Fresh w ater sw am p I S
M angrove
(salt-water) sw am p

Cool a r e a s
L ess t h a n 24 C

Figure C-5
Mean A nnual Tem perature in Nigeria

Figure C
Vegetation Belts in Nigeria

A d a p te d fro m : Iloeje (1981)

A d a p te d fro m : Iloeje (1981)

- 6

Average annual rainfall (mm)
750

Kano
Upland area

750 - 1,350

Near Kano-Kari road

750 -

900

Near Nguru-Gashua road

400 -

500

Table C-1
Rainfall a t Kano and its surrounds (1964-’73)
A d a p te d from : S c h u ltz (1976)
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APPENDIX D
LAND USE AND LAND COVER CHANGES: 1950 TO 1986
LAND USE AND LAND COVER MONITORING: 1950 TO 1981

D -1

GENERAL

ORIGINAL

CLASS

CLASSES
1950
CLASS
FLOOD

Flood

1981

1986

(km*)

%

CLASS

(km*)

%

CLASS

(km*)

%

34.21

14.5

Deep
iShallow

47.38
14.65

20.1
6.2

:Extent

12.82

5.4

Deep
:Shallow
Med. Veg
:Dense Veg
:Extent

8.90
13.18
26.56
6.04
26.85

3.8
5.7
11.2
2.6
11.4

MARSH

Marsh

1.04

0.4

High Flood
:Low Flood

1.00
0.03

0.4
0.01

LAKES

Lakes

0.52

0.2

Lakes

0.63

0.3

MUD

Mud

2.63

1.1

WETLAND
VEGETATION
CULTIVATION

Cultivation
Scatt. cult.

87.38
13.31

37.0
5.6

7.33
0.87

3.1
0.4

IRRIGATION
WOODLAND

Light forest
Orchard bush

FOREST
RESERVE

Wetland veg

17.15

7.3

Wet Area

9 08

3.9

Cult, land
Uncult, land
Unclass, farm

9.80
21.96
0.38

4.2
9.3
0.2

Harvested
land

69.07

29.3

Irrig. farm

9.49

4.0

Pump Irrig.

31.87

13.5

Light forest
Riparian wood

0.28
1.19

0.1
0.5

:plantation

2.95

1.3

Doum palm
:grazing

0.31
6.44

0.1
2.7

22.88
15.92
6.01

9.7
6.8
2.6

Sav. Complex

27.67

11.7

SAVANNA
COMPLEX

Scrub

74.14

31.4

GRASSLAND

Grassland

10.18

4.3

Grassland

2.18

0.9

SETTLEMENT

Settlement

2.70

1.1

Settlement

3.23

1.4

Town
Village

6.94
1.28

2.9
0.5

UNCLASSIFIED

Unclassified
Unknown

0.56
1.07

0.2
0.5

Unclassified
No A r Cover

0.1
19.

Unclassified

1.81

0.8

Tree & Shrub:
Shrub:
Alluvial:

0.33
45.67
4

Table D-1
Land use and land cover classifications and Merged Classes in 1950, 1981 and 1986
(the colon : in the ta b le rep resen ts the ’G en eral C la ss ’ n am e)

In the 1950 classification (table D-1) the major classes in order of size are cultivation
- 37.0%, Scrub - 31.4%, Flood area -14.5%, Scattered cultivation - 5.6%, G rassland
- 4.3% and Light forest - 3.1%. These six classes account for 96.0% of the land-use
and land-cover classes in the region.
In the 1981 classification (table D-1) the largest single class is ’flood: deep’ (20.1%).
Flood accounted for a total of 31.7% (7,485 hectares) of land. Savanna land (tree and
shrub, shrub and alluvial savanna) had reduced by almost h alf to 19% (about 4,480
hectares) between 1950 and 1981. Cultivation (uncultivated land, cultivated land
and irrigated farm) had reduced to 17.5% (about 4,125 hectares) since 1950.
By 1986 the total flooded areas (table D-1) had increased to 81.53km^ (34.7% of total
area). The class ’flood: deep and part of ’flood: shallow’ constitute Nguru lake.
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TOPOGRAPHIC MAP
(October 1950 - based
on 1950 Air photos)

AERIAL PHOTOS
LANDSAT-5 TM
(November 1981)
SATELLITE IMAGERY

Mosaicmaking
IMAGE PR(XESSING
SYSTEM

Pre-Processing

Defining
Class Regions

Surface
Truth

Class Selection
Supervised
Classification

Manual
Encoding

Geometric
Rectification
VECTOR DIGITISING
ON COORDINATE
DIGITISER

Post-Classification
Processing

Image Overlay
and Differencing

o

MAP PLOTTER

&

Hard Copies

' DATA STORAGE
ON (HOST) COMPUTER

MONITOR

:

Visual Display

LASER PRINTER
Hard Copies

&

Figure D-1
A GIS model for Land-use and Land-cover classification
and m onitoring in the H adejia-N guru w etlands
A d a p te d fro m : S u le (1 9 9 0 b )
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D-2

SPATIAL COVERAGE OF CLASSES IN 1950

The areas flooded are m ainly below N guru town. The coverage is m uch b u t th e
areas appear to be discrete u nits and not continuous. The flood areas coincide
m ainly w ith th e rivers and are m ainly dependent on riv er discharge. M arsh lan d is
located in th e south-w estern p a rt of the region and is p a rt of an extensive m arsh.
The m ud class is located on the w estern p a rt of th e m ap south of th e railw ay line a t
th e fringes of th e flood area. C ultivation is th e biggest class identified (37% of to tal
cover). It is found all over th e region regardless of flooding. So, th e re m ay have
been adequate w a ter supply for cultivation in th e la te 1940s and in 1950. S cattered
cultivation a re found in patches all over th e m ap m ainly adjoining flood areas,
cultivated areas, lig h t forest, scrub and by rivers. The lig h t forest is significant and
found in every subregion except th e n o rth eastern region, w hilst O rchard b u sh is
located in th e central area. The scrubland is th e second m ost dom inant type of
vegetation in th is region (31.4%), and is m ainly located in th e e aste rn p a rt N guru
w etlands. However, this class w as expected to be located more in th e n o rth ern m o st
p a rt of the N guru w etlands which is more arid. G rasslands a re on th e fringes of
some of the flood areas and some rivers. The settlem ents are m ainly sm all
agricultural com m unities well dispersed a t approxim ately 3km in terv als in m ost
areas, probably because the physical characteristics of th e region are sim ilar all over
th e w etlands.

D-3

CHARACTERISTICS AND SPATIAL COVERAGE OF CLASSES IN 1981

The U nited S tates Geological Surveys (USGS) stated th a t w ith good photographs and
lens, up to Level III category (for example, fam ily u n its in buildings) could be seen
on m edium scale photography, like 1:30 000 scale (Lillesand and Keifer, 1987).
However, th is proved u n tru e in the case of th e 1:30 000 (medium) scale photography
used in th e classification of the N guru W etland region. Only up to Level II
categories could be seen.
Flood: deep
This is a deeply flooded zone corresponding p artly to th e m ud a re a identified on th e
1950 classification. The m ud line linking th e two m ud zones n e a r th e rail, w ithin
th e flood plain in the 1950 classification can still be seen in th e photo of 1981.
Notice the red parallel lines in figure 1.5.1.2. It is believed th a t p a rt of th e
floodplain m ay be used for some dry season cropping or for p lan tin g hydrophytic
crops.
Flood: shallow
This is an extensive flood zone w ith shallow w aters, since it is m ore highly reflected
(absorbed less sunlight) on the photomosaic th a n th e ’flood: deep’ class. W hite tin y
patches or specks w ere seen on the floodplain and m ay have been some kin d of
vegetation or crops, like rice, a t early stages of grow th or even w ater birds.
Flood: extent
The soils ap p ear w et and m ay represent th e m axim um extent of th e flood area.
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M arshland: high flood
This is sim ilar to the low flood M arshland a rea b u t have more flood w aters.
M arshland: low flood
This w as a low flooded area and it visually looked slightly different from th e open
flood area. I t w as classed as a M arshland on th e basis th a t it w as a m arsh lan d in
1950, and in th e 1981 photography it looked m uddy and slightly different in tone
from th e ’flood a re a ’.
Lakes
N um erous lakes are visible and often fringed by R iparian woodlands or th ick
vegetation. Several dry lakes were noticed, signifying th a t th ey w ere of ephem eral
n ature. However, they appeared m uch few er th a n those identified in th e October
1950 classification. On the other hand, m any of th e lakes m ight have been
subm erged by the flood w aters or engulfed by th e N guru lake, since all th e fairly
sized lakes and a v a st m ajority of others w ere located in th e flood areas.
W etland vegetation
This w as so nam ed because it is densely vegetated and on w et soils. The vegetation
appears to be m ostly thick shrubs w ith thick undergrow th and trees are b arely
discernible. Also, the vegetation appears to be alw ays located in th e w et p a rts of th e
study area, b u t outside th e M arsh and Flood areas.
C ultivated land
These w ere patches of farm land of regu lar stra ig h t edges w hich w ere recently
cultivated.
U ncultivated land
These w ere straight-edged recently cultivated lan d parcels probably u n d er fallow,
often engulfing cultivated lands. Signs of previous cultivation or fallow w ere noticed.
Also, some w ere noticed to have dry or harv ested crops.
U nclassified farm -reserve
This class is clearly a large farm reserve, b u t th e type of farm could not be
determ ined.
Irrigated farm land
These are well cultivated farm land located a t th e edges of th e flood a re a an d by
perennial stream s and rivers. Artificial lakes or reservoirs w ere noticed and canals
u sually ra n from th e surface w aters so th a t w a ter flowed u n d er gravity to th e
farm lands. In cases w here no canal w as visible j i g o (Shadoof) (hand-draw n)
irrigation technique or pum p irrigation m ay have been employed.
Forest p lantation
This is a thickly wooded area w ith distinct and often stra ig h t boundaries located in
th e northw estern p a rt of the N guru w etlands boundary.
W oodland (light forest)
The trees have no significant shrub layer and th e undergrow th m ay be sh o rt grass.
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R iparian woodland
They are tall closely packed trees fringing some lakes and some seasonal riv ers. In
certain cases they appear to be located inside w h a t lakes.
Tree and sh ru b savanna complex
The trees are of a woodland type and m any, w ith thick sh ru b s and varying grass
layers. Trees and shrubs w ere dom inant b u t did not totally cover th e la n d a re a
w here they w ere located, as th ere w ere still patches of open ground visible.
S hrub sav an n a complex
These are thick shrubs on open land w ith a few trees in tersp ersed w ere m ore
dom inant. Trees w ere very few and shrubs dom inated. The soil in th is class h a s
high reflectance and so m ay be d rier th a n those in o ther regions.
Alluvial savanna complex
This w as open savanna found m ainly around th e perennial rivers. The sh ru b s
p resen t are sm all and widely scattered exposing b are w et or d a rk soils associated
w ith it.
G rassland
G rasses are located m ainly on th e very sandy areas encircled by th e flood a re a in th e
n orthw estern p a rt of the m ap outside th e N guru w etland zone. They ap p eared to be
sh o rt grass or short reed grass. The creeping grass type w as not noticed as th e re
w ere pockets of sand betw een clusters of grass.
S ettlem ent
Settlem ents a re covered by trees and obscure th e roofs of buildings from a erial view.

D-4

SPATIAL COVERAGE OF CLASSES IN 1986

The area flooded increased fu rth e r by 1986 and th e ’m a rsh ’ class and ’sm all lak es’
w ere not spectrally discernible, w ith th e exception of N guru lake w hich w as
classified as ’flood: deep’ and p a rt of ’flood: shallow’. U pland cultivation an d areas
of irrigation expanded in size next to or close to th e flooded areas. More sav a n n a
complex class n e a r th e flood areas disappeared giving w ay m ainly to cultivation.
Also, th e designated forest reserve w as about doubled or expanded outw ards from
w ithin th e sam e location as th a t on the 1981 classification. No new settlem en t w as
established b u t sizes of the existing settlem ents, especially N guru, increased
significantly.
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D-5

S U P E R V IS E D C L A SS IFIC A T IO N O F LANDSAT-5 T M S A T E L L IT E
S E N S O R IM A G ERY

Individual bands of th e TM im age are highly correlated in th a t th ey are visually an d
num erically sim ilar. This is due to extensive inter-band correlation. To optim ize th e
im plem entation of th e d a ta set to be used for classification, th e dim ensionality of th e
d a ta set used to perform th e classification h as to be reduced, th ereb y reducing th e
complexity of th e classification com putations and reducing the classification tim e.
The purpose of a Supervised classification is to successfully p a rtitio n th e fe atu re
space, such th a t m em bers of each class satisfactorily occupy a unique sub-space.
H istogram s of th e spectral classes detected by each band of th e im age sub-scene,
w ere generated and used to help select suitable bands to use. From analysis,
L a n d sat TM bands th a t m ay be used for th e classification are b an d s 1, 2, 3 an d 4.
U ser-defined breakpoints were selected interactively and a piece-wise lin e a r in ten sity
m apping w as perform ed on th e whole image, by varying th e blue, green, red an d
n ear-infrared bands (1 to 5 and 7) differentially. By so doing some sp atial featu res
becam e more distinctly visible. The spectral reflectance graphs w ere g en erated an d
used as a guide in identifying the land cover and land use types. Several spectral
profiles w ere defined on the im age and compared w ith a generalized spectral
reflectance graph. V arious classes identified on th e im age (and th e profiles or
tran sects) w ere validated by field radiom etry and interview s of th e local people, in
D ecem ber/January 1989/1990, before im age classification.
A supervised classification w as perform ed on th e im age using a m inim um distance
classifier. The classes w ere decided upon ’a priori’ consideration (Townshend, 1981).
The objective is to satisfactorily p artition the featu re space such th a t m em bers of
each class occupy a unique sub-space. The stages u n d ertak en w ere as follows:
T r a in in g s ta g e - to create vertices file.
S ta tis tic s file p r e p a r a t i o n - to create statistics file.
S e p a r a tio n p lo ts o f c la s s e s - to determ ine spectral separability.
C la s s ific a tio n S ta g e - using statistics from vertices file.
G e o m e tric r e c tif ic a tio n - to rectify th e class map.
F il te r in g - to reduce th e noise in the image.
P lo t tin g - on-screen and h a rd copies.
Before sp atial filtering or smoothing, the ou tp u t im age w as geom etrically rectified
to a n accuracy of
pixel, using user defined control points, w hich a re featu res such
as riv er junctions and bends.
0 . 8

S m o o th in g : involved using a 2-dim ensional sp atial convolution.
was:m/2

P l(x ^ ) = X)
t—m/2

n/2

E

P(x+iy y+j) + weightsHj)

j '- n l2

W here,
Pl(x,y) = re s u lta n t pixel in tensity after convolution.
X = line position of pixel,
y = line num ber of pixel.
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The algorithm

P(x,y)
n
m
w eights

=
=
=
=

original pixel intensity.
num ber of kernel elem ents per row.
num ber of kernel elem ents per column,
n by m a rra y containing th e convolution kernel.

A m edian sm oothing algorithm utilising a 3 by 3 rectan g u lar k ern el w as used w ith
an increm ent of by and w eights of
each as below:
1

1

0 . 1 1

0.11 0.11 0.11
0.11 0.11 0.11
0.11 0.11 0.11
This w as in order to smooth th e im age in such a w ay th a t very little or no d a ta or
class is lost as a re su lt of convolution and to correct for noise or speckles resu ltin g
after classification.

D-6

ACCURACY OF THE SUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION
CATEGORY

ACCURACY
(%)

Flood: Deep
Flood: Shallow
Flood: Medium Vegetation
Flood: Dense Vegetation
Flood: Extent
Wet Area
H arvested land
Pump Irrigation
Forest Reserve: Doum Palm
Forest Reserve: Grazing
Savanna Complex
Town (Nguru)
Villages

94.2
94.4
85.7
90.9
73.2
76.8
93.8
79.1
23.9
98.3
79.5
93.8
24.2

Table D-6.1
Accuracy of Supervised Classification
The overall classification accuracy (using percent correct), is 81.0% an d th e average
accuracy is 77.5%. The accuracy of ’pum p irrig atio n ’ (79.1%) an d ’flood ex ten t’
(73.2%) are m isleading because these classes h a d large errors of om ission and
commission (tables D-6.1, 2). However, the accuracy of classifying open w aters (th a t
is, ’flood: shallow and deep’) is about 94% and flood w ith vegetation is about 85% to
90%. Thus, it would be possible to m onitor flooding to a high degree of accuracy.
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PER C EN T O F TEST PIXELS CLA SSIFIED INTO C ATEGORIES

C a te g o ry

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

N o. o f
te s t
p ix e ls

E rro r of
C om m im

1

93.8

1.9

0

0

0

0

0

0.1

2.4

0

0.3

1.5

0

2086

6.2

2

20.4

24.2

0

0

0

0

5.5

7.7

40.5

0

0.1

1.6

0.1

1256

75.8

3

0

0

94.2

5.8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1091

5.8

4

0

0

5.6

M .4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

394

5.6

5

0

0

0

0

85.7

3.1

5.9

0.7

4.9

0

0

0.2

0

4361

14.3

6

0

0

0

0

4.9

90.9

2.3

0

2.0

0

0

0

0

700

9.1

7

0

0.2

0

0

0.7

0.8

73.2

6.0

17.6

0.1

0

1.5

0

2052

26.8

8

0.3

0.4

0

0

0

0

10.5

76Æ

7.4

3.5

0

1.0

0.2

689

23.2

9

2.1

1.0

0

0

0.2

0.4

13.8

2.0

79.1

0

0

1.4

0.1

1322

20.9

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.3

1.1

0.03

98.3

0

0.2

0

3810

1.7

11

47.6

14.5

0

0

0

0

0

2.8

10.5

0.1

23.9

0.7

0

1211

76.1

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.3

0.1

0.5

0.6

0

93.8

4.8

1786

6.2

13

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.4

0

20.1

79.5

1223

20.5

E rro r of
O m issio n
(%)

30.6

43.7

2.1

14.5

1.4

19.8

29.1

38.6

56.1

1.1

2.4

18.4

8.4

Table D-6.2
Contingency table of classification accuracy

C ategory:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

- T o w n (N gu ru )
= V illa g e
= F lood: D eep
= F lood: S h a llo w
= F lood: M e d iu m V egetation
= F lood: D en se V egetation
= F lood: E x ten t

8
9
10
11
12
13

= W et A rea
= P u m p Irrig a tio n
= F orest R eserve
= F orest R eserve: D ou m p a lm
= C u ltiv a tio n
= S a v a n n a C om plex
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D-7

UNSUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION

"Groupings of p a tte rn s w ithin the feature space using some m easure of ’n e arn ess’
defines clusters, whose position is th en used to define class lim its", (Townshend,
1981). An U nsupervised Classification is ’a p o s t e r i o r i as th e groupings of p a tte rn s
are them selves used to define th e classes.
The aim of perform ing an unsupervised classification w as in order to determ ine
which land-cover and land-use types can be efficiently classified by im age processing.
The im age w as classified using bands 1, , 3 and 4 which are th e sam e bands used
in th e supervised classification. For each classification a m axim um of 14 classes
w ere specified and statistical estim ates of seed locations in th e fe a tu re space
computed. A m axim um of iterations w ere specified for th e classification, in order
to achieve as high an accuracy of classification as possible. In each ite ra tio n a
statistical estim ate of seed location w as m ade, a classification perform ed, th e resu lts
evaluated, th e location of th e seeds modified and an o th er classification perform ed.
Each subsequent iteration, was supposed to im prove th e resu lts of th e classification
u n til it hom es in on a stable classification of a clear set of classes. The th reshold for
p rem atu re m igration q uit from iteration was
and it w as specified th a t classes
th a t a re too close should be merged.
2

8

1 . 0

The n e t m igration is the stability threshold or th e change in m ean vector location
from th e la st iteration to the p resent iteratio n over all th e classes. The la st n et
m igration w as 2.5 after iterations. The low n e t m igration levels show th a t th e
im age should have been fairly well classified. So, alm ost all or all of th e pixels
would have been classified. The classified im age looked very speckled. O nly th e
flood plain appeared well classified. It w as geom etrically rectified using th e w arp
control points used in w arping of the supervised classification im age. The o u tp u t
im age w as th e n filtered as in appendix D- . The am ount of noise in th e im age, prior
to filtering, w as considerable.
8

6

The ’flood a re a ’ and ’flood extent’ are areas w ith open flood-waters and shallow floodw aters w ith inu n d ated vegetation and account for the to tal flood area, occupying
about 85.41km^ a re a (36.2% of the N guru w etlands). However, th e flood ex ten t
ap p ear to include th e irrigated areas. U nsupervised classification of th e H adejiaN guru w etlands using high spatial resolution satellite sensor im ages, like L an d sat
TM, is only suitable for classifying flood areas. The suitability of m onitoring flooding
by using unsupervised classification will be less w ith coarse sp atial resolution
satellite sensor d a ta because of degradation in th e pixel sp atial resolution. T hus, an
unsupervised classification m ay only be used, for instance on a L a n d sat TM scene
of th e w etlands, for th e classification of flooded areas only.
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D-8

UNSUPERVISED VERSUS SUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION

UNSUPERVISED
CLASS

SUPERVISED

îllHilSÏI
(km*)

PERCENT
OF TOTAL

AREA
(km*)

PERCENT
OF TOTAL

4 1 .2 8
4 4 .1 3

1 7 .5
1 8 .7

5 4 .6 8
2 6 .8 5

2 3 .3
1 1 .4

85*41

36.2

81.53

34*7

2 0 .0 8

8 .5

9 .0 8

3 .9

HARVESTED LAND

9 .9 9

4 .2

6 9 .0 7

2 9 .3

FOREST

1 5 .0 3

6 .4

6 .7 5

2 .8

F (Misclassification)

1 1 .8 5

5 .0

G (Misclassification)

2 2 .4 9

9 .5

H (Misclassification)

1 5 .8 7

6 .7

I (Misclassification)

1 7 .0 7

7 .2

J (Misclassification)

8 .7 6

3 .7

L j (Misclassification)

4 .2 0

1 .8

2 2 .0 0

9 .3

8 .2 2

3 .4

3 .1 7

1 .4

1 .8 1

0 .8

FLOOD AREA
FLOOD EXTENT
SUB
TOTAL
WET AREA

1 T^W N/etc
1 UNCLASSIFIED
TOTAL

235*92

Table D
Unsupervised Classification of Nguru wetlands compared
with Supervised Classification
- 8
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D-9:

ALGORITHMS FOR MONITORING LAND USE AND LAND COVER
CHANGES

To change th e DN values of th e various classes in th e classification (im ages) into DN
values of 1 to 12 corresponding to th e classes common to th e 3 d a ta bases (appendix
D-4). The classes w ere changed interactively, by specifying th e in p u t breakpoints
an d ou tp u t breakpoints of th e old and new images, respectively. To see th e changes
over th e years for each p air of im ages (being compared) th e earlier class-im age w as
su b tracted from th e older im age and level sliced. Thus th e DN values of each p air
h a d to range from
to to
(th a t is, - .... .... ). For each in p u t DN an o u tp u t
DN value w as assigned as follows:- 1 2

in p u t DN

0

- 1 1

1 0

- 1 0

2 0

- 8

-7
- 6

-5
-4
-3

1 0 0

- 1

1 1 0

0

1 2 0

7

130
140
150
160
170
180
190

8

2 0 0

9

2 1 0

1 0

2 2 0

2

3
4
5
6

1 1
1 2

1

2

30
40
50
60
70
80
90

- 2

1

1 2

o u tp u t DN

- 1 2

-9

0

230
255
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0

1 2

T he differencing operation is a complex derivation of th e sim ple form ula below:
D,, = X (l),, - X(2),, +
w here,
D
X (l)
X(2)
C
i
j
k

C
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

C hange pixel value
Pixel value a t d ate 1
Pixel value a t d ate 2
A constant
l...n num ber of lines
l...n num ber of pixels
l...n num ber of spectral bands

F o r th e class changes from 1950 to 1981, 1981 to 1986 an d 1986 to 1990 th e
following in p u t in te n sity values are in p u t to th e new class-im ages th a t now h av e Dns
o r class num bers to
:1

1

2

1) 1950 to 1981 change:
1950 new class-im age - in ten sity 0 an d 12
1981 new class-im age - in ten sity 12 an d 0
2) 1981 to 1986 change:
1981 new class-im age - in te n sity 12 and 0
1986 new class-im age - in te n sity 0 and 12
3) 1986 to 1990 change:
1986 new class-im age - in te n sity 0 and 12
1990 new class-im age - in ten sity 12 an d 0

D-9.1 O ther M ethods Of M onitoring E nviron m en tal C hange
Som e o ther m ethod of im age enhancem ent for lan d use an d la n d cover m onitoring
a re overlay enhancem ent, im age ratioing, norm alised vegetaion index an d im age
differencing. O verlay enhancem ent involves overlaying eq u iv alen t b a n d s of one
im age over th e o th er from an o th er im age (B anner and L ynham , 1981). Im age
ra tio in g is th e division of one digital im age by a n o th er (Todd, 1977; W ilson e t a l,
1976). L a n d sat M ultispectral (MSS) bands 5 and 7 (equivalent to L a n d sat TM bands
2 an d 4) are ap p ro p riate for vegetation m onitoring an d a single im age of v egetation
change can be derived by su btracting vegetation-index im ages from each se t of d a ta
(T ucker and M axwell, 1976; Y azdani an d D erenyi, 1983; Pilon e t a l, 1987). The
form ula used in th is technique is:
NDVI =

(MSS7 - MSS5)
(MSS7 + MSS5)

x
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scale factor

APPENDIX E
LOOK-UP TABLES FOR 1950 TO 1986
LAND USE AND LAND COVER CHANGES
E-1

TABLE OF COVERAGE BY CLASS TYPE:

E-1.1 1950 To 1981 C hanges
Class

Hectares

%Gover

Npixels

0
2
3
4
6
7
8
10
11
14
19
22
23
25
26
28
30
32
33
36
41
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
53
54
55
89
91
92
93
94
95
97
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
108
109
110
111
112
113
115
116
117
119
121
123
124
126
128
132

10648.70
55.89
456.83
27.45
291.15
116.55
75.51
7.29
34.74
21.60
20.06
1.98
0.54
3.42
0.09
2.06
3.24
0.18
38.43
14.94
2.79
245.16
148.23
11.97
1951.47
72.81
145.26
483.75
315.63
8.27
1.88
2521.08
0.72
198.90
2.88
105.75
54.90
88.92
13.95
197.28
123.30
18.17
38.15
147.32
709.02
427.86
937.89
29.52
5.58
2028.51
6.66
211.95
1.08
78.66
33.57
51.30
3.96
318.51
11.07
0.72
0.09
17.64
0.09

45.1%
0.2
1.9
0.1
1.2
0.4
0.3
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.6
0.0
8.2
0.3
0.6
2.0
1.3
0.0
0.0
10.6
0.0
0.8
0.0
0.4
0.2
0.3
0.0
0.8
0.5
0.0
0.1
0.6
3.0
1.8
3.9
0.1
0.0
8.5
0.0
0.8
0.0
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.0
1.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

118318.0
621.0
5076.0
305.0
3235.0
1295.0
839.0
81.0
386.0
239.0
223.0
22.0
6.0
37.0
1.0
22.0
36.0
2.0
426.0
165.0
31.0
2724.0
1647.0
133.0
21682.0
809.0
1613.0
5375.0
3506.0
91.0
20.0
28012.0
8.0
2210.0
32.0
1174.0
610.0
988.0
155.0
2191.0
1370.0
201.0
424.0
1636.0
7878.0
4753.0
10421.0
328.0
62.0
22538.0
74.0
2355.0
12.0
874.0
373.0
569.0
44.0
3539.0
123.0
8.0
1.0
196.0
1.0

Total area

=

23592.96 hectares

262143.0
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E-1.2 1981 To 1986 Changes
Class

Hectares

%Cover

Npixels

0
1
3
5
6
7
8
12
17
18
19
22
25
27
28
29
30
33
45
47
49
50
51
55
56
58
60
61
62
66
67
69
71
72
73
77
78
80
82
83
84
88
91
92
93
94
95
99
100
103
104
105
106
110
111
112
114
115
116
117
121
123
125
126
127
128
132

14205.96
74.69
175.58
6.84
196.65
689.03
602.81
0.09
7.83
28.88
3.24
62.90
9.63
1.17
4.95
11.16
15.75
20.42
40.50
388.80
9.09
54.18
267.92
178.74
4.68
10.53
1.88
13.23
110.61
310.40
3.87
130.86
14.04
278.64
591.57
570.05
97.55
11.61
4.59
7.02
127.89
16.83
36.90
1.35
9.27
5.21
58.94
35.09
47.16
36.54
160.56
693.17
1852.74
878.48
0.90
68.30
1.26
17.10
7.83
87.66
34.83
6.11
0.36
2.25
75.87
95.39
16.83

60.2%
0.3
0.7
0.0
0.8
2.9
2.5
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
1.6
0.0
0.2
1.1
0.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
1.3
0.0
0.5
0.0
1.1
2.5
2.4
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.5
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.6
2.9
7.8
3.7
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.4
0.0

157844.0
830.0
1951.0
75.0
2185.0
7655.0
6697.0
1.0
87.0
321.0
36.0
699.0
107.0
13.0
55.0
124.0
175.0
227.0
450.0
4319.0
100.0
601.0
2977.0
1985.0
52.0
117.0
20.0
147.0
1229.0
3449.0
43.0
1453.0
156.0
3096.0
6572.0
6334.0
1083.0
128.0
50.0
78.0
1420.0
187.0
410.0
14.0
102.0
57.0
654.0
390.0
523.0
406.0
1783.0
7701.0
20585.0
9761.0
10.0
759.0
13.0
190.0
87.0
974.0
387.0
68.0
4.0
25.0
843.0
1060.0
187.0

Total area

=

23592.96 hectares

262143.0
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E -1.3 1950 To 1986 Changes
Class

Hectares

%Cover

Npixels

0
1
3
5
6
7
8
17
18
19
22
25
28
29
30
33
34
38
39
40
41
44
45
47
49
50
51
55
89
91
92
93
94
95
99
100
103
104
105
106
110
111
112
114
115
116
117
121
123
126
127
128
132

7530.56
15.39
199.61
23.40
308.79
335.88
441.90
9.36
23.22
15.29
56.34
0.27
2.43
0.90
7.11
40.95
0.36
0.09
1.80
14.04
3.51
243.09
159.47
1183.05
264.60
132.39
1319.31
2800.52
5.94
100.62
30.69
42.48
109.88
272.88
257.49
292.23
209.34
186.39
1114.19
2340.45
2412.45
10.89
228.60
9.53
26.01
122.30
316.98
304.11
4.68
2.60
26.82
25.29
6.38

31.9%
0.0
0.8
0.0
1.3
1.4
1.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.6
5.0
1.1
0.5
5.5
11.8
0.0
0.4
0.1
0.1
0.4
1.1
1.0
1.2
0.8
0.7
4.7
9.9
10.2
0.0
0.9
0.0
0.1
0.5
1.3
1.2
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.0

83673.0
171.0
2217.0
260.0
3431.0
3732.0
4909.0
104.0
257.0
170.0
626.0
3.0
26.0
10.0
78.0
455.0
4.0
1.0
20.0
156.0
39.0
2701.0
1772.0
13144.0
2940.0
1471.0
14658.0
31117.0
66.0
1118.0
340.0
472.0
1221.0
3032.0
2861.0
3246.0
2326.0
2070.0
12380.0
26005.0
26805.0
121.0
2540.0
106.0
289.0
1358.0
3522.0
3379.0
52.0
28.0
298.0
281.0
71.0

Total area

=

23592.96 hectares

262143.0
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E-2

LOOK U P TABLE FOR CLASS CHANGES

S ta rtin g
DN & Class

1-Flood

New DN
(Changed to)

1

1 2

2

1 1

3
4
5

8

7
6

1 0

5
4
3

1 1

2

1 2

1 2

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

1 1
1 0

9
8

7
6

2 1

5
4
3

2 2

1

2 0

4-Mud

9

7
9

3-Lakes

1 0

6

8

2-M arsh

E quivalent DN
of new class

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

1 2
1 1
1 0

9
8

7
6

5
4
2
1

1 2
1 1
1 0

9
8

7
6

5
3
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New C lass N am e

S ettlem en t
G rassland
S avanna Complex
W oodland
Forest R eserve
W etland V egetation
Irrigation
C ultivation
M ud
Lakes
M arsh
S ettlem en t
G rassland
S avanna Complex
W oodland
Forest R eserve
W etland V egetation
Irrigation
C ultivation
Mud
Lakes
Flood
S ettlem en t
G rassland
S av an n a Complex
W oodland
F orest R eserve
W etland V egetation
Irrigation
C ultivation
M ud
M arsh
Flood
S ettlem en t
G rassland
Savanna
W oodland
Forest R eserve
W etland V egetation
Irrigation
C ultivation
Lakes

43
44
5-C ultivation

6

-Irrigation

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
6 6

7-W etland V egetation

-Forest Reserve

1

1 2
1 1
1 0

9
8

7
6

4
3
2
1

1 2
1 1
1 0

9
8

7
5
4
3
2
1

67

1 2

6 8

1 1

69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
8

2

78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

1 0

9
8
6

5
4
3
2
1

1 2
1 1
1 0

9
7
6

8 6

5
4
3

87

2

8 8

1
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M arsh
Flood
S ettlem ent
G rassland
S avanna Complex
W oodland
F orest Reserve
W etland V egetation
Irrigation
M ud
Lakes
M arsh
Flood
S ettlem ent
G rassland
S avanna Complex
W oodland
Forest Reserve
W etland V egetation
C ultivation
Mud
Lakes
M arsh
Flood
Settlem ent
G rassland
S avanna Complex
W oodland
F orest Reserve
Irrigation
C ultivation
M ud
Lakes
M arsh
Flood
S ettlem ent
G rassland
S av an n a Complex
Woodland
W etland V egetation
Irrigation
C ultivation
M ud
Lakes
M arsh
Flood

9-Woodland

10-Savanna Complex

89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

1 0
8

7
6

5
4
3
2
1

1 0 0

1 2
1 1

103
104
105
106
107
108
109

12-Settlem ent

1 1

1 0 1
1 0 2

11-G rassland

1 2

9
8

7
6

5
4
3
2

1 1 0

1

1 1 1

1 2

1 1 2

1 0

113
114
115
116
117
118
119

9

1 2 0

2

1 2 1

1

1 2 2

123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132

8

7
6

5
4
3

1 1
1 0

9
8

7
6

5
4
3
2
1
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S ettlem ent
G rassland
S avanna Complex
Forest Reserve
W etland V egetation
Irrigation
Cultivation
Mud
Lakes
M arsh
Flood
S ettlem ent
G rassland
W oodland
Forest Reserve
W etland V egetation
Irrigation
C ultivation
Mud
Lakes
M arsh
Flood
Settlem ent
S av an n a Complex
W oodland
Forest Reserve
W etland V egetation
Irrigation
C ultivation
M ud
Lakes
M arsh
Flood
G rassland
S av an n a Complex
W oodland
F orest Reserve
W etland V egetation
Irrigation
C ultivation
M ud
Lakes
M arsh
Flood

A PPEN D IX F
FIELDW ORK BOOKING SH EETS

F-1

BOOKING SH EET FO R FIELD RADIOMETRY

S i t e ..................... O p e ra to r........................ D a te .................19......
S ig h t

B e a rin g .............. A n g le

J,

F O V .............

T ran se ct

E stim ated d ista n ce to p o le ..

G round P h o to s ................

S urface s a m p le s .................

READINGS
SIGNAL

1

S/R X k

2

S/R X k

3

S/R xk

MEAN
(x)

W AVEBAND

1
2
3
4

G reen
R ed
N e a r-In fr a re d
In fra r ed

1
REFERENCE 2
(R)
3
4

G reen
R ed
N e a r-In fr a re d
In fra r ed

Sky =
T im e =
M eth o d =
H e ig h t (m) =

S a lin ity =
T u r b id ity =
V e g e ta tio n =
W in d -sp eed =
T e m p e r a tu r e =

SU R FA C E
(S)

SKY;
0 = Clear sky
1 = Haze
2 = Thin cloud, sun not obscured
3 = Thin cloud, sun obscured
4 = Scattered cloud, sun not obscured
5 = Cloud over most sky, sun not obscured
6 = Cloud, sun obscured
7 = Complete cloud cover
8 = Stratus cloud cover
9 = Drizzle
T u r b id ity

V e g e ta tio n

W ind sp e e d
(B e a u fo rt N u m b e r)
Td = Turbid OW = Open w ater
0 - 1 = Calm/ligbt air
Cr = Clear TW = Trees in w ater
- 3 = Ligbt/gentle breeze
LW = Low density of vegetation in w ater 4 - 5 = Moderate/fresb breeze
HW = High density of vegetation in w ater
= Strong breeze
2

6
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F-2

BOOKING SHEET FOR DEPTH MEASUREMENT

T ra n sect
Sta.

Approx.
D istance

Sight
Bearing
«1

WATER*
Turbidity
Td = Turbid
Cr = Clear

D a te.............. 19.

Survey b y ........................ J,

S it e ....................

Oa

Sextant
angle

Cal.
D istance
(m)

Nature o f
w ater
(see *)

Coordinates
E

Depth
(m)

Rem ark

N

Vegetation

Wind speed
(Beaufort Number)
OW = Open w ater
0 - 1 = Calm/light air
TW = Trees in w ater
2 - 3 = Light/gentle breeze
LW = Low density of vegetation in w ater 4 -5 = Moderate/fresh breeze
HW = High density of vegetation in w ater
= Strong breeze
6
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F-3
TR A V ER SE Catenary/Ground*

OBSERVER.

PHOTO POINT*

BOOKER.....

Slcfat

B

REMARKS:

Ang^

SLOPEANGLES

H. m. •.

DISTANCE
Slop*

D

D

AZIMUTH: Sun/Star*____________________________ E/W*

Page.

DATE.

VERTICALANGLES

HORIZœïTALANGLES

BOOKING SHEET FOR TRAVERSE SURVEY AND CONNECTIONS

a m. 1.

Tin-

•Delete words not applicable

Source: Kaduna State Survey (1988)
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S*f.

Std.
+/-

DIAGRAM
IW.

Sun.

Horizontal

Lin.

REMARKS

F-4

TRAVERSE SURVEY COMPUTATION FORM
N.N.S. 29

COMPUTATION OF TRAVERSE CO-ORDINATES
D a te ..................19.
Surveyor ...............
Computer..............

Observed A zim uth f r o m ..................... to...................
D educted A zim uth f r o m ..................... to ...................
Closing E rro r f o r
S tatio n s..........per Station.

T o w n ....
D istrict
Province

S u rv e y .............
Traverse o f .....
Field Book No.
GPK R 3306
From
Station
A

Back Bearing
Observed A n^e
Forward Beanng

Correction
to
Bearing

Corrected
Bearing

True
Horizontal
Length

Cos Bearing

AN

Sin Bearing
+

-

ae

Arithmetic
Sum

S o u rce: K a d u n a S ta te S u r v e y (1 9 8 8 )
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Origin....... C. or T.N.
Uncorrected Co-ords.
Correction
Final Co-ords. (in Red)

+

-

Arithmetic
Sum

N

E

1
1
1
|
1

To
Station
B

A P P E N D IX F -5
Q U E S T IO N N A IR E

1

. O ccupation.............................................................................................................

2

. Sex

3. Age

M a le /F e m a le
10 - 15 years
16 - 25 years
26 - 40 years
O ver 41 years

4. Location of sub-region and cu rren t land use/land co v er..............................
5. W hat w as th e land u se or land cover of th is location in November 1986

. If th e land use or cover h as changed w ithin th e la st 5 years, give possible
reasons for these c h an g es....................................................................................................

6

7. H as th e re been adequate flooding w ithin th e la st 5 years (1985-1990) ? Y ES/N O
. If answ er to question 7 is NO, th en give possible reasons for reduction in flooding
a) M eteorological...........................................................................................................
b) U pstream d a m s ..........................................................................................................
c) U pstream w ater b a rra g e s .........................................................................................
d) W ater divergence projects.........................................................................................
e) Increased irr ig a tio n ...........................................................................................
f) O ther re a so n s..............................................................................................................

8

9. Should conservation be practised in th e w etlands ? YES/N O
If YES, th en w hat resources should be protected ? ........................................................
1

0

. Is th e protection of th e w etlands’ birds im p o rtan t ? YES/N O
If YES, w hy is it im portant? ...............................................................................................

11. If th e answ er to questions 9 and 10 is NO, th en w h a t will m ake you in terested
in conservation w etland program m es................................................................................
1

2

. W hat im provem ents or developm ents would you like to see in th e w etlands?
a) Economic - a g ric u ltu ra l............................................................................................
- in d u s tria l............................................................................................
- o th e rs ...................................................................................................
b) H ealth
c) In frastru ctu re - r o a d s ..........................................................................................
schools.......................................................................................
others..........................................................................................
d) U tilitie s........................................................................................................................
e) O th e rs............................................................................................................................
[Number as 1, 2, .... , n in order o f priority]
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13. In developing th e w etlands (refer to 12), w h at should be th e role of the:
a) Federal Governm ent of N ig e ria ..................................................................
b) S tate G overnm ents........................................................................................
c) River B a s in s ....................................................................................................
d) International agencies................................................................................
e) Local in h a b ita n ts ...........................................................................................
f) O th e rs .............................................................................................................
14. A re you satisfied w ith the cu rren t perform ance of the:a) Federal Governm ent of N igeria?.................................................................
b) S tate G overnm ents?..................................................................................... .
c) River B asins?.................................................................................................. .
d) International agencies?.................................................................................
e) Local in h a b ita n ts? .........................................................................................
If an answ er is NO, give reasons for your dissatisfaction?
15. Any other observation(s) or com m ent(s).............................................................
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APPENDIX G
LAND USE AND LAND COVER CHANGES IN NGURU REGION: 1950 -1986

NGURU

Bombori

Dabar Magani

#

MargadujP'i

m

'tf. n'"'
, ..li' ‘ X

Adiani

3 ^

Figure G-1
Land use and land cover changes from 1950 to 1981
- (Note: B lack areas w ith irregu lar bou ndaries = N o change)
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Figure G-2
Land use and land cover changes from 1981 to 1986
(Note: B lack a rea s w ith irreg u la r b o u n d a ries = N o change)
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